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Kurzfassung
Das Reaktorneutrinoexperiment Double Chooz hat eine pra¨zise Messung des Neu-
trinomischungswinkels θ13 zum Ziel. Die absolute Genauigkeit der Normalisierung
und der Form des vorhergesagten Neutrinospektrums bilden die Voraussetzung
einer Analyse mit einem einzelnen Detektor. Der gro¨ßte Beitrag zur Detektionsun-
sicherheit der Normalisierung des Experiments wird dabei durch die Nachweisef-
fizienz der Neutronenereignisse verursacht. Letztere sind Teil des durch Antineu-
trinos erzeugten Koinzidenzsignals. Eine Korrektur der Monte Carlo Normalisie-
rung sowie eine dazugeho¨rige Unsicherheit gewa¨hrleisten in der θ13 Analyse die
U¨bereinstimmung der Nachweiseffizienz in Daten und Simulation. Kalibrations-
messungen in den inneren zwei Detektorvolumina ermo¨glichen die Effizienzbestim-
mung durch 252Cf Spaltneutronen. Neue Verfahren erlauben es die Korrektur der
Selektionseffizienz sowie deren Unsicherheit u¨ber das gesamte Volumen integriert
zu berechnen. Mit diesen verbesserten Methoden gelang es die Unsicherheit der
Detektionseffizienz um einen Faktor zwei zu verringern. Welcher Anteil von Neu-
tronen auf einem bestimmten Element eingefangen wird, wird durch das Neutro-
neneinfangsverha¨ltnis ausgedru¨ckt. Eine Korrektur dieser Gro¨ße wurde ermittelt
und auf Stabilita¨t u¨berpru¨ft. Ferner wird die Messung der Korrektur durch kosmi-
sche Myonen erzeugte Spallationsneutronen diskutiert. Daru¨ber hinaus wurde die
Unsicherheit der durch Neutronenmigration erzeugten Randeffekte abgescha¨tzt.
Dies wurde durch die Verwendung unterschiedlicher Monte Carlo Konfigurationen
mit variierten Parametern und Modellierungen der Neutronenphysik realisiert.
Abstract
The reactor antineutrino experiment Double Chooz aims to provide a precise mea-
surement of the neutrino mixing angle θ13. In the analysis with one detector,
accuracy in the predicted neutrino spectrum from simulation is a necessity with
regard to normalization and energy shape. The detection efficiency of neutron
events, which are part of the coincidence signal created by neutrinos, introduce
the largest uncertainty contribution of the normalization of the experiment related
to the signal detection. In order to accomplish a matching of the efficiencies ob-
served in data and simulation, a correction of the Monte Carlo normalization and
an associated systematic uncertainty are inputs in the θ13 analysis. Calibration
source deployments in the inner two detector volumes allow for a measurement of
the neutron detection efficiency using 252Cf fission neutrons. New methods enable
to compute the correction integrated over the whole volume and the corresponding
uncertainty of the selection cut related efficiency. With these revised approaches a
factor two improvement in the detection efficiency uncertainty was achieved. The
correction of the neutron capture fraction – the capture fraction quantifies the
proportion of captures on a particular element – is evaluated and tested for its
robustness. Furthermore, a crosscheck of this quantity is discussed using neutrons
produced by cosmic muon spallation. Finally, the uncertainty on border effects,
emerging from neutron migration at the fiducial volume boundaries, is estimated
by means of different Monte Carlo configurations with varying parameters and
neutron physics modelings.

fu¨r Mimi

In real physics research, mistakes are of course made, and
much of the scrutiny given to a surprising result consists
of trying to find mistakes in the calculation [...] Scien-
tists digesting reported confidence intervals may in effect
modify [them] by adding allowance for “unknown errors”
depending on the reputation of the experimenter [...]
– Robert D. Cousins,
“Why isn’t every physicist a Bayesian?”
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Introduction
For more than a decade only an upper limit on the mixing angle θ13 has been known.
The smallness of the parameter complicated the measurement of a non-zero value of
θ13, which is a crucial requirement for future projects in the field of neutrino oscilla-
tions: The size of θ13 predicts the sensitivity of experiments searching for CP violation
in the leptonic sector and the determination of the neutrino mass ordering.
The Double Chooz (DC) experiment targets to deliver a precision measurement of the
neutrino mixing angle θ13 by means of observing electron antineutrino disappearance.
It was the first reactor antineutrino experiment reporting a hint of a non-zero θ13 at
the end of 2011. Located at a nuclear power plant in Chooz, France, it consists of
two identical detectors filled with gadolinium-loaded liquid scintillator. A near detec-
tor measures the neutrino flux at 400m distance from the reactor cores, even before
three flavor neutrino oscillation takes effect. The far detector, built in a laboratory
with 1050m baseline to the reactors, observes the oscillated neutrino rate and spectral
shape distortion. The DC experiment searches then for an energy dependent deficit in
the relative comparison of the two measured antineutrino spectra. The DC detector
design is optimized for the detection of reactor antineutrinos via inverse beta decay
reaction on hydrogen nuclei. Resulting decay products of the neutrino interaction cre-
ate a coincidence signal consisting of a prompt positron event and a delayed radiative
neutron capture on either hydrogen or gadolinium nuclei.
As the experiment is operated with one detector at the far laboratory until the end of
2014, the estimation of θ13 relies on the comparison of the observed neutrino flux and
energy shape to a Monte Carlo prediction. Thus, the accuracy of the simulated neutrino
spectrum and normalization constitutes a crucial requirement in the data analysis.
Discrepancies between data and simulation in the signal selection efficiencies can be
handled by implementation of corrections on the Monte Carlo normalization and an
associated uncertainty in the θ13 fit. The dominant contribution to this systematic
uncertainty is introduced by the detection efficiency of the delayed neutron capture.
Previous efficiency studies offered potential to improve the approaches utilized for the
systematic uncertainty computation. Approaching the two detector phase, one focus of
the DC analysis was the development of elaborate techniques for efficiency calculation
and detailed studies of systematic influences, as provided in this thesis.
With neutrons from spontaneous fission of 252Cf the two inner detector volumes were
sampled along the central symmetry axis and a rigid looped tube in several calibration
campaigns, allowing for measurements of neutron related parameters. Careful studies
of the 252Cf data as presented in Chapter 4 enables the reduction of background con-
tributions and improve the accuracy of these measurements.
As shown in Chapter 5 it is possible to distinguish different contributions to the total
neutron detection efficiency. Whereas one efficiency component depends on the neutron
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selection criteria, the other one is an intrinsic characteristic determined by the liquid
scintillator composition. Several efficiency definitions will be proposed which allow to
test for possible correlations between the Monte Carlo corrections of the neutron effi-
ciency associated with each individual cut.
A global Monte Carlo correction of the neutron detection is desired by the θ13 analy-
sis. The 252Cf deployments, however, correspond to point-like measurements of the
efficiency. Hence the geometrical condition of the fiducial volume needs to be taken
into account by the correction and systematic uncertainty calculation. In Chapter 5
a method to compute the global efficiency correction of the gadolinium-based neu-
trino analysis from volume-integrated efficiency estimates is developed. The presented
technique has to be able to estimate the full volume efficiency from a limited set of
calibration positions. Monte Carlo studies offer the possibility to validate the volume-
integration approach and evaluate its systematic uncertainty. The robustness of the
correction is of particular importance for the systematic uncertainty estimation and re-
quires various tests with respect to modifications in the computational procedures, the
efficiency definitions or the datasets. Furthermore, the computed value of the Monte
Carlo correction will be a measure of the agreement in the neutron detection efficiency
found in data and simulation. Moreover, Chapter 5 deals with the intrinsic efficiency
component obtained from measurements with 252Cf data, which exhibits a discrepancy
to the predicted value from simulation code. In addition, crosschecks of this deviation
are summarized along with the discussion of values gained from a neutron sample pro-
duced by muon spallation processes.
The global Monte Carlo correction of the neutron detection efficiency for the neutrino
selection via neutron captures on hydrogen is discussed in Chapter 6. In this analysis
the volume-integration technique has to be extended to the enhanced fiducial volume
size compared to the analysis based on gadolinium.
Neutron migration at the fiducial volume boundaries can enhance the detected neutrino
flux and is known as “spill-in/out effect”. Also present in the Monte Carlo simulation
it could deviate from reality in its strength, thus over- or underestimating the predicted
neutrino flux. Since the effect cannot be measured with detector data, a strategy based
on Monte Carlo to estimate the systematic influence is put forward in Chapter 7.
About one year after the two detector measurement will have commenced, the de-
tection systematic uncertainty might constitute the largest uncertainty contribution to
the θ13 analysis. Prospects on the future two detector systematic uncertainty of the
neutron detection efficiency will be given based on the studies presented in this thesis.
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Chapter 1
Neutrino oscillation and mixing
angle θ13
This chapter will start with a short introduction to the neutrino oscillations and the
current knowledge on the parameters describing this phenomenon. In Section 1.2 fur-
ther details on the neutrino mixing parameter θ13 will be given, the mixing angle which
was measured just recently. The last section, Section 1.3, focuses on the experimental
concepts behind a measurement of θ13 at nuclear power stations.
1.1 Neutrino oscillation
The history of the neutrino has been accompanied by intriguing peculiarities ever since
the first discussions about it as hypothetical particle. It starts with the “desperate
remedy” [177] that brought W. Pauli in 1930 to postulate it in order to rescue the con-
servation of energy and momentum in β-decays. It took more than 26 years to prove
the existence of the “poltergeist”, which was accomplished by Reines and Cowan in
1956 [85]. Furthermore it was shown that neutrinos are created in a state that is pre-
dominantly of left helicity (left-handed) and antineutrinos of right helicity [211, 116],
thus attesting the parity violating nature of the weak interaction. In fact a massless
particle in the Standard Model, the experiments solving the “solar neutrino problem”
established the concept of neutrino oscillations1. This phenomenon, later proven to
exist by atmospheric neutrino measurements of Super-Kamiokande in 1998, revealed
the neutrino to be a massive particle.
Today, it is an acknowledged fact that the neutrinos να and their corresponding an-
tiparticles ν¯α, which participate in weak interactions, occur with three
2 flavors α =
e, µ, τ [32]. They are considered to be elementary particles and each of the neutrinos is
linked to a corresponding charged lepton. Along with this charged lepton of the same
flavor, the neutrino can be produced in a charged current weak interaction (e.g. an ν¯e
is produced together with an e−). Experiments measuring neutrinos produced in solar
or atmospheric processes as well as man-made neutrinos from accelerators or nuclear
reactors have provided in the last decades compelling results which demonstrate the
1The idea of neutrino oscillations was already suggested by B. Pontecorvo in 1957, proposing ν ↔ ν¯
conversions, inspired by the K0 ↔ K¯0 meson transitions [180].
2Actually for neutrinos with mν < MZ/2, where MZ is the mass of the Z boson.
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occurrence of transitions να → νβ (α, β = e, µ, τ) of one type of neutrino to another.
The existence of these flavor oscillations imply a non-zero neutrino mass and is a prove
that there has to exist physics beyond the Standard Model. At the same time, neutrino
oscillations require the occurrence of neutrino mixing, which has its origin in the in-
equality of the weakly interacting flavor eigenstates |να⟩ (α = e, µ, τ) and the (at least)
three neutrino mass eigenstates |νi⟩ (i = 1, 2, 3). Instead, the flavor eigenstates can be
described as coherent linear combinations of the mass eigenstates:
|να⟩ =

i
U∗αi |νi⟩ . (1.1)
Assuming there are only three flavors participating in the mixing, the conversion be-
tween the bases can be expressed by the 3×3 unitary matrix U [180, 154] (also UPMNS,
named after Pontecorvo, Maki, Nakagawa and Sakata). Besides an additional factor,
that is only relevant if neutrinos are of Majorana nature (i.e. that neutrinos are their
own antiparticles), the UPMNS mixing matrix can be parametrized in an analogous form
as the CKM matrix known from the quark sector [47]:
UPMNS =
 1 0 00 c23 s23
0 −s23 c23
×
 c13 0 s13e−iδCP0 1 0
−s13eiδCP 0 c13
×
 c12 s12 0−s12 c12 0
0 0 1

× diag(1, eiα1/2, eiα2/2) . (1.2)
where sij ≡ sin θij , cij ≡ cos θij and the mixing angles θij . A non-zero Dirac phase δCP
could lead to a CP non-conservation in neutrino oscillations, the two parameters α1
and α2 are the additional Majorana phases. The latter do not influence the oscillation
probabilities.
It is possible to distinguish between two types of neutrino oscillation experiments.
An appearance experiment measures the probability P (να → νβ) and thus searches
for an excess of neutrinos with flavor β in a flux of neutrinos να. In contrast to this,
disappearance experiments seek to measure a deficit in a neutrino flux of certain flavor,
either relative to a predicted flux or a second measurement at a different distance to
the source. This deficit is characterized by the survival probability of the particular
flavor α via P (να → να).
Each of the first three rotation matrices in Eq. (1.2) is associated with a certain neu-
trino “sector”, probed by different oscillation experiments. The (12) “solar” sector is
related to the mixing angle θ12, which is measured by solar neutrino experiments, such
as SNO and Borexino or the reactor experiment KamLAND. Tested by both, νµ → νe
appearance and νe → νe disappearance experiments, the (13) sector contains the mix-
ing angle θ13, which was unknown for a long time. The “atmospheric” sector (23) is
probed by experiments measuring P (νµ → νµ) (P (ν¯µ → ν¯µ)) with an atmospheric or
accelerator-based neutrino source as done by Super-Kamiokande, K2K, MINOS or T2K.
The probability of a neutrino which is produced as να to be detected in flavor β after
traveling a distance L is given by
P (να → νβ) = |A(να → νβ)|2 = |

i
UβiD(νi)U
∗
αi|2 . (1.3)
4
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In Eq. (1.3), A describes the amplitude of the flavor transition, U∗αi is the amplitude
to observe the mass eigenstate νi in the initial flavor eigenstate να and Uβi to find νβ
in a νi initial state. The propagation of relativistic νi in vacuum
3 is given by D(νi),
which can be described by D(νi) = exp(−im2iL/2E) [45] with the neutrino energy E,
the mass of the eigenstate νi given by mi and the distance traveled between source and
detector L. For the probability of a neutrino to change flavor we then obtain
P (να → νβ) =

i
Uβi e
−im2iL/2E U∗αi

2
= δαβ − 4

i>j
Re(U∗αiUβiUαjU
∗
βj) sin
2(∆m2ijL/4E)
+ 2

i>j
Im(U∗αiUβiUαjU
∗
βj) sin(∆m
2
ijL/2E) , (1.4)
with the mass squared differences ∆m2ij ≡ m2i − m2j . For antineutrinos P (ν¯α → ν¯β)
the sign of the last term changes. It is an accepted convention that the small mass
squared difference is associated with ∆m212 and it is known from experimental results
that |∆m221| ≪ |∆m231|. However, the sign of ∆m231 is to date not measured. As a
consequence, the constellation of the neutrino masses (the neutrino “mass hierarchy”),
which obeys with m1 < m2 < m3 either normal ordering or with m3 < m1 < m2
inverted ordering, remains an unanswered question. Constraints on the absolute neu-
trino mass are given by cosmological and astrophysical measurements. The Planck
Collaboration [24] released in 2013 with
i
mi < 0.23 eV, at 95% C.L.
an upper limit on the summed neutrino masses from the combination with other inde-
pendent measurements, assuming three active neutrinos with degenerate masses.
In the 1960’s R. Davis discovered with the Homestake experiment [92], using a radio-
chemical detection technique, a deficit in the flux of solar electron neutrinos compared
to theoretical predictions of the standard solar model (SSM). A similar observation
was made by the gallium radiochemical experiments GALLEX [36] and SAGE [1] in
the early 1990’s, and later by GALLEX/GNO [140], as well as the water-Cherenkov
experiment Kamiokande [128]. In 2001 the combination of the νe flux measurements of
the SNO and Super-Kamiokande experiments provided evidence of solar νe to change
flavor [114, 28]. Subsequent measurements by SNO [27] were able to distinguish be-
tween electron neutrinos and the flux of µ and τ -neutrinos. In this way, SNO could
demonstrate that the total neutrino flux from 8B is consistent with expectations; the
“solar neutrino problem” was finally solved. Recent measurements of the solar neutrino
flux are conducted by the Borexino experiment [43]. KamLAND, a reactor ν¯e experi-
ment at ∼ 180 km flux-weighted baseline, finally attested the theory of solar neutrino
oscillation in 2002. It observed a deficit in the reactor neutrino flux and affirmed a
large mixing angle of tan2 θ12 ≈ 0.45 [102] as explanation of the solar results4. Also,
3In matter the propagation eigenstates of the neutrinos change, which can also change the mixing
angles and hence the oscillation probability. This is known as MSW (Mikheyev, Smirnov, Wolfenstein)
effect [209, 160].
4In fact, the combination of a large mixing angle and the presence of the MSW effect in the matter
of the sun explain the measurements of the solar neutrino flux.
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Figure 1.1: Ratio of the KamLAND measured ν¯e spectrum to the no-oscillation expectation
as a function of L0/E (black points). The average flux-weighted reactor baseline amounts to
L0 = 180 km. The blue solid line and the dashed line are the expectations from the unbinned
maximum-likelihood analyses with two and three neutrino flavors (from [115]).
KamLAND proved as first experiment the periodic behavior of the survival probability
by measuring the spectral shape of the neutrino energy (Fig. 1.1).
It was Super-Kamiokande in 1998 that proved the existence of neutrino oscillations
by observing an asymmetry in the upwards and downwards pointing atmospheric µ-
neutrino fluxes [113]. Other νµ disappearance experiments measure neutrino beams
produced at particle accelerators. Long-baseline oscillation experiments probing the
disappearance channel are K2K [29], T2K [11] and MINOS [23], the latter two recently
still taking data. Due to relative measurements between the far detectors at several
hundred kilometers and near neutrino detectors in the vicinity of the beam exit, the
precision on the mixing parameters θ23 and |∆m232| was further improved. The first
event-by-event evidence of ντ appearance in a νµ → ντ measurement was put forward
by OPERA with currently 4 ντ events for 0.23±0.04 expected background events. The
no-oscillation hypothesis is excluded at 4.2σ [144].
Current global analyses take into account experimental data accumulated over the past
decades and provide combined results on the mass and mixing parameters. Table 1.1
shows the results of the global fit presented in Ref. [111], which is based on neutrino
oscillation measurements up to June 2014, including the Double Chooz Gd-III analysis
of Ref. [12]. Questions addressed by upcoming oscillation experiments are related to the
sign of ∆m231(∆m
2
32), whether CP violation is found in the leptonic sector or whether
the data implies maximal atmospheric neutrino mixing (i.e. sin2 θ23 = 0.5). Future
experiments trying to solve these issues are amongst others Noνa [40] (running since
2014), PINGU [136], JUNO [151], Hyper-Kamiokande [4], LBNO [25] and LBNE [20].
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Table 1.1: Global analysis results [111] for the mass and mixing parameters for 3ν oscillations
for normal (NO) and inverted (IO) mass ordering. The upper and lower uncertainties limit the
1σ range of the best fit results. The CP violating phase is taken as defined over the interval
δCP ∈ [0, 2π].
Parameter
Best fit
NO IO
sin2 θ12 (θ12 [ ° ]) 0.323± 0.016 (34.6± 1.0)
sin2 θ23 (θ23 [ ° ]) 0.567
+0.032
−0.124 (48.9
+1.8
−7.2) 0.573
+0.025
−0.039 (49.2
+1.5
−2.3)
sin2 θ13 (θ13 [ ° ]) 0.0226± 0.0012 (8.6+0.3−0.2) 0.0229± 0.0012 (8.7± 0.2)
∆m221 [10
−5eV2] 7.60+0.19−0.18
∆m231 [10
−3eV2] 2.48+0.05−0.07 2.38
+0.05
−0.06
δCP [π] 1.41
+0.55
−0.40 1.48± 0.31
1.2 The search for non-zero θ13
Owing to the smallness of θ13 and the fact that it was the last unknown mixing angle,
the possibility to measure the CP violating phase δCP requires the detection of a non-
zero θ13. Moreover, the terms in the appearance probability Pmatter(νµ → νe) and the
disappearance probability Pmatter(να → να) for neutrino oscillations in matter, which
are sensitive to the neutrino mass ordering, depend both on θ13 [200, 174]. As a result,
the prospects of future neutrino oscillation experiments on their ability to observe CP
violation or solve the mass hierarchy problem is directly linked to the value of θ13.
One of the pioneering experiments attempting to measure antineutrino disappearance
started to take data in 1997, even before positive proof for the existence of neutrino
oscillations had been provided. The CHOOZ experiment [37, 38], precursor experiment
of Double Chooz (see Chapter 2), sought to provide additional insight in the flavor os-
cillation phenomenon and assist to answer whether the observations with atmospheric
neutrinos were caused by νe ↔ νµ or νµ ↔ ντ flavor changes. It was the first reactor
neutrino experiment able to explore the atmospheric mass regime |∆m2atm| ≡ |∆m213|
down to 10−3 eV2, as suggested by the atmospheric neutrino experiments. Located at
the same laboratory as today’s Double Chooz far detector in 1 km distance from the
Chooz reactor cores, it consisted of a target vessel filled with 5 t gadolinium-doped liq-
uid scintillator surrounded by 70 cm (17 ton) of undoped scintillator with 192 eight-inch
photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) mounted on the walls (Fig. 1.2a). The detection process
of electron antineutrinos is common to all experiments of this kind and will be discussed
in Section 1.3.2. Limited by the degradation of the scintillator liquid, CHOOZ stopped
to take data in summer 1998, finishing after almost a year of live time. More than 40%
of the data were a “background only” measurement with the antineutrino source, two
nuclear reactor cores, turned off. Having collected 2991 ν¯e candidates the observed-
to-predicted ratio of events was estimated to be R = 1.01 ± 2.8% (stat) ± 2.7% (syst)
(Fig. 1.2b). Hence no evidence for ν¯e → ν¯x (x = µ, τ) oscillations was found. It should
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(a) CHOOZ detector design (from [37]). (b) Ratio of the energy-binned CHOOZ data to
the expected ν¯e spectrum (from [38]), the dashed
line corresponds to the no-oscillation prediction.
The errors are statistical.
Figure 1.2: The CHOOZ experiment.
take more than a decade to outreach the CHOOZ limit on the mixing angle θ13 and to
finally prove |Ue3| = sin θ13 ̸= 0. For |∆m213| = 2.4× 10−3eV2 CHOOZ could establish
sin2 2θ13 ≤ 0.15 at 90% C.L.
By the end of the CHOOZ runtime, the Palo Verde [52, 53] experiment commenced
operation collecting one year of data. The Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station in
Arizona consisted of three reactors, two at 890m and one at 750m distance from the
segmented neutrino detector. The latter was built up of 6× 11 acrylic cells, filled with
in total 11 t of Gd-doped scintillator. PMTs were installed at each end of the 9m long
cells to detect the neutrino signal. With an observed-to-predicted ratio in the ν¯e can-
didates of R = 1.01 ± 2.4% (stat) ± 5.3% (syst) Palo Verde could not outperform the
CHOOZ result due to larger systematic uncertainties.
Another possibility to have access to θ13 are long-baseline experiments searching for νe
appearance in a νµ beam. The drawback of these experiments is the dependence of a
θ13 measurement on many oscillation parameters: the appearance channel is not only
sensitive to ±∆m213, θ23 and θ13, it also depends on ∆m221, θ12 and the unknown δCP.
Thus the results on the allowed regions of sin2 2θ13 are usually visualized for a specific
mass hierarchy in bands as a function of δCP = [0, 2π]. However, by means of a νe
appearance measurement, a statement on the hypothesis θ13 = 0 is possible [174].
The first indication of a non-zero θ13 was provided by T2K (Tokai to Kamioka) in July
2011 [3]. The neutrino beam is produced at J-PARC (Tokai, Japan) and directed with
2.5° off-axis to Super-Kamiokande, a water-Cherenkov detector with 22.5 kton fiducial
volume in 295 km distance at Kamioka. An off-axis beam alignment narrows the νµ
energy spectrum and shifts the spectral shape to have the largest intensity at the first
oscillation maximum of the νe appearance. Two near detectors monitor beam prop-
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erties, such as direction, intensity, profile and flavor content. T2K found six events
exceeding the expectation and systematic uncertainty of 1.5 ± 0.3 (5.5 ± 1.0) events
if sin2 2θ13 = 0 (0.1), which excluded the no-oscillation hypothesis at 2.5σ statistical
significance. In 2014 their result [10] had improved to an observation of 28 events along
with an energy distribution consistent with an appearance signal. In total 4.92± 0.55
were expected if θ13 = 0 or 21.6 for θ13 = 0.1 and δCP = 0. The significance for a
non-zero θ13 amounted to 7.3σ.
In October 2011 the MINOS (Main Injector Neutrino Oscillation Search) experiment
presented results on νe appearance [22]. The 3GeV neutrino beam is produced by pro-
tons on the NuMI target located at Fermilab. It is sent 735 km downstream to the far
detector at the Soudan underground laboratory. The detector consists of alternating
layers made of 2.54 cm thick steel and 1 cm plastic scintillator with a total mass of
5.4 kton read out by optical fibers and multianode PMTs. A toroidal magnetic field is
applied to focus particles with negative charge. In total 62 events were counted for an
expectation of 49.6 ± 7 (stat) ± 2.7 (syst) events if θ13 = 0, disfavoring the hypothesis
of θ13 = 0 at 89% C.L.
The same year, end of 2011, the reactor antineutrino experiment Double Chooz reported
an indication of ν¯e disappearance [94, 5]. After 101 days of runtime 4121 neutrino can-
didates were found at the far detector at 1 km distance from the neutrino source. The
ratio of observed events to the prediction was R = 0.944 ± 0.016 (stat) ± 0.040 (syst).
An analysis of the energy-binned event rate and spectral shape resulted in sin2 2θ13 =
0.086 ± 0.041 (stat) ± 0.030 (syst) and excluded the θ13 = 0 hypothesis at 94.6% C.L.
In combination with T2K and MINOS the Double Chooz result yields constraint of
0.003 < sin2 2θ13 < 0.219 at 3σ. The Double Chooz analysis and results are further
discussed in Chapter 3.
The Daya Bay (cf. next section) experiment announced in April 2012 the discovery
of θ13 [34]: from the analysis of 55 days live-time exposure a value of sin
2 2θ13 =
0.092 ± 0.016 (stat) ± 0.005 (syst) was found with a rate-only fit with a significance
of 5.2σ for θ13 ̸= 0. Shortly after, the RENO (details in the next section) ex-
periment [30] claimed after 229 days of data taking to have measured sin2 2θ13 =
0.113± 0.013 (stat)± 0.019 (syst), excluding a zero value of θ13 at 4.9σ significance.
1.3 Recent reactor antineutrino experiments and θ13
A measurement of specific oscillation parameters of Eq. (1.2) has to be designed so that
it is sensitive to a particular mass regime ∆m2 (cf. Eq. (1.4)). The oscillation pattern
intended to be measured has to be developed before or at the detector location, i.e. the
neutrinos need to have the possibility to oscillate before their detection. The survival
probability of a reactor antineutrino can be computed from Eq. (1.2) and (1.4):
P (ν¯e → ν¯e) = 1 − 4 cos2 θ12 cos2 θ13 sin2 θ12 cos2 θ13 sin2 ∆m
2
21L
4E
− 4 cos2 θ12 cos2 θ13 sin2 θ13 sin2 ∆m
2
31L
4E
− 4 sin2 θ12 cos2 θ13 sin2 θ13 sin2 ∆m
2
32L
4E
, (1.5)
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Figure 1.3: Survival probability of electron antineutrinos (Eq. (1.5)) of a fixed energy E =
3MeV as a function of the distance L from the neutrino source to the detector. The red line
was computed with the global mixing parameters from Table 1.1. For the blue dashed line the
value θ13 = 0 was adopted, which isolates the neutrino oscillation in the solar mass regime of
∆m221. The amplitude of first minimum of the survival probability is given by sin
2 2θ13 (see red
line), while the amplitude of the solar mixing (blue line) corresponds to sin2 2θ12.
assuming the absence of matter effects. The arguments in the trigonometric functions
of Eq. (1.5) can be converted to SI units by
∆m2ij
L
4E
= 1.27∆m2ij(eV
2)
L(km)
E(GeV)
. (1.6)
Fig. 1.3 illustrates Eq. (1.5) as a function of L. The survival probability clearly ex-
hibits an alternating behavior, which visualizes the periodic nature of neutrino oscil-
lations. The oscillation frequency is linked to ∆m2ij , whereas the amplitude of the
oscillation is modified by the θij . Furthermore, it is possible to see that the ratio
L/E of the distance of the neutrino source to the detector and the neutrino energy
determines the mass range to which the experiment will be sensitive. Hence, a reac-
tor antineutrino experiment which aims to measure θ13 should be adapted to satisfy
E/L ≈ 3 · 102[km/GeV] ≈ 1/|∆m2atm|. As the average neutrino energy is E ≈ 3MeV a
flux deficit caused by θ13 can be observed in 1 km distance from the reactor cores. Since
the mass-squared difference ∆m21 is much smaller than ∆m31 (|∆m212|/|∆m231| ≈ 0.03),
Eq. (1.5) can be simplified to
P (ν¯e → ν¯e) ≃ 1− sin2 2θ13 · sin2

1.27
∆m213 [eV
2] L [m]
Eν [MeV]

, (1.7)
in the case the survival probability is measured with reactor antineutrinos at distances
of one kilometer and less. This allows a clean θ13 measurement, independent of un-
known mixing parameters.
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Figure 1.4: Reactor-detector configurations of the three current reactor antineutrino experi-
ments measuring θ13: Daya Bay, Double Chooz and RENO (from [145]).
The CHOOZ and Palo Verde experiments had to face systematic uncertainties on the
reactor flux normalization of a few percent. In oder to reduce these, the most pre-
cise flux measurement to date, provided by the Bugey Collaboration [93], was used to
“anchor” the flux prediction. Future reactor experiments were therefore planned to
exploit the multi detector principle: identical detectors measure both the unoscillated
and the oscillated neutrino flux, thus reducing the systematic uncertainties related to
neutrino production and detection. A larger target volume or an increased reactor flux
can enhance the statistics of measured neutrino events. However, a simple experimen-
tal configuration with e.g. two reactors and two detectors enables to achieve an isoflux
condition, for which the ratio of fluxes from the reactors seen by each detector is the
same. This allows for a maximal correlation and cancellation of the near-far reactor
flux systematics. In addition should a better background reduction with an improved
shielding and low radioactivity materials enhance the sensitivity. Therefore the Buffer
volume (see also Section 2.1.1) was added to the former CHOOZ detector design.
Current reactor ν¯e experiments offer a detector design which is similar to the Double
Chooz detector layout (cf. Section 2.1). The main detector is formed by four cylindrical
volumes. The innermost volume, the neutrino target, is filled with liquid scintillator
(LS) doped with 0.1% gadolinium (Gd). It is surrounded by the “Gamma Catcher”,
an undoped LS layer, supposed to contain the energy of gammas which are produced
by neutrino interactions and escape the target volume. These two volumes are en-
closed by the Buffer, a vessel filled with oil and with PMTs installed at the walls. A
fourth detector layer is formed by an active veto, which is optically separated from
the other volumes. It is either realized in form of a LS detector (Double Chooz) or
water-Cherenkov detector (Daya Bay and RENO).
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(a) Top: Prompt energy spectrum measured at
the far hall (black points) and the no-oscillation
prediction (black line) derived from the measure-
ments of the two near halls. The spectra were
background subtracted and the uncertainties are
statistical only. Bottom: Ratio of the measured
spectrum and the no-oscillation prediction, the
red solid line corresponds to the best fit. The
figure is from [34].
(b) Ratio of the prompt energy spectra mea-
sured at the three detector halls and a no-
oscillation prediction as a function of Leff/Eν .
The neutrino flux seen in each hall was converted
in an effective flux by computation of effective
distances Leff between the reactors and the de-
tectors (legend modified, originally from [35]).
The error bars are statistical only. The red solid
line shows the survival probability using the best
fit results of Ref. [35].
Figure 1.5: Daya Bay antineutrino spectrum.
(a) Top: Prompt energy spectrum at the far de-
tector (black points) and the no-oscillation pre-
diction retrieved from the near detector measure-
ment (solid line). Bottom: Ratio of the far detec-
tor spectrum and the no-oscillation prediction.
(b) Ratio of the ν¯e events and the expectation
for θ13 = 0. The solid line represents the best fit
of the survival probability as a function of the
flux-weighted baselines.
Figure 1.6: RENO antineutrino spectrum (from [30]).
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The experimental configuration of the Daya Bay project [34] features six reactor cores,
each of 2.9GWth, and six detectors with 20 t Gd-doped LS targets. Four of the cores
are placed at the LingAo reactor site, while two are located at the Daya Bay site. The
six detectors are housed in three experimental halls, two with 260m.w.e. (meter water
equivalent) overburden in the vicinity of the power stations (Fig. 1.4): one 480m close
to LingAo reactors and the other one 360m from the Daya Bay reactors. A far hall
with three detectors is located at 1.65 km flux weighted baseline and is shielded by
860m.w.e. rock overburden, which lowers the muon rate by a factor 17 compared to
the near halls. Daya Bay provides the best result on θ13 at present. In 2014, after 217
days of running, the experiment determined sin2 2θ13 = 0.090
+0.008
−0.009 in a neutrino rate
and spectral shape analysis, fitting mixing angle and the squared mass difference at the
same time [35]. A result consistent with the MINOS and T2K νµ → νµ measurements
was found for the mass splitting. The spectra and the observed-to-predicted ratio mea-
sured by the Daya Bay experiment are given in Fig. 1.5.
RENO [30] (Reactor Experiment for Neutrino Oscillation) observes the ν¯e flux of six
reactor cores (each of 2.8GWth) with two neutrino detectors, each filled with 16 t of Gd-
loaded LS. The reactors are aligned in a row and the detectors are placed at 294m and
1383m perpendicular distance from the center of the reactor array (Fig. 1.4). At the
far detector site the experiment is shielded by 450m.w.e. and at the near by 120m.w.e.
overburden. The RENO measurements are shown in Fig. 1.6.
1.3.1 Antineutrino source
The origin of the antineutrinos measured by reactor experiments is related to the fis-
sions and associated processes in the nearby nuclear reactor cores. The fuel components
contributing to the neutrino production consist mainly of the four isotopes 235U, 239Pu,
238U and 241Pu. Fission reactions of the fuel isotopes are induced by thermal neutrons
(except for 238U). A fission releases energy carried away by lighter isotopes and neu-
trons, the latter maintain the chain reaction running (Fig. 1.7). The produced light
isotopes, also called fission fragments, are often neutron-rich and unstable. This induces
them to undergo β-decay which creates ∼ 6 ν¯e per fission5 [45]. For the detection with
a LS detector, however, only those with Eν > 1.8MeV are of importance (cf. Eq. (1.9)).
Table 1.2 summarizes the number of emitted ν¯e with energies above 1.8MeV and the
released energy per fission for the four fuel isotopes. Nuclear reactors represent a neu-
trino source of pure electron flavor with large fluxes. In the case of Double Chooz
∼ 1021 neutrinos are emitted per second.
Detailed knowledge about the thermal power, fissions per second, energy released per
fission, the core composition, the neutrinos produced per fission and their energy spec-
trum is important, especially in a θ13 measurement with a far detector solely. With
the goal to reduce the ∼ 3% uncertainty on the flux normalization, the Double Chooz
analysis utilizes the precise Bugey-4 flux measurement (further details in Section 3.1.1)
to bypass the absence of a near detector in the first years of the experiment in the same
way as CHOOZ and Palo Verde.
5Another neutrino producing process is the capture of a fast neutron on 238U, resulting in two
β-decays to 239Pu.
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Figure 1.7: Fission in a nuclear reactor (from [137]): Induced fission of a 235U atom produces
neutrons and lighter neutron-rich isotopes (fission fragments). The emitted neutrons keep the
chain reaction alive. Electron antineutrinos are created in the β-decays of the fission fragments.
The electron spectra emitted by the fission products of 235U, 239Pu and 241Pu were
measured at the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL) in Grenoble [190, 108, 121]. Thermal
neutrons from a research reactor were used to cause fissions of the three isotopes which
were evaporated on thin nickel foils inside a beta spectrometer.
Since β-decays are mostly three body decays in which the recoil energy of the daugh-
ter nucleus can be neglected, the conversion from a measured beta-spectrum to the
neutrino spectrum is possible due to energy conservation. For a single β-branch with
endpoint energy Qβ this is simply given by Eν¯e = Qβ − Ee. However, thousands of
β-branches need to be taken into account in the spectra conversion as well as energy-
dependent corrections. New approaches for the calculation of the ν¯e spectra have been
presented in Ref. [161] and [134]. The first approach constructed the spectra ab initio
using known β-branches from databases, the missing part to completely reproduce the
ILL measurements, was fitted by virtual branches. After all, a 3% increase of the
flux normalization was observed for the new flux prediction [161]. This rise in flux
normalization was confirmed by the second approach, a calculation based on virtual
branches solely, fitted to the ILL electron spectra [134]. Both computations applied
corrections on the β-branch level. Based on the new flux normalizations, a reanalysis
using the results of short-baseline reactor experiments with baselines of few tens to
several hundred meters revealed a deficit of ∼ 6% in the measured fluxes with 98.6%
C.L. significance [158]. As a consequence, speculations about a fourth mass eigenstate
revived. This fourth eigenstate could induce mixing into a “sterile” neutrino (e.g. a
right-handed neutrino) which does not interact weakly. The analysis of the past reactor
measurements suggest |∆m2new| > 1.5 eV2 and a mixing angle of sin2 2θnew = 0.14±0.08
at 95% C.L. [158].
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Table 1.2: Total number of emitted ν¯e [133] with energies above 1.8MeV and released energy
per fission [153].
isotope ν¯e per fission released energy per fission [MeV]
235U 1.92± 0.037 202.36± 0.26
238U 2.38± 0.048 205.99± 0.52
239Pu 1.45± 0.031 211.12± 0.34
241Pu 1.83± 0.035 214.26± 0.33
Recent and future experiments at nuclear reactors searching for neutrino oscillations
into sterile eigenstates are STEREO [46], DANSS [91], Neutrino-4 [192] and SoLiδ [215].
Also, the SOX [44] experiment will look for sterile neutrinos with strong β-decay
sources.
1.3.2 Neutrino detection
Electron antineutrinos produced in nuclear reactors have energies Eν < 10MeV. Since
neutrinos interact weakly, the detection rates are – owing to the O(10−19 b) cross sec-
tions – small, even at strong sources as nuclear power plants. The inverse beta decay
(IBD) reaction is a CC (charged current) interaction and was the reaction used to de-
tect neutrinos for the first time back in 1956 [85]. An electron antineutrino interacts
with a proton creating a positron and a free neutron (Fig. 1.8a):
ν¯e + p→ e+ + n . (1.8)
This type of interaction is a practicable detection method in hydrogen-rich targets, such
as organic liquid scintillators, as the energy dependence of IBD reactions on hydrogen
nuclei can be considered to be the same as on free protons at rest. Due to energy and
momentum conservation is the energy threshold given by
Ethν =
(me +Mp)
2 −M2p
2Mp
= 1.806MeV . (1.9)
Since the threshold for other antineutrino flavors is too high to produce a µ+ or τ+ in
a neutrino-proton reaction, this detection channel is sensitive to electron flavor exclu-
sively. The cross-section of ν¯e IBD interactions on hydrogen is analytically well-known.
In its simplified form, it can be expressed by [204]
σIBD(Eν) = K · (Eν −∆)

(Eν −∆)2 −m2e , (1.10)
with the difference in rest mass between a neutron and a proton ∆ = Mn −Mp =
1.293MeV and K = 0.961×10−43 cm2/MeV2, which includes the neutron lifetime from
the MAMBO-II measurement [179]. The reaction products of IBD interactions create
a distinct coincidence signal in the detector, which enables to discriminate between a
neutrino event and background. This twofold coincidence, consisting of a prompt and
a delayed energy deposition, is explained further in the following paragraphs.
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(a) Neutrino detection via IBD reaction with
subsequent neutron capture on gadolinium.
(b) Neutrino spectrum detected via IBD reac-
tions (blue line): It is the product of the emitted
reactor spectrum (black dash-dotted line) and
the IBD cross section (red dashed line) (by cour-
tesy of A. Collin).
Figure 1.8: The inverse beta decay (IBD) reaction.
Prompt event
The positron produced in the IBD reaction loses its kinetic energy within picoseconds in
ionizations and annihilates with an electron. This energy deposition forms the prompt
event of the IBD coincidence signal. Since recoil energy of the neutron – which is
created along with the positron – is small compared to the neutrino energy, the kinetic
energy of the positron is directly linked to the neutrino energy. Actually, the visible
energy Evis is measured with the neutrino detector. This quantity is a calorimetric
estimate of the absolute energy deposited in the detector. Expressed in terms of visible
energy, the prompt signal will result in a signal of
Evis,e+ ≃ Ekin,e+ + 2me ≃ Eν −∆+me = Eν − 0.728MeV . (1.11)
The minimum energy observable in the detector is, according to Eq. (1.9), given by
Ethvis ≈ 1MeV. Hence, the measured prompt spectrum is related to the neutrino spec-
trum: it is formed by the product of the neutrino energy spectrum and the cross
section of the IBD reaction (Fig. 1.8b), shifted by 0.8MeV and smeared by the energy
resolution of the detector.
Delayed event
The neutron originating from the IBD reaction loses energy in scatterings on hydrogen
atoms until it is captured - in most of the cases - on Gd or hydrogen (H) nuclei.
Owing to the large abundance of hydrogen and the size of the scattering cross section,
the probability of an elastic scattering exceeds the neutron capture probability by
at least an order of magnitude. Therefore a large fraction of neutrons, which are
created with ∼ 15 keV kinetic energy in the IBD process, reach the thermal energy
regime (Ekin ≈ 0.025 eV) before they are caught on a nucleus. As a result of the large
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Table 1.3: Natural abundances, thermal neutron capture cross sections and total gamma
energies of radiative neutron captures on gadolinium [135]. The uncertainties on the gamma
energies are less than 0.01%.
xGd isotope abundance σn-cap [b] total gamma energy [keV]
152 0.2% 735± 20 6247
154 2.2% 85± 12 6435
155 14.8% (6.09± 0.05) · 104 8536
156 20.5% 1.8± 0.7 6360
157 15.7% (2.540± 0.008) · 105 7937
158 24.8% 2.2± 0.2 5943
160 21.9% 1.4± 0.3 5635
scattering cross section, the neutron capture event happens with an average time delay
relative to the prompt energy deposition, allowing to identify neutrino interactions by
this coincidence pattern.
The neutron capture excites the nucleus (e.g. Gd), which leaves the short-lived excited
state by the release of excessive energy in form of a gamma cascade:
A
ZGd + n→ A+1ZGd∗ → A+1ZGd +

i
γi . (1.12)
For a neutron capture on Gd the sum of gammas amounts to

iEγ,i ≈ 8MeV. Neu-
tron capture on H yields a single gamma with 2.224MeV. The isotopes of the rare
earth element Gd possess high cross sections for radiative neutron capture, as given
in Table 1.3. Therefore the mean capture time in LS doped with 1% Gd decreases to
τcap ∼ 30 µs compared to the unloaded liquids in which the mean capture time is about
τcap ∼ 200 µs and dominated by H-captures.
The Gd-loading thus brings along two major advantages which help to reduce back-
grounds:
 the high gamma energies of ∼ 8MeV yield a delayed energy deposition above the
detected energies of natural radioactivity,
 the shortened τcap allows to shorten the window in which the coincidence is
searched.
Two detection channels of the neutrino interaction via IBD reactions are accessible
in Gd-doped organic LS. The standard detection channel is based on delayed neutron
captures on Gd nuclei. Besides this, neutrino candidates can be selected by the 2.2MeV
neutron captures on H. Depending on the detection channel, the actual target volume
is either formed by the Gd-loaded target or both the target and the Gamma Catcher
volume. The H-channel analysis therefore incorporates a larger fiducial volume, the
increase in neutrino rate is for the Double Chooz experiment given by a factor of
two. However, the background contribution also increases and the signal-to-background
ratio drops. Although this analysis approach is more challenging, the Double Chooz
Collaboration provided the first H-based θ13 measurement in history with a LS detector
in 2013 [8].
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Chapter 2
The Double Chooz experiment
In this chapter, the experimental concept of the Double Chooz (DC) experiment and
the layout of the two detectors is described. Furthermore, the Double Chooz data sets,
on which the different DC θ13 analyses are based, will be discussed. Details of the
data analysis are given in chapter 3, including the neutrino candidate and background
extraction as well as the different approaches to determine the oscillation parameter θ13.
The DC experiment is located at the E´lectricite´ de France (EDF) nuclear power plant
in Chooz (France) featuring two N4 reactor cores, each of 4.25GW thermal power
(Fig. 2.1). According to Eq. (1.7), the mixing angle θ13 is directly linked to the oscil-
lation probability at ∼ 1 km distance to the reactor cores and can be extracted from
a measurement of the neutrino rate deficit and spectral shape distortion. In order to
eliminate systematic uncertainties related to the predicted reactor flux and neutrino
detection, the DC experiment makes use of a two detector principle. Two identical
detectors are built, a near detector (ND) measures the unoscillated neutrino flux at
400m distance, while a far detector (FD) is placed near the first minimum of Eq. (1.7)
at 1050m distance from the reactor cores. In the relative measurement of the event
rate and energy distribution any uncertainty correlated between the two detectors will
then cancel out. The FD commenced operation in April 2011, the ND construction
was completed end of 2014. Both detectors are located underground, the FD was built
in the experimental hall of the preceding CHOOZ experiment, covered by 300 meter
water equivalent (m.w.e.) rock shielding, whereas the ND is at a depth of 120m.w.e.
As the DC experiment started data taking with a single detector, the oscillation analy-
sis was performed by the comparison of the measured neutrino candidate rate and
spectral shape to a prediction. Further information on the experimental setup, concept
and analysis can be found in several DC publications, e.g. [5, 6, 12].
2.1 Detector description
Double Chooz is a liquid scintillator experiment, for which each of the two detectors
(illustrated in Fig. 2.2) consists of four nested concentric cylinders. These are filled
with different liquids, depending on the purpose of the particular sub-volume. The
three innermost sub-volumes form the inner detector (ID), which is surrounded by the
inner veto (IV) volume. All four cylindrical volumes constitute the main detector and
are accessible via a chimney, which is placed at the detector top and aligned to the
vertical detector symmetry axis.
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Figure 2.1: Chooz nuclear power station: location of the reactors and detectors.
A 15 cm thick steel shield is installed around and on top of the detector, protecting
the ID and IV from external gamma rays. An outer veto (OV) system covers the
main detector volumes. The detector subsystems as well as the calibration devices are
described in the following.
2.1.1 Inner detector
The inner detector represents the neutrino detector as such (Fig. 2.3). The heart of the
ID is the ν-target, a 8mm thick acrylic cylinder filled with 10.3m3 gadolinium-loaded
liquid scintillator. It is surrounded by the Gamma Catcher volume, which contains
gadolinium-free scintillator liquid of 22.5m3, forming a 55 cm thick scintillator layer.
The Gamma Catcher vessel consists of a 12mm thick second acrylic cylinder and is
itself surrounded by the Buffer, a 105 cm layer of non-scintillating mineral oil. In total
390 Hamamatsu R7081 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) [157, 41] of 10 inch diameter are
mounted to the Buffer walls, collecting the scintillation light produced by interactions
in the ID liquids. As the Buffer tank is made of stainless steel, the inner detector
volume is optically separated from the rest of the DC detector.
The densities of the inner detector liquids as well as the IV scintillator were optimized
to match 0.804 ± 0.001 g/cm3 at 15°C, in order to ensure mechanical safety of the
detector vessels. Both the ν-target and the Gamma Catcher scintillator light yields were
optimized with respect to each other to guarantee a homogeneous energy response [16].
In general, the detector liquids had to fulfill the requirements of high stability and
radiopurity, as well as optical transparency and material compatibility with the acrylic
vessels. Especially the long term stability of the Gd-loaded liquid scintillator was a
major improvement compared to the CHOOZ experiment, which was limited in runtime
and sensitivity due to the optical instability of their scintillator [37, 38].
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Figure 2.2: Double Chooz detector layout (from [5]).
The ν-target
Incident neutrinos are detected via IBD reactions with the hydrogen nuclei of the ID
materials, creating a positron and a neutron. Gammas produced by the positron anni-
hilation and radiative neutron capture are then detected in the ν-target and the Gamma
Catcher liquids. The DC ν-target scintillator is an admixture of about 80% dodecane
(C12H26) and 20% PXE (C6H18) [19]. The PXE and dodecane molecules are then
excited by particles interacting in the liquid, whereas the molecules of PPO and bis-
MSB shift the wavelength of the scintillation light to regions with higher transparency.
Moreover, the scintillator emission spectrum matches the interval of high quantum ef-
ficiency of the PMTs. The acrylic material of the ν-target and the Gamma Catcher
vessels are transparent to visible light, the attenuation lengths of the wavelength-shifted
light in the different liquids are larger than the dimensions of the particular sub-volume.
The rare earth element gadolinium (Gd) possesses with 6.09× 104 b for 155Gd and
2.54× 105 b for 157Gd very high cross-sections for the radiative capture of thermal
neutrons [135]. Upon neutron capture, gammas with a total energy of 8.54MeV and
7.94MeV are produced respectively [135]. These energies are notably larger than the
typical energies released in radioactive decays occurring in nature, which makes it possi-
ble to suppress the detection of accidental false coincidences. As the metallic Gd atoms
are not easy to dissolve in the organic scintillator, the Gd was bound in a β-diketone
based metalorganic complex [19]. This complex allowed to dissolve the desired amount
of 0.123% by weight, corresponding to 1 g/L.
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Figure 2.3: The Double Chooz near and far inner detectors. The two innermost vessels built
out of acrylics are the ν-target and the Gamma Catcher vessels. Both volumes are surrounded
by the Buffer, which is equipped with photomultiplier tubes (from [72]).
The Gamma Catcher
The purpose of the Gamma Catcher is to enhance the detection efficiency of gammas
which escape the ν-target volume. In order to match the light yield and density of
the Gamma Catcher liquid to the ν-target scintillator, medicinal white oil (Shell On-
dina909) was added, constituting the main component of the liquid. The fractions of
the other solvents, consisting of dodecane and 4% PXE, are different from the ν-target
admixture [19].
The Buffer
The Buffer is filled with 100m3 of liquid, consisting of Ondina917 and an n-alkane
mixture in the case of the FD [6]. As the liquid is an admixture of non-scintillating
components, the Buffer creates a passive shield to keep radioactivity from the PMTs
and the surrounding rock from entering the active detector volumes. Including the
Buffer as additional sub-volume in the DC detector layout was one of the improvements
over the CHOOZ detector design described in Ref. [38]. Along with the purchase of
PMTs containing lower amounts of radioimpurities from 238U, 232Th and 40K inside the
PMT glass, the accidental rate was reduced to less than 0.5 d−1, almost a factor two
compared to the design goal [6]. The angular orientation of each PMT was adjusted
to optimize the light collection with respect to uniformity, in addition each PMT was
equipped with a cylindrical shaped mu-metal in order to suppress the influence of the
earth magnetic field on the photoelectron detection [67].
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Figure 2.4: Lower outer veto in the laboratory of the far detector (from [51]). The chimney is
seen in the middle of the outer veto modules, while the glovebox was not yet installed. In the
back of the laboratory the entire DC electronics is stored, on the left hand side the HV splitter
boxes are mounted to the side walls.
2.1.2 Veto systems
The DC detector possesses two active muon vetoes, described in the following.
The inner veto
The inner veto contains 90m3 of liquid scintillator, consisting of LAB and n-alkanes
together with the wavelength shifting fluors PPO and bis-MSB [178]. Its boundary is a
stainless steel vessel, measuring 6.8m in height and with a diameter of 6.6m. In total
78 Hamamatsu R 1408 PMTs of 8-inch diameter are mounted to the IV walls. Their
configuration was determined using MC simulations, so the light collection as well as
the muon and muon-induced background rejection was maximized [95]. As a result,
24 PMTs are mounted to the top, 12 PMTs at the side and 42 PMTs on the bottom
of the IV vessel. Reflective white paint covers the inner walls of the far detector IV
vessel, furthermore reflective foil (VM 2000, 3M) was attached to the Buffer vessel at
the outer side walls in order to maximize the collection efficiency of the scintillation
light [6].
The IV acts as an active veto to muon events crossing the sensitive volume. It is also
used to identify and reject muon-induced spallation products, such as fast neutrons,
and it shields the ID from external radioactivity.
The outer veto
On top of the detector tank a muon tracking detector, the OV is installed [50]. It
comprises a lower veto system covering an area of 13 × 7m around the chimney (the
chimney region is left free) in the FD laboratory (see Fig. 2.4) and an upper system
mounted to the ceiling right above the chimney. Each system is built out of sub-modules
containing plastic scintillator strips placed side by side and read out by Hamamatsu
H8804 MAPMTs. Two sub-modules are then assembled with their strips aligned or-
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Figure 2.5: Block diagram of the Double Chooz DAQ system (from [6]). Explanations are
given in the text.
thogonally for (x, y)-coordinate reconstruction. The upper and the lower OV layer are
separated by a distance of about 3.9m, making it possible to reconstruct the track of
muons passing both systems. Both OV systems were available for 27.6% of the DC-III
data set (cf. Section 2.2) published in [12]. Only the lower OV system was present for
56.7% of the runtime, while 15.7% of the data was recorded with no OV information
available.
2.1.3 Data acquisition
The DC electronics and data acquisition (DAQ) system of the IV and ID is given
in Fig. 2.5. Its duty is the digitalization of all signals of the 468 ID and IV PMTs
and their storage upon a trigger. Each PMT is connected via one single cable to the
readout system, carrying both the high voltage (HV) and the PMT signal. Custom-
made HV splitter boxes decouple both components and supply the PMTs with a high
voltage of ∼ 1.3 kV. From the splitter boxes each PMT signal is passed on to the
front-end electronic (FEE) modules, which amplifies the signals. The digitalization is
performed by the flash-analog-to-digital converter (FADC) electronics [31] sampled at
500 kHz, with each PMT signal transmitted to a corresponding channel recording a
256 ns waveform. The FEE modules also provide sum signals of groups of either 16 ID
PMT or more than 6 IV PMT signals, which are fed into the trigger system [42]. The
sum signal amplitudes are proportional to the integrated charge, a trigger is released
if the trigger threshold is passed by a minimum number of sum signals. The ID PMTs
are divided in two subgroups of sum signals, which can cause a trigger independently.
An ID trigger corresponds to energies larger than 350 keV; an IV trigger is released at
about 10MeV energy, which would be released by a minimum ionizing muon traveling
at least 8 cm in the IV [6]. Both the ID and IV channels are read out in case any of the
two sub-detectors create a trigger. This enables to tag background events entering the
ID from outside, as they often also deposit energy in the IV (cf. Section 3.3.4). The
DAQ system is operated dead-time free.
The OV information is stored independently from the IV and ID data; utilizing a
different DAQ system Signal exchange between the OV and the ID/IV trigger system
allows to merge the data sets later [50].
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2.1.4 Calibration devices
The Double Chooz detector response and related systematics can be studied by means of
different calibration devices, either using light sources or decay products of radioactive
isotopes. A regular calibration of the DC readout system is performed with the light
injection system:
Light injection system: The time offset and gain of the DC electronics is calibrated
on a regular basis using a light injection system [101, 110]. Via optical fibers
connected to the support structure of the PMTs, a multi-wavelength LED system
is used to illuminate both the ID and IV volumes. In the ID, data are taken
at wavelengths of 385, 425 and 470 nm. The IV LEDs are operated at 365 and
475 nm. Furthermore, the LED light intensity, pulse width and flashing frequency
can be varied, which is done remotely. Calibration with the ID and IV light
injection is part of the normal data taking routine, which allows to monitor the
stability of the electronic gains and timing offsets.
Besides the light injection system, a laser ball [117] has been deployed in the ν-target
scintillator to perform measurements of the PMT timing, the speed of light inside the
detector liquids as well as parameters needed as input for the vertex reconstruction
algorithms.
The ID possesses different calibration systems which allow for a deployment of ra-
dioactive sources. Dedicated calibration campaigns have been conducted annually.
The sources are inserted into the detector volumes from a glovebox installed on top of
the chimney. The sources are prepared and mounted under a steady nitrogen blanket,
maintaining the detector liquid integrity.
Z-axis system: Inside the glovebox a pulley-and-weight system [90] can be operated to
lower the sources into the ν-target liquid. The ν-target volume can be calibrated
along the cylindrical symmetry axis (in the following referred to as “z-axis”) with
this system. With a lowest deployment position located 1 cm above the ν-target
bottom wall, the sources can be positioned with 1mm relative precision [6].
Guide-Tube system: The GC volume can be sampled along a rigid looped deploy-
ment tube (called Guide-Tube) [175], which is mounted in the y-z-plane of the
far detector coordinate system (Fig. 2.6). The sources are pulled through the
deployment loop by means of a motor-driven wire. Only the upper half of the
GC volume is reached by the Guide-Tube, calibration data can be taken in the
radial direction at z = 0 and in the GC top volume as well as at various positions
close to the ν-target and GC acrylic walls. The deployment locations along the
loop are known with a precision of 1 cm [6], whereas the perpendicular distance
to the Guide-Tube in the ν-target near region is known within 2mm [6].
Articulated Arm: The Articulated Arm will allow to scan the ν-target volume using
radioactive sources for various positions (z, ρ). Currently in the final development
phase, it is planned to be operational for a calibration campaign at a later stage
of the data taking with two detectors running.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: Guide-Tube system (modified, from [175]). a) Deployment tube orientation
relative to the ν-target vessel. b) View inside the Gamma Catcher acrylics vessel of the far
detector. The deployment tube is located between the red lines.
Pointlike sources of the following encapsulated isotopes can be inserted in the ν-target
and GC volume using the deployment systems described above:
 137Cs releases after β−-decay in 85.1% of the cases one 0.662MeV gamma [166].
 68Ge decays via electron capture to 68Ga. The two annihilation gammas of
0.511MeV from the subsequent β+-decay of 68Ga are seen in the detector, of-
fering a calibration signal close to the visible energy threshold of the prompt
event in IBD reaction.
 60Co decays via β−-decay to 60Ni, having a Q-value of 2.82MeV [166]. The decay
is in 99.88% of the time followed by the emission of two gammas of 1.173 and
1.333MeV, which are used for calibration purposes.
 252Cf releases neutrons upon spontaneous fission (see chapter 4 for details). The
2.223MeV gammas emitted by the radiative neutron capture on H are used to
calibrate the energy uniformity. Moreover are the capture characteristics of 252Cf
neutrons studied to estimate the detection systematic uncertainties.
Furthermore neutrons produced by cosmic ray spallation can be used to calibrate the
detector response as further described in Section 3.2.4 and 5.5, as well as Bi-Po events
from the thorium series (cf. Eq. (4.7) and (4.8) in Section 4.3.2).
2.2 Datasets and oscillation analysis publications
Different oscillation analyses have been put forward by the DC collaboration in the past.
In addition to modifications in the enhanced analysis techniques, such as energy scale
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Table 2.1: Datasets of the different DC oscillation analysis publications. The H-III analysis
is in preparation.
Analysis configuration Detection channel Live time [days] Reference
DC-I Gd-I 96.8 [5]
DC-II
Gd-II 227.93 [6, 14]
H-II 240.1 [8, 14]
DC-III
Gd-III 460.67 [12]
H-III 460.67 –
calibration or methods for background rejection, they also differ in the dataset and the
detection channel used by the neutrino search. In this section abbreviations labeling
the oscillation analyses are introduced as given in Table 2.1. The labels summarize
analyses according to the following two attributes:
Analysis configuration: The different analysis configurations are labeled DC-I, DC-II
and DC-III. Similarities in analyses with the same DC label exist in the energy
scale calibration, the reconstruction algorithms, the calibration campaigns corre-
sponding to the datasets as well as the reactor normalization uncertainty.
Neutrino detection channel: The oscillation analyses depend on the neutron detec-
tion channel utilized by the neutrino selection and are therefore labeled Gd (for
neutron captures on gadolinium) or H (neutron captures on hydrogen). Differ-
ences existing between the Gd and H labeled analyses of the same DC analysis
configuration are present in the neutrino selection and related efficiency uncer-
tainties, the background studies, the background veto cuts and the energy scale
systematics.
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Data analysis in Double Chooz
As the DC experiment started in the first phase of the data taking with a single detector,
the oscillation parameter θ13 explaining a deficit in the measured data was extracted
from comparison to a Monte Carlo (MC) based prediction. The expected number of
events and energy distribution is computed in several steps, simulating the neutrino
flux from production in the reactor cores, physical interaction in the DC detector to
triggered readout and event reconstruction. The background estimations were obtained
from dedicated analyses of detector data; depending on the publication, part of the
background spectral shape was based on MC. Calibration data was used to measure
the visible energy response and signal detection efficiency (further details in Chapter 4)
as well as related systematic uncertainties. Simulation of each calibration source allowed
to quantify data to MC discrepancies and ensure the accuracy of the prediction inputs
to the θ13 fit. Details on the DC data analysis are explained in the following.
3.1 Neutrino prediction
In the absence of a near detector, the MC model becomes a crucial input to the θ13
analysis. The absolute normalization of the MC prediction will decide on the experi-
ment’s accuracy and the normalization uncertainty will be dominated by how well the
MC is expected to reproduce the data or, in case calibration data exists, how well
data to MC discrepancies are understood. The expected rate of reactor antineutrinos
originating from the two reactors (R = 1, 2) observed through IBD reaction inside the
DC far detector can be parametrized as
dNν,exp(t)
dt
=

R=1,2
Np εdet
4πL2R
× Pth,R(t)⟨Ef ⟩R(t) ⟨σf ⟩R(t) . (3.1)
Here, Np denotes the number of protons present in the fiducial volume, εdet the detec-
tion efficiency, LR the baseline between reactor R and the detector, Pth the thermal
power, ⟨Ef ⟩ the mean energy released per fission (f for “fission”) and the mean in-
teraction cross-section ⟨σf ⟩. The last three terms depend on the composition of the
reactor core R in which the neutrino is produced and change with respect to time.
The simulated DC expectation is given by Eq. (3.1), its conceptual realization con-
sists of two parts: a reactor model related part corresponding to the second factor of
Eq. (3.1), and a detector model related part, which corresponds to the first factor.
The reactor model receives information on the thermal power and fuel compositions
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as input. Together with predictions of the antineutrino spectra and information about
the IBD cross-section, normalized spectra of antineutrinos interacting via IBD in the
detector are calculated. These spectra are fed into the detector MC framework, which
forms the second part of the neutrino prediction computation. Once the information
about the neutrino momentum and interaction location is drawn, secondary particles
produced in the IBD reaction are propagated in the detector simulation. This full
detector MC includes the simulation of detector response and readout effects, which
yields variables such as the digitized waveforms and trigger timing information as out-
put. These variables are used by the same analysis algorithms applied to real detector
data, introducing similar inefficiencies due to selection cuts. Details on both steps of
the prediction computation are discussed in the next subsections.
3.1.1 Reactor Model
Antineutrinos are produced in the Chooz reactor cores B1 and B2 by the β-decays of
fission fragments of the four main fission isotopes 235U, 239Pu, 238U and 241Pu. The two
Chooz cores are N4 type pressurized water reactor cores, which consist of a primary
loop, heated by the nuclear fissions, and a secondary loop. Heated up by the primary
loop, steam is created in the secondary loop, driving the turbines for electricity gen-
eration. Data characterizing the thermal power Pth,R is recorded approximately every
minute by EDF, including parameters such as the temperature of the water circulated
in the primary loop (Fig. 3.1a). The in-core measurement devices are tested by heat
balance measurements in the secondary loop on a weekly basis and are recalibrated if
necessary. The 1-σ uncertainty of Pth,R measured at full nominal power amounts to
0.5% [6].
In order to deduce the expected neutrino flux from the thermal power information,
the number of fissions is computed from the ratio Pth/⟨Ef ⟩, where ⟨Ef ⟩ denotes the
mean energy released per nuclear fission with about 200MeV/fission (see Table 1.2).
The latter is computed from the mean fission energy per isotope ⟨Ef ⟩k (k = 235U,
239Pu, 238U, 241Pu) and weighted with the fractional fission rates αk:
⟨Ef ⟩ =

k
αk⟨Ef ⟩k . (3.2)
The parameters αk represent the relative number of fissions originating from the k-th
isotope at a specific point in time (Fig. 3.1b). Using a combination of the simulation
codes MURE [159, 163] and DRAGON [155, 139], the evolution in time is computed
for the αk in steps of 0.5 to 2 days, taking into account the detailed geometry and
material composition of the Chooz cores (Fig. 3.1b). Furthermore, the fuel assemblies’
initial composition, their positions and replacements are considered in the MC model-
ings. A systematic uncertainty of 0.8% on the αk is estimated from variations of input
variables, such as density of the moderator material and positions of the control rods
as well as from intercomparison of different simulation codes [6].
The last factor required to complete the reactor model description is the expected
neutrino energy spectrum, comprising not only shape but also absolute normalization
information per fission. Instead of a pure neutrino spectrum, the mean spectrum av-
eraged cross-section per fission ⟨σf ⟩ =

k αk⟨σf ⟩k is included in the flux prediction.
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(a) Thermal power measured in the two reactor
cores B1 and B2 (from [150]).
(b) Evolution of the fission fractions αk upon
fuel burnup (235U depletion and 239Pu and 241Pu
built-up) (from [107]).
Figure 3.1: Thermal power and fission fractions. The thermal power is given along with other
parameters to the reactor simulation as input. The fission fraction and its time evolution is
retrieved from the reactor simulation code.
The mean cross-section per isotope and fission [6]
⟨σf ⟩k =

dE Sk(E)σIBD(E) (3.3)
contains the neutrino spectra Sk(E) of the k-th isotope and the inverse beta decay
cross-section σIBD(E), which is known analytically and taken from Ref. [204] in its sim-
plified form (see also Section 1.3.2). Further input is given by the 235U, 239Pu and 241Pu
spectra, which are retrieved from the ILL (Institut Laue-Langevin) measurements of
the β-spectra [190, 108, 121]. These are converted to antineutrino spectra following
Ref. [134] and corrections discussed in Ref. [158] (Fig. 3.2a). The reference spectra
Sk(E) are normalized to one fission and contain information on the absolute normal-
ization. The uncertainty of the Sk(E) is energy dependent and amounts to ∼ 3% [6].
Whereas the spectrum of 238U had to be derived from a calculation [161] for DC-I and
DC-II, it is taken from a measurement in the DC-III analyses [119], which is extrapo-
lated below 3MeV and above 7.5MeV [12].
In the absence of a near detector, the large normalization uncertainty of the refer-
ence spectra can be overcome by inputs from other reactor experiments’ results: The
Bugey-4 rate measurement executed at 15m distance from the Bugey reactor core [93],
serves as a substitute for a near detector measurement. As a consequence, the DC θ13
measurement is not affected by possible short-baseline oscillations e.g. introduced by
sterile neutrinos with ∆m2 ∼ 1 eV2 [158]. The mean cross-section per fission is then
given by [6]
⟨σf ⟩R = ⟨σf ⟩Bugey +

k
(αRk − αBugeyk )⟨σf ⟩k , (3.4)
which includes a correction due to discrepancies in the fuel composition between Bugey-4
and each of the Chooz reactor cores. Due to the 1.4% precision of ⟨σf ⟩Bugey and since
the discrepancies (αRk −αBugeyk ) are small, the normalization uncertainty introduced by
the reference spectra Sk(E) is reduced to 0.2% [6], lowering the overall reactor related
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Figure 3.2: Reference spectra and expected neutrinos per hour (from [150]).
uncertainties on the antineutrino prediction from 2.8% to 1.7% [12]. The overall nor-
malization uncertainty is dominated by the uncertainties on the Bugey-4 cross-section,
the αk and the thermal power. The reactor flux related uncertainties are propagated
to the θ13 fit in form of a covariance matrix (cf. Section 3.4.3). Further information
can be found in Ref. [6, 112].
The binned expected neutrino flux in the absence of oscillations is then (integrated over
time and taking into account the detector related factor) given by [6]
Nν,expi =

R=1,2
Np εdet
4πL2R
× Pth,R⟨Ef ⟩R ×

k
αRk ⟨σf ⟩ik

×

⟨σf ⟩R
k α
R
k ⟨σf ⟩k

, (3.5)
where the sum has to be taken over both reactors R. The last term in Eq. (3.5)
normalizes the flux with respect to ⟨σf ⟩R (see Eq. (3.4)), which includes the Bugey-4
“anchor” of the cross-section normalization. The expected neutrino rate computed by
the simulation for each of the cores B1 and B2 is shown in Fig. 3.2b.
3.1.2 Detector Model
The DC detector was modeled using the Geant4 (Geant4.9.2.p02 [26, 33]) based simu-
lation package DCGLG4sim [130]. Enhancements of the code are related to scintillation
process, PMT cathode, neutron scattering and gamma cascade modeling. The full
detector geometry was implemented to great detail, including the vessels and tanks,
PMTs, mu-metal shieldings, support structures and materials. Dimensions and orien-
tation of the components are known from photographic surveys. The optical properties
of the scintillator liquids were evaluated from laboratory measurements and used as
input to the MC: parameters describing the ionization quenching [17, 18] following
Birk’s law [48, 49], light yield, light attenuation as well as scintillation timing [19] and
emission spectra were implemented in the DC simulation. From the DC-II analyses
onwards, a custom patch NeutronTh, affecting neutron physics at energies below 4 eV,
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was implemented to improve the elastic scattering modeling. Moreover, NeutronTh
modifies the gamma emission spectra of radiative neutron captures on Gd with ener-
gies En < 300 keV (further details on NeutronTh can be found in Section 7.3).
The Readout System Simulation (RoSS [196]) allows to simulate the event readout,
modeling the full DAQ with PMTs, front-end electronics, trigger system and FADCs.
Channel-wise variations in the gains, baseline fluctuations and noise are taken into
account, incorporating resolution effects into the MC.
3.2 Event reconstruction
The detector data is initially given in form of binary files. After conversion into a
data format based on ROOT (an object-oriented data analysis framework, developed
by CERN [58]), each file contains information about the waveforms, trigger, run and
data taking conditions. These “RAW” data files possess the structure required by the
Double Chooz Offline Group Software (DOGS [171]), which is used for further data
manipulation. The event reconstruction algorithms applied to the RAW files create
and fill variables used for high level analysis. The set of algorithms for pulse, muon
track, vertex, and energy reconstruction are combined in the Common Trunk (CT),
having CT files as output.
In case of the MC production of the neutrino prediction or calibration simulations,
information on each simulated event is provided in RAW file format after utilization of
RoSS (cf. Section 3.1.2). The CT configuration subsequently applied to the MC RAW
files contains only slight modifications compared to the one used on detector data.
After CT processing, the MC simulation files additionally include “truth” information,
e.g. on energy, position and particle type. A simplified overview on the data processing
is illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Schematic overview of the data flow in the Double Chooz data processing (mod-
ified, from [186]).
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3.2.1 Pulse reconstruction
The number of photons detected by each PMT is contained in the FADC waveforms
and can be read out by pulse integration in form of a charge q. The algorithm DCRe-
coPulse [170] is applied to reconstruct charge and timing detected in each channel. A
fixed trigger of 1 kHz enables to measure the mean baseline Bmean and baseline fluctua-
tion as RMS Brms for each DAQ channel. The charge q seen by a channel is gained from
integration of the waveform over a 112 ns wide window after subtraction of the baseline
Bmean. The starting point of the integration is chosen so that the integrated charge
becomes maximal. For energy depositions generated by the neutrino signal, about one
photoelectron is detected per PMT, corresponding to a pulse amplitude of about six
ADC counts1. In order to prevent that a reconstructed baseline fluctuations is misiden-
tified as signal, a minimum pulse amplitude of 2ADC counts and q > Brms ·
√
N are
required, where N (N = 56 for a 112 ns integration interval) represents the number of
samples integrated by the algorithm. The pulse start time is determined by the time
when 20% of the pulse maximum amplitude is exceeded by the waveform.
3.2.2 Muon reconstruction
Two algorithms for muon track reconstruction have been used in the data analysis. The
first one, available since the first DC publication [5], is based on the spatial pattern of
the ID PMT hit times [212]. Information from the ID, IV and OV are used by the second
algorithm, described in Ref. [15]. A likelihood analysis (see Section 3.3.4) enables to
identify the decays of β-n emitters (such as 9Li and 8He), which are produced by cosmic
muons and constitute the main source of background in the oscillation analysis. While
the former algorithm is used to estimate the 9Li and 8He background rate, the latter
one is utilized to reduce this background via likelihood cut [83] and to extract its energy
spectrum.
3.2.3 Position reconstruction
The vertex reconstruction algorithm RecoBAMA2 is based on the charge and pulse hit
time information of each PMT. Assuming the light was emitted isotropically by a point-
like source, the hit time and charge observed by a PMT will be given by the relative
distance to the source location and the light intensity. Vice versa, the characteristics
X of a source can be determined by means of a charge and time maximum likelihood
algorithm having both the hit and non-hit PMT information as input [6]. Here, the set
X = (x0, y0, z0, t0,Φ) includes the event position and time as well as the emitted light
intensity per unit solid angle Φ given in photons/sr. For each set X, the hit time of
the i-th PMT [6]
τi = t0 +
ri
cn
(3.6)
is given by the event time t0, the relative distance between the event location and the
PMT and the speed of light in the medium cn. Furthermore, the amount of charge
detected by the i-th PMT [6]
µi = ΦϵiAiΩi , (3.7)
1One ADC count corresponds to about 4mV signal amplitude.
2Named after Alabama, where the institution of the code developers is located.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: Prompt event reconstructed vertices plotted in the (ρ2, z) plane. The inner
magenta lines mark the ν-target acrylic vessel, the outer lines the GC boundaries. a) Prompt
vertices of the Gd-III candidate sample (from [172]). b) Prompt vertices of the H-II candidate
sample (from [199]).
is the product of the intensity Φ with the quantum efficiency ϵi, the light transmission
amplitude Ai and the solid angle Ωi observed by the PMT. The likelihood of the event
is then given by [6]
L(X) =

qi=0
fq(0;µi)

qi>0
fq(qi;µi) ft(ti; τi, µi) , (3.8)
where qi and ti are the charge and hit time of the i-th PMT, fq and ft the probabilities
to measure these for a given X. The first product of Eq. (3.8) takes into account all
PMTs which have not been hit. Using the information from all PMTs as well as input
from both charge and time enhances the performance of the likelihood algorithm. The
set X maximizing the likelihood is then found by minimizing
FV = − lnL(X) . (3.9)
The charge and time probability densities used to be extracted from MC simulations in
the Gd-I and Gd-II analyses. For the Gd-III analysis laser calibration data was analyzed
to measure the charge and time probability densities, which improved the data to MC
agreement of the vertex reconstruction [12]. Other parameters are obtained from source
calibration data. From 68Ge source analysis the spatial resolution of the reconstruction
was found to be 22 cm, while it was 24 cm for 60Co gammas [6].
While the reconstructed vertices have been used in the Gd-II analysis only as input to
the energy uniformity calibration, a cut on the relative distance of coincident events
is applied by the H-channel and Gd-III analysis to reject accidental background. In
Fig. 3.4 the reconstructed prompt event positions are shown for the candidate samples
of the Gd-III and H-II analyses.
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3.2.4 Energy reconstruction
The Double Chooz experiment uses calorimetric scintillator detectors to measure the
visible energy Evis, which is an estimate for the absolute energy deposited in the detector
per trigger. As the θ13 analysis relies on a data to MC comparison of the prompt energy
spectrum, the accuracy of the simulated energy scale is a critical aspect. Therefore a
detailed understanding of the energy response is essential, especially the dependence
on time, position and energy non-linearities.
The energy reconstruction of the first published DC result based on the Gd-channel uti-
lized a parametric function correcting the MC simulation [5]. After initial computation
of the total charge Qtot observed by the PMTs and the correction for gain fluctuations,
Qtot was multiplied by a scaling factor converting charge into MeV. The subsequently
applied correction function was gained from data to MC comparison of calibration de-
ployments and incorporated an energy dependent and position dependent term [112].
After the first DC publication the energy calibration was improved in many aspects.
From the DC-II analyses [6] onwards, the energy of both data and MC was calibrated
with respect to readout effects, spatial uniformity, time stability and non-linearity step
by step. The different calibration stages from charge to visible energy in MeV are:
1. Linearized Charge to PE conversion
2. Uniformity calibration
3. Absolute energy scale calibration
4. Stability calibration
5. Energy non-linearity calibration
Expressed in terms of formulae, the visible energy of detector data is given by [12]
Evis = Npe × fdatau (ρ, z)× fdataMeV × fs(E0vis, t) , (3.10)
while for the MC it is defined as [12]
Evis = Npe × fMCu (ρ, z)× fMCMeV × fnl(E0vis) . (3.11)
Here, z and ρ represent the event position in cylindrical coordinates, while t is the time
of the event in elapsed days. Npe represents the measured charge in photoelectrons
(PE), the correction factors fu, fMeV, fs and fnl refer to the spatial uniformity, absolute
energy scale, time stability and non-linearity correction, respectively. The uniformity
corrected energy is given by E0vis, which is in the final reconstruction step either stability
corrected (for data) or corrected for non-linearities (in MC). The last term in Eq. (3.11),
the energy non-linearity correction, was introduced in the Gd-III analysis [12], whereas
previous analyses accounted for non-linearities by a systematic uncertainty. Each term
in Eq. (3.10) and (3.11) is further explained in the next paragraphs.
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Figure 3.5: Measured gain as a function of the integrated charge for one readout channel. The
data points represent the measurements, the red line corresponds to the gain function described
in the text (from [185]).
1) Linearized Charge to PE conversion
The conversion from measured charge to PE is carried out by the linearized PE cali-
bration. The total number of photoelectrons
Npe =

i
qi/g
m
i (qi, t) (3.12)
is built from the sum over the charges qi divided by the conversion factor g
m
i (also
called gain) of all accepted channels i, with the index m representing either data or
MC. An accepted channel is characterized by a well behaved waveform and only very
few channels happen to not pass the requirements. Owing to baseline estimation biases
arising from the binned waveform measurement with the smallest unit of 1ADC count,
gain non-linearities are observed [6, 7]. The magnitude of the non-linearity depends on
the measured charge, especially low energy depositions in the few PE region are affected.
This effect is handled by taking into account both charge and time dependence of gmi ,
which is parametrized with respect to charge by a constant component for large charges,
a slope at low charges and a transition point between the two regions (Fig. 3.5). Light
injection calibration data of different intensities is used to measure the gain of each
channel. As the gain and its functional form change after the readout electronics is
power cycled, it is recalibrated on the occasion of a new power-cycle.
2) Uniformity calibration
To correct for position dependencies of the PE response observed in data and MC, 2D
maps fmu (ρ, z) were extracted using the 2.223MeV gamma from neutron captures on
hydrogen. After the calibration maps were applied, the PE of each event reconstructed
at any position (ρ, z) will be corrected for discrepancies of the response relative to the
one at the ν-target center. The event should then possess a PE response as if it were
measured at (ρ = 0, z = 0) [6]:
PEm(0, 0) = PEm(ρ, z)× fmu (ρ, z) , (3.13)
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(a) Uniformity correction map applied to detec-
tor data.
(b) Uniformity correction map applied to the
MC simulation.
Figure 3.6: Uniformity correction maps for data and MC, obtained from fits of the energy
peak from neutron captures on hydrogen (from [185]).
with m for data or MC. Spallation neutron captures on hydrogen occur in both the
ν-target and Gamma Catcher volume, being a suitable source to construct the data
response map (Fig.3.6a). For data, the spatial non-uniformity can reach up to 5% in
the ν-target volume [6]. IBD neutrons were simulated in the full detector volume to
create a similar map for the MC (Fig.3.6b). A correction factor for any position (ρ, z)
is found by a 2D-interpolation algorithm having the uniformity maps as input.
The systematic uncertainty was estimated from position dependent data to MC dis-
crepancies after uniformity calibration of spallation neutron captures on Gd.
3) Absolute energy scale calibration
In the absolute energy scale calibration the conversion factor fMeV from PE to MeV is
determined using the H-capture peak of 2.223MeV from 252Cf deployed at the ν-target
center (Fig. 3.7). For data the value of 1/fMeV was measured to be 186.2PE/MeV and
for the MC simulation it amounts to 186.6PE/MeV in the Gd-III analysis [12]. While
for the Gd-III calibration the data of the second calibration campaign (May 2012) was
used, the preceding DC analyses were calibrated with respect to the first campaign
(August 2011).
4) Stability calibration
The uniformity corrected visible energy of the data is observed to vary with respect to
time mainly due to gain fluctuations during a power cycle period. A time stability cor-
rection fs is therefore introduced, which is estimated using spallation neutron captures
on H and Gd as well as 212Bi-212Po coincidences3 from radioimpurities (see also Sec-
tion 4.3.2 for details on Bi-Po decays). The Gd and H captures offer visible energies of
about 2.22 and 8MeV, whereas the α particle from 212Po decay has a visible energy of
∼ 1MeV after quenching. Gain variations are corrected assuming the discrepancies to
depend linearly on energy [12]. The remaining increase of the response of +0.3%/year
found in the analysis of neutron captures on hydrogen are expected to be related to
3The 212Bi-212Po data has only been used by the Gd-III analysis.
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Figure 3.7: Absolute energy scale calibration by means of the 252Cf neutron capture peak on
hydrogen at the ν-target center (from [185]). The black points show the peak induced by 252Cf
fission neutrons, the red line corresponds to the MC simulation. The energy spectra shown
include the calibration steps 1) – 3).
changes in the readout or scintillator response and were calibrated as well [12].
In Fig. 3.8 the relative stability of the peak energies for the two neutron capture energies
and the alpha particle is shown as evaluated by the Gd-III analysis. The systematic un-
certainty of the time stability correction was estimated from the residual variations after
correction to be 0.61% for the Gd-II and 0.5% for the Gd-III analysis [6, 12]. Moreover,
the uncertainty estimation accounts for the conversion from calibration sources to the
full prompt energy range.
5) Energy non-linearity calibration
After the preceding steps of energy calibration were conducted, a remaining non-linear
discrepancy of the energy scales between data and MC is found. While in the DC-II
analyses (Gd-II and H-II) the energy non-linearity was studied using z-axis calibration
data and a 0.85% uncertainty on the energy scale assigned [6], the Gd-III analysis
utilizes a function to correct the MC for non-linearities. This non-linearity correction
function is given by [12]
fnl(E
0
vis) = (0.0023 · E0vis + 0.9949)× (−0.027/E0vis + 1.008) (3.14)
with E0vis in MeV. Just as the correction function is the non-linearity composed of two
factors: the charge non-linearity, corresponding to the first factor in Eq. (3.14) and the
light non-linearity, represented by the second factor.
Charge non-linearity (QNL): This contribution is expected to be introduced by
data to MC discrepancies in the readout and charge integration and therefore
affects any event. It is studied from the comparison of the reconstructed visible
energies of gammas from neutron captures on H and Gd. Since multiple gammas
in the energy range of about 2MeV are released upon Gd-captures, discrepancies
to the energy response of the 2.22MeV single gamma from H-captures are thought
to be readout and reconstruction algorithm related.
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Figure 3.8: Variation of the peak energies after stability calibration as a function of time
(from [185]). The data points show the ratios of the peak energies of neutron captures on Gd
(black) and H (red) and from the α-decay of 212Po (blue) to their nominal values. The error
bars represent the statistical uncertainties on the peak energies.
Light non-linearity (LNL): Since this non-linearity is particle dependent, the LNL
correction is only applied to the visible energy of positron candidates (prompt
events). The LNL is represented by the remaining non-linearity after QNL cor-
rection and most likely related to the modeling of the scintillator. The correction
is evaluated by matching the MC to calibration data. This is done by variation
of the optical scintillator properties in the simulation within their uncertainties,
which are taken from laboratory measurements. Based on the optical parameters
giving the best agreement to the data, the LNL correction is extracted from MC.
Systematic energy scale uncertainty
The systematic uncertainties on the energy scale of the Gd-II and Gd-III analyses
are shown in Table 3.1. These uncertainties enter the θ13 fit as uncertainties on the
parameters of a parametric function, which is allowed to shift the energy scale. In the
Gd-II fit a linear variation is tolerated corresponding to a parameter αE with 1.13%
uncertainty [6]. The Gd-III analysis utilizes a second-order polynomial with three
energy scale parameters in total [12]. The fluctuation of the parameters is in both fits
included in form of additional terms in the χ2 (Section 3.4). Bin-to-bin correlations
in the rate and shape fit (Section 3.4.3) are covered by a covariance matrix in the
case of Gd-II, while in Gd-III the correlations are assigned to the three energy scale
parameters.
A plot of the Gd-III energy resolution is given in Fig. 3.9.
The H-II energy scale systematic uncertainties are identical to the Gd-II uncertainties
except for a larger contribution from non-uniformity (1.33%) [198]. As no Gd-complex
is present in the Gamma Catcher liquid, 252Cf source data is used to estimate the
non-uniformity uncertainty in the Gamma Catcher volume. The total normalization
uncertainty in the H-II analysis is therefore 1.7% [8].
The Gd-I analysis handled the energy scale uncertainty by means of a covariance matrix
with a normalization uncertainty of 1.7% [5, 112]. The normalization uncertainty is
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Table 3.1: Systematic uncertainties of the energy scale calibration evaluated as weighted
averages over the prompt energy spectrum [6, 12, 70]. The last column represents the remaining
fraction of the uncertainties in Gd-III relative to Gd-II.
Gd-II [%] Gd-III [%] Gd-III/Gd-II
Relative non-uniformity 0.43 0.36 0.84
Relative instability 0.61 0.50 0.72
Relative non-linearity 0.85 0.35 0.41
Total 1.13 0.74 0.65
Figure 3.9: Energy resolution of various energy peaks observed in data (black) and MC (red)
after energy scale calibration as a function of the peak visible energy (from [185]). The bul-
lets correspond to measurements performed with point-like deployment sources at the ν-target
center, the squares are obtained from event samples distributed over the ν-target (for neutron
captures on Gd) and GC (mainly for neutron captures on carbon) volume. The values are fitted
with σ/Evis =

a2/Evis + b2 + c2/E2vis for data (dashed black line) and MC simulation (red
line).
the fraction of energy scale uncertainty propagated in the rate-only (Section 3.4.4)
θ13 analysis. It amounts to 0.32% in the DC-II fits and is negligible in the Gd-III
analysis [70].
3.3 Neutrino data analysis
With the far DC detector ∼ 200 trigger events are recorded per second, whereas only
∼ 50 antineutrino interactions are expected per day. The goal of the neutrino selection
algorithm is to filter out the relatively rare neutrino events from the large amount of
other data. Properly chosen selection criteria manage to reduce the contribution from
background events at acceptable loss of signal and with small systematic uncertainties.
A large fraction of the recorded events is caused by cosmic muons, sporadic light emis-
sion from the PMT bases (also referred to as light noise [6]) and natural radioactivity.
The first two are mostly removed from the data samples by means of veto information
and rejection cuts described in the next paragraph. The latter is strongly suppressed
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by the search for a coincidence signal (cf. Section 1.3.2). Newly developed background
vetoes on the data analysis level succeed to suppress backgrounds further. Remaining
background contributions are studied thoroughly and information on the expected rate
and energy distributions are input to the θ13 fit framework.
Valid trigger
In order to improve the data handling and processing times of the high level analyses,
preselected data sets were prepared, containing a reduced amount of data. The prese-
lection is passed by events which come into consideration for further analysis, classified
as valid triggers. A valid trigger
 has an energy larger than 0.4MeV,
 is not a muon (a muon is identified as such in case Evis > 20MeV or if the energy
deposited in the IV EIV > 16MeV),
 does not occur within less than 1ms time difference to the last preceding muon,
and
 is not a light noise event.
Light noise events show different characteristics than usual physics events which makes
it possible to isolate this type of background. In the majority of cases a flash of light
is produced by only one PMT base. The light is detected after reflections by the
surrounding PMTs and thus creates a relatively localized hit pattern in the detector,
while the PMT pulses are spread in time. In the DC-I and DC-II analyses, light noise
events were rejected by requiring the ratio qmax/qtot of the largest amount of charge
seen by a single PMT and the total observed charge to be smaller than a threshold
value [6, 12]. This cut guaranteed the spatial homogeneity of a physics signal. A cut
on the standard deviation of the pulse arrival times σt removed events in case this
variable was larger than 40 ns [6, 12]. The cut threshold on qmax/qtot was relaxed in
the Gd-III analysis, since additional light noise rejection criteria were developed [12]:
1) σt > 36 ns and σq > (464 − 8σt) CU (charge unit), where σq corresponds to the
standard deviation of the PMT charges; 2) Qdev > 3 · 104CU. The variable in 2) is
here defined as Qdev = 1/N ·
N
i (qmax − qi)2/qi and the sum is performed over all
PMTs with maximal distance of 1m to the PMT with largest charge qmax. The change
of the cut thresholds and the introduction of new cuts allowed to enhance the IBD
signal efficiency, at the same time the background rejection capability was improved,
especially at high energies (≥ 8MeV) [12].
3.3.1 Neutrino candidate selection
The IBD candidate selection comprises cuts on energy, relative timing and relative
distance of the prompt and delayed events (as illustrated for the Gd-III analysis in
Fig. 3.10). Depending on the detection channel, the corresponding neutron captures
are selected by a cut on the delayed energy. Hence, neutron captures on Gd can be
discriminated from H-captures without ambiguity by requiring the visible energy to be
around 8MeV. The cut on the prompt to delayed correlation time (∆tp-d = td − tp) is
determined based on the mean neutron capture time of ∼ 30 µs in the ν-target scintil-
lator liquid. No additional correlation distance cut (cut on ∆R, the absolute distance
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Figure 3.10: Energy, timing and correlation distance spectra of the 17358 neutrino candidates
selected during reactor-on and -off phases in the Gd-III analysis (from [172]).
between reconstructed prompt and delayed position) is applied in the Gd-I and Gd-II
analyses. Requiring that no other trigger besides the delayed event occurs in Gd-I+II
(Gd-III) 100 µs (200 µs) before and 400 µs (600 µs) after the prompt event, reduces the
selection of muon-induced correlated backgrounds, which are often accompanied by
multiple neutrons.
The selection criteria for the H-channel analysis is adjusted to the different energy,
timing and background properties of the neutron captures on hydrogen. Therefore the
required energy interval of the delayed event is chosen based on the H-capture 2.2MeV
gamma. As most of the contributions (about 95% [8]) to the IBD signal are expected
to occur in the gamma catcher volume where no Gd nuclei are present, the upper
correlation time cut is enlarged to 600 µs to account for the ∼ 200 µs lifetime of the
neutron captures in the gamma catcher liquid. The lower correlation time cut of 10 µs
efficiently rejects correlated backgrounds such as stopping muon events and correlated
light noise (see Section 3.3.4). Accidental coincidences (cf. Section 3.3.3) which are the
main source of background in an H-channel based analysis are suppressed by the 90 cm
cut on the correlation distance.
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Table 3.2: Criteria of the neutrino candidate selection [5, 6, 12, 8].
Gd-I and Gd-II Gd-III H-II
Prompt energy 0.7 < Ep < 12.2MeV 0.5 < Ep < 20MeV 0.7 < Ep < 12.2MeV
Delayed energy 6 < Ed < 12MeV 4 < Ed < 10MeV 1.5 < Ed < 3MeV
Corr. time 2 < ∆tp-d < 100 µs 0.5 < ∆tp-d < 150 µs 10 < ∆tp-d < 600 µs
Corr. distance - ∆R < 100 cm ∆R < 90 cm
Event isolation [−100 µs,+400 µs] [−200 µs,+600 µs] [−600 µs,+1000 µs]
In Table 3.2 the selection cuts of the three Gd-channel and the H-channel analyses
are summarized. The Gd-II analysis included an additional high energy muon cut: the
event veto after a muon was extended to 0.5 s in the analysis in case the muon energy in
the ID exceeded 600MeV∗ (The energy unit MeV∗ is not corrected for non-linearities at
high energies.) and is also referred to as showering muon veto. This cut increased the
dead time from 4.5% to 9.2% [5, 6] and could be abandoned in the Gd-III analysis due
to improved background rejection techniques. As from the Gd-II data set on the OV
information became available, a prompt trigger is rejected if it occurs simultaneously
(within 224 ns [12]) with an OV trigger in the Gd-II and Gd-III selection. The dead
time introduced by the OV is with less than 0.1% negligibly small [80, 81].
Upon the DC-III Gd-channel analysis, several changes on the candidate selection were
made: only few positron events from IBD reactions are expected for visible energies
smaller than ∼ 1MeV and larger than 8MeV. Still the prompt selection window was
increased, as the extension of the prompt energy range to background dominated re-
gions adds additional constraints on the backgrounds in the spectral shape related fit.
The delayed energy and correlation time criteria were loosened, thus increasing the
neutron detection efficiency. The lower correlation time cut of 0.5 µs was introduced,
as the stopping muon background (details in Section 3.3.4) was suppressed by new veto
cuts. In addition a selection criterion on the correlation distance was added, leading
to a reduction in the selection of false coincidences (accidental background, described
in Section 3.3.3), which in turn enabled to extend the delayed energy and correlation
time cuts.
Using MC simulation, the Gd-III selection efficiency4 was found to have increased
to 98.4% compared to the Gd-II efficiency of 91.2%, where the efficiency was esti-
mated relative to a loosened selection of 3.5 < Edelayed < 12MeV, 0.25 < ∆t < 1000 µs
and no constraint on the correlation distance. The Gd-III analysis additionally rejects
events satisfying the following veto cuts [12] (descriptions of the vetoes are given in
Section 3.3.4):
 If along with a prompt event more than 400CU (charge units, where 400CU is
equivalent to 0.2MeV) is deposited in the IV, hitting more than ≥ 2 PMTs and
the ID and IV events are less than 3.7m spatial and 50 ns in time close to each
other, the candidate is rejected. This veto, called IV veto, loses (0.058± 0.001)%
of the IBD signals [12].
4The event isolation cut is not included in this estimation.
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Figure 3.11: Visible energy of the signal prompt events kept or rejected by the background
vetoes. The data points represent the measured spectra and their statistical uncertainties
before (gray, triangle) and after (black, circle) the FV, OV, IV and
9Li+8He likelihood veto
were applied in combination. The colored lines show the candidates rejected by each individual
veto: FV veto (magenta), OV veto (blue), IV veto (red) and
9Li+8He likelihood veto (green)
(from [66]).
 The FV veto excludes events from the candidate selection, if the delayed event
visible energy is Evis < 0.068 · exp(FV/1.23). This cut not only rejects stopping
muon background (cf. Section 3.3.4) but also light noise events with a loss of
(0.06± 0.11)% of the IBD signals [12].
 In case the maximum 9Li+8He likelihood LLi of the candidate in combination
with all preceding muons within 700ms is larger than a threshold value, it is
rejected. About 55% of the cosmogenic background is removed by this veto,
while (0.504± 0.018)% of the the IBD signals are lost [12].
In total 5.4 events per day are vetoed by a combination of OV, IV and FV veto [83].
Above 12MeV 90% of the events passing the IBD selection cuts without vetoes are
removed by a combination of the three vetoes [12] (see also Fig. 3.11). The overlap in
vetoed events is illustrated in Fig. 3.12.
3.3.2 Signal detection efficiency
Most of the selection criteria determining the collection of the neutrino candidate sam-
ple as well as background rejection veto aim at maximizing the signal to background
ratio, however in many cases at the cost of signal detection efficiency. As the DC exper-
iment targets the measurement of a deficit in the detected neutrino flux in comparison
to a MC prediction or between two measured neutrino spectra, accurate knowledge of
the relevant detection efficiencies and related uncertainties is of crucial importance in
the oscillation analysis.
We can split the signal detection efficiency into different contributions coming from
1) the active background vetoes, 2) the number of hydrogen nuclei in the ν-target liq-
uid and the candidate extraction consisting of 3) the prompt event selection and 4) the
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Figure 3.12: Venn diagram illustrating the overlap in vetoed events removed by the OV,
IV and FV vetoes. The fractions are computed relatively to the total number of vetoed IBD
candidates. Results and idea from [83].
delayed event selection. Throughout the past DC analyses, the main contribution to
the veto inefficiency of ∼ 4.5% (in Gd-I and Gd-III) to 9.2% (in Gd-II) but negligible
uncertainty has been introduced by the veto applied after a muon event. The additional
background veto techniques discussed in the past two sections impose a reduction of
(0.60 ± 0.11)% on the signal detection in the Gd-III analysis. The MC normalization
is diminished by the same relative amount as the detection efficiency of the data is
reduced by the application of a veto.
Since protons in form of hydrogen nuclei represent the target for antineutrinos un-
dergoing the IBD reaction and recalling Eq. (3.1), the absolute number of hydrogen
atoms present in the liquid scintillators is a critical input. This quantity, the “proton
number” Np, is (6.747± 0.020)× 1029 in the ν-target [5] and (1.582± 0.016)× 1030 in
the GC liquid of the far detector [8]. For the ν-target proton number a 0.3% relative
uncertainty coming from the knowledge of the hydrogen ratio in the scintillator and the
with 0.04% precision weighted mass of the ν-target liquid filled into the detector. The
1% relative uncertainty on the GC value is deduced from survey data of the acrylic
vessels’ geometry together with laboratory measurements of the hydrogen content in
the GC scintillator liquid [60].
A reduction of the prompt event selection efficiency can be introduced by trigger ineffi-
ciencies and the event isolation cut. The latter omits about 1% or less of the neutrino
candidates due to accidental coincidences hindering the candidate identification. This
reduction in efficiency, however, can be precisely measured knowing the single event
rate, and is hence an irrelevant source of detection uncertainty [13]. The trigger ef-
ficiency at the analysis thresholds of the different DC analyses has been in all cases
almost 100%, for Gd-I an uncertainty of 0.4% was assigned, for the other analyses the
uncertainty was found to be negligible (< 0.1%).
A component having a large impact on the signal detection efficiency is given by the
choice of the delayed event selection criteria, and is hence related to neutron detec-
tion. To which level of accuracy the neutron detection efficiencies observed in detector
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data can be reproduced by the DC simulation code is studied by means of a 252Cf
calibration source (Gd-I to Gd-III) or a IBD neutron sample (Gd-III). The fraction of
neutrons captured on Gd was found to be ∼ 2% lower in the data compared to the
fraction estimated by MC simulation code. To accommodate the predicted neutrino
flux from MC to this discrepancy, a correction factor is applied lowering the number
of expected neutrinos. Border effects at the ν-target acrylic walls due to neutron mo-
bility are observed to slightly change the fiducial volume boundaries, both in data and
MC simulation. Different simulation configurations and neutron modelings are used
to study this “spill-in/out” effect and to quantify the systematic uncertainty on the
neutrino prediction. Further details on the signal detection efficiency and in particu-
lar the DC-III neutron detection efficiency are addressed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
The spill-in/out effect in the Gd-channel analyses and its contribution to the detection
systematic uncertainty is discussed in Chapter 7.
The total signal detection uncertainties including all mentioned contributions amount
to 1.4%, 1% and 0.6% in the three Gd-channel analyses and 1.6% in the H-channel
analysis (see also Table 3.6 and Table 5.1).
3.3.3 Accidental background
The neutrino selection focuses on filtering out correlated events, however false coinci-
dences can be among the selected set of candidates. These false coincidences consist of
two uncorrelated events accidentally passing the cuts, featuring a flat distribution in the
correlation time spectrum. In Fig. 3.13 the visible energy spectrum of valid triggers is
shown. The main contribution to the singles spectrum is located below 3MeV. For en-
ergies larger than the 2.64MeV gamma radiation from 206Tl decay [166], the spectrum
drops off steeply, while the only noteworthy decays contributing at higher energies5 are
from β-decay of 214Bi (Q-value of 3.27MeV [166]) and 208Tl (Q-value of 5.0MeV [166]).
In this context the purpose of the Gd-loading becomes evident: with a visible energy of
roughly 8MeV the delayed neutron capture deposits a considerably higher amount of
energy compared to the single events. In addition, the neutron capture time is lowered
to ∼ 30 µs on average, whereas it would be ∼ 200 µs without loading. Both properties of
Gd lead to a significant reduction of the accidental background for a Gd-based analysis.
In the Gd-III analysis a cut on the correlation distance was introduced to suppress the
selection of accidental coincidences further. In the case of the H-channel analyses a
correlation distance cut represents an essential selection criterion to reject accidental
background, which constitutes by far the largest background contribution.
The remaining accidental background contribution can be measured by means of an
off-time window method, selecting delayed candidates with 1 s offset to a prompt. The
statistics can be further increased by adding successive windows to the background
measurement. Dead times originating from the standard neutrino selection are ac-
counted for by application of correction factors. In the Gd-III analysis the influence
of the Li+He veto cut had to be taken into consideration. This also explains why the
uncertainty of the Gd-III accidental background slightly increased with respect to the
other publications [12]. The measured rates are summarized in Table 3.3 in Section 3.4.
5At higher energies other sources, such as the decay of 12B (Q-value of 13.37MeV [166]), neutron
captures on iron (7.65MeV and 9.30MeV [135]) and Gd are present, but with considerably lower rate
than the decays with energies E < 5MeV. Furthermore the possibility of events from bremsstrahlung
photons originating from cosmic muons is discussed in Ref. [39].
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Figure 3.13: Prompt visible energy of the accidental background, measured using the off-time
window technique (from [152]).
3.3.4 Correlated background
Unlike the accidental coincidences, the correlated background prompt and delayed
events originate from a common physical process. The prompt and delayed visible en-
ergies coincide with the IBD selection criteria and the correlation time is determined by
the underlying production mechanism. Most of the correlated backgrounds relevant for
the DC analyses are muon-induced. Their correlation to the parent muon can therefore
either be used to study rate and shape of the backgrounds or reduce their contribution
further by means of vetoes on the analysis level, newly developed in the Gd-III analysis.
Three relevant classes of correlated backgrounds are considered in the fit of the Gd-
channel θ13 analysis: the β-n decays of the cosmogenic isotopes
9Li and 8He, fast
neutrons and stopping muon decays. Each type of background, their rate and energy
shape estimation as well as reduction vetoes are discussed in the following.
A fourth background contribution has been observed in the H-II analysis. Correlated
light noise events of ∆T ≈ 14 µs were found to pass both the light noise rejection and
the candidate selection cuts [164, 8]. Dedicated studies to measure the spectral shape
and rate of these background events were performed, making use of the observation
that the reconstructed background vertices accumulate at the ν-target center [198].
The correlated background rates are given in Table 3.3 in Section 3.4.
Cosmogenic isotopes
Long-lived radio-isotopes like 9Li and 8He are produced by cosmic muon spallation
on 12C [120, 2], abundant in the organic compounds of the liquid scintillators and the
vessel acrylics. These isotopes are β-n emitters, whereas the β-decay of 9Li is in 50.8%
of the cases accompanied by two α-particles and a neutron [166]. The β-n-decay of 8He,
occurring with a branching ratio of 16%, can either create an additional neutron or a
neutron, an α-particle and a triton [166]. Both decays can include an intermediate state
of 5He, which is included in the MC simulation of the cosmic isotope spectra [103]. The
energy deposition of the β-particle, the α-particle, the triton and the kinetic energy
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loss of the neutron is hence identified as prompt event6, while the neutron capture on
H or Gd creates the delayed energy deposition. As the delayed particle is given by a
neutron produced along with the β-particle, the event topology will be in space and
time the same as for an IBD interaction. The cosmogenic isotopes decay with lifetimes
of τ = 257ms (9Li) and τ = 172ms (8He), too long to be effectively removed by a veto
after muons without a tremendous increase of the detector dead time. The correlation
to the parent muon can, however, be used to extract the rate and shape of this type of
background. In particular produced by highly energetic muons (“showering muons”),
for Evis,µ > 600MeV
∗ the correlation time between the muon and any subsequent IBD
candidate is fitted with
f(∆tµ-IBD) = (A/τLi) · e−∆tµ-IBD/τLi +B , (3.15)
with ∆tµ-IBD = tIBD − tµ (see Fig. 3.14b). The 8He content was neglected by the DC-I
and DC-II analyses, as it is known to be far less abundant [6] and was later included
in the Gd-III systematic uncertainty [13]. In order to take into account the 9Li+8He
production by muons with energies below 600MeV∗, only IBD candidates with a dis-
tance dµ-IBD < 80 cm (75 cm in the Gd-III analysis) perpendicular to the muon track
are included in the ∆tµ-IBD fit, to reduce the contribution of accidental coincidences.
This analysis is performed for sub-samples divided with respect to the muon energy;
the selection inefficiency introduced by the cut on dµ-IBD is studied using the lateral
distance profile of the 9Li+8He production at high muon energies [12].
In the Gd-III analysis a lower limit on the 9Li+8He rate was imposed, gained from the
analysis of a Li-enriched sample. The energy and lateral distance cuts were refined so
that the signal (9Li+8He) to background (accidental muon-IBD coincidences) ratio was
increased, which results in a reduction of the fit uncertainties [12, 213].
In the course of the Gd-III analysis, a 9Li+8He likelihood veto was developed, al-
lowing to either select cosmogenic decay candidates for further investigations or reject
them in the IBD candidate search.
9Li+8He likelihood: The likelihood makes use of information about the lateral dis-
tance dµ-IBD to the parent muon and the number of neutrons created along with
the 9Li+8He candidate. The probability density functions (PDFs) used by this
method are extracted from 12B events, which are proven to generate the same
PDFs as 9Li and are available with higher statistics [83, 79].
The rates estimated by a Li-candidate selection using the 9Li+8He likelihood agrees
with the results from the correlation time method described above [13].
In Fig. 3.14a the spectrum of 9Li+8He prompt events is given and was measured using
the 9Li+8He likelihood cut. While in the DC-I and DC-II θ13 rate and shape fits a
MC simulated spectrum was used as input [5, 6], the Gd-III analysis retrieved the
cosmogenic background spectrum from data for the first time.
Details on the cosmogenic isotope studies can be found in Ref. [6, 12, 83].
6The visible energy will be dominated by the β-particle’s energy deposition as the other decay
products, especially the α-particle, will lose a large fraction of their energy non-radiatively due to
quenching effects.
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(a) Prompt energy spectrum of the cosmogenic
isotopes (from [82]). The Li-candidates (black
points, with statistical uncertainty) were se-
lected by means of the 9Li+8He likelihood. The
red line corresponds to the MC prediction in-
cluding only 9Li.
(b) Time to last muon ∆Tµ of events in the Li-
enriched sample (from [214]). The red line cor-
responds to the fit of Eq. (3.15) to data, includ-
ing accidental coincidences (dashed line) and the
9Li-decays (solid line).
Figure 3.14: Cosmogenic isotopes prompt energy and correlation time spectrum.
Fast neutrons and stopping muons
Another class of correlated backgrounds can be created by muons which do not pass
the active detector regions or deposit only little energy in the muon vetoes and are
therefore missed. Fast neutrons (fast-n) can be produced by cosmic muon spallation
in the surrounding rock and penetrate the detector [206]. The neutrons will moderate
mostly by elastic scattering with the protons present in the scintillator liquids. In case
the neutrons are energetic enough, the proton recoil will deposit a visible amount of
energy, creating a flat spectrum in the full prompt energy range. The radiative capture
of the recoiling or any other neutron will constitute the delayed event, thus mimicing
the IBD signal. As the neutrons on their way to the ID often deposit energy in the IV
scintillator, they can be identified by tagging techniques [186].
Muons entering the detector through the chimney can stop inside the ν-target and
decay into a Michel electron (or positron) and a muon-neutrino and are therefore re-
ferred to as stopping muons (stopping-µ). The electron deposits up to 52.8MeV and is
detected as delayed event, while the prompt energy deposition is created by the muon
track. Prompt and delayed event are separated in time by the muon live-time, which
is on average 2.2 µs.
While the fast-n and stopping-µ background was largely suppressed upon the OV com-
missioning (53% reduction according to Ref. [9]), stopping muon events can addition-
ally be removed by a veto on the likelihood value judging the success of the vertex
reconstruction:
FV veto: Stopping-µ and light noise events can create PMT hit patterns different from
common physics events. The latter are rather point-like leading to a successful
vertex reconstruction, whereas for stopping muon and light noise events the neg-
ative log-likelihood of RecoBAMA in Eq. (3.9) becomes large [12]. Stopping-µ
mainly enter the detector through the chimney and thus cause vertex reconstruc-
tion to be difficult.
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Figure 3.15: The prompt energy spectra for three different datasets (from [143]): standard
IBD candidate selection (black filled points), IBD candidate selection above 20MeV (black
empty circles) and the IV tagged events (red points) fitted by a linear function with (−0.02±
0.11) events/MeV2.
While the fast-n and stopping-µ shape was estimated from IBD candidates in the 12.2
to 30MeV interval in the DC-I analysis and extrapolated to the prompt energy range
(featuring a flat spectrum), the DC-II and DC-III analyses made use of the IV tagging:
IV veto: The IV veto criteria described in Section 3.3.1 aim at the detection of fast-n
and stopping-µ events, entering the sensitive detector volumes from outside. As
the IV data is read out after every ID trigger, IV information below the muon
trigger threshold is available. Requiring the distance between the ID and IV
reconstructed vertices to not exceed 3.7m, reduces the rejection of accidental IV
and ID coincidences.
With the IV tagged events which also pass the IBD selection criteria, the fast-n and
stopping-µ spectra were measured in the full prompt energy range. A spectral shape
consistent with a flat spectrum was found and confirmed using different selection crite-
ria and combinations with the OV vetoed events [6, 12, 13]. Moreover, it is in agreement
with the IBD candidate spectrum for Evis > 12MeV, the region in which the correlated
background contribution becomes dominant (Fig. 3.15). Hence, a flat spectral shape
was used by all three Gd-channel analyses as input to the θ13 rate and shape fit.
The fast-n and stopping-µ rate was estimated by all three Gd analyses in the higher
prompt energy regions, where no IBD candidate is expected. The background rate
was computed from the events in the energy window Ew < Evis,p < 30MeV, with
Ew = 12.2, 12, 20MeV (Gd-I, Gd-II and Gd-III analysis
7), and extrapolated to the full
prompt energy region [5, 12]. In the Gd-II analysis the final result on the fast-n and
stopping-µ rate was calculated using the IV tagged events [6]. Whereas the fast-n and
stopping-µ contributions were of comparable size in the Gd-II analysis [6], the Gd-III
rate is, because of the FV veto cut, predominantly given by fast-n events [12].
7For this analysis the ID energy threshold of the muon veto had to be changed from 20MeV to
30MeV, having negligible impact [142].
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In the H-channel analysis the stopping-µ background contribution to the candidate
selection was largely suppressed by the minimum correlation time cut of 10 µs. The
remaining fast-n background was studied using the IV tagging technique [198]. As the
fast-n shape was found to deviate from flatness and rather resembles an exponential
spectrum rising towards lower energies, the rate was estimated from an integral of the
measured spectrum taking into account the IV tagging efficiency.
3.4 Oscillation analysis: Fitting θ13
The deficit in measured IBD candidates compared to the reactor prediction (Table 3.4)
observed by the DC experiment can be understood as result of the neutrino oscillation
phenomenon. Different analysis frameworks were developed to extract the oscillation
parameter θ13 using Eq. (1.7), nonetheless all of them are based on the minimization
of a χ2 statistics. A direct measurement of θ13 is achieved, with the current best result
of ∆m231 = 2.44
+0.09
−0.10×10−3 eV2 [23] (∆m231 = (2.32±0.12)×10−3 eV2 [21] in DC-I and
DC-II) as only additional input.
The Rate+shape (R+S) analysis (Section 3.4.3), the Rate-only (RO) fit (Section 3.4.4)
and the Reactor Rate Modulation (RRM) analysis (Section 3.4.5) as well as the corre-
sponding results are presented in the upcoming sections.
Prior to the θ13 fit frameworks and results, the oscillation analysis backgrounds, ob-
served and predicted rates will be summarized and discussed in this paragraph. In
Table 3.3 the rates of all relevant background contaminations are given along with their
total uncertainties. From comparison of the different DC analyses, the impact of the
muon detectors and analysis vetoes become evident. The Gd-II fast-n and stopping-µ
rates are reduced compared to Gd-I due to the availability of OV data. The applica-
tion of the showering muon veto8 lowered the cosmic isotope background by 40% and
as well affected the accidental rate, which decreased by 26% [9]. Lower background
rates are observed in the Gd-III analysis, which instead of the showering muon veto
utilized newly developed background vetoes. The rate of accidental coincidences is sig-
nificantly reduced by the correlation distance cut; the systematic uncertainty, however,
is increased due to the 9Li+8He likelihood veto [12]. The uncertainties in the corre-
lated backgrounds are further reduced. Besides this, the actual reduction in the fast-n
background is roughly 50%, as the Gd-II background has to be scaled for a direct com-
parison to the Gd-III value due to the wider selection windows in the Gd-III analysis,
especially the prompt energy range [12].
In the Gd-III analysis the impact of correlated events among 12B decays (with a life-
time of 29.1ms [166]) or 12B together with spallation neutrons were studied. Moreover,
the contribution from 13C(α,n)16O reactions was investigated. Both possible sources
of background were found to be negligible [12].
Table 3.4 summarizes the number of candidates, backgrounds and the reactor predic-
tion for each DC dataset. The size of the datasets increases from Gd-I to Gd-III, while
the dataset of the previous analysis is contained in the successive one. The H-II dataset
is with 240.1 days live-time slightly larger than the Gd-II dataset, which is caused by a
difference in the veto cuts.
8The relative reduction was evaluated using the Gd-II data set with Gd-I and Gd-II selection
cuts [9]. Therefore the numbers might differ from the ones given in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Background rate estimations of the four DC analyses [5, 6, 8, 12], the systematic
uncertainties are included.
Background (d−1) Gd-I Gd-II H-II Gd-III
9Li+8He 2.3± 1.2 1.25± 0.54 2.8± 1.2 0.97+0.41−0.16
Fast-n, Stopping-µ 0.83± 0.38 0.67± 0.20 2.50± 0.47 0.604± 0.051
Accidental 0.33± 0.03 0.261± 0.002 73.45± 0.16 0.070± 0.003
13C(α,n)16O – – – < 0.1
12B – – – < 0.03
Correlated Light Noise – – 0.32± 0.07 –
Table 3.4: Measured IBD candidates and unoscillated reactor prediction of the four DC
analyses [5, 6, 8, 12]. The Gd-III numbers are for the reactor-on phase. The number of
observed IBD candidates and the total prediction are highlighted in bold.
Gd-I Gd-II H-II Gd-III
Live-time (days) 96.8 227.93 240.1 460.67
IBD candidates 4121 8249 36284 17351
Reactor ν¯e 4009 8439.6 17690 17530
9Li+8He 222.6 284.9 680 447
Fast-n, Stopping-µ 80.3 152.7 600 278
Accidental BG 31.9 59.5 17630 32.3
Correlate Light Noise – – 80 –
Total prediction 4344 8937 36680 18290
3.4.1 Reactor off measurements
Owing to the simple experimental configuration with only two reactor cores, the DC
experiment experiences data taking phases with both reactors turned off. This special
condition allows for a background measurement with only a small residual signal con-
tribution, unique to the DC experiment. In total 7.53 days of reactor-off data were
collected in 2011 and 2012 [9], the corresponding number of live-days depends on the
selection cuts and vetoes imposed on the data, as given in Table 3.4. The estimated
number of detected residual ν¯e, the total expected number of events and observed IBD
candidates is summarized in Table 3.4. The expected number of events is obtained
from the background rate estimates and the number of residual neutrinos. The show-
ering muon veto reduces the number of life-days and detected candidates in the Gd-II
analysis, whereas the OV information is only used by the Gd-II and Gd-III results. In
the Gd-III analysis a new set of veto cuts was introduced, which decreases the number
of predicted events while the live-time is enhanced. In case of the Gd-III analysis the
number of observed and predicted events are compatible at 9.0% (1.7σ) [12].
Whereas the reactor-off data has been used as crosscheck of the background measure-
ment in the Gd-I and Gd-II R+S analyses, the accumulated amount of data was large
enough upon the Gd-II RRM analysis [14] to use it as input to the oscillation fit (cf.
Section 3.4.3 and Section 3.4.5).
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Table 3.5: Reactor off predicted and observed number of IBD candidates for the three different
Gd-channel based selections. [9, 12].
live-days residual ν¯e expected observed
Gd-I 7.19 1.49± 0.60 25.8± 4.4 21
Gd-II 6.84 1.42± 0.57 15.1± 4.1 8
Gd-III 7.24 1.57± 0.47 12.9+3.1−1.4 7
3.4.2 Systematic uncertainty budget
A summary of the normalization uncertainties of signal and background relative to
the signal prediction is given in Table 3.6. Due to improved data analysis, calibration
techniques and accumulated statistics, the uncertainties on the backgrounds, energy
response and detection efficiency could be further reduced with each Gd-channel analy-
sis. The reactor related uncertainty remains the dominant systematic uncertainty in an
oscillation analysis with a single detector. The projected sensitivity with one detector
and both, ND and FD, is addressed in Section 3.4.6.
Table 3.6: Signal and background normalization uncertainties of the DC analyses, relative to
the signal prediction [5, 6, 8, 12]. Note that the uncertainties are given relative to the signal
prediction (not total prediction) and can hence differ from the values presented in the cited
references.
Uncertainty (%) Gd-I Gd-II H-II Gd-III
Reactor flux 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.7
Detection Efficiency 1.4 1.0 1.6 0.6
Detector Response 1.7 0.3 0.3 –
9Li+8He BG 2.9 1.5 1.6 +1.1 / −0.4
Fast-n, Stopping-µ BG 0.9 0.5 0.6 0.1
Accidental BG 0.07 0.01 0.2 0.01
Light Noise – – 0.1 –
Statistics 1.6 1.1 1.1 0.8
Total 4.4 2.8 3.1 +2.3 / −2.0
3.4.3 Combined rate and spectral shape fit
The Rate+shape (R+S) analysis exploits the energy dependence of the neutrino oscil-
lation deficit and constitutes the standard analysis framework for the four DC publica-
tions on θ13. The comparison of the measured IBD candidate rate to the predicted rate
is hence done within different energy regions of the prompt visible energy. In addition,
further constraint on the background rates is added to the fit, as the expected signal to
background proportions vary over the energy spectrum. To optimize the event statis-
tics measured at different energies, the prompt spectrum is separated in energy bins of
variable sizes.
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The signal and background prediction consists of the expected number of antineutrinos
from the two reactors N exp,Ri (as in Eq. (3.5)), the survival probability Pν¯e→ν¯e including
θ13 and the three backgrounds N
b
i (accidental, cosmogenic isotopes and correlated fast-
n and stopping-µ events) [6]:
Npredi =
Reactors
R=1,2
Pν¯e→ν¯e(θ13) ·N exp,Ri +
Bkgnds
b
N bi . (3.16)
Estimates for the background rates and energy distributions are taken from the mea-
surements described in Section 3.3.1, except for the 9Li+8He spectral shape, which
was retrieved from MC simulations in DC-I and DC-II. In the Gd-III analysis every
background input of the fit was extracted from detector data for the first time.
Statistical and systematic uncertainties are propagated by means of covariance matri-
ces of size (nbins × nbins) with the number of bins nbins, which account for correlations
in the uncertainties between the energy bins. The covariance matrix [6]
Mij =
Uncert
A
MAij +
Bkgnds
b
M bij (3.17)
includes the covariances MAij = cov(N
pred
i , N
pred
j ) related to the uncertainties of source
A and the different backgrounds b. Depending on the other terms added to the χ2
definition of the different DC analyses, the covariance matrix comprised contributions
from reactor, energy response, efficiency, backgrounds and statistical uncertainties.
The binned rate and spectral shape χ2 definition is in a general form given by
χ2R+S =
Bins
i,j
(Ni −Npredi )(Mij)−1(Nj −Npredj )T + χ2Pulls + χ2off , (3.18)
where the last term χ2off corresponds to a Poisson likelihood term for the reactor-off
data, which was only used in the Gd-III fit. Besides the oscillation parameter θ13,
other parameters pk which can modify the prediction N
pred
i – such as correlated back-
ground rates, ∆m231 or energy scale parameters – were allowed to vary in the fit. These
parameters were constraint by their uncertainty by adding “pulled terms” [197] to the
χ2, which was done in the DC-II and any successive analysis [112]:
χ2Pulls =
Pulls
k=1
(pk − pcvk )2
(σpk)
2
, (3.19)
with their central values pcvk and uncertainties σ
p
k as input values. This procedure does
not increase the degrees of freedom of the fit, as each pull term adds a “data point” to
the χ2 statistics. The pulled parameters preferentially cover those systematic normal-
ization uncertainties which are fully correlated between the energy bins, while shape
and remaining normalization uncertainties are absorbed in the covariance matrices.
The exact form of the χ2R+S used by the different analyses and the decomposition of
uncertainties in covariances and pulled terms can be found in Ref. [6, 8, 12].
In order to obtain the best fit value of θ13, the χ
2 of Eq. (3.18) is then scanned in
sin2 2θ13, minimizing over the pulled parameters.
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Table 3.7: Rate+Shape results of the four DC publications Ref. [5, 6, 12, 68].
sin2 2θ13 χ
2
min/NDF null-oscillation excluded at
Gd-I 0.086± 0.041 (stat)± 0.030 (syst) 23.7/17 94.6% C.L.
Gd-II 0.109± 0.030 (stat)± 0.025 (syst) 42.1/35 99.8% C.L. (2.9σ)
Gd-III 0.090+0.032−0.029 (stat+syst) 52.2/40 99.9% C.L. (3.2σ)
H-II 0.097± 0.034 (stat)± 0.034 (syst) 38.9/30 97.4% C.L. (2.0σ)
In the Gd-II analysis the data set was additionally subdivided in two periods of high
and low thermal power, duplicating the number of energy bins. In this way, additional
information is retrieved from the changing signal to background ratio in the two phases.
Since additional spectral shape information can be obtained from background dom-
inated regions, the prompt energy window was increased in the Gd-III fit, ranging from
0.5 to 20MeV. The Gd-III best fit result of sin2 2θ13 is computed assuming normal
mass hierarchy9 of the neutrinos using an effective ∆m213 ≡ ∆m2ee [195] , instead of
averaging over the two hierarchies as done for the DC-I and DC-II results [13].
Table 3.7 summarizes the best fit values of the three Gd-channel analyses published
in Ref. [5, 6, 12], showing consistent results of sin2 2θ13. The best result obtained by
the DC experiment is currently represented by the Gd-channel based R+S analysis. A
frequentist approach [109] was used to exclude the no-oscillation hypothesis at a certain
C.L., given in the last column. The background rate and uncertainties of all three anal-
yses are further constrained by the fits. Moreover, the output parameters agree with
the inputs of the pulled terms. After fitting, a background rate of (1.38± 0.14) d−1 is
found in the DC-III analysis, which is in agreement with the background estimations.
The uncertainty on the background rate reduces due to the energy shape information.
The energy dependence of the neutrino oscillation is clearly visible in the bottom panel
of Fig. 3.16. There, the ratio of the background subtracted data to the unoscillated
prediction is shown as a function of the prompt visible energy. The deficit between
0.75–4MeV is interpreted as observation of electron antineutrino disappearance. The
spectrum distortion above 4MeV does not affect the θ13 measurement and is not further
discussed in this thesis. Details can be found in Ref. [12].
3.4.4 Rate only fit
In the Rate-only (RO) fit the χ2 statistics consists of the comparison of the total mea-
sured and the predicted rate, without talking into account spectral shape information.
Other terms, like constraints on pulled parameters χ2Pulls or reactor off information can
be added, as for the case of the Gd-III RO fit:
χ2RO =
N2
i,jMij
+ χ2Pulls + χ
2
off , (3.20)
9The fit is also evaluated assuming inverted hierarchy in Ref. [12], giving a similar result on sin2 2θ13.
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Figure 3.16: Observed IBD candidate spectrum (black points), the backgrounds were sub-
tracted using the R+S fit outputs for normalization (from [68]). The no-oscillation prediction
(blue dashed line) and the predicted oscillated spectrum (red line) at the R+S best fit value
of θ13 are superimposed. Bottom panels: differences between the data and the no-oscillation
prediction (data points), and differences between the best-fit prediction and the no-oscillation
prediction (red curve). The orange band corresponds to the systematic uncertainties on the
best-fit prediction.
(a) Prompt candidate energy spectrum of the
Gd-III dataset (black points) (from [68]). The
predicted spectrum in the absence of neutrino
oscillations (blue dashed line) as well as the best-
fit spectrum at sin2 2θ13 = 0.09 (red line) were
superimposed.
(b) Prompt candidate energy spectrum of the
H-II dataset (black points) (from [199]). The
best-fit spectrum at sin2 2θ13 = 0.097 (red line)
was superimposed.
Figure 3.17: Prompt candidate energy spectra of the Gd-III (left) and H-II (right) analyses,
superimposed with the corresponding best-fit spectrum. Background contributions after the fit
are shown as stacked histograms: Fast neutrons and stopping muons (magenta, slant-hatched),
cosmogenic isotopes (green, vertical-hatched), accidental background (gray, cross-hatched) and
correlated light noise (orange, horizontal-hatched).
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with N =

i(Ni −Npredi ).
The Gd-III result was evaluated to be sin2 2θ13 = 0.090
+0.036
−0.037 (stat+syst) [12]. The
RO fit yields a result consistent with the R+S value, yet with larger uncertainty as no
shape information is used.
3.4.5 Background model independent fit
The DC experimental configuration features only two reactors, therefore large relative
variations in the total thermal power can be observed. Taking advantage of this fact, the
Reactor Rate Modulation (RRM) analysis [14] separates the data sample with respect
to the reactor power conditions into seven data points. These data points are related
to three different power states: full power with both reactors turned on (yielding three
data points), intermediate power while one reactor is off (giving three data points), or
background-only measurement while both reactors are off (adding one data point). The
observed daily candidate rate of each data point is then plotted as a function of the
expected daily neutrino rate (Fig. 3.18a). The linear dependence between these two
quantities can be parametrized by a straight line, since the background contribution in
the observation was found to remain stable. Hence, the mixing angle θ13 (correspond-
ing to the slope of the line) and the daily background rate (related to the intercept)
can be measured at the same time. Moreover, the possibility of a background model
independent θ13 analysis is given by the RRM fit.
The results presented in the following can be found in Ref. [12]. The χ2 statistics of
the RRM analysis is defined as [12]
χ2RRM =
6
i=1
(Robsi −Rexpi (θ13)−B)2
(σstati )
2
+ χ2off +
(B −Bexp)2
σ2BG
+ χ2Pulls . (3.21)
Here, the expected daily rate Rexpi includes the neutrino oscillation parameter θ13. The
measured daily candidate rate is represented by Robsi . The last term in Eq. (3.21) com-
prises pulled terms on three parameters, which are allowed to correct Rexpi in the fit
for systematic effects: the detection efficiency with an uncertainty of 0.6%, the num-
ber of residual neutrinos with σres = 0.3% and the reactor power uncertainty of the
reactor-on data. The latter depends on the reactor power and therefore ranges from
1.73% (at full power) to 1.91%. Additional constraint is added by a pulled term on
the background expectation, with input value Bexp = 1.64+0.41−0.17 d
−1 (cf. Table 3.3). The
term χ2off represents the reactor-off data point, which is expressed in terms of Poisson
likelihood due to low statistics. The possibility to add this reactor-off point is an aspect
unique to the DC experiment.
The Gd-III analysis yields sin2 2θ13 = 0.090
+0.034
−0.035 as result of the RRM analysis, in
excellent agreement with the R+S and the RO result. The background rate after the
fit is given by B = 1.56+0.18−0.16 d
−1, consistent with the background estimation. In ad-
dition, the RRM fit is performed treating the background rate B as free parameter
by removing the background constraint (the third term in Eq. (3.21)). This back-
ground unconstraint fit yields sin2 2θ13 = 0.060 ± 0.039 with a background rate of
B = 0.93+0.43−0.36 d
−1. A third fit removing both the background constraint and the
reactor-off data point is carried out giving sin2 2θ13 = 0.089± 0.052 and a background
rate of B = (1.56 ± 0.86) d−1. These tests demonstrate the significant impact of the
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(a) Correlation of the measured daily candi-
date rate and the expected daily neutrino rate.
The blue line corresponds to the best RRM fit.
In this analysis the reactor-off point (first data
point) and the background estimates were in-
cluded.
(b) Contours on (sin2 2θ13, B) of the RRM fit
with (cyan) and without (magenta) reactor-off
data.
Figure 3.18: RRM analysis for three different configurations (from [173]): a) with reactor-off
point and background rate constraint. b) θ13 analysis without constraint on the background
rate, either with or without reactor-off data.
reactor-off measurement on the θ13 precision, besides this, the different results are all
in good agreement. In Fig. 3.18b the 68.3, 95.5 and 99.7% C.L. allowed regions of the
parameters (sin2 2θ13, B) obtained from the background unconstraint fits are shown for
the two cases, having the reactor-off data point excluded and included.
3.4.6 Conclusion
The current best result of the DC experiment is given by the R+S fit of the Gd-channel
analysis with sin2 2θ13 = 0.090
+0.032
−0.029 (stat+syst). Analyses of other fit frameworks eval-
uating the same data set, but using different approaches to extract θ13, yield consistent
results. Furthermore, the θ13 values of the three Gd-channel based DC publications are
in good agreement.
Only running with the far detector (FD), the precision of the DC result is limited by
the reactor flux uncertainty. With the near detector (ND) those systematic uncertain-
ties which are correlated between the two detectors will cancel, such as large fractions
of the flux and parts of the detection systematic uncertainties. As the background
uncertainties are expected to dominate the total error, increased statistics and further
improvements on the analysis techniques will reduce the background systematic uncer-
tainties and thus enhance the DC sensitivity.
The projected sensitivity of the Gd-channel analysis with either FD or both FD+ND
is shown in Fig. 3.19. The sensitivity curves are given with respect to the Gd-II (black)
and Gd-III (blue) analysis, depicting the improvement achieved by the Gd-III analysis.
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Figure 3.19: The projected sensitivity of Double Chooz for an analysis using the neutron
detection channel on Gd (from [69]).
For the FD+ND case a 0.2% uncertainty on the detection efficiency, 0.1% remaining
uncorrelated10 flux uncertainty and background uncertainties scaled from the FD to
ND are used as input. Below the blue FD+ND sensitivity curve, the range of possible
improvement is illustrated by the shaded area, while the lowest sensitivity would be
reached in case the reactor flux was the only systematic uncertainty.
After three years of running with two detectors, σ(sin2 2θ13) = 0.015 is reached . The
sensitivity can be further improved to 0.010, depending on the improvements made on
the analysis [12].
10Here, uncorrelated corresponds to uncorrelated between the FD and ND, due to slight deviations
in the flux ratio from the two reactors observed by each detector.
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252Cf calibration source analysis
Since the element’s accidental discovery in a nuclear bomb’s debris in 1952 [156], 252Cf
has become one of the most common portable neutron sources, owing to its 3.816 a life-
time combined with a relatively high probability of spontaneous fission. The sources
emit neutrons with comparatively soft energy spectra, produce little heat and are in
general of small size. Only 1 g of the isotope can emit 2.3× 1012 neutrons per sec-
ond [141].
This chapter will discuss the use of 252Cf deployment data to test the detector sta-
bility with respect to the neutron capture fraction on Gadolinium. The second part
will deal with the improved understanding of the 252Cf source data by introduction
of an accidental background subtraction technique and correlated background studies.
The knowledge gained will be used and further discussed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6,
which will present the systematic uncertainty estimation of the IBD neutron detection.
4.1 252Cf source data
The 252Cf sources are custom-made at the University of Alabama [182]. They are
double-sealed in an inner and outer cylindrical capsule, both made of stainless steel
(SS304). With an outer radius of only 2mm, the completed and certified source is
of standard size. It can then be placed inside a source rod which has a diameter of
4mm at its end. The source rod itself is attached to a spool-wire-weight consisting of
transparent acrylics, building the interface to the wire of the z-axis calibration system
(described in Section 2.1.4).
During Guide-Tube deployment (see also Section 2.1.4) the source is screwed into a
connector which is attached with a hook to the guide wire. The hook guarantees the
source to flexibly follow the tube’s bends during deployment. All source capsule and
calibration system elements are considered by the full detector MC simulation.
Three calibration campaigns have been realized so far using these two deployment
systems. The first two campaigns are enclosed by the DC-III data sample runs and are
consequently used for energy scale calibration. Therefore these source deployment runs
are calibrated in energy themselves. The third calibration campaign data is not part
of the DC-III data taking period, but will be used in the following with its provisional
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(a) Outer source encapsulation. (b) Guide-Tube deployment hook.
Figure 4.1: Calibration source design (from [63]).
Figure 4.2: Calibration source rod with acrylic weight interface (from [90]).
energy scale for preliminary stability cross-checks. Each of the deployment campaigns
was carried out by Double Chooz collaborators of the DC Calibration Expert Group.
The tables of the different 252Cf calibration campaigns with run numbers, deployment
position, date and run length can be found in Appendix B.
4.1.1 252Cf fission products
The actinide element californium (Cf) with atomic number A=98 consists solely of
radioactive isotopes. Most of them decay via alpha decay, with 251Cf being the isotope
with the longest half-live of 898 years [166]. Some of the Cf isotopes can undergo
spontaneous fission accompanied by neutron emission, while 252Cf, the most stable
among these with a life-time of τ = 3.816 yr [166], is widely used as portable neutron
source. In 97% of the cases it undergoes alpha decay, whereas 3.1% of the time it decays
via spontaneous fission [166]. Upon spontaneous fission the fission fragment nuclei can
emit the following particles [147, 148]:
 prompt neutrons with a time constant τ < 10−13 s
 delayed neutrons within a time of 10−1–102 s
 prompt gamma radiation with a time constant τ of 10−11–10−9 s
 delayed gamma radiation with a time constant τ of 10−9–10−3 s
 electrons and gammas from β-decay of the fission fragments
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Figure 4.3: Prompt neutron kinetic
energy spectrum. Maxwellian distribution
of Eq. (4.1) with TM = 1.42MeV in red,
Double Chooz MC simulation spectrum
shown by the blue filled histogram.
The prompt neutrons are emitted from the excited fission fragments with a mean num-
ber of n¯ = 3.757± 0.005 neutrons per fission [147]. Their kinetic energy spectrum can
be described by either the Watt distribution [207] or the Maxwellian distribution [87]
N(E) =
2√
πTM
·
√
E · e−
E
TM , (4.1)
with the effective nuclear temperature parameter TM = 1.42 ± 0.01MeV [147]. The
mean neutron energy is linked to this parameter via E¯ = 32TM, while the experimental
result for the average kinetic energy amounts to (2.13 ± 0.01)MeV [147]. From the
graph of Eq. (4.1) in Fig. 4.3 it is possible to see that the most probable kinetic energy
is at 0.7MeV.
Delayed neutron emission can occur immediately after β-decays of fission fragments
into daughter nuclei with an excess of neutrons, constituting ∼ 1% of the total neu-
tron yield [147]. Various articles can be found about the prompt gamma charac-
teristics [203, 193, 194, 165], while the experimental values depend on the energy
thresholds and measurement ranges of the experiments. For an energy window of
0.14 > E > 10MeV and ∆t < 10 ns the mean gamma multiplicity is measured to be
Nγ = (7.8± 0.4), with a total energy of E¯γ = (6.84± 0.30)MeV and (0.88± 0.04)MeV
on average per gamma quantum [203]. A different measurement with an energy thresh-
old of E > 0.114MeV and ∆t < 12 ns obtained Nγ = (9.7 ± 0.4) as mean number
of gamma quanta, a total gamma energy of E¯γ = (7.0 ± 0.3)MeV and a mean single
gamma energy of 0.72MeV [193]. Most of the gamma radiation will be detected as a
single event in the Double Chooz detector with a measurement window width of 256 ns.
The delayed gamma radiation has for the time range of 15-100 ns a relative intensity
of 6% [138] compared to the prompt gamma emission and the intensity continues to
drop for t > 100 ns.
Gamma ray and neutron emission can be competitive processes, sharing the excita-
tion energy of the fission fragments according to rules of angular momentum conserva-
tion [208]. This also explains why the average total gamma energy exceeds the mean
neutron binding energy of about 5MeV, even though gamma emission occurs with a
lower probability and mainly after the neutrons were released [148]. A linear correla-
tion exists between the total gamma ray energy and prompt neutron multiplicity [169],
which can be described by
E¯γ = (0.75 · n¯+ 4)MeV . (4.2)
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An increase in fission fragment excitation energy is consequently linked to an increase
in both the gamma energy as well as the number of emitted neutrons. The mean energy
of a single photon, however, seems not sensitive to a change in excitation energy [169],
while the average neutron kinetic energy does slightly depend on it [55]. It is therefore
not possible to conclude that the kinetic energy of individual neutrons is independent
of the total gamma energy or neutron multiplicity. Dedicated crosschecks of the neu-
tron capture fraction1 with respect to prompt energy or neutron multiplicity cuts are
performed at the end of this chapter.
In the Double Chooz Monte Carlo simulation a 252Cf fission event generator writ-
ten by M. Worchester has been utilized [210]. After a neutron multiplicity is picked
following Ref. [54], each neutron is provided with a momentum according to Eq. (4.1).
The gamma radiation is simulated based on a probability density distribution of the
gamma multiplicity with mean value Nγ = 7.8 measured by Brunson [57] along with the
single gamma spectrum from Verbinsky et al. [203]. No correlation condition between
the neutron multiplicity and total gamma energy or single gamma energy and gamma
multiplicity is implemented. Consequently a larger total gamma energy is observed on
average in the MC simulation compared to data [210] (see also Fig. 4.10b), while the
impact of this discrepancy on the results presented in this thesis are considered to be
negligible.
4.1.2 252Cf fission event selection
Fission events of the 252Cf source during the first campaign occur with a rate ∼
4.16Bq [182], which corresponds to 3.76× 4.16 ≈ 15.6 neutrons per second in case
of 100% detection efficiency. For the second campaign we expect 12.9 neutrons per
second. The actual activity of the source is indeed higher, but the by far more often
emitted alpha particles will not succeed in leaving the source capsule material, while
the fission gammas and neutrons will pass it almost unhindered. Although gamma
emission will not start until the neutrons have evaporated off the fission fragments,
the gammas will induce in nearly all cases the first event seen in the detector upon
252Cf fission. This happens not only due to the very short time constant of gamma
emission of less than a nanosecond, but also because of the energy dependence of the
neutron capture cross sections, especially in the ν-target liquid where the radiative
neutron capture cross section of gadolinium does not become significant until the neu-
tron has lost a large fraction of its kinetic energy (further description can be found in
Section 7.3). The detection of the gamma energy deposition hence enables to tag with
negligible uncertainty the point in time when the fission has occurred. We will therefore
refer to the fission gamma event as prompt event. Note that the prompt event will not
only contain the energy deposited by the fission gammas, but also includes the visible
fraction of the neutrons’ kinetic energy lost via proton recoil in the first hundreds of
nanoseconds after neutron emission. The subsequent neutron captures are detected in
coincidence with the prompt gamma event. The neutron capture rate as a function of
the prompt-neutron correlation time ∆T = Tdelayed−Tprompt follows for ∆T > 10µs in
the Gd-doped scintillator an exponential law with capture time constant τcap, just as
the inverse beta decay neutrons. Every event succeeding the prompt trigger within a
1The neutron capture fraction on particular nuclei are known to be neutron energy dependent, for
more details see Section 7.3.
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certain period of time will be considered as fission neutron or delayed event.
Upon radiative neutron capture of the fission neutrons, we will expect to measure a
visible energy spectrum ranging from 0 to 20MeV as illustrated in Fig. 4.4. The dom-
inant structures are the single gamma peak at 2.2MeV from the neutron capture on
hydrogen, the ∼ 8MeV peak plus Compton tail from neutron capture on Gd nuclei and
the ∼ 16MeV bump from two neutron captures on Gd seen within one measurement
window of 256 ns. Also visible but much less distinct is the simultaneous capture of
one neutron on H and another on Gd with a total visible energy of roughly 10MeV.
Since the visible energies of the prompt fission gammas and the delayed neutron cap-
ture gammas are in the same energy range, an event will be identified as such in case
there was no other trigger preceding the potential prompt signal. Requesting a time
difference of at least 1.5ms between a prompt fission candidate and the last preceding
trigger makes sure that a delayed candidate in the 1ms measurement window after
a prompt is not classified as prompt itself. An additionally set low energy threshold
Eth,p on the prompt event energy will reduce the probability of measuring accidental
coincidences of the background detector radioactivity. Altogether, the 252Cf will be
selected as follows:
1. Selection of valid triggers:
 not a random trigger
 not a muon (a muon trigger is defined as either total charge in IV> 30000DUQ
or total charge in ID > 20MeV)
 time difference to last muon > 1ms
 visible energy larger than 0.4MeV
 not a light noise trigger (see Section 3.3)
2. Prompt event selection:
 time difference to last valid trigger > 1.5ms
 visible energy: Eth,p < Eprompt < 30MeV
3. Delayed event selection:
 time difference to last prompt event (prompt identification veto):
0 < ∆T < 1000µs
 visible energy: 0.5 < Edelayed < 25MeV
Further cuts are applied to the prompt and delayed selection, depending on the purpose
of the study. Any additional cut will be mentioned in each of the paragraphs separately.
4.2 Neutron detection stability measurements
Two calibration campaigns in both the ν-target (Target) and Gamma Catcher volume
have been conducted in the time period covered by the DC-III data set. In order to test
the neutron detection stability, the Gd-fraction of 252Cf fission neutrons in the Target
cylinder and the H-fraction in the Gamma Catcher volume will be computed.
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This particular study was performed before the DC-III energy scale ESv5 was finalized
and uses therefore the DC-II energy scale ESv2. Besides this the DC-II valid trigger,
muon reduction and light-noise cuts were used to select the 252Cf fission events:
 visible energy larger than 0.5MeV
 reject events with FV < 0 (unsatisfactory vertex reconstruction)
 not a muon (total charge in IV should be < 10000DUQ)
 light-noise rejection, while a light-noise event features
– RMS(Tstart) > 40 ns
– prompt: qmax/qtotal > 0.09
– delayed: qmax/qtotal > 0.06
 prompt visible energy: 4 < Eprompt < 30MeV
 delayed visible energy: 0.7 < Edelayed < 25MeV
All other cuts are consistent with those of Section 4.1.2, no background subtraction is
applied.
4.2.1 ν-target Gd-fraction stability
The Gd-fraction fGd describes which fraction of neutron captures occurred on gadolin-
ium nuclei, while the rest of the captures in the Target volume happen mostly on
hydrogen and carbon. Depending mainly on the relative Gd to H abundance, it offers
information about the Gd concentration in the liquid. For a homogeneously admixed
liquid the Gd-fraction is constant all-over the full volume. In reality, however, it is
difficult to measure and verify this statement since fGd is estimated by measuring
the number of delayed events in the Gd peak area, defined by an energy interval (see
Eq. 4.3). Due to energy leakage if an event occurs close to the acrylic wall, a decrease
of about 2% in the Gd-fraction estimate is expected from analysis of MC simulation
data. Apart from that, when the 252Cf source approaches the Target wall, an increasing
number of neutrons will undergo radiative neutron capture outside the Target volume,
mainly on hydrogen (cf. “spill-out” events, Chapter 7). These events will enhance the
relative amount of energy depositions in the hydrogen window compared to neutron
captures on Gd and therefore lead to a significant reduction of the Gd-fraction.
The Gd-fraction will be computed via the DC-II definition, which is slightly different
compared to the one used in the DC-III efficiency systematics analysis (cf. Eq. (4.15)
in Section 4.3.2 and Chapter 5.3):
fDC-IIGd =
N(4 < Ed < 11MeV)
N(0.7 < Ed < 11MeV)
. (4.3)
A Gd-capture energy window ranging from 4 to 11MeV is used in order to also include
the events in the Gd Compton tail, as the capture peak to Compton tail ratio changes
with deployment position due to larger energy losses when the source is moved towards
the Target acrylic wall as shown in Fig. 4.4. This definition will also include neutron
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(a) Calibration source deployed at Target center
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Figure 4.4: Visible energy spectra of the delayed 252Cf fission events. The black bullets show
the first campaign data, the red empty circles correspond to the second campaign.
captures on 12C, as these emit one or two gammas with in total 5MeV energy, but they
will contribute only with a negligible amount of < 0.1%.
The Gd-fraction uncertainty is calculated as
∆fGd =

fGd · (1− fGd)
N(0.7 < Ed < 11MeV)
, (4.4)
following binomial statistics (for more details see Chapter 5.2).
Other variables used in the following sections are the deployment position zcalib along
the Target symmetry axis, the discrepancy in the mean reconstructed z and ρ posi-
tion and the distance to the Target wall d. In case the reconstructed vertex locations
are studied, the prompt vertex will be used, since the prompt event is not affected by
the neutron capture displacement from the source and consists in general of multiple
gammas, unlike the delayed neutron capture on hydrogen. To suppress background
contamination contribution, the mean vertex position is calculated after limiting the
range according to the distribution’s standard deviation σ to [mean− 4σ; mean + 4σ].
A fit of a normal distribution to the data via minimization of a χ2 statistics has also
been tested, yielding the same results. The mean reconstructed ρ position is computed
using the mean reconstructed x and y positions via ρ¯2 = x¯2 + y¯2. The detector ge-
ometry including the slope in top and bottom lid is considered when the distance d is
calculated, which corresponds to the perpendicular distance to the nearest Target wall.
The Target chimney is not taken into account.
The calibration runs used for this analysis are listed in Appendix C, while only runs
inside the Target volume with zcalib<1.2m have been used, excluding the deployment
runs in the chimney. Runs which have not been available for this analysis are 25083,
25076 and 45701. The data of runs taken at the same position are merged if not stated
differently. For the direct comparison of the two campaigns, only runs with the same
zcalib source location are considered.
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the first calibration campaign data, the red filled
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(b) Gd-fraction variation A as a function of the
deployed z position.
Figure 4.5: Gd-fraction and Gd-fraction variation as a function of the deployed z position.
The Gd-fraction variation A describes the relative discrepancy between the Gd-fractions of the
first and second calibration campaign.
Results
Concerning the energy scale stability a good performance is given, even though the
energy stability calibration was not yet extended to the time period of the second cal-
ibration. The Gd-capture energy peak discrepancy between the first and the second
campaign, analyzed at the different z deployment positions, was shown to be less than
1% [184]. The energy reconstruction uncertainty should have little impact on ∆fGd,
since the energy window thresholds for the Gd-fraction computation are placed at en-
ergy regions of low counting rate.
In Fig. 4.5a the Gd-fraction of both campaigns are given with respect to the theoretical
calibration position zcalib. In the Target center region from z=−1 to +1m, the values
for fGd are stable and vary within 1%. Close to the Target borders, the graph exhibits
the expected decrease in the Gd-fraction. The shape of the Gd-fraction behavior ap-
pears to be symmetric around z = 0, which supports the assumption that no spatial
inhomogeneity in the Gd-concentration is present.
The local variations are studied using the asymmetry in Gd-fraction defined by
A = 2 · f
1st
Gd − f2ndGd
f1stGd + f
2nd
Gd
, (4.5)
with the Gd-fraction values of the first campaign f1stGd and the second campaign f
2nd
Gd .
The results for A are plotted in Fig. 4.5b as a function of the deployed z position, with
a mean value of A¯(|z|<1m) = (0.21± 0.15)%.
For z values below −1.2m a local deviation of more than 5% is observed. Assuming
that the detector properties – such as the Target vessel position relative to the glovebox
or scintillator optics – did not change between the two calibration campaigns, a system-
atic shift in the deployment positions could cause this discrepancy. It was found that a
shift of the second campaign data upwards in z by 7mm brings both campaigns’ data
in good agreement as illustrated by the upper plots of Fig. 4.6. A relative crosscheck of
the reconstructed positions of the first and second campaign revealed that a systematic
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Figure 4.6: Top: Gd-fraction as a function of the deployed z position. The black empty
circles show the first calibration campaign data, the red filled boxes correspond to the second
campaign data. Bottom: Discrepancy of the reconstructed position of the prompt fission
events between first and second campaign.
shift in all reconstructed z positions is present. The discrepancy in z between the two
campaigns is computed at each deployment position via ∆z = z¯1st − z¯2nd (Fig. 4.6c),
while the mean discrepancy amounts to ⟨∆z⟩ = (−7.7 ± 0.5)mm. This is consistent
with the statement that the second calibration campaign data might have been taken
at deployment positions higher than the theoretical ones. The mean discrepancy of
the reconstructed ρ positions (Fig. 4.6d) was ∆ρ = (2.6 ± 0.7)mm. The systematic
shift between the deployment locations of both campaigns is of significant size, as the
relative precision of the deployment location along the z-axis is quoted to be 1mm [6].
An explanation would be a misadjustment of the calibration device during source de-
ployment at the very bottom of the Target or that the lowest point in the Target was
missed due to the conical shape of the bottom lid. The deployment position at the
bottom is used as reference point during calibration and a systematic offset would be
transferred to any other calibration position as well.
It is hence possible to exclude an accumulation over time of the Gd carrying molecules
at the Target bottom as possible origin of a Gd-fraction asymmetry between first and
second calibration campaign data.
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Table 4.1: 252Cf calibration campaign runs at the Target center and Target bottom with
deployment position (x,y,z)= (0,0,zcalib).
(a) zcalib = 0mm
data point campaign date [yy-mm-dd] length [s] run number
1 1st 2011-08-18 3600 23981
2 1st 2011-08-23 900 24408
3 2nd 2012-05-15 3600 43075
4 2nd 2012-05-22 3600 44236
5 2nd 2012-05-28 3600 44656
6 2nd 2012-06-06 3600 45042
7 2nd 2012-06-15 3600 45700
(b) zcalib = −1238mm
data point campaign date [yy-mm-dd] length [s] run number
1 1st 2011-08-18 3600 23986
2 1st 2011-08-23 900 24411
3 1st 2011-09-02 900 25082
4 2nd 2012-05-15 1200 43706
5 2nd 2012-05-28 3600 44657
6 2nd 2012-06-06 3600 45044
In addition, the Gd-fraction stability was tested at two particular deployment posi-
tions, at which more than one run was taken during both calibration campaigns. A
period of several days separates most of the runs within the same campaign, as summa-
rized by Table 4.1. The run-wise values for fGd as a function of either the run number
or the distance of reconstructed position to Target wall d are plotted for zcalib = 0mm
in Fig. 4.7a and b. In Fig. 4.7c and d the graphs for zcalib = −1238mm are given.
From the deployment at the center of the detector, we can see that the Gd-fraction
is very stable, not only within a single campaign but also after almost a year in time.
The slight variation of about 0.5 cm in the source location relative to the Target side
walls has no effect on the results. In the lower part of the Target, roughly 4 cm above
the bottom, the single Gd-fraction values vary within 6%. From the strong correlation
between the Gd-fraction decrease and the source distance close to the acrylic wall, we
can see once again how sensitive this observable becomes once the Target borders are
reached: a difference in d of 0.5 cm changes fGd by about 3%.
The results presented suggest that the Gd-fraction is stable throughout the Target
volume with respect to time, although differences between the two calibrations have
been found at the borders. Clearly a strong correlation between source position and
Gd-fraction value has been proven for the source deployments at the boundary. To-
gether with an offset in the actual deployment positions the discrepancies between first
and second campaign can be explained.
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(a) Gd-fraction vs. deployment run at Target
center (x,y,z)= (0,0,12)mm. Dashed line shows
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(b) Gd-fraction vs. prompt reconstructed dis-
tance to Target acrylic wall at Target center
(x,y,z)= (0,0,12)mm.
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(c) Gd-fraction vs. deployment run at Target
bottom (x,y,z)= (0,0,−1238)mm. Dashed line
shows the arithmetic mean.
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(d) Gd-fraction vs. prompt reconstructed dis-
tance to Target acrylic wall at Target bottom
(x,y,z)= (0,0,−1238)mm.
Figure 4.7: Gd-fraction stability with respect to run and reconstructed position. The blue
filled bullets represent the first campaign, the black empty circles show the second campaign.
4.2.2 Gamma-catcher H-fraction stability
Since the Gamma Catcher (GC) is not Gd-doped, most of the neutrons are caught on
hydrogen nuclei and a remaining small fraction on carbon. Therefore the H-fraction is
studied inside the GC volume, using the DC-II definition
fDC-IIH =
N(0.7 < Ed < 3MeV)
N(0.7 < Ed < 11MeV)
, (4.6)
and the binomial uncertainty as in Eq. 4.4. For very large H-fraction values, close
to 100%, the uncertainty could be slightly underestimated (see Section 5.2.4). This,
however, will not constitute a problem for the stability checks performed in this section.
Calibration runs with the same deployment position and campaign are merged. The
run lists are given in Appendix C. As the first and second campaign deployment loca-
tions (x,y,z)calib are not exactly the same, nearby source positions are used to compare
both calibrations. The data selection cuts are the same as for the Target 252Cf analysis
given above.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: First and second campaign Guide-Tube 252Cf source calibration. The first cal-
ibration positions are marked by the black circles, the second campaign source locations are
given by the red data points. a) Deployment positions in the (z, ρ) plane. The inner (outer)
gray dashed line represents the Target (Gamma Catcher) wall. b) H-fraction as a function of
the deployed distance to Target acrylic wall dcalib. A function f(d) = p1 · exp(−p2 · d) + p3
with three parameters pi (i = 1, 2, 3) was fitted to the first calibration campaign data points
(dash-dotted gray line) and the second campaign’s data points (light red dashed line).
Results
The Guide-Tube deployment locations are shown in Fig. 4.8a. Determining a meaning-
ful parametrization of the GC geometry is apparently harder than for the cylindrical
Target volume. But also here the distance to wall variable d is a reasonable choice in
terms of neutron physics dominated observables. As the neutron mean free path is of
O(10mm), the measurement should not depend on the difference in GC top or side
geometry or the curvature of the acrylic vessels’ mantle. In Fig. 4.8b the H-fraction
is plotted vs. the deployed distance to Target acrylic wall dcalib. Except for two data
points of the second campaign, the values follow the same trend. The larger the variable
d, the farther is the source from the Target wall and thus the H-fraction higher, up to
almost 99%, while the remaining 1% of neutron captures mainly occur on carbon. The
two outliers are for d=26.3 cm the measurement close to the Target chimney (which
contains Gd-loaded liquid) and for d=6.9 cm the data point next to the Target edge
at (z, ρ) ≈ (1.3, 1.15)m. For these locations the H-fractions deviate from the expected
curve since the relative volume of GC liquid to Target scintillator is compared to the
other data points at similar d much smaller or larger, respectively.
For the data points close to the Target side wall (d<5 cm), no correlation to the height
z is found. The values of fH vary within 2%, but are in agreement within uncertain-
ties. The direct comparison of the first and second campaign are shown in Fig. 4.9a,
where the H-fraction variation is plotted computed via equation (4.5). The variation
demonstrates the good agreement with an arithmetic mean of (−0.055± 0.129)% and
a standard deviation of 0.41%. For d>20 cm the H-fraction asymptotically approaches
the value of the pure Gamma Catcher liquid of about 99%, as the neutron travel dis-
tance is that short that only few neutrons will reach the Target volume to be caught on
Gd instead of H. The mean values of the H-fraction for d>20 cm are computed to be
(98.71± 0.22) for the first and (98.79± 0.06) for the second campaign (see Fig. 4.9b).
No H-fraction deviation exceeding the statistical uncertainties has been observed.
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(a) H-fraction variation as a function of the
deployed d position.
(b) H-fraction for dcalib > 0.25m as a function
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Figure 4.9: H-fraction and H-fraction variation as a function of the deployed distance to
Target acrylic wall dcalib. The H-fraction variation describes the relative discrepancy between
the H-fractions of the first and second calibration campaign.
4.3 Background reduced fission neutron data
When we compare the spectra of the selected 252Cf delayed events in deployment data
to the selection obtained from MC simulation runs (see Fig. 4.10), we will notice dis-
crepancies in several regions of the visible energy spectra, for large correlation times
and large correlation distances. Once the prompt energy threshold Eth,p is lowered,
the discrepancies between data and MC rise in all observables. For the delayed energy
spectra especially at low energies < 2MeV and at around 12–15MeV difference become
evident. The overall discrepancy in hydrogen to gadolinium capture peak height will
be discussed in Chapter 5 Section 5.4.
No question about it, any other energy deposition than the ones originating from the
desired fission products can contribute as background, either in random coincidence
with another background event or with the fission events. Furthermore, any correlated
background signal matching the 252Cf signature will be selected, too. In order to ob-
tain as clean as possible source spectra to reduce any background bias when comparing
data to Monte Carlo, the different backgrounds and their reduction are studied in the
following, separated in accidental and correlated contributions.
4.3.1 Accidental background subtraction
There are many different possibilities to accidentally measure false coincidences. They
are formed in case either an event not representing a fission prompt is misidentified
as such or when any uncorrelated event is selected as delayed. Not every kind of
accidental event represents necessarily a background event. An uncorrelated neutron
capture is for example not a background if one is interested in the capture gamma
energy. However, it contributes to the uncorrelated part in the prompt to delayed
coincidence time spectrum, while it is not a background event with respect to the
prompt-delayed correlation distance if the neutron is originating from the 252Cf source.
The main different accidental background combinations are:
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Figure 4.10: Merged data and simulation spectra of the six 252Cf second calibration campaign
deployment runs at the Target center (x,y,z)= (0,0,12)mm. Prompt energy cut Eprompt >
0.5MeV and a maximal selected prompt-delayed correlation time of 1ms. The red line shows
the MC simulation spectra, the black points are from data. The discrepancy in the prompt
visible energy is caused by an imperfect gamma spectrum modeling in the MC, but is expected
to have no effect on the neutron analyses.
Single event + fission events: A single event is by mistake considered as prompt
fission event. In case it is followed by a 252Cf fission, all the fission sub-events
passing the energy, timing and spacial cuts, will be taken as delayed. Therefore
also the prompt sub-event energy spectrum can be recognized in the delayed
energy spectral shape. A higher threshold Eth,p reduces this contribution, since
most of the single event energies are below 3.5MeV.
Fission events + single event: In this case the single event is wrongly detected as
delayed sub-event and will mainly contribute to the low energy discrepancy at
Edelayed < 2MeV.
Single + single: Two single events form a false coincidence. Due to a radioactivity
rate of 8.2 s−1 – almost twice as large as the fission rate of the 252Cf source – in
the energy range from 0.7 to 12.2MeV [6], this is the largest contribution to the
accidental backgrounds of the 252Cf selection. This contribution is also suppressed
by an increased threshold Eth,p.
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Fission + fission: If two fission events due to their rate of about ∼ 4Bq occur too
close in time, it can happen that all of the second fission’s sub-events are treated
as delayed coincidences. Again, the prompt fission energy shape will appear in
the delayed spectrum.
To be more precise: actually any type of event which is not related to the source’s
fissions can realize an uncorrelated false coincidence, while single gammas constitute
the largest contribution.
All these types of background can be measured by a off-time window measurement.
This technique is also used in other parts of the Double Chooz analysis, e.g. by the
accidental background measurement of the neutrino candidates or in the context of the
cosmogenic spallation neutron selection for energy scale calibration.
The underlying principle of this method is quite simple: an additional delayed event
search is performed following every prompt event with such a large offset in time, that
no correlated event is expected anymore. The correlation time of the off-time events
is measured with respect to the prompt time plus time-offset ∆tvp (vp for “virtual
prompt”). At the same time this off-time measurement has to be performed under
similar conditions as the actual “on-time” measurement, i.e. by application of the
same vetoes and cuts. To increase the statistics of the background measurement, more
than one off-time window related to the same prompt event can be used by carrying out
additional delayed event searches with respect to tn = (tprompt+n ·∆tvp), as illustrated
by Fig. 4.11.
p n n single
veto veto
virtual
prompt
veto
virtual
prompt
delayed background background t
Δtvp Δtvp
Figure 4.11: Concept of the off-time window method: The accidental background events are
measured after an offset in time ∆tvp (vp for “virtual prompt”). The blue boxes represent the
prompt identification vetoes, the red boxes the delayed event measurement ranges.
The different plots of Fig. 4.12 show the on- and off-time delayed event spectra for the
252Cf source and simulation data. For the delayed energy spectra of the 252Cf data in
Fig. 4.12a, we can see that the background consists of 3 components, as explained above:
singles for roughly E < 5MeV, a broad distribution coming from the fission prompt
gammas and the neutron captures of an uncorrelated fission event, clearly cognizable
by the neutron capture peaks at 2.2MeV and around 8MeV. This also explains the
off-time correlation distance ∆R spectrum in Fig. 4.12g; the events at larger distances
∆R > 1m are mainly caused by single events, whereas the short distance events with
∆R < 1m are source-related false coincidences. The accidental backgrounds follow a
flat distribution in the correlation time ∆T (see Fig. 4.12e and 4.12f), while the drop-off
at short ∆T is caused by the fact that especially uncorrelated fission events can due
to the prompt identification veto (cf. Section 4.1.2) only occur after a prompt. We can
see that the simulation data as well contains source related background events which
are uncorrelated in time, just like the deployment data, except for singles.
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Figure 4.12: Merged data and MC simulation spectra of the six 252Cf second calibration
campaign deployment runs at the Target center (x,y,z)= (0,0,12)mm. Prompt energy cut
Eprompt > 0.5MeV and a maximal selected prompt-delayed correlation time of 1ms. The black
points show the on-time delayed events, the blue points the off-time (accidental background)
delayed events.
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4.3.2 Correlated background: neutron multiplicity separation
After the accidental background was subtracted, the 252Cf data and MC delayed energy
spectra still show discrepancies at energies below 2MeV and for the region of 3–4MeV,
as shown in Fig. 4.13. There is the possibility to detect along with the signal a corre-
lated form of background, which cannot be removed by the off-time window accidental
subtraction. All processes not implemented in the MC simulation (such as delayed 252Cf
radiation) could introduce a data to MC discrepancy, while any other energy deposition
than a fission neutron capture could compromise the detection efficiency measurements
in general. Different processes can lead to a correlated background event, they could
originate from the source itself or from detector material, cosmic rays can interact with
atoms in the detector or surrounding rock and create events with correlated signature.
We will now discuss each of these options one after another and show that most of
them are negligible.
Any contamination of the source material or on the source capsule surface which pro-
duces a coincidence signal will be part of the correlated background. As it is not
possible to identify these events, it will be hard to separate them from the signal in
case of a high rate or high delayed event multiplicity. Known by-products of the 252Cf
source are the isotopes 249Cf, 250Cf, 246Cm and 248Cm [64]. All of them would create
correlated events via fission, with either very low fission fractions is or extremely long
half lives (e.g. 3.48× 105 a for 248Cm). In case a neutron multiplicity measurement is
not pursued, fissions of other isotopes than 252Cf will not constitute a background but
rather another contribution to the neutron signal. The influence of these isotopes can
therefore be neglected. A subsequent radioactive decay of a fission fragment, however,
cannot be ruled out.
Another possible source-related form of background triggers could be created when
a fission neutron, while being slowed down, transfers a large amount of its kinetic en-
ergy to a proton. For energy transfers larger than roughly 1MeV the proton recoil
could induce a trigger, as the proton quenching factor is around 2-3 in the Target scin-
tillator liquid [216]. As the timescale in which a neutron loses energies of ∆E > 1MeV
is too close to the prompt event to create an own trigger, proton recoils will not create
background events.
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simulation delayed energy spectra of the
six 252Cf second calibration campaign
deployment runs at the Target center
(x,y,z)= (0,0,12)mm. The plot shows
the same data set as Fig. 4.10. In
addition, the accidental background was
subtracted as described in Section 4.3.1.
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Also, the possibility of detecting correlated gamma-gamma coincidences of the 252Cf
fission exists, since the delayed gamma emission occurs with a time constant of up to
10−3 s after the prompt. Likewise could a delayed neutron induce background triggers
due to proton recoil at visible energies, in case the neutron is released > 128 ns after the
prompt event2. However, the probability for these two events to happen is presumably
small.
One more class of events which would distort the prompt energy spectrum, the short
∆T part of the correlation time spectrum as well as the tail of the correlation distance
distribution are cases, in which the prompt event is not detected. This kind of events
are expected to be rare, as the mean of the total gamma energy amounts to more than
6MeV. On average ∼ 7 prompt gammas are released, and the case of no gamma is
with about 0.09% very low if we would assume the multiplicity to follow Poissonian
statistics. Only one gamma will be observed in roughly 0.5% of the fissions according
to Ref. [57], while the probability to miss it is, regarding the mean energy of individual
photons being around 1MeV, surely lower. In case of a missed prompt event, the first
neutron will be misidentified as such. This would mainly be seen as ∼ 8MeV peak
in the prompt spectrum, which is not observed. In the GC, however, fission events
with missed prompt energy depositions are detected, as the detection efficiency in the
GC decreases. Since most of the neutrons are caught on hydrogen with an energy of
2.2MeV and less, this contribution is removed by the prompt energy cut3 of 4MeV.
There is no need to consider missed fission neutron events, as long as one is not inter-
ested in a quantitative measurement of the neutron multiplicity.
Correlated background events can as well originate from natural radioactivity or cos-
mic ray spallation with sufficiently high rate in the detector. In order to study this
detector-related contribution, 100 hours of neutrino data runs were analyzed (taken on
days close to the first 252Cf calibration campaign), following the 252Cf selection and
accidental background subtraction as described in Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.1.
The contribution of spallation neutrons is strongly reduced in the data by application
of a 1ms veto after a muon and the remaining fast neutron events occur with very
low rates. As product of natural radioactivity within the 232Th and 238U chains, the
BiPo β-α coincidences need to be considered, where the prompt event is given by elec-
trons and gammas from bismuth decay followed by the alpha decay of polonium, which
produces the delayed event [166]:
212Bi
β (64.06%)−−−−−−−−−−→
2.254MeV
212Po (τ = 431 ns)
α−−−−−−−−→
8.954MeV
208Pb , (4.7)
214Bi
β (99.98%)−−−−−−−−−−→
3.27MeV
214Po (τ = 237 µs)
α−−−−−−−−→
7.833MeV
210Pb . (4.8)
Figure 4.14 shows the prompt and delayed energy spectra of the correlated events found
in 100 hours of neutrino data. Besides IBD events with delayed peaks at 2.2MeV and
8MeV, coincidences with prompt events around 1 and 2MeV and delayed events with
energies smaller than 1.5MeV are observed. 214Bi prompt decays have been measured
2This is the minimum time difference needed between two events to create another trigger.
3Spill-in events into the Target being caught on Gd make up a insignificant fraction and are ne-
glected.
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Figure 4.14: Energy spectra of the correlated events in 100 hours of neutrino data runs. The
energy threshold was 0.7MeV in this analysis, the accidental background was subtracted.
to peak at 2MeV , 212Bi prompt events below 1MeV [129]. The delayed event alpha
energies are quenched by a factor on the order of 10 [17] to values between 0.3 and
1MeV [129]. It can be shown that the observed events are BiPo coincidences by fo-
cusing on the 212Bi-212Po signature, as the short time constant allows to distinguish
them from IBD neutron captures. A binned likelihood fit using the parametrization
(a · exp−t/τ +b) of the correlation time spectrum (see Fig. 4.15a) from 0.33 to 10 µs
yields τ = (449.5 ± 26.1) ns, which is in good agreement with the literature value of
(431 ± 3) ns [166]. The plot in Fig. 4.15b shows the correlation between delayed visi-
ble energies smaller than 2MeV and a short prompt to delayed coincidence time ∆T .
For the selection cuts of Edelayed < 2MeV and ∆T < 1 µs the delayed event recon-
structed vertices are plotted in Fig. 4.15c and 4.15d, confirming the expectation to find
212Bi-212Po mainly in the Target volume, as the Target liquid contains more 232Th [62].
In the delayed energy region of 0.7 to 2MeV we can count (15.3 ± 0.5) 212Bi-212Po
and 214Bi-214Po coincidences per hour4, which is in reasonable agreement with the 23
events/hour observed in Ref. [129] with a lower energy threshold. A rate of 23 events
per hour would correspond to less than 0.06% of the 252Cf delayed event data sample.
Since the number of events with energies E < 1.5MeV makes up 1% of the 252Cf de-
layed events, a detector contamination related source of the data to MC discrepancy
can be excluded. The daily rate of the events in the region of 4 to 10MeV is computed
to be (64± 8) d−1, which which is in agreement with the about (50± 4) expected neu-
trino events5 per day in this particular data taking period [172].
Other correlated backgrounds known from the neutrino candidate selection, like fast
neutrons, stopping muons or cosmogenic 9Li decays can be neglected due to their low
daily rates, even with the loose 252Cf selection criteria.
4While this cross-check analysis has been performed with the DC-II valid trigger selection and
background reduction cuts.
5The number of expected neutrinos is a rough estimate, using the measured neutrino events from
Gd-III selection at the same days as the runs used in this analysis, corrected for the loss in signal
efficiency due to tighter selection cuts. A systematic uncertainty of 1.5 events per day is included, as
the Gd-III selection applies additional background veto cuts.
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(d) Delayed event reconstructed vertex in the
y-z plane for Edelayed < 2MeV and ∆T < 1 µs.
Figure 4.15: 212Bi-212Po events: (a) Fit of the short component of the correlation time spec-
trum from 0.33 to 10MeV with a binned likelihood fit using the parametrization (a·exp−t/τ +b).
The black bullets are data points, the red line is the fit result. (b) Correlation between delayed
visible energy and prompt to delayed coincidence time. (c) and (d) Delayed event reconstructed
vertices, the inner dashed line marks the Target volume border, the outer dashed line represents
the Gamma Catcher vessel.
We have seen that many of the possible correlated background contributions are ex-
pected to be negligible. In the next section we will show that a correlated background
contribution was found and how it can be handled by a cut on the prompt visible en-
ergy or neutron multiplicity. The same two cuts can furthermore be used to suppress
accidental backgrounds in the 252Cf analysis further. Remaining background contribu-
tions at low energies and their influence on the detection efficiency results are discussed
again in the next to last paragraph of Section 5.4.
Multiplicity analysis
In order to gain knowledge about the quantity and the features of possible correlated
background, we proceed with the analysis of a breakdown into different delayed event
multiplicities, as suggested by other studies [183, 99]. In the ideal case, i.e. in the ab-
sence of backgrounds, the delayed event multiplicity would correspond to the neutron
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Figure 4.16: Merged on-time and
off-time delayed event multiplicity
spectra of the six 252Cf second calibra-
tion campaign deployment runs at the
Target center (x,y,z)= (0,0,12)mm.
The blue histogram shows the on-
time multiplicity spectrum, the red
histogram is the off-time multiplicity
spectrum.
multiplicity of 252Cf fissions. The 252Cf delayed event multiplicity is given in Fig. 4.16.
The off-time multiplicity distribution shows that (83.6± 0.2)% of the accidental back-
ground events have multiplicity m=1, whereas (13.4± 0.2)% of the measured on-time
events occur with m=1. As the fission and single rates are quite low (< 10Bq), most
of the uncorrelated background events are expected to be single radioactive events,
contributing largely to the m=1 on-time content via single-single coincidences. Also,
we might not be too surprised if any correlated background component were of low
multiplicity. The bulk of larger multiplicities is shifted by to the right for the off-time
spectrum. This happens because fission prompt gammas are counted themselves as
accidental delayed in an off-time window, raising the multiplicity by one count.
When splitting into different multiplicities, the accidental background has to be scaled
and subtracted accordingly. The corresponding background spectrum “compositions”
of a certain on-time multiplicity result from the following underlying logic: An un-
correlated background event with multiplicity b only contributes to measured on-time
multiplicities m ≥ b. Therefore an on-time spectrum with m = 1 is subtracted by a
background spectrum of b=1, while a measured m=2 spectrum contains background
with b=1 and b=2.
The background spectra for a measured on-time multiplicity m at energy bin i are
composed of the measured background spectra βb with off-time multiplicity b:
Bm(i) =
m
b=1
sm,b · βb(i) , (4.9)
with scaling factors sm,b. The scaling factors are computed based on the assumption
of actually measuring uncorrelated events in the off-time windows. For a given true
fission multiplicity n the probability to measure an on-time multiplicity m is given by
the product of the true signal probability Ps(n) and the probability to accidentally
obtain b uncorrelated events Poff(b):
Pon(m |n) = Pon(n+ b |n) = Ps(n) · Poff(b) , (4.10)
while m = n+ b. For the sake of simplicity multiple events in an off-time window with
b ≥ 2 are treated as statistical entity. The total probability to measure m on-time
events is then given by
Pon(m) =
m
n=0
Pon(m |n) =
m
n=0
Ps(n) · Poff(m− n) . (4.11)
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Figure 4.17: Merged data spectra for multiplicity m=1 of the six 252Cf second calibration
campaign deployment runs at the Target center (x,y,z)= (0,0,12)mm. Prompt energy cut
Eprompt > 0.5MeV and a maximal selected prompt-delayed correlation time of 1ms. The black
points show the on-time delayed events, the blue points the off-time (accidental background)
delayed events. The red data points are the accidental background subtracted spectra.
The probabilities Ps(n) can be calculated successively, since the Pon(m) and Poff(b)
are known from the on- and off-time window measurements. As shown by Eq. (4.12)
and (4.13), we start with the calculation of Ps(0) by
Pon(0) = Ps(0) · Poff(0) ⇒ Ps(0) = Pon(0)/Poff(0) , (4.12)
and proceed with Ps(1) via
Ps(1) =
Pon(1)− Ps(0) · Poff(1)
Poff(0)
. (4.13)
Every other Ps(n) is then computed likewise. The scaling factors sm,b used in Eq. (4.10)
then consist of the ratio of all on-time measurement windows Non (equals the total
number of prompt events) and all off-time windowsNoff multiplied by the Ps(n = m−b):
sm,b =
Non
Noff
· Ps(m− b) . (4.14)
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Figure 4.18: Merged data spectra for multiplicity m=1 of the six 252Cf second calibration
campaign deployment runs at the Target center (x,y,z)= (0,0,12)mm. Prompt energy cut
Eprompt > 0.5MeV and a maximal selected prompt-delayed correlation time of 1ms. The black
points show the on-time delayed events, the blue points the off-time (accidental background)
delayed events. The red data points are the accidental background subtracted spectra.
It can occur that either an event is both on-time as well as background event or that it
is counted as background event more than once. The first case is given for 30-40%, the
latter for less than 5% of the events, depending on the prompt energy cut. For these
events the same energy information is counted multiple times, either in both the signal
and background spectra or several times in the background spectrum. The correla-
tion distance and time will be different, as they are relative quantities computed with
respect to the prompt’s or virtual prompt’s observable. We will not account for any
correlations due to this double counting in the following analyses, since these events will
either not make up the dominant fraction of the off-time spectra (they will be scaled
down, as they are almost never of b=1) or the total off-time spectrum will be low due
to additional cuts improving the signal to background ratio.
The plots in Fig. 4.17 and 4.18 show the on-time and background spectra as well
as the background subtracted spectra for the multiplicity m=1. Further plots of m=2
and m=3 can be found in Appendix C. From intercomparison of the off-time spectra
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Figure 4.19: Merged accidental background subtracted data spectra for multiplicity m= 2
of the six 252Cf second calibration campaign deployment runs at the Target center (x,y,z)=
(0,0,12)mm. Prompt energy cut Eprompt > 0.5MeV and a maximal selected prompt-delayed
correlation time of 1ms.
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Figure 4.20: Accidental background sub-
tracted correlation time spectra for the mul-
tiplicity m=1. The data in blue are selected
with a prompt energy cut > 0.5MeV, the red
data points correspond to Eprompt > 4MeV,
normalized in the region from 40-150µs.
for different m we can see that for m=1 indeed a large fraction of the measured ac-
cidental background are single-single coincidences: the energy spectra for m=1 both
possess a dominant exponential contribution for E <4MeV, the flat component in the
correlation time spectrum is one order of magnitude higher than for the multiplicities 2
or 3, and there is a significant number of events with correlation distances of ∆R >1m.
For the prompt and delayed energy spectra of m=1 unexpected events with energies
below 2MeV are observed. These events feature a 1.6MeV peak on top of other low
energy events in the delayed energy spectrum and are not seen in the spectra of m=2
(cf. Fig. 4.19). The only events observed in this range in physics data haven been
the BiPo coincidences given in Fig. 4.14. With maximal (115 ± 25) anticipated BiPo
events in 5 hours of calibration data taking coming from the detector materials, the
observed excess cannot be explained. It was therefore assumed that a source-related
effect caused this correlated background.
Since we can see from the prompt spectrum in Fig. 4.17b that the correlated background
mainly has Eprompt < 4MeV, we can remove it by increasing the lower selection thresh-
old of the prompt energy. The effect of this cut on the selection can be seen in Fig. 4.20:
With a low energy threshold of 0.5MeV, the correlated background component is mea-
sured, adding a contribution with short time constant to the correlation time spectrum.
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Once a prompt cut of Eprompt >4MeV is applied, these short ∆T events disappear.
Due to the large contribution of single-single uncorrelated coincidences to the spectra,
the best signal to background ratio is achieved with a prompt cut. At the same time
the correlated background seen in the spectra for m = 1 is removed. Another possi-
bility to remove the correlated background component is a multiplicity cut requesting
m ≥ 2. The stability of the observed neutron physics with respect to these cuts will be
discussed in the next paragraph.
Robustness of the Gd-fraction for different multiplicities and prompt cuts
Upon the proposal of new delayed event selection cuts for the future 252Cf analyses,
the robustness of the results with respect to changing selection criteria needs to be
proven. As test observable the Gd-fraction will be used, as its sensitivity to a relevant
change in neutron kinetic energy is straight forward to measure. Here we will compute
the Gd-fraction via the definition which is used in the Gd-III efficiency systematics
analysis (cf. Section 5.3):
fGd =
N(3.5 < Ed < 10MeV)
N(0.5 < Ed < 10MeV)
. (4.15)
The results are presented in Table 4.2a for data and Table 4.2b for the MC simulation of
the six 252Cf deployment runs of the second calibration campaign at the Target center
(x,y,z)= (0,0,12)mm. The Gd-fraction fGd has been computed for different delayed
event multiplicities as well as the two different energy thresholds of 0.5 and 4MeV for
prompt event selection. All results are corrected for accidental background.
For the 252Cf data with Eprompt>4MeV we find the fGd in good agreement within sta-
tistical uncertainties for all six configurations: split up in multiplicities m = [1, 2, 3, 4],
for m >1 and if all multiplicities are included. The value for m> 3 is (0.18 ± 0.03)%
lower than for m>1, only by removing events of the two multiplicities m=2 and m=3.
Since each of the low multiplicities m = [1, 2, 3] exhibit higher fGd values than the com-
bined sample of all neutron multiplicities, the value for a sample with m>3 is caused
to have a lower Gd-fraction. Although the statistical uncertainty of this discrepancy
might be underestimated by the assumption of the full data set with all multiplicities
to be fully correlated to the sample with m>3, this systematic shift hints at a depen-
dence of fGd on the neutron multiplicity (and hence a probable dependence on neutron
energy) or suggests remaining correlated background.
Similar results are found for the prompt cut E>0.5MeV, except for a clear deviation
of fGd for the case of m=1, induced by correlated background events. This confirms
the statement that the impact of correlated background can either be reduced by a
prompt energy cut or removing events with multiplicity m=1.
The fGd values of simulated
252Cf fission events are as expected all in good agreement
within their statistical uncertainties. The prompt energy cut of 4MeV increases the
statistical uncertainty by an acceptable amount.
The results of Eprompt>4MeV show that fission events with multiplicity m=1 can be
removed without introducing a systematic shift of the Gd-fraction. Moreover do only
few fissions occur with neutron multiplicity m=1 and mainly accidental and correlated
backgrounds are removed by requesting m >1. In order to account for possible biases
due to potential remaining background, different fGd definitions and sample selections
will be used when the detection systematics is studied (see Chapter 5.3).
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Table 4.2: 252Cf data and MC simulation Gd-fraction fGd results for different delayed event
multiplicities and the two different prompt energy cuts E > 4MeV and E > 0.5MeV. The
absolute discrepancy ∆f is computed with respect to the Gd-fraction for all multiplicities and
E>4MeV, while the uncertainties (statistical only) for m>1 and m>3 are taken to be fully
correlated to m = all.
(a) Data: 252Cf Gd-fraction fGd
Eprompt>4MeV Eprompt>0.5MeV
multiplicity fGd ∆f fGd ∆f
all 0.8530± 0.0009 – 0.8494± 0.0009 -0.0036± 0.0001
1 0.843± 0.011 -0.010± 0.011 0.6041± 0.0195 -0.25± 0.02
2 0.8580± 0.0029 0.0050± 0.0031 0.8590± 0.0030 0.0060± 0.0032
3 0.8556± 0.0018 0.0026± 0.0021 0.8563± 0.0016 0.0033± 0.0019
4 0.8563± 0.0015 0.0033± 0.0018 0.8555± 0.0014 0.0025± 0.0017
m>1 0.8531± 0.0009 0.0001± 0.0001 0.8528± 0.0009 -0.0002± 0.0001
m>3 0.8516± 0.0011 -0.0013± 0.0002 0.8510± 0.0010 -0.0020± 0.0001
(b) MC simulation: 252Cf Gd-fraction fGd
Eprompt>4MeV Eprompt>0.5MeV
multiplicity fGd ∆f fGd ∆f
all 0.8749± 0.0005 – 0.8749± 0.0004 < 0.0001
1 0.8676± 0.0046 -0.0072± 0.0047 0.8681± 0.0042 -0.0068± 0.0043
2 0.8771± 0.0015 0.0022± 0.0016 0.8764± 0.0014 0.0016± 0.0015
3 0.8755± 0.0009 0.0007± 0.0011 0.8758± 0.0009 0.0009± 0.0011
4 0.8747± 0.0008 -0.0002± 0.0010 0.8745± 0.0007 -0.0003± 0.0009
m>1 0.8749± 0.0005 < 0.0001 0.8749± 0.0004 < 0.0001
m>3 0.8745± 0.0005 -0.0004± 0.0001 0.8745± 0.0005 -0.0004± 0.0001
Finally we will focus on the Gd-fraction stability with respect to changing prompt
cuts. Table 4.3 summarizes the results given earlier for m>1 and additionally contains
the values for E > 7MeV. It is shown that the fGd are in agreement for data and
MC respectively. Also the ratio of data to MC appears to be independent of individ-
ual prompt cut combinations in data and MC. The difference for high energies in the
prompt spectrum as shown in Fig. 4.10b is therefore considered to be negligible for the
type of studies presented in this thesis.
From the comparison of the MC simulation results for fGd to the ones obtained with
data, we find a discrepancy of roughly 2.5%. This data to simulation mismatch is in
Chapter 5 also observed with antineutrino data, when analyzing a cosmic spallation
neutron sample and in the comparison of simulation codes using different neutron scat-
tering models. In the course of the signal detection efficiency calibration, Monte Carlo
normalization correction factors are introduced, removing data to MC inconsistencies.
The calculation of the Gd-fraction related MC normalization correction along with the
systematic uncertainty estimation will be discussed in Chapter 5.3.
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Table 4.3: 252Cf data and MC simulation Gd-fraction fGd results of multiplicity m> 1 for
different prompt energy cuts. The absolute discrepancy ∆f is computed with respect to the
Gd-fraction for E > 4MeV, while the uncertainties (statistical only) are taken to be fully
correlated.
DATA MC
Eprompt cut fGd ∆f fGd ∆f
0.5MeV 0.8528± 0.0009 0.0002± 0.0003 0.8749± 0.0004 0.0001± 0.0001
4MeV 0.8531± 0.0009 – 0.8749± 0.0005 –
7MeV 0.8528± 0.0011 0.0002± 0.0002 0.8749± 0.0005 < 0.0001
Default background reduction
The previous paragraph has shown that consistent results of the Gd-fraction can be
found for different delayed event multiplicities, except for the multiplicity m = 1 se-
lected with a low prompt energy threshold E>0.5MeV. Furthermore we could conclude
that a rejection of fission neutron data with m = 1 does not change fGd, in case the
correlated background was already removed e.g. by a prompt energy cut. Also, the
Gd-fraction is proven to be independent of the prompt energy cut, while this cut has to
be chosen such that the correlated background is rejected without removing too much
signal from the sample.
The default background reduction cuts for the subsequent analyses will therefore in-
clude
 a prompt event selection criterion with Eprompt >4MeV,
 a delayed multiplicity selection cut with m>1.
The prompt cut was chosen such that the signal to background ratio is improved from
16.6 to 80. Besides removing the correlated background, also a large fraction of the
single-single accidental coincidences are eliminated. The comparison between the re-
sults with a 0.5 and 4MeV prompt cut will later be used to study systematic effects,
since the amount of accidental background differs greatly for the two selections. In
addition the multiplicity cut is applied, which excludes only a small amount of events,
but can have a significant impact on the background rejection.
In total a high selection efficiency is achieved with the selection criteria presented
in this chapter. For a prompt cut of 0.5MeV (4MeV) and m>1 plus accidental back-
ground subtraction 11.57± 0.03 (10.34± 0.03) neutrons per second are detected at the
Target center in the second campaign, when 12.9 are expected.
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Chapter 5
Neutron detection efficiency in
the Gd-channel analysis
This chapter will discuss the neutron detection efficiency estimation in data and MC
simulation as well as the neutron detection related MC correction factor estimation
along with its systematic uncertainty in the context of the DC-III Gd-channel analy-
sis [12]. First, a general introduction to the signal detection uncertainty and MC nor-
malization corrections in the DC experiment will be given, followed by details on the
neutron detection efficiency in particular, which is separated in selection cut dependent
and detector intrinsic terms. The different neutron efficiency definitions, statistical
uncertainty treatment and the computation of a corresponding MC correction will be
explained in Section 5.2–5.2.4. Various neutron sources were used by the Gd-III analy-
sis to estimate and crosscheck the neutron efficiency corrections, as briefly described in
Section 5.2.1.
The terms volume-wide efficiency and volume-wide or global MC correction is intro-
duced in Section 5.3, both in relation to the cut dependent efficiency. Section 5.3.1
describes the Monte Carlo studies performed to validate the concept of a volume-wide
efficiency computation. Results with the 252Cf are given in Section 5.3.2, whereas the
systematic uncertainty estimation is addressed in Section 5.3.3. The 252Cf values are
then compared to the results of a study based on IBD neutrons (Section 5.3.4).
The estimation of the detector intrinsic efficiency, the Gd-fraction, and its MC normal-
ization correction using 252Cf is described in Section 5.4. Muon spallation as possible
source of neutrons for efficiency analyses is addressed in Section 5.5; a crosscheck value
of the Gd-fraction correction is also given and discussed.
The chapter closes with the discussion on the combination of the efficiency results
computed for the Gd-III oscillation analysis. The conclusions are given along with an
outlook on the neutron detection efficiency in the near and far detector phase.
5.1 Signal detection uncertainty in Double Chooz
The predicted number of neutrino events in the Double Chooz analysis of each reactor
(R = 1, 2) in the absence of neutrino oscillation is given by Eq. (3.1) in Chapter 3.
Many of the terms in Eq. (3.1) are reactor related, such as: the mean IBD cross sec-
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tion per fission1 ⟨σf ⟩, the thermal power Pth and the mean energy released per fission
⟨Ef ⟩. Two factors, however, are solely detector related and their uncertainties form the
detection systematic uncertainty of the Double Chooz experiment. Np is the number
of protons, which are the target for electron antineutrinos undergoing IBD, the factor
εdet represents the signal detection efficiency. The product of ⟨σf ⟩ and Np provides
the number of IBD reactions per nuclear fission, while εdet expresses the percentage of
successfully recorded and identified IBD reactions in the Double Chooz detector.
The Double Chooz DAQ system features a dead-timeless data acquisition. The en-
ergy threshold of the trigger system is set to 0.4MeV with a detection efficiency of
100% and negligible uncertainty [196]. Hence any arising detection inefficiencies will
depend on the signal selection as well as the background reduction criteria.
The IBD signature consists of two energy depositions correlated in time: the prompt
positron energy deposition, which is directly linked to the neutrino kinetic energy, and
the delayed radiative neutron capture (see Section 1.3.2). Owing to the IBD energy
threshold of 1.8MeV and the connection between incident neutrino energy and prompt
signal energy given by Eq. (1.11), the lowest detectable energy deposition caused by
IBD reaction will be with 1.08MeV well above the analysis threshold of 0.5MeV. Hence
the prompt signal alone is detectable with close to 100% efficiency2. In order to pass
the selection, the delayed IBD neutron event needs to satisfy various criteria, making it
the dominant contributor to the signal detection efficiency. Its selection efficiency will
not only depend on the cuts imposed on the event characteristics but has also a com-
ponent intrinsic to the detector liquid composition (the Gd-fraction, see Section 5.2).
Although the delayed IBD neutron detectability is not only determined by the char-
acteristics of the neutron captures but also the detection of resulting gammas, we will
speak simply of “neutron detection efficiency” in the upcoming chapters.
Further contributions to the selection efficiencies arise due to background vetoes as
well as the IBD isolation cut (cf. Section 3.3.1). The largest inefficiencies among these
contributions are caused by the 1ms veto after a muon and the IBD isolation cut.
Monte Carlo correction factors
As the Double Chooz oscillation analysis relies on MC simulation data to retrieve the
predicted neutrino rate and spectrum, a good data to MC accuracy is essential. In or-
der to correct for any differences between data and MC simulation due to discrepancies
in the detection efficiencies, MC correction factors and corresponding uncertainties are
introduced. The MC correction factors and their relative uncertainties for each contri-
bution are summarized in Table 5.1.
The simulated IBD data contain no background events and shows a slightly different
performance with respect to background veto cuts. Hence it is needed to correct the
MC neutrino flux for inefficiencies or discrepancies in the inefficiencies due to the event
veto after a muon, the isolation cut of the IBD candidates and other background re-
duction cuts such as OV, IV, FV and Li+He vetoes as well as Light Noise cuts. Due
to the high trigger efficiency, the DAQ and trigger related correction component is 1
1The cross section per fission contains the inverse beta decay cross section, but also information
about the fission spectra. Further details can be found in Section 3.1.1.
2The energy resolution at 1MeV is roughly 8% [12] and a shift in the energy scale introduces
negligible uncertainty in the Gd-III analysis (see Section 3.2.4).
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Table 5.1: Signal MC correction factors and uncertainties of the Gd-III analysis [68].
Correction source MC correction factor Relative uncertainty [%]
Muon veto of 1ms 0.955 < 0.1
Other vetoes3 0.994 0.11
DAQ and trigger 1.000 < 0.1
IBD isolation 0.989 < 0.1
Np 1.000 0.30
IBD selection 1.000 0.20
Gd-fraction 0.975 0.43
Spill-in/out 1.000 0.27
Total 0.915 0.63
(i.e. no correction) and has a negligible uncertainty. The ν-target proton number Np
is known with a precision of 0.3% [60].
The last three contributions in Table 5.1 mainly represent the neutron detection correc-
tions. The IBD selection efficiency does not need to be corrected, while its uncertainty
is formed by the neutron detection uncertainty. Discrepancies in the detector intrinsic
neutron detection have been found between data and simulation, expressed by the Gd-
fraction correction. Mismatch in the neutron migration between detector sub-volumes
resulting in flux discrepancies are covered by the spill-in/out uncertainty. More details
can be found in Section 5.2.2 and 5.2.3.
Detection systematic uncertainty in the oscillation analysis
In the θ13 fit the MC correction factor cMC will modify the predicted neutrino flux in
each energy bin i via
N corrpred,i = Npred,i · cMC . (5.1)
The detection systematic uncertainty enters the fit in the form of the relative uncer-
tainty σdet = (∆cMC/cMC), which corresponds to a relative uncertainty on the neutrino
rate. It is included in the RRM χ2 definition (Eq. (3.21) in Section 3.4.5) as “pulled pa-
rameter”. The Rate+Shape fit incorporates the detection systematics fully correlated
between the energy bins i, j of the prompt spectrum in terms of a covariance matrix
(Eq. (3.17) and (3.18) in Section 3.4.3)
Mdeti,j = N
corr
pred,i ·N corrpred,j · σ2det . (5.2)
5.2 Neutron detection efficiency and Monte Carlo nor-
malization correction
With the IBD prompt event detection being 100% efficient along with negligible un-
certainty and the background reduction cuts adding insignificant contribution to the
detection systematics, the dominant part of the detection uncertainty is delayed event
related or, more precisely, connected to the IBD neutron detection.
3Outer Veto cut, Inner Veto cut, FV veto, Light Noise cut and Li+He veto.
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The magnitude of the IBD neutron detection efficiency and its uncertainty depend on
three main contributions:
 The Gd-fraction fGd, which represents the fraction of neutron captures occur-
ring on Gd nuclei. It is in general controlled by the relative abundance of neutron
capturing isotopes and their capture cross sections.
 The selection efficiency εcut which is mainly determined by the selection cri-
teria an IBD neutron candidate needs to satisfy.
 Border effects increasing the fiducial volume to regions outside the ν-target (Tar-
get) due to neutron mobility are summarized as “Spill-in/out effect”.
A mismatch between data and MC in any of these quantities can be compensated by the
introduction of a MC correction factor. The robustness of this correction or remaining
discrepancies are covered by the systematic uncertainty on each contribution. Hence
the absolute value of εcut as well as the uncertainty of its MC correction can be modified
with respect to the choice of selection cuts. The Gd-fraction fGd, however, is inherent
to the scintillator composition.
5.2.1 Neutron sources
The detection correction factors and systematic uncertainties are estimated by means
of different neutron sources. Furthermore neutron simulation code on the basis of dif-
ferent neutron modelings are used in case it is not possible to extract the systematic
effect from existing detector data.
Neutrons of three sources are available in the DC experiment: neutrons from calibration
source deployments of 252Cf, neutrons from the IBD reaction of reactor antineutrinos
and - usually background in the search of the oscillation signal - neutrons from cosmic
ray spallation. Originating from different production processes their kinetic energies
therefore span different energy ranges. This allows to test whether an energy depen-
dence of the neutron detection efficiency correction is observed. Some of the sources
have been taken to compute the correction inputs to the θ13 fit, others were analyzed
to obtain cross-check results. Moreover, the volumes tested by the sources are not the
same, making it possible to cross-check the Target-wide efficiency estimation methods
(see Section 5.3). The three neutron sources will be discussed briefly in the following.
252Cf fission neutrons
The spontaneous fission of the DC 252Cf source provides in the second calibration
campaign with ∼ 15.6 neutrons per second a high rate in neutron events. Due to
a preceding prompt gamma signal, the neutron events can be extracted efficiently,
offering a large signal to background ratio. The mean kinetic energy is roughly 2MeV,
the most probable energy amounts to 0.7MeV. The 252Cf calibration source is deployed
at various positions along the central symmetry axis (Fig. 5.4 in Section 5.3), probing
the spherical sub-volume around the deployment location. More details on the 252Cf
source can be found in Section 4.1.
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IBD neutrons
The IBD neutrons are the most natural source to use for efficiency studies, as they
are part of the neutrino signal. The candidate selection, however, contains various
backgrounds and possesses low statistics compared to the 252Cf source. The mean
kinetic energy of IBD neutrons is about 15 keV. In contrast to 252Cf source neutrons,
the IBD neutrons can test the full detector volume. Though the knowledge about their
spatial origin is limited to the precision of the position reconstruction.
Cosmic ray spallation neutrons
Neutrons can be produced upon cosmic ray spallation. In general background to the
IBD signal, they can be used for calibration purposes. These neutron events can be
observed after high energy depositions in the detector, caused by cosmic muons. The
full detector volume is reached by spallation neutrons, but their production location
is not known. Their average kinetic energy right after production is expected to be
∼ 20MeV [39] and depends mainly on the muon energy [206].
5.2.2 Efficiency definitions
The selection efficiencies are in general defined as the ratio of the number of events
in two sub-samples of the data set. The efficiency εx of a certain selection x is then
described as
εx =
N(selection with cuts x)
N(wide selection cuts)
, (5.3)
where the sample in the enumerator will be always a sub-sample of the sample selected
by the denominator, as the latter is selected with wider cuts. Hence the value of εx is
a real number between 0 and 1.
Intrinsic efficiency: the Gd-fraction
Neutron capture on a nucleus is a competitive process among the different isotopes’
nuclei present in the scintillator liquid. The probability of a neutron to be finally caught
on a certain type of isotope mainly depends on the neutron capture cross-sections and
abundances of the isotopes present in the medium. The capture cross-sections are
energy dependent and increase if the neutron kinetic energy decreases (cf. Fig 7.5). In
case a neutron is moderated in the detector, the capture probabilities will change with
respect to time, until the neutron has reached the thermal energy regime.
The fraction of neutron captures occurring on Gd nuclei is represented by the Gd-
fraction fGd. An estimate for fGd is retrieved from the energy spectrum of the de-
excitation gammas emitted upon neutron capture on a negligibly short time scale. More
than 99% of the neutrons are caught on H and Gd nuclei in the Target scintillator.
After neutron capture on H, a 2.2MeV gamma is released, whereas neutron capture
on Gd triggers the emission of a gamma cascade with a total energy of about 8MeV.
The Gd-fraction is then defined as the ratio of events in the energy region from 3.5
to 10MeV with respect to all neutron captures depositing energy between 0.5 and
10MeV. The visible energy of neutron capture Edelayed is called delayed energy, as the
neutron events studied in efficiency analysis are always part of a coincidence signal and
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Figure 5.1: The neutron capture energy spectrum is used to estimate the Gd-fraction.
Table 5.2: Selection cuts of the DC-III Gd-channel analysis affecting the delayed event ex-
traction [12].
Cut variable Selection range
Delayed energy 4 < Edelayed < 10MeV
Correlation time 0.5 < ∆T < 150 µs
Correlation distance ∆R < 1m
therefore occur associated with a preceding prompt event. The Gd-fraction can then
be expressed as
fGd =
N(3.5 < Edelayed < 10MeV)
N(0.5 < Edelayed < 10MeV)
. (5.4)
Doing so, the energy spectrum is effectively split in a hydrogen and a gadolinium
capture part, as shown in Fig. 5.3. The small fraction of neutron captures on carbon4
is mostly included in the Gd energy window in this definition, as these captures take
part in the IBD candidate selection in the Gd-channel analysis. The Gd-H double
captures at ∼10.2MeV and the Gd-Gd double captures at ∼16MeV are excluded from
the analysis, having negligible effect on the result.
Cut dependent efficiency
In case of the cut dependent efficiency, the enumerator in Eq. (5.3) is determined by
the neutrino selection criteria involving the delayed event. These three cuts on energy,
timing and spatial separation are in the DC-III Gd-channel analysis given in Table 5.2.
The previous Gd- and H-channel analyses [5, 6, 8] defined the cut dependent efficiency
as product of the efficiencies εi for each individual selection cut i. The combined cut
dependent efficiency was therefore computed in an exclusive way, via
εexc = Πi εi . (5.5)
4The fraction of neutron captures on 12C is estimated from MC simulation to make up < 0.1% of
all neutron captures.
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(a) Isolated efficiency parameter space. (b) Nested efficiency parameter space.
Figure 5.2: The parameter space exploited in the isolated and nested efficiency computation
for the case of two cuts on the delayed visible energy and the correlation time. The isolated
efficiency definition computes the cut efficiencies separately using one colored band for each
cut. In contrast to that the nested efficiency estimates the cut efficiencies step by step, moving
from the full parameter space to the darker red band and from there to the selection shown in
blue. The cuts presented are not used by the official analysis and were used for visualization
only.
For the Gd-III analysis the exclusive efficiency would hence be given by
εexc = εEd · ε∆T · ε∆R , (5.6)
where εEd denotes the delayed energy cut efficiency, ε∆T the efficiency on the correla-
tion time cut and ε∆R the cut efficiency on the correlation distance.
In the following, two different ways to compute the individual cut efficiencies are dis-
cussed. The first one is the isolated efficiency definition, used in former DC analyses.
In this definition, the wide selection of the denominator in Eq. (5.3) is always given
by the neutrino selection cuts of the enumerator, while only the selection cut, whose
efficiency is studied, is relaxed. The isolated efficiency for the delayed energy cut would
therefore be given by
εisoEd =
N(4 < Edelayed < 10MeV ∩ ∆R < 1m ∩ 0.5 < ∆T < 150 µs)
N(3.5 < Edelayed < 10MeV ∩ ∆R < 1m ∩ 0.5 < ∆T < 150 µs) . (5.7)
Figure 5.2a illustrates the isolated efficiency definition for the case of only two example
cuts, which are used for visualization only and are not part of the official analysis. The
delayed visible energy cut limits from 7 to 9MeV are given by the red dashed lines, the
correlation time between prompt and delayed event limits from 5 to 30 µs by the blue
dashed lines. The events in the rectangular shaped area where both selection bands
meet correspond to the combined event selection. Computation of the isolated effi-
ciency εisoEd therefore exploits only the parameter space marked by the colored red area.
Likewise, the blue colored region is used when the isolated efficiency εiso∆T is calculated.
In case of correlations between the selection cuts which could affect the efficiency com-
putation, the combined exclusive efficiency and the actual cut efficiency will not give
the same result.
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Figure 5.3: The semi-inclusive efficiency computation in case of two cuts. The events in the
blue box represent the selected sample, the red colored area is the sample selected with wide
cuts, which includes the blue colored region. This plot illustrates an arbitrary set of cuts, which
is not used by the official DC analysis.
In the nested efficiency computation, however, one efficiency definition is built on the
other, guaranteeing to yield the same result as the actual cut efficiency. As shown in
Fig. 5.2b the efficiency εEd is computed using the full parameter space, while ε∆T is
calculated after the delayed energy selection cut was applied.
From Fig. 5.2a we have seen that the isolated efficiency computation uses only the
colored regions in the Edelayed-∆T parameter plane. Provided that there are no corre-
lations between the selection cuts this definition can be of advantage as it reduces the
influence of backgrounds on the efficiency estimation.
Going back to the DC-III selection, the nested efficiency definitions for the delayed
cut is expressed by
εEd =
N(4 < Edelayed < 10MeV)
N(3.5 < Edelayed < 10MeV)
. (5.8)
Hence the correlation distance efficiency will be defined as
ε∆R =
N(4 < Edelayed < 10MeV ∩ ∆R < 1m)
N(4 < Edelayed < 10MeV)
, (5.9)
leaving for the correlation time cut efficiency to be given by the ratio
ε∆T =
N(4 < Edelayed < 10MeV ∩ ∆R < 1m ∩ 0.5 < ∆T < 150 µs)
N(4 < Edelayed < 10MeV ∩ ∆R < 1m) . (5.10)
Even if the exclusive efficiency εexc will yield the same result as the actual cut effi-
ciency, discrepancies in the systematic or statistical uncertainties can arise e.g. due to
double counting of error contributions. While for εexc the contribution of each selection
cut is computed separately, the efficiency representation below in Eq. (5.11) applies all
selection cuts simultaneously:
εsemi =
N(4 < Edelayed < 10MeV ∩ ∆R < 1m ∩ 0.5 < ∆T < 150 µs)
N(3.5 < Edelayed < 10MeV)
. (5.11)
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This definition makes use of the full parameter space, as visualized in Fig. 5.3, accounts
for all correlations between different cuts and should ensure that no double counting
in the uncertainty estimation due to correlations will occur. It is called semi-inclusive
efficiency, as it includes all selection efficiencies at the same time, except for the Gd-
fraction.
Total neutron detection efficiency
The total neutron detection efficiency is defined as the ratio of the number of events
selected by the full set of cuts (given in Table 5.2) and all detectable neutron captures.
In contrast to the semi-inclusive efficiency the inclusive efficiency [65, 124] takes the
Gd-fraction into account, as the energy window in the denominator ranges from 0.5 to
10MeV:
εinc =
N(4 < Edelayed < 10MeV ∩ ∆R < 1m ∩ 0.5 < ∆T < 150 µs)
N(0.5 < Edelayed < 10MeV)
. (5.12)
This definition is the most complete one, but will include neutrons captured outside
the neutrino Target (in > 99% of the cases on hydrogen) in the wide sample of the de-
nominator. In this way border effects can be introduced to the efficiency measurement,
which is not always desired.
Another possible way to compute the total efficiency is defined as product of the semi-
inclusive efficiency from Eq. (5.11) (or exclusive efficiency given in Eq. (5.6)) with the
Gd-fraction fgd (cf. Eq. (5.4)):
εtotal = εsemi · fGd . (5.13)
We will in the following make use of the different efficiency definitions presented above,
depending on the detector region investigated or the effect studied.
5.2.3 Monte Carlo normalization correction
In order to correct for discrepancies in the selected data and MC simulated neutrino
flux, the correction factor cMC is introduced, which is applied to the MC predicted rate
as given in Eq. (5.1). Regarding the neutron detection efficiency, the correction factor
cMC,det is determined via
cMC,det =
εDatadet
εMCdet
, (5.14)
with the neutron detection efficiencies εDatadet and ε
MC
det estimated using neutron data and
MC simulation, respectively. As efficiency definition in Eq. (5.14) either the inclusive
or the total efficiency can be applied to yield the full neutron related MC correction.
If the total efficiency from Eq. (5.13) is used, the MC correction can be split into two
factors
cMC,det =
(εsemi · fGd)Data
(εsemi · fGd)MC = ccut · cGd . (5.15)
The MC correction cMC,det is then the product of the cut dependent efficiency correction
ccut and the Gd-fraction correction cGd. In Section 5.3 we will see that this separated
definition is the preferred choice to estimate a Target-wide correction factor.
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5.2.4 Efficiency statistical uncertainty
This section will discuss the statistical uncertainty estimation of the efficiencies. In
our measurements we will always obtain two numbers: the selected events n with loose
cuts and the events k passing the tighter selection cuts. The efficiency estimate of the
unknown parameter ε is gained from
εˆ =
k
n
, (5.16)
the denominator and enumerator statistically depend on each other, since n = k +m
with m being the number of events not passing the tight cuts. Both n and k are related
via the binomial law: out of n draws the probability of one success is given by ε, and
we find for the discrete probability of k successes
p(k|ε, n) =

n
k

εk(1− ε)n−k . (5.17)
A solution to compute the uncertainty from the variance

Var(k) = σk =

nε(1− ε)
is gained from approximation of the binomial distribution by a normal distribution [176,
202]:
∆εˆ =

εˆ(1− εˆ)
n
. (5.18)
This uncertainty is often referred to as binomial uncertainty or εˆ±∆εˆ as Wald inter-
val [56]. Apart from the fact that for the case of ε = 1 or 0 it yields the unphysical
value ∆ε = 0, the binomial uncertainty intervals have the problem to often provide a
coverage which is smaller than the desired probability [56, 71].
Clopper-Pearson confidence intervals
Many ways to compute a binomial proportion confidence interval based on frequen-
tist argumentation can be found in the literature, where one of the most popular is
the Clopper-Pearson confidence interval [73]. It is constructed following the classical
Neyman definition [168] of a central confidence interval (e.g. αlow = αup = 1− CL) by
requiring the lower bound εlow to fulfill
P (X ≥ k; εlow) = α
2
or P (X ≤ k − 1; εlow) = 1− α
2
, (5.19)
and the upper bound to satisfy
P (X ≤ k; εup) = α
2
. (5.20)
where P (X ≤ k) denotes the cumulative distribution function. Here k represents the
events counted with the tight selection cuts and X a binomial distributed random
variable, while the number of events n passing the wide cuts is kept fixed. The lower
bound value εlow is found by computation of the
α
2 quantile of the beta distribution [56,
188]
α
2
= Iεlow(k, n− k + 1) , (5.21)
whereas the upper bound εup is gained from calculation of the 1 − α2 quantile of the
beta distribution
1− α
2
= Iεup(k + 1, n− k) , (5.22)
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where Iε(a, b) denotes the regularized incomplete beta function
Iε(a, b) =
(a+ b− 1)!
(a− 1)! · (b− 1)! ·
 ε
0
ta−1(1− t)b−1 dt . (5.23)
The quantile q of the beta distribution can be computed by means of the function
ROOT::Math::beta quantile(q,a,b) provided by the data analysis framework
ROOT [189]. Solving Eq. (5.21) and (5.22) will yield asymmetric uncertainties, as the
estimator εˆ is computed as given by Eq. (5.16).
For cases in which εˆ = 1 or 0, an upper or lower limit can be computed, respectively.
The classical Neyman construction of a confidence level guarantees that for any value of
ε no undercoverage is observed. Owing to the discreteness of the binomial distribution
this results in turn in over-coverage [84]. Considered as conservative, this property is
widely accepted and the Clopper-Pearson confidence intervals are often used in particle
physics.
Background fluctuation incorporation
As the efficiency values are fluctuated within their uncertainties in order to propagate
their uncertainty when the “sampling method” (cf. Section 5.3) is used, assumptions
about the pdf of the efficiency ε need to be made. In order to obtain p(ε|n, k), Bayes’
Theorem [47] is applied and the posterior probability density of ε can be expressed by
p(ε|n, k) = p(k|ε, n)π(ε)
p(k|ε, n)π(ε) dε . (5.24)
Here, p(k|ε, n) is given by the binomial distribution (as in Eq. (5.17)), while a flat prior
π(ε) =

1 if 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1
0 otherwise
(5.25)
is used, which expresses no prior knowledge about ε except that 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1 has to be
satisfied. As a result
p(ε|n, k) = (n+ 1)!
k!(n− k)! · ε
k(1− ε)n−k =

n
k

· (n+ 1) · εk(1− ε)n−k (5.26)
is obtained by solving Eq. (5.24) [176]. Since a flat prior is used, the probability
density of ε is given by a beta distribution, which is the conjugate prior of the bino-
mial distribution. The computation of a central confidence interval is done by solving
Iεlow(k + 1, n − k + 1) = α/2 and Iεup(k + 1, n − k + 1) = 1 − α/2, which coinciden-
tally yields almost the same result as the Clopper-Pearson construction, but follows a
different interpretation. The mean value of Eq. (5.26) is given by
E(ε) =
k + 1
n+ 2
, (5.27)
while the most probable value mode(ε) = k/n agrees with the previously defined es-
timate εˆ in Eq. (5.16) [86]. The measured number of events n and k in the following
studies are that large, that the discrepancy between mean value and mode becomes
negligible.
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In case of the 252Cf and spallation neutron studies, the measured events n = (ns +B)
and k = (ks + b) contain signal (represented by ns and ks) as well as the background
contributions B and b. The estimate of the signal efficiency should then be represented
by
εˆsig =
k − b
n−B (5.28)
and for the probability density distribution one might adopt p(εsig|n − B, k − b) as in
Eq. (5.26). In a subsidiary background measurement we have measured the expected
background R in the wide sample and the corresponding background cut efficiency
εbg = u/R (u are the background events in the tight selection cut sample), both with
enlarged statistics due to multiple off-time windows (see Section 4.3.1). The actual
on-time background rates B and b are, however, unknown.
In order to include the knowledge about the on-time background gained from the off-
time measurements as well as their possibility to fluctuate, B and b will be additionally
varied input of p(εsig|n−B, k − b).
We have measured the on-time expectation value µbg in the wide sample, and draw the
number of events B from the Poissonian distribution
p(B) =
(µbg)
B
B!
· e−µbg . (5.29)
The background events b in the tight cut sample depend on B and the background
efficiency εbg and are then drawn from the binomial distribution
p(b|εbg, B) =

B
b

εbbg(1− εbg)B−b (5.30)
The background expectation µbg is measured with the off-time windows and is assumed
to be Erlang distributed [127]:
p(µbg) = ω · (ω µbg)
R
R!
· e−ω µbg , (5.31)
which represents a special case of the gamma distribution. Its mean is given by (R+1)/ω
and the variance by
√
R+ 1/ω, letting the relative dispersion 1/
√
R+ 1 decrease with
increasing measurement time. The parameter ω is a scaling factor and with multiple
background windows we easily reach ω>1:
ω =
N(off-time virtual prompts)
N(on-time prompt events)
(5.32)
The background efficiency εbg is taken to be beta distributed with input R and u from
the subsidiary background measurement:
p(εbg|R, u) =

R
u

· (R+ 1) · εubg(1− εbg)R−u . (5.33)
Details on each distribution presented here and the corresponding random number
generation can be found in [205].
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In the following the efficiency uncertainties of background free samples are computed
using the Clopper-Pearson confidence level construction. In most cases no asymmetric
error is quoted if the difference between upper and lower error is too small.
If background is present in the analysis sample, the efficiency values are fluctuated using
the upper formulae. The introduction of fluctuating background only slightly increases
the uncertainties by ∼ 5% for the volume-wide efficiencies and MC corrections (both
quantities are explained below). The change in the mean of the results computed from
fluctuation of the efficiencies and inputs compared to the calculation without value
fluctuation is of negligible size.
5.3 Volume-wide MC correction and detection systematic
estimation
In this section we will discuss the computation of a volume-wide efficiency and detec-
tion efficiency related MC correction. To understand the term “volume-wide” and the
way this can be achieved using the different types of neutron data, it is first necessary
to study the behavior of the detection efficiency at different positions in the fiducial
volume. Consistent with the geometrical symmetry of the DC detector are spatial de-
pendencies of the efficiencies described with respect to cylindrical coordinates (z, ρ) in
the following. Calibration data with the 252Cf source are available along the Target
symmetry axis, also called “z-axis”. The 252Cf calibration positions of the first and sec-
ond campaigns are plotted in Fig. 5.4. In Fig. 5.5 the results of the inclusive efficiency
from Eq. (5.12) for |z| < 1.3m (no source deployments in the chimney) are shown.
The inclusive efficiency values are stable within < 0.4% in the Target for deployment
positions |z| < 0.7m. This is the case, as 99% of the neutrons are caught within less
than 40 cm linear distance5 from the source position. Hence the capture location is
too far from acrylic walls for the neutrons to observe border effects or their capture
gammas to suffer energy loss inside the walls.
When the calibration source approaches further the Target acrylic walls, the efficiency
decreases, as seen in Fig. 5.5 for |z| > 0.7m. The reduction in the inclusive detec-
tion efficiency is caused by a combination of several effects. To begin with the most
dominant influence: if the source is deployed close to the walls a portion of the fission
neutrons will cross the acrylics and leave the Target. Neutrons entering the gamma
catcher or the acrylics are mostly caught on hydrogen and therefore are lost to the Gd-
based detection channel (these events are known as spill-out). Furthermore, a certain
percentage of the events leaves the Target volume but will later return to the Target
– due to the notably larger capture time6 in the gamma catcher – and will be finally
caught in it. This crossing of volumes increases the effective capture time for this type
of events and hence lowers the detection efficiency. Moreover energy loss due to the
acrylics decreases the efficiency.
From the data and concepts discussed above, we conclude that the accuracy of a de-
tection efficiency measurement with calibration data at the Target center should be
independent from slight variations of the source position. The precision of such an
5The linear distance was computed using 252Cf MC simulation at the Target center.
6The neutron capture time in the gamma catcher is with 200µs hydrogen dominated and longer
compared to the 30µs of the Target.
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Figure 5.4: 252Cf source calibration positions in the (z, ρ) plane. The black bullets show
the deployment positions for the first, the red open circles for the second campaign. The gray
dashed line represents the Target acrylic wall.
efficiency determination is due to the long run lengths, and thus higher event statistics,
better than the one obtained with IBD or spallation neutrons.
An efficiency calibration at the fiducial volume border is more difficult, in case we want
to rely on a data to MC simulation point-to-point comparison as slight deviations on
the few millimeter scale in the source position changes the neutron detection. However,
it is very important to consider the 252Cf deployment runs close to the Target walls.
Due to the cylindrical shape the Target volume increases proportional to ρ2. Likewise,
for the number of detected IBD events holds
Ndetν ∝

Vt
Np · ε(z, ρ) ρdρdz , (5.34)
where the product of the proton number Np and the parametrized efficiency ε(z, ρ)
is integrated over the Target volume Vt. Provided that the incoming neutrino flux
is homogeneous throughout the detector, an increasing fraction of events occurs with
increasing distance from the center following Eq. (5.34). Therefore an estimator for the
full volume efficiency εv is required, which computes the weighted average of the point-
wise efficiency measurements according to their geometrical relevance. The detection
efficiency related MC correction factor cv (v for “volume-wide”) will then be computed
globally, rather than point-to-point, via
cv =
εDatav
εMCv
. (5.35)
In case the efficiency correction cv is calculated using the inclusive efficiencies given
in Fig. 5.5, spill-out related data to MC discrepancies are included in the correction
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Figure 5.5: Inclusive efficiency of 252Cf source data versus deployed z position. The black
open circles show the values for 252Cf data, red bullets represent the results for the 252Cf MC
simulation.
factor and uncertainty computation. This source of uncertainty is, however, covered by
the spill-in/out error, leading to a double counting of uncertainties. Since the spill-out
is only affecting the Gd-fraction component of the total efficiency, the MC correction
definition from Eq. (5.15) including the semi-inclusive efficiency will be used in the
following way: the volume-wide efficiency correction is estimated by the semi-inclusive
efficiency, which is due to the 3.5 to 10MeV cut in the denominator selective for Gd
captures and hence Target events7. The Gd-fraction correction will be separately mea-
sured at the Target center. The combined neutron detection dependent MC correction
can then be expressed as
cMC,det =
εDatav,semi
εMCv,semi
· (f
Data
Gd )|(x,y,z)=(0,0,0)
(fMCGd )|(x,y,z)=(0,0,0)
= cv · cGd,⊙ , (5.36)
with the circled dot ⊙ meaning “Target center”.
The computation of εv,semi is for a neutron source which is evenly distributed over the
full volume, like the IBD neutrons, rather straightforward. For the 252Cf calibration
data an analysis method is needed, which makes use of the different deployment data
locations.
The neutron detection response in the DC scintillator liquids exhibits properties which
could lead to a z-ρ symmetry in the detection efficiency inside the cylindrical Target
volume. The mean free path traveled by the neutrons is of the order O(10mm) and
thus notably smaller than the geometrical dimensions of the Target vessel with a height
of roughly 2.5m and a diameter of about 2.3m. Neutrons detected in the Gd-channel
induce per neutron capture on average the emission of about 4-5 gammas of similar
energy, smearing geometrically induced discrepancies in the Edelayed efficiency and posi-
tion reconstruction. The absolute gamma peak response is homogeneous in space after
uniformity correction with the energy maps [6, 12]. Based on these facts the conclu-
sion is drawn that the efficiency might decrease following the same functional form, no
matter whether the neutron source approaches the approximatively flat Target top or
the bended side walls. Data to MC discrepancies at the top or bottom of the Target
7Along with a small fraction of 12C captures from both Target and gamma catcher volume.
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are then assumed to be of the same magnitude as in the ρ-direction.
Any detection efficiency inside the Target will be assumed to follow the parametrization
ε(z, ρ) = ε⊙ · f1(z) · f2(ρ) . (5.37)
The efficiency at any position (z, ρ) in the Target is supposed to be formed by the
product of the efficiency at the Target center ε⊙ with the two efficiency shape functions
f1(z) and f2(ρ). The term f1(z) represents the efficiency shape function along the
Target symmetry axis (ρ = 0) as a function of z. In the same way describes the f2(ρ)
the isolated efficiency shape function for z = 0 along ρ. Equation (5.37) postulates
therefore independence of ε(z, ρ) in z and ρ. If Eq. (5.37) holds the volume-wide
efficiency εv can be computed via
εv =

Vt
ε(z, ρ) ρdρdz
Vt
ρdρdz
= ε⊙ · fz · fρ , (5.38)
where fz and fρ denote the mean isolated efficiency reduction in z- and ρ-direction,
respectively.
The mean efficiency reductions fz and fρ are estimated using the sampling method,
described in [198]. The sampling method resembles the computation of a mean value,
for the space between two deployment runs the linear interpolation of the measured
values is used. This method is adapted to fit our needs: the ρ and z-shape curves have
to be sampled differently to account for the correct volume weighting. In other words,
the efficiency shape function f1(z) along the Target symmetry axis has to be sampled
equidistant when computing the mean. If we define fz,i to be the ith sampling point
out of N +1 along the z-shape and ∆z the constant sampling distance, the mean value
fz is given by
fz =
 ht
0 f1(z
′) dz′ ht
0 dz
′ =
1
N
N
i=0
f1(i·∆z) . (5.39)
Similarly will fρ,i represent the ith sampling point of the ρ-shape and the mean value
fρ =
 ρt
0 f2(ρ
′) ρ′ dρ′ ρt
0 ρ
′ dρ′
=
1
N · 12ρt
N
i=0

i ·∆ρ · f2(i·∆ρ)

(5.40)
is computed by weighting the fρ,i with ρ, where Target radius is given by ρt, the constant
sampling distance by ∆ρ and the number of sampling points by N + 1 = (ρt/∆ρ) + 1.
The same result can be achieved by sampling of the fρ,i from 0 to ρt in square root like
decreasing distances:
fρ =
 ρ2t
0
f2(
√
x)
1
ρ2t
dx =
1
N
N
i=0
f2(
√
i·∆x) . (5.41)
For a fixed sampling distance ∆x then number of sampling points is then computed
via N + 1 = (ρ2t/∆x) + 1. Following Eq. (5.40) or Eq. (5.41) the ρ-behavior far from
the Target center is weighted stronger, corresponding to the increase in the number of
IBD reactions.
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Before the upper equations are used to calculate the volume-wide efficiencies and with
those the correction factor in Section 5.3.2, the proposed assumptions will be studied
in Section 5.3.1 using MC simulation data. First, the independence of the efficiency
behavior with respect to z and ρ needs to be proven. If this is the case, it can be
tested whether the ρ-behavior can be derived from the z-behavior according to MC
data. Provided that Eq. (5.37) and (5.38) can be verified, the 252Cf z-axis data can
be used to extrapolate the z-behavior to the full volume, and the border effects in z
and ρ are taken to be fully correlated. The volume-wide efficiency is then estimated
using 252Cf data as input solely, without any further constraints from MC data on the
weighting of the individual deployment runs.
The systematic uncertainties of this method are investigated in Section 5.3.3, while
Section 5.3.4 will briefly summarize the results of a study using IBD neutrons for MC
correction estimation (further described in [89]) and compare them to the 252Cf mea-
surements. The IBD neutron results and the 252Cf values are then combined to a final
result in Section 5.6.
5.3.1 Target-wide MC studies
This subsection will deal with the computation of the volume-wide efficiency by means
of antineutrino MC data, based on information about the efficiency behavior along the
Target symmetry axis. The MC data sample meets the requirements for this study,
the IBD reactions are evenly distributed over the full detector volume and offers high
statistics with 4.37× 106 events in the Target. Furthermore, true information about
the position of IBD reaction or neutron capture can be retrieved.
In the first step Eq. (5.38) will be tested. Afterwards, the efficiency shapes in z and
ρ will be studied, along with the sampling methods of Eq. (5.39) and (5.41). Finally
the possibility to compute the volume-wide efficiency using z-information solely is in-
vestigated. The analyses presented in the following make use of the semi-inclusive effi-
ciency definition, given in Eq. (5.11). Similar studies using the inclusive, semi-inclusive,
Edelayed as well as the ∆T efficiency have been performed with half the MC statistics
and the DC-II cuts [125], drawing the same conclusions as given here. The systematic
uncertainty estimation of this analysis method will be described in Section 5.3.3.
Information on the data labels used can be found in Appendix A.1.
Efficiency factorization in z and ρ
Whether the efficiency can be factorized by means of Eq. (5.38) suggesting independence
in z and ρ is investigated by calculation of the isolated efficiencies εz for ρ ≈ 0 and ερ for
z ≈ 0. In general, only IBD events consistent with the DC-III selection and occurring in
the Target are taken into account. Further constraints on the semi-inclusive definition
are therefore
 the prompt energy Ep has to satisfy 0.5 > Ep > 20MeV
 the IBD reaction has to occur inside the Target volume
 the neutron capture position has to be inside the Target volume
 the chimney region is not included in the analysis (z < 1274.54mm)
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Figure 5.6: Sub-sample selections to compute the isolated efficiencies εz(ρIBD < rcylinder)
and ερ(|zIBD| < hdisk/2). a) Sub-sample selection in an inner cylinder with radius rcylinder to
compute the isolated efficiency εz. b) Sub-sample selection in a disk-shaped sub-volume with
height hdisk to compute the isolated efficiency ερ.
The z and ρ factorization is now tested by calculation of the detection efficiency at the
Target center ε⊙ and the two efficiency reduction factors fz and fρ. The latter two are
computed using the isolated efficiencies in z and ρ-direction via
fz(rcylinder) =
ε(ρIBD < rcylinder)
ε⊙(ρIBD < rcylinder ∩ |zIBD| < 300mm) (5.42)
and
fρ(hdisk) =
ε(|zIBD| < hdisk/2)
ε⊙(|zIBD| < hdisk/2 ∩ ρIBD < 300mm) , (5.43)
where zIBD and ρIBD are the coordinates of the IBD true vertex position, the constraints
on them, given by rcylinder and hdisk, are described below. From the events inside sub-
cylinders as illustrated in Fig. 5.6 the mean efficiency in z-direction is separated from
the influence of the efficiency loss in ρ-direction and vice versa. The vertex cuts are only
imposed on the IBD true position, e.g. the location of neutron origin. Inner cylinders
placed along the symmetry axis like the one in Fig. 5.6a contain the samples for εz
computation. Disk-shaped cylinders with center at z = 0 and a radius of rdisk = rTarget
as shown in Fig. 5.6b are used to retrieve the subsample for calculation of ερ. The radii
rcylinder of the cylinders for εz estimation and half the heights of the disks hdisk/2 for ερ
calculation are varied in steps of 10 cm. The efficiency at the Target center ε⊙ is calcu-
lated for the vertex cuts of the IBD true position |zIBD| < 300mm and ρIBD < 300mm.
Table 5.3 summarizes the results of the efficiency reductions fz and fρ and the prod-
uct of these two factors with ε⊙ = (0.9906 ± 0.0004) to yield a volume-wide effi-
ciency estimator εv for the different sub-volume heights hdisk and radii rcylinder. The
last column contains the discrepancy of the estimate εv to the detection efficiency
εTarget = (0.9844 ± 0.0001) computed using the full Target sample. The quantities in
Eq. (5.42), (5.43) and (5.38) are considered as statistical correlated or uncorrelated
depending on the overlap in the respective sub-samples.
From the results in Table 5.3 we can see that the different estimates of εv and the
efficiency εTarget of the full Target sample agree within statistical uncertainties. The
negligibly small discrepancies between the two quantities suggest that the full Target
efficiency can be estimated using the information of inner sub-volumes. Furthermore it
can be concluded that the efficiency shows an independent behavior in z and ρ.
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Table 5.3: Computation of the efficiency estimate εv via Eq. (5.38) using sub-sample informa-
tion in the Target. The last column contains the discrepancy of εv to the detection efficiency
εTarget = (0.9844 ± 0.0001) computed using the full Target sample. h is the half disk height
hdisk/2, r is the sub-cylinder radius rcylinder. The term “full” in the first column denotes that
the full Target was used. The efficiency at Target center is ε⊙ = (0.9906± 0.0004).
h, r fz fρ εv = fz · fρ · ε⊙ discr. [%]
200mm 0.9983 ± 0.0003 0.9955 ± 0.0005 0.9845 ± 0.0008 0.01± 0.08
300mm 0.9981 ± 0.0005 0.9957 ± 0.0005 0.9844 ± 0.0005 0.002± 0.046
400mm 0.9980 ± 0.0004 0.9953 ± 0.0004 0.9841 ± 0.0003 0.04± 0.03
500mm 0.9981 ± 0.0003 0.9956 ± 0.0004 0.9843 ± 0.0003 0.01± 0.03
600mm 0.9980 ± 0.0003 0.9955 ± 0.0003 0.9842 ± 0.0006 0.02± 0.05
full 0.9981 ± 0.0002 0.9957 ± 0.0003 0.9844 ± 0.0005 0.002± 0.041
Efficiency estimation using z information
In order to investigate how the lack of calibration data in ρ-direction can be overcome
using data in z, the behavior of the efficiency shape is studied as a function of z and ρ.
First of all, the efficiency shape in each dimension is isolated from the other. This is
achieved by the selection of sub-volumes as shown in Fig. 5.6. The radius of the inner
cylinder to separate εz as well as the height of the disk for ερ separation were set to
rcylinder = hdisk/2 = 300mm. Then, the two samples are further subdivided in smaller
slices and hollow cylinders as illustrated in Fig. 5.7. Each slice height ∆h and hollow
cylinder thickness is chosen such that most of the sub-volumes are of equal size for the
εz and ερ sample respectively. The efficiency in each subdivision is then plotted as a
function of the relative distance of its center of mass to the Target wall. In z-direction
this distance for every point i is basically given by
zˆi = 1− |zCM,i|1
2hTarget
= 1− |zCM,i|
1274.54mm
, (5.44)
while close to the slightly cone shaped top and bottom walls the shortest distance
perpendicular to the acrylic wall d is used, which is converted to dˆ = d/1274.54mm.
In the direction of the coordinate ρ the relative distance to the Target wall is
ρˆi = 1− ρCM,i
ρTarget
= 1− ρCM,i
1150mm
, (5.45)
where the center of mass position is computed via ρ2CM =
1
2(r
2
inner + r
2
outer) with the
inner radius r2inner and outer radius r
2
outer of the hollow cylinder. A value of zˆ = 1 or
ρˆ = 1 corresponds then to the Target center, whereas zˆ = 0 or ρˆ = 0 is reached at
the Target wall. The efficiencies εz(zˆi) and ερ(ρˆi) are then converted into the efficiency
shape functions f1(zˆ) = εz(zˆi)/ε⊙ and f2(ρˆ) = ερ(ρˆi)/ε⊙.
The plots in Fig. 5.8 show the isolated efficiency shape functions f1(zˆ) for the top
and bottom volume of the Target separately and f2(ρˆ). Top and bottom z-information
is merged into one z-shape in Fig. 5.9. The agreement of both f1(zˆ) and f2(ρˆ) is good
within uncertainties. Any discrepancies for zˆ < 0 or ρˆ < 0 is not relevant, as the
volume-wide efficiency is estimated using only the range from 0 to 1. Further MC effi-
ciency shapes for the exclusive and inclusive efficiencies can be found in Appendix D.1.
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Figure 5.7: Division of the εz and ερ samples from Fig. 5.6 in sub-samples. a) Subdivision of
the inner cylinder in slices of height ∆h. b) Subdivision of the inner cylinder in hollow cylinders
with varying thickness ∆ρ.
Table 5.4: “True” values obtained from the full Target volume or sub-samples. fz, fρ and
ε⊙ are computed for the sub-volume cuts: rcylinder = hdisk/2 = 300mm. The uncertainties are
statistical.
parameter value
fz 0.9981 ± 0.0005
fρ 0.9957 ± 0.0005
ε⊙ 0.9906 ± 0.0004
εv 0.9844 ± 0.0001
The efficiency curves of Fig. 5.9 are now used to estimate the full Target efficiency. The
computation of fz and fρ is effectively the estimation of the mean value of the shape
curves f1(zˆ) and f2(ρˆ), as described in Eq. (5.39) to (5.41). To do this, the interpo-
lated graphs are sampled at 9000 points. The statistical uncertainty is estimated from
variation of the graphs’ data points within their statistical uncertainty. In the first
step each data point is varied within uncertainties and subsequently the mean value fz
or fρ is calculated. This process is repeated 5000 times, yielding a Gaussian shaped
distribution for fz and fρ. The mean value of these distributions are used as central
value, the standard deviation is taken as the statistical uncertainty.
The results of fz, fρ and the volume-wide efficiency εv are given in Table 5.5. There,
the mean values for fz and fρ from shape integration are presented along with the
discrepancy to the “true” values from analysis of the undivided sample (cf. Table 5.4).
The value of fρ is not only estimated using the ρ shape f2(ρˆ), but also computed from
the z efficiency curve f1(z). We can see that mean value calculation from the efficiency
shapes results in slightly lower values. Nevertheless the fz factor can be reproduced
with an accuracy of ∼ 0.1%. Likewise the value of fρ was reproduced within ∼ 0.1%
using either the ρ or z shape. The volume-wide efficiency estimate agrees within (0.17
± 0.09)% with the actual full volume efficiency.
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Table 5.5: Efficiency reduction factors fz and fρ as well as the volume-wide efficiency estimates
computed from efficiency shape integration (see Eq. (5.39) to (5.41)) using ε⊙ = 0.9906±0.0004.
The last column contains the discrepancy to the “true” values in Table 5.4. The bold numbers
are received using z information solely. The uncertainties are statistical, correlations are taken
into account.
parameter value discrepancy to “true” [%]
fz 0.9973 ± 0.0006 0.09 ± 0.05
fρ from z-shape 0.9948 ± 0.0006 0.09 ± 0.05
fz · fρ · ε⊙ 0.9827 ± 0.0007 0.17 ± 0.07
fρ from ρ-shape 0.9948 ± 0.0005 0.08 ± 0.02
fz · fρ · ε⊙ 0.9828 ± 0.0006 0.17 ± 0.06
(a) (b) Zoom of figure (a).
Figure 5.8: Efficiency shape functions of the semi-inclusive efficiency. f1(zˆ) is given for the
top and bottom volume of the Target separately. The red open circles connected by the dashed
red lines represent the ρ-shape f2(ρˆ). The blue triangles show the z-shape f1(zˆ) for the Target
top data, while the black bullets show the z-shape f1(zˆ) for the Target bottom.
(a) (b) Zoom of figure (a).
Figure 5.9: Efficiency shape functions f1(zˆ) and f2(ρˆ) of the semi-inclusive efficiency. The
top and bottom z data was combined in one shape. The red open circles connected by the
dashed red lines represent the ρ-shape f2(ρˆ). The black bullets show the z-shape f1(zˆ).
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Conclusion
The MC data analysis studies demonstrated that the efficiency ε(z, ρ) exhibits an inde-
pendent behavior in z and ρ, as shown by the results in Table 5.3. The mean efficiency
reduction factors fz and fρ were reproduced from the efficiency shapes using the sam-
pling method with an accuracy of ∼ 0.1%. Using these results, the full volume efficiency
estimate agreed with the actual Target-wide efficiency within (0.17 ± 0.09)%. Further-
more it was shown that it is possible to infer an estimate for the ρ-shape from the
z-efficiency shape.
5.3.2 252Cf data analysis
In this subsection the computation of the volume-wide efficiency and its MC correction
by means of the 252Cf calibration data is discussed. This is realized using the same
techniques as described in Section 5.3.1, based on Eq. (5.38) to (5.41). The used data
labels are given in Appendix A.1.
The fission event selection is carried out as explained in Section 4.1.2, background re-
duction cuts are by default the requirements Eprompt > 4MeV and multiplicity m> 1
(cf. Section 4.3.2) and remaining accidental background is subtracted using an off-time
window selection (see Section 4.3.1).
Out of three calibration campaigns the first two are considered for calibration purposes,
as the third calibration campaign is not part of the official DC-III data set. The second
calibration campaign features runs at 28 different deployment positions compared to
in total 16 for the first campaign. Although the source activity had decreased in the
time period between the first two calibrations, the second campaign offers slightly more
statistics, due to extended deployment times. The second calibration campaign runs
will therefore be used to compute the MC correction factor of the detection efficiency
and its uncertainty, whereas the first campaign results will serve as crosscheck of the
time stability. A list of the runs used for the analysis described in the following can be
found in Appendix B.
As a first crosscheck, the comparison of the volume-wide efficiency εv for both MC
simulations of IBD and 252Cf fission neutrons are presented in Table 5.6, together with
the parameters used for the εv calculation. Details on εv computation with
252Cf z-
axis data can be found below. For the antineutrino MC data the fz and fρ values of
Table 5.3 as well as the shape integration results are given. Despite the large differ-
ence in neutron kinetic energy, a good agreement between the IBD and 252Cf neutron
results can be discovered in general. The energy loss of the fission neutrons to reach
the intermediate energies of IBD neutrons is a fast process and seems to have negligible
impact on the detection efficiency, as indicated by the MC simulation. Discrepancies
are observed for the 252Cf reconstructed and the neutrino MC full volume εv, but these
discrepancies are well covered by the systematic uncertainty of the method as we will
later see in Section 5.3.3.
The definition of the semi-inclusive efficiency used by the DC-III analysis is given
by
εsemi =
N(4 < Edelayed < 10MeV ∩ ∆R < 1m ∩ 0.5 < ∆T < 150 µs)
N(3.5 < Edelayed < 10MeV ∩ 0.25 < ∆T < 1000 µs) . (5.46)
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Table 5.6: Crosscheck of the volume-wide efficiency εv and related parameters for MC simu-
lation data of IBD and 252Cf fission neutrons. For the IBD neutrons the sampling results are
given as well. The 252Cf values were computed using the z-axis MC simulation runs of the
second calibration campaign. The last column shows the discrepancy between the IBD and
252Cf results. Uncertainties are statistical.
parameter IBD-MC 252Cf-MC discrepancy [%]
ε⊙ 0.9906 ± 0.0004 0.9908 ± 0.0002 0.02 ± 0.05
fz 0.9981 ± 0.0005 0.9969 ± 0.0002 0.12 ± 0.06
fz (sampling) 0.9973 ± 0.0006 0.04 ± 0.07
fρ 0.9957 ± 0.0005 0.9947 ± 0.0002 0.10 ± 0.06
fρ (sampling) 0.9948 ± 0.0006 0.01 ± 0.07
εv 0.9844 ± 0.0001 0.9826 ± 0.0003 0.18 ± 0.04
εv (sampling) 0.9828 ± 0.0006 0.02 ± 0.07
(a) Semi-inclusive bottom (zcalib ≤ 0) shape.
The data results are given by the blue bullets,
the MC values by the gray open boxes.
(b) Semi-inclusive top (zcalib ≥ 0) shape. The
data results are given by the black bullets, the
MC simulation values by the red open boxes.
Figure 5.10: Semi-inclusive efficiency shapes as a function of the relative distance to wall.
The z-axis top (zcalib ≥ 0) and bottom (zcalib ≤ 0) data is plotted separately, the MC simulation
values are multiplied with the correction cv from Table 5.9. The uncertainties are statistical, a
position dependent uncertainty is not included.
Compared to the definition of Eq. (5.11) a lower ∆T cut in the denominator was in-
cluded for consistency reasons with other efficiency analysis (e.g. using IBD neutrons,
as briefly discussed in Section 5.3.4) and has a negligible effect on the results.
Figure 5.10 shows the semi-inclusive efficiency shapes for the z-axis 252Cf calibration
data as a function of the relative distance to the Target wall. The z shapes in the left
plot represent the Target top data with deployment positions zcalib ≥ 0, the right plot
shows the Target bottom data with zcalib ≤ 0. The MC simulated efficiency points
were already multiplied with the volume-wide efficiency correction calculated in the
following.
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Figure 5.11: Chart of the volume-wide efficiency εv computation using the
252Cf z-deployment
information only.
The volume-wide efficiency εv computation is similar to the one described in the previ-
ous section and sketched in Fig. 5.11. The efficiency reduction fz and fρ with respect
to the Target center are computed by computation of a weighted mean of the z ef-
ficiency shape via Eq. (5.38) and (5.41). The interpolated top and bottom efficiency
graphs are each sampled at 9000 points and their mean values are combined after-
wards. As for the lowest deployment position the source’s center of activity was placed
with zcalib=−1260mm roughly 1.4mm above the Target bottom lid, the full volume
efficiency estimate does not include the outer 1.4 cm in the z-direction and the outer
1.3 cm in the ρ-direction. In total > 98% of the Target volume should be covered by
the data points and their interpolation. Both reduction factors fz and fρ are extracted
from the z efficiency shape and form multiplied with the efficiency at the Target center
ε⊙ the volume-wide efficiency estimate εv. The statistical uncertainty is computed by
variation of the data points within their uncertainties. Each data point is varied, the
volume-wide efficiencies εv for data and MC as well as the MC correction cv recomputed
and the values finally filled in histograms. After 5000 repetitions the histograms’ mean
values are used as central values, the standard deviations are taken as uncertainties.
Correlations between the reduction factors fz and fρ and the center efficiency ε⊙ are
taken into account. The volume-wide MC correction for the semi-inclusive or any other
efficiency is at the same time calculated as in Eq. (5.35) and (5.36) from the ratio of
data and MC:
cv =
(ε⊙ · fz · fρ)Data
(ε⊙ · fz · fρ)MC . (5.47)
As the calibration measurements at the Target center (with zcalib = 0) are the most
accurate and possess very high statistics, for comparison the center MC correction c⊙
is computed via
c⊙ =
(ε⊙)Data
(ε⊙)MC
. (5.48)
Results
As suggested in Section 5.2.2, the exclusive efficiency definitions could be used to see
whether correlations between the different selection cuts or missed backgrounds exist.
Table 5.7 summarizes the MC correction results for the semi-inclusive, the nested and
the isolated exclusive efficiencies. The results for the MC correction at the Target center
c⊙ are in excellent agreement, not only for the central value, but also in the statistical
uncertainty. In the Target-wide correction slight discrepancies are observed, while the
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Table 5.7: Comparison of the center and volume-wide MC corrections using the semi-inclusive
and different exclusive efficiency definitions. The uncertainties are statistical.
efficiency definition c⊙ cv discrepancy (cv − c⊙) [%]
semi-inclusive 1.0003 ± 0.0004 1.0003 ± 0.0007 0.003 ± 0.09
exclusive (nested) 1.0003 ± 0.0004 0.9999 ± 0.0007 0.04 ± 0.08
exclusive (isolated) 1.0003 ± 0.0004 1.0000 ± 0.0007 0.03 ± 0.08
Table 5.8: Comparison of the detection efficiency correction cMC,det from inclusive, semi-
inclusive and exclusive efficiency definition. The semi-inclusive and the exclusive efficiency
corrections are multiplied with the Gd-fraction correction cGd,⊙ of Table 5.1. The last col-
umn contains the discrepancy of the volume-wide and center correction. The uncertainties are
statistical.
efficiency definition c⊙ cv discrepancy (cv − c⊙) [%]
inclusive 0.9755 ± 0.0012 0.9722 ± 0.0022 0.33 ± 0.29
semi-inc. × cGd,⊙ 0.9753 ± 0.0011 0.9753 ± 0.0013 0.003 ± 0.088
exclusive × cGd,⊙ 0.9753 ± 0.0011 0.9749 ± 0.0013 0.04 ± 0.08
cause for the difference is unclear. One possibility could be the circumstance that cor-
relations become visible on the volume-wide scale. Nonetheless, all three measurements
using different efficiency definitions lead to results of cv consistent with unity, which
corresponds to a data to MC agreement in the cut related detection efficiencies.
In the following it is tested whether exclusive, inclusive and semi-inclusive lead to
the same results. The exclusive and semi-inclusive are multiplied with the Gd-fraction
correction cGd,⊙ given in Table 5.1. Good agreement is observed at the Target center,
the 0.014% discrepancy of the inclusive definition to the semi-inclusive or exclusive
result can be explained by slight differences in the lower ∆T in the Gd-fraction calcu-
lation. The Volume-wide discrepancies to inclusive definition is not surprising, as this
definition includes data to MC discrepancies in the spill-out fraction which can easily
be introduced by slight deployment position mismatches.
To sum up, good agreement is found for all the correction factor results using dif-
ferent efficiency definitions. Discrepancies observed are negligible and for most of them
the origin is understood. In case correlations in the different cut efficiencies exist, they
are of negligible size and had no effect on the final MC correction result or uncertainty
in the context of this analysis.
Owing to the improved DC-III candidate selection criteria consistent values were esti-
mated for the center and the volume-wide MC correction. This result indicates that
the new neutrino selection provides not only data to MC agreement in the detection
efficiency at the Target center, at the same time data to MC efficiency discrepancies
at the borders are removed. For the DC-II cuts a center to volume discrepancy of
(0.6± 0.2)% was evaluated [126].
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(a) Semi-inclusive detection efficiency. (b) Delayed energy cut detection efficiency.
(c) Correlation distance cut detection efficiency. (d) Correlation time cut detection efficiency.
Figure 5.12: Data and MC selection efficiencies from 252Cf calibration as a function of the
theoretical deployed z-coordinate zcalib. The black bullets show the efficiency results of the
252Cf data runs, the red open boxes the values from 252Cf MC simulation. All uncertainties are
statistical, a position dependent uncertainty is not included.
We close this section with the data and MC cut dependent efficiencies from 252Cf
calibration plotted as a function of the theoretical deployed z-coordinate zcalib. In
Fig. 5.12 the semi-inclusive as well as the three cut efficiencies are shown independently.
The MC efficiencies were corrected with the cv values summarized in Table 5.9.
Further details on each data and MC efficiency as well as the correction factors can be
found in Appendix D.2.
5.3.3 Systematic uncertainty estimation
The neutrino oscillation analysis requires a systematic uncertainty on the expected
number of neutrinos as input. This systematic error is expected to cover the uncertainty
on the MC correction factor, i.e. the uncertainty on how well the correction succeeds
to bring the detection efficiencies of data and MC simulation into agreement. The
volume-wide MC correction (cf. Eq. (5.35)) represents a global correction factor, this
means that any global data to MC discrepancies are already compensated by it. Local
fluctuations in the correction factor are in general not of interest in this context. The
application of a global correction factor could, however, introduce a distortion on the
prompt energy spectrum. This possible impact is therefore discussed in the end of this
section.
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Table 5.9: Target-wide MC correction cv for the semi-inclusive and the different cut effi-
ciencies. The exclusive efficiencies were computed using the nested efficiency definitions. All
uncertainties are statistical.
efficiency definition cv
semi-inclusive 1.0003 ± 0.0007
Edelayed 1.0005 ± 0.0003
∆R 1.0009 ± 0.0003
∆T 0.9986 ± 0.0006
The systematic uncertainty requested in the final fit is rather the uncertainty on how
well the global correction factor applied in the θ13 fit meets its true value. The approach
is therefore to test the robustness of the MC correction cv in the following. The different
influences on the MC correction factor can be introduced by
1.) the MC model and it’s parameters,
2.) the difference in 252Cf and IBD neutron kinetic energy,
3.) spatial inhomogeneity and position dependency of the 252Cf calibration,
4.) the 252Cf fission event selection,
5.) time variation,
6.) the efficiency definitions,
7.) the volume-wide efficiency estimation method.
Each of these possible contributions will be studied below. We will see that all of
them have negligible impact on the systematic error except for the last point: the
volume-wide estimation method uncertainty.
1.) MC model dependent uncertainty
The neutron detection efficiency in the Double Chooz MC simulation can be altered
by change of the parameters which have an influence on the neutron physics modeling.
This can either be done by changing the neutron scattering model or by variation of
the Gd-concentration, which modifies the effective neutron capture probability. The
effect of a different neutron scattering model can only be tested indirectly, as discussed
below. To test the latter case, the Gd-concentration could be actively altered and ad-
ditional MC samples were produced: the input Gd-concentration parameter was varied
±3%, which corresponds to the difference between the calculated value from weight
measurement of 0.123wt.% and the lowest data point in the 1-sigma C.L. of a lab-
oratory measurement performed at MPIK8 of (0.122 ± 0.002)wt.% [61]. Besides the
default concentration of 989mg/l Gd-concentration [19], two data sets were prepared
with 960mg/l, and 1020mg/l, respectively. The results for the volume-wide correction
factor computed by means of the semi-inclusive efficiency definition are shown in Ta-
ble 5.10. The discrepancies to the default value are smaller than 0.1% and of the size of
8Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Kernphysik, Heidelberg, Germany
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Table 5.10: Volume-wide correction factor for different Gd-concentrations in the MC simu-
lation. The value of 989mg/l represents the default Gd-concentration from weight measure-
ment [19].
Gd-concentration cv
960mg/l 1.0011 ± 0.0008
989mg/l 1.0003 ± 0.0007
1020mg/l 0.9995 ± 0.0008
the statistical uncertainty. One might expect that an increase of the Gd-concentration
leads to an enhancement of the neutron detection efficiency, mainly caused by a gain
of ∆T cut efficiency at the borders. For a reduction of the relative amount of Gd
atoms in the scintillator, the observed effect would then change the efficiency in the
opposite direction. However, the variations in the semi-inclusive or especially in the
∆T cut efficiency are not significant. Besides that, any offset from the true value of
the Gd-concentration, would be calibrated out by the MC correction.
In the context of the spill-in/out studies performed by A. Collin for the DC-III analy-
sis [75], IBD neutron characteristics were studied using another neutron scattering MC
simulation model, named Tripoli-4. Tripoli-4 is known to provide a more realistic neu-
tron modeling, better suited to low energy processes (further details can be found in
Section 7.3).
In this analysis, the detection efficiencies related to the correction time cut were com-
puted from a Target-wide IBD neutron sample for both, the DC-III and the Tripoli-4
based MC simulation code. As the scintillator model and position reconstruction of
Double Chooz was not implemented in the Tripoli-4 analysis, only the ∆T efficiencies
are compared. Assuming that the Tripoli-4 code models the neutron scattering more
realistically, a correction factor for the Double Chooz MC can be computed using the
volume-wide efficiencies ε∆T,v in the following way:
cT4v =
(ε∆T,v)
T4
(ε∆T,v)DC-MC
. (5.49)
In the upper formula DC-MC stands for the Double Chooz MC with NeutronTh ex-
pansion, while T4 denotes Tripoli-4. The evolution of the MC-MC correction given in
Eq. (5.49) with respect to changing upper ∆T cuts is plotted in Fig. 5.13, along with
the results from 252Cf data analysis. For extended detection windows the correction
factors increase, which corresponds to a decrease in the efficiency discrepancy. The
same trend is observed in the 252Cf results. Furthermore, the agreement with the MC-
MC values is very good. These results constitute therefore a MC-based verification of
the 252Cf calibration analysis presented in the previous section.
2.) Neutron kinetic energy
The kinetic energy of the 252Cf fission neutrons is with an average value of 2MeV con-
siderably higher than the kinetic energy of neutrons created in IBD reaction. Although
the IBD neutron energies of tens of keV might be reached quickly by the source neu-
trons, the detection efficiency could be altered or, more importantly, the data to MC
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Figure 5.13: Evolution of the volume-wide MC correction factors ε∆T,v of the correlation
time cut efficiency with respect to changing upper time cuts. The red open circles show the
Double Chooz MC to Tripoli-4 correction [75], while the blue bullets represent the 252Cf results.
ratio of the detection efficiencies could change.
From the agreement of the efficiency results from official DC-III antineutrino and 252Cf
MC simulation given in Table 5.6 we would expect not to observe any energy dependent
discrepancies in the detection efficiency for these two sources. Furthermore, the ∆T
cut related correction estimated from 252Cf was shown to match the MC-MC correction
values based on IBD neutron kinetic energies (see Fig. 5.13). Still it is not possible to
exclude the existence of a significant difference in the 252Cf and IBD efficiencies from
real detector data. Without a way to determine a plausible uncertainty on this prob-
lem, a neutron energy dependent uncertainty is not considered in the overall cv error.
However, the possibility exists to compare the 252Cf results to a cv measurement using
an IBD neutron sample (see Section 5.3.4), which is an important crosscheck.
3.) Spatial inhomogeneity and position dependency
The volume-wide correction is tested for the existence of a spatial inhomogeneity in the
Target volume by comparison of the results gained from the separate analysis of the top
and bottom calibration data. The term “top data” refers to the deployment positions
with zcalib > 0, whereas “bottom data” is associated with the deployments at zcalib < 0.
Possible discrepancies could emerge as the calibration neutrons close to the Target top
can be caught inside the chimney region, which could lead to larger efficiencies and a
change in the data to MC agreement. In contrast to this, the detection efficiency at
the Target bottom could suffer from the influence of the Target acrylic stilts.
In Section 4.2 it was shown that a systematic shift of roughly 7mm was observed by
comparison of the first and second calibration campaigns’ deployment positions. To
study the effect of a position shift on the cv result, all data points were either shifted
up or down by 10mm simultaneously and the correction factor recomputed.
The results in Table 5.11 show that the discrepancies of the results from analyses
with modified or restricted data sets yield variations compatible with the default value
of (1.0003 ± 0.0007). The cv value from bottom data analysis agrees with the default
measurement using the full z-axis range. Furthermore, the top data result is compatible
with the bottom value within statistical uncertainties.
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Table 5.11: Volume-wide correction factor from analysis with shifted deployment runs or
using either the top (zcalib > 0) or bottom (zcalib < 0) data points. The discrepancy to the
default value (1.0003± 0.0007) from full z-axis range and no shift is given.
analysis modification cv discrepancy [%]
shift data 10mm up 1.0003 ± 0.0008 < 0.001
shift data 10mm down 1.0003 ± 0.0008 0.006
top data only 0.9997 ± 0.0009 0.07
bottom data only 1.0002 ± 0.0009 0.02
4.) 252Cf fission event selection
As the 252Cf data and MC samples contain different types and amounts of backgrounds,
the effectiveness of the background subtraction could have an influence on the MC
correction computation. Including all delayed event multiplicities of the 252Cf selection
in the analysis yields a discrepancy of less than 0.01%, while for m > 1 and no
accidental subtraction the result changes only by 0.03%, as the largest fraction of
background consists of natural radioactivity and do not pass the 3.5MeV energy cut
of the semi-inclusive wide sample selection. A different signal to background ratio in
the analysis sample can be achieved by relaxation of the selection cut on the 252Cf
prompt event energy. With a prompt cut of Eprompt > 0.5MeV the MC correction is
cv = (0.9997±0.0011) and changes by (0.06±0.03)%. Hence the influence of the data
selection on the cut dependent MC correction result is expected to be negligible.
5.) Time stability
As the second calibration campaign data is analyzed to provide the 252Cf reference
measurement of the MC correction, the stability of the results with respect to time
can be checked using the first campaign’s data. The second calibration campaign was
conducted one year after the first campaign, right in the middle of the Gd-III data
taking period and features calibration runs with higher statistics. The first calibra-
tion yields a result of cv = 0.9984± 0.0011 which corresponds to a discrepancy of
(0.19±0.13)% between the two campaigns’ measurements. Both results are in agree-
ment, while the discrepancy might not only be caused by a statistical fluctuation. From
the semi-inclusive efficiency shapes of the first campaign in Fig. 5.14 we can see that
less calibration positions were measured along the z-axis, especially close to the Target
top wall. There, the volume-wide estimation relys on the interpolation between the
two highest deployment points. Separate analyses of the top and bottom data show
that the first and second campaigns’ bottom data results agree within (0.06±0.15)%,
whereas the top volume values are off by (0.27±0.15)%.
Time dependent fluctuations of the cut efficiency MC correction cv exceeding the sta-
tistical fluctuations has not been observed in case of neither the full volume nor the
top and bottom separate analysis. Possible discrepancies due to the limited number of
calibration positions are covered by the uncertainty discussed in 7.).
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(a) Semi-inclusive bottom (zcalib ≤ 0) shape.
The data results are given by the blue bul-
lets, the MC simulation values by the gray open
boxes.
(b) Semi-inclusive top (zcalib ≥ 0) shape. The
data results are given by the black bullets, the
MC simulation values by the red open boxes.
Figure 5.14: Semi-inclusive efficiency shapes as a function of the relative distance to wall for
the 252Cf first calibration campaign data. The z-axis top (zcalib ≥ 0) and bottom (zcalib ≤ 0)
data is plotted separately, the MC simulation values are multiplied with cv = 0.9984. The
uncertainties are statistical, a position dependent uncertainty is not included.
6.) Efficiency definitions
Two sets of cuts are applied to selected the events in the enumerator and denominator
of the efficiency estimate as given in Eq. (5.3). The cuts in the enumerator are defined
by the selection criteria of the neutrino candidates, whereas the cuts in the denominator
are chosen with the intention to cover the full accessible parameter space. The influence
of these cuts is hence studied by variation of the selection windows:
 Neutrino selection cut dependent (enumerator sample)
– Lower energy cut Ecut,low: 4MeV → 3.5MeV, 4.5MeV
– Lower correlation time cut ∆Tmin: 0.5 µs → 1 µs, 2 µs
– Upper correlation time cut ∆Tmax: 150 µs → 125 µs, 175 µs
– Correlation distance cut ∆Rmax: 100 cm → 80 cm, 120 cm
 Efficiency definition dependent (denominator sample)
– Lower energy threshold Eth: 3.5MeV → 3MeV
– Upper time window cut tupper: 1000 µs → 600 µs
The selection cut variations are for almost all results shown in Table 5.12 larger than
the uncertainties on the respective observables. The largest discrepancies to the value
from default efficiency definition are of ∼ 0.2%, and are caused by either a tighter
∆Tmax or ∆Rmax cut. The other discrepancies are smaller than 0.1%. It is therefore
concluded that the exact choice of the enumerator as well as denominator cuts has
negligible impact on the cv result, as long as the variations of the threshold values are
small (a few percent) with respect to the default set of cuts.
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Table 5.12: Volume-wide correction factor for different cuts in the efficiency definition. The
first eight results correspond to neutrino selection cut dependent variations and affect the
enumerator sample. The lower two results are obtained from the change of denominator sample
cuts. In the last column the discrepancy to the default result cv = (1.0003± 0.0007) is given.
varied cut cv discrepancy [%]
∆Tmin = 1 µs 1.0007 ± 0.0008 0.03
∆Tmin = 2 µs 1.0013 ± 0.0010 0.1
∆Tmax = 125 µs 0.9986 ± 0.0009 0.18
∆Tmax = 175 µs 1.0011 ± 0.0007 0.07
Ecut = 3.5MeV 1.0005 ± 0.0007 0.02
Ecut = 4.5MeV 1.0000 ± 0.0008 0.03
∆Rcut = 0.8m 1.0023 ± 0.0009 0.2
∆Rcut = 1.2m 0.9997 ± 0.0007 0.07
tupper = 600 µs 1.0004 ± 0.0007 < 0.01
Eth = 3MeV 1.0011 ± 0.0008 0.08
7.) Volume-wide efficiency estimation
In this paragraph the contribution of the efficiency estimation method to the systematic
uncertainty of the MC correction is studied. The method dependent uncertainty should
therefore be a measure for how accurate the full volume efficiency can be reproduced by
having point-wise information along the z-axis. In Section 5.3.1 it was shown that the
full volume efficiency could be replicated with a discrepancy of (0.17 ± 0.07)%. This
result is gained if all the MC data points of the graph in Fig. 5.15a are used. In order
to imitate a scenario which meets the 252Cf analysis conditions, the number of data
points has to be reduced. The volume-wide efficiency estimate is therefore recomputed
with MC data points randomly removed, whereas the number of data points kept in a
certain region was fixed to the values given in Table 5.13. In Fig. 5.15a these regions are
illustrated by gray bands, while the plot in Fig. 5.15b shows one example of a data set
with reduced points. In total the mean relative discrepancy to the full volume efficiency
from 5000 draws of reduced data sets was estimated to be 0.221%. As both the data
and MC 252Cf set of points is limited to the same number of deployment positions, the
relative systematic uncertainty on the cut dependent MC correction amounts to
∆cv
cv
=

∆εDatav
εDatav
2
+

∆εMCv
εMCv
2
=

2 · (0.221%)2 = 0.313% .
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Table 5.13: Number of allowed data points at a certain relative distance to Target wall for
systematic uncertainty estimation (see also Fig. 5.15a.
relative distance to wall number of data points
-0.01 – 0.15 5
0.15 – 0.199 0
0.199 – 0.3 2
0.3 – 0.5 4
> 0.5 10
(a) Number of allowed data points at a cer-
tain relative distance to Target wall (see also Ta-
ble 5.13).
(b) The red bullets (connected with a solid line)
show the full set of MC points, the black empty
points and dashed line is an example for a ran-
domly chosen sample of reduced points.
Figure 5.15: Reduction of data points in the semi-inclusive efficiency shape for systematic
uncertainty estimation.
Impact of a global efficiency correction on the prompt spectrum shape
The introduction of a volume-wide MC correction factor is supposed to eliminate data
to MC discrepancies in the detection efficiency. The uncertainty on this correction
represents a relative uncertainty on the neutrino rate and is treated as energy indepen-
dent, as seen in Eq. (5.2). Owing to energy loss occurring close to the acrylic walls,
the prompt visible energy spectrum exhibits a slightly different shape depending on
the location of the IBD reaction. In case the MC correction would locally differ from
the global value of cv, the prompt MC spectrum could be distorted by the application
of a global correction factor. Most of the local MC corrections factors computed with
252Cf calibration data (Fig. 5.16) deviate from the global DC-III MC correction within
less than 0.5%. However, it is not straightforward to distinguish between statistical
fluctuations and possible systematic local deviations or their impact on the prompt
spectral shape.
In order to evaluate the degree of potential spectral distortions induced by a global
correction factor, a MC-based study was performed. Since the prompt spectrum shape
changes with respect to the distance from the Target center, the neutrino candidate
MC sample was split in two sub-samples contained in an inner cylinder and its anti-
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Figure 5.16: Local MC correction factors from 252Cf calibration data as a function of the
z-axis deployment position. The DC-III global cv = 1.0003 is marked by the gray dashed line.
selection (Fig. 5.17). The inner cylinder’s dimensions are given by |z| < zlimit and
ρ < (zlimit · rTarget/12hTarget), and the cuts were applied to the true IBD position. The
choice of volume cut allows to compute an inner volume MC correction cinner as well as
the inner volume efficiencies εxinner (x=Data or MC) using the
252Cf deployment points
with |zcalib| < zlimit. The outer volume MC correction εxouter (x=Data or MC) is then
given by
εxouter =
εxv − εxinner · winner
wouter
, (5.50)
with the volume proportion weighting factors winner,outer, with winner+wouter = 1. The
outer volume MC correction couter is consequently computed via couter = ε
Data
outer/ε
MC
outer.
The globally corrected prompt spectrum S(E) is then compared to the locally corrected
one in each bin i, while the corrections cinner,outer are fluctuated within their uncertain-
ties, which were assumed to be Gaussian distributed. For the relative discrepancy we
yield
Di =
Sglobali − (Sinneri · cinner + Souteri · couter)
Sglobali
. (5.51)
The discrepancy between the locally and the globally corrected spectra is well below
0.1% over a wide energy range (cf. Fig. 5.18a-5.18d). For prompt energies smaller than
1MeV the discrepancies are ∼ 0.5%. In this energy region the statistical uncertainty
of the IBD candidate spectrum is on the level of several percent, making this deviation
negligible. Above 1MeV the average discrepancies are at (0.03± 0.12)% or lower and
are therefore not taken into account in the final error budget.
Conclusion
The MC correction factor systematic uncertainty of the cut related neutron detection
efficiency was studied taking into account contributions which could lead to possible
biases of the corrected MC candidate rate and prompt spectral shape. The influence
of a bias in the Gd-concentration on the neutron simulation modeling does not consti-
tute a problem, as any discrepancy in the detection efficiency caused by it would be
included in the MC correction computation and therefore calibrated out. The results
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y
z
x
(a) (b)
Figure 5.17: Neutrino candidate MC data set division in two sub-samples. a) Illustration of
the inner sub-sample. b) Prompt MC spectra for the cut zlimit = 1000mm. The black bullets
show the histogram of the full Gd-channel MC spectrum, the red line represents the inner
volume data, while the blue filled histogram shows the outer volume spectrum. All spectra
have the same normalization.
from a MC-MC comparison using Tripoli-4 code with a more realistic neutron modeling
are in very good agreement with the 252Cf calibration MC corrections.
A position dependent contribution to the systematic uncertainty was assumed to be
negligible, as well as the MC correction is considered to be stable over the DC-III time
period. Furthermore the impact of the data selection and background subtraction on
the MC correction was found to be negligible. Also, it was shown that a change in the
efficiency definition cuts would leave the correction factor result unchanged. Minimal
variations in the selection cuts were concluded to not alter the MC correction signif-
icantly. Moreover, the analysis of possible prompt spectral distortions, introduced by
the application of a global correction factor, yields negligibly small discrepancies com-
pared to the locally corrected spectra. This effect is therefore not included in the cv
systematic uncertainty.
The largest contribution to the total cut dependent correction uncertainty is intro-
duced by the volume-wide efficiency estimation method. Due to the limited number of
data points in z-axis calibration and the conversion of the f(z) efficiency shape function
to the full volume, the mean relative discrepancy to the actual Target wide efficiency
was computed to be 0.221%. This results in a relative uncertainty on the MC correction
of 0.314%. Besides this contribution, the statistical uncertainty is added quadratically.
The cut dependent MC correction factor estimated using 252Cf calibrations data is
hence given by
ccutv = 1.0003± 0.0032 (stat+syst) .
Possible influences of the difference in neutron kinetic energy between 252Cf and IBD
neutrons were expected to be negligible. An uncertainty contribution was therefore not
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(a) |z| < 700mm and ρ < 631.6mm, 17.6%. (b) |z| < 1000mm and ρ < 902.3mm, 51.2%.
(c) |z| < 1100mm and ρ < 992.5mm, 67.9%. (d) |z| < 1150mm and ρ < 1037.6mm, 77.5%.
Figure 5.18: Discrepancy of the globally and locally corrected IBD prompt event MC spec-
tra for different volume separations. The colored band represents the uncertainty range from
variation of cinner and couter. The inner volume cuts along with the inner sample percentage
size are given below each figure.
included in the systematic error budget of this result. The additional measurement of
ccutv using IBD neutrons provides the possibility of an independent crosscheck, as briefly
summarized in the following section.
5.3.4 IBD neutron results
Besides the ccutv estimation by means of
252Cf calibration data, neutrons produced by
the IBD reaction of antineutrinos were used to obtain an independent measurement.
In the following subsection the results retrieved by J. I. Crespo Anado´n [89] are sum-
marized. The IBD values can on one hand be used to validate the 252Cf values, on the
other hand they will be combined with the 252Cf estimate to derive the final result and
uncertainty on ccutv . Neutrons originating from IBD reactions of reactor antineutrinos
constitute the signal sought for in the oscillation analysis. As their mean kinetic en-
ergy deviates from the average energy of the 252Cf fission neutrons by two orders of
magnitude, the IBD neutron based MC correction analysis is an essential crosscheck.
Moreover IBD reactions are assumed to occur homogeneously distributed in the detec-
tor, allowing for a direct measurement of the volume-wide detection efficiencies.
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(a) Projection on z-axis with ρ < 470mm. (b) Projection in ρ2 from |z| < 637.5mm.
Figure 5.19: Semi-inclusive efficiency map projections onto z- and ρ2-axis. The data (black
bullets) was accidental background subtracted, MC efficiencies are shown by the red empty
boxes. (a) Projection on z-axis with ρ < 470mm. The inner pair of dashed lines mark the
Target wall, whereas the outer pair shows the gamma catcher acrylics location. (b) Projection
in ρ2 from |z|< 637.5mm. The inner dashed line represents the Target wall, while the outer
line marks the gamma catcher border.
Data used in the IBD efficiency analysis is given by the official θ13 analysis run list.
The event selection cuts are the same as for the candidate selection (see Chapter 3.3.1),
except for an upper prompt energy cut of 8MeV and the set of loosened cuts for the de-
nominator sample (which can be read off from Eq. (5.52)). The semi-inclusive efficiency
definition
εsemi =
N(4 < Edelayed < 10MeV ∩ ∆R < 1m ∩ 0.5 < ∆T < 150 µs)
N(3.5 < Edelayed < 10MeV ∩ ∆R < 1.7m ∩ 0.25 < ∆T < 200 µs) (5.52)
differs in the denominator cuts from the 252Cf one given in Eq. (5.46), as the IBD
selection had to comply with the candidate isolation cut and optimize the signal to
background ratio. Only events which do not consist of a neutron capture as delayed
event and a prompt event marking the creation of the free neutron are background in
this analysis. The two classes of background events encountered are therefore stopping
muons and accidental coincidences. The latter were subtracted using an off-time win-
dow method.
In Fig. 5.19 the projected semi-inclusive efficiencies on the z- and ρ2-axis are given.
From the IBD neutrons data and MC samples inside Target volume excluding the
chimney region [89], the volume-wide cut dependent MC correction was estimated:
ccutv = 0.9996± 0.0021 (stat+syst) . (5.53)
The systematic uncertainty is retrieved from the difference of ccutv to the value obtained
using only data in the bottom half of the Target. In this way the influence of stopping
muons is accounted for, which happen to occur mainly in the upper part of the Target,
accumulated below the chimney. Stability of the result with respect to changing vertex
cuts to limit the selection to the Target region has been proven [88]. Furthermore,
it was shown that the ccutv value does not vary significantly in case the selection or
efficiency definition cuts are altered. Removal of the 9Li+8He likelihood cut as well as
the IV-veto cut tested the impact of decay neutrons and fast neutrons.
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Table 5.14: Target-wide MC correction cv for the semi-inclusive and the different cut efficien-
cies. The exclusive efficiencies were computed using the isolated efficiency definitions. The IBD
neutron values are from [89].
cv(
252Cf) cv(IBD)
semi-inclusive 1.0003 ± 0.0007 (stat) 0.9996 ± 0.0021 (0.0010 (stat) ± 0.0019 (syst))
exclusive 1.0000 ± 0.0007 (stat) 0.9996 ± 0.0013 (0.0010 (stat) ± 0.0008 (syst))
Edelayed 1.0005 ± 0.0003 (stat) 0.9994 ± 0.0008 (0.0007(stat) ± 0.0004(syst))
∆R 1.0009 ± 0.0003 (stat) 1.0013 ± 0.0003 (0.0003(stat) ± 0.00003(syst))
∆T 0.9986 ± 0.0006 (stat) 0.9989 ± 0.0010 (0.0007(stat) ± 0.0007(syst))
In Table 5.14 the cv values of both the
252Cf and IBD neutron analysis are given for the
semi-inclusive as well as the exclusive efficiencies. The exclusive values were computed
using the isolated efficiency definition. The IBD exclusive result is observed to be in
good agreement with the semi-inclusive value, while the systematic uncertainty differs
by more than a factor two. A general accordance of the 252Cf and IBD results is given
not only in the total ccutv values from exclusive and semi-inclusive efficiency estimation,
but also for the MC corrections of each cut separately. Both the 252Cf and IBD results,
estimated using the semi-inclusive definitions, will be combined to yield the detection
systematic uncertainty in the oscillation analysis (see Section 5.6).
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5.4 Gd-fraction correction: 252Cf fission neutron analysis
In the following the determination of the intrinsic, cut independent part of the MC cor-
rection factor will be discussed. In Section 4.3.2 Gd-fraction values for different 252Cf
multiplicity and prompt energy selections are given in Table 4.2. From comparison of
the data and MC simulation values, a discrepancy of about 2.5% became evident. Gd-
fraction analyses using different neutron sources, such as IBD or spallation neutrons,
have confirmed this observation and will be discussed later in this section.
In order to calibrate the IBD detection rate in the MC simulation with respect to
this detector inherent discrepancy, the MC correction factor cGd was introduced in
Section 5.2.3. Unlike the cut dependent correction cv (also ccut) which is evaluated
using the volume-wide detection efficiencies, cGd is measured at the Target center as
described in Eq. (5.36). This definition follows the concept that the Gd-fraction is to
the first order constant over the full Target volume. At the same time the inclusion of
spill-out events in the measurement is avoided.
The Gd-fraction is estimated in data and MC using the same method, given in Eq. (5.4)
(referred to as method 1 ). There, the delayed energy spectrum between 0.5 and 10MeV
is subdivided in an energy region (from 3.5 to 10MeV) attributed to neutron captures
on gadolinium nuclei and an energy interval assigned to hydrogen captures (below
3.5MeV). Multiple captures, mainly two neutron captures on gadolinium and hydro-
gen or twice on gadolinium, detected within one ADC window are excluded from the
analysis, having negligible impact on the Gd-fraction results. The exclusion of the
events below the analysis threshold of 0.5MeV is considered to have no influence.
The Gd-fraction estimation is hence given by the ratio of events capturing on gadolinium
and all neutron captures. As more than 99.9% of the neutron captures in the Target
liquid occur on hydrogen and gadolinium nuclei, the Gd-fraction can be expressed as
fGd =
NGd
NH +NGd
. (5.54)
The choice of the energy regions used to select the neutron captures on a certain
nucleus can change the Gd-fraction result. A variation of the selection cuts can thus be
used to estimate the systematic uncertainty. Two additional methods are introduced
to evaluate the Gd-fraction correction. Also applied to both data as well as MC to
estimate the Gd-fraction, method 2 only takes into account events with visible energies
in the capture peak regions. A modified version of method 1 is given by method 3, which
excludes the events below a variable analysis threshold Eth = [0.4, 1.5]MeV, removing
different parts of the energy spectrum where the relative data to MC discrepancies are
largest. The maximum threshold of 1.5MeV was chosen such that energy scale related
data to MC discrepancies by cutting too close to the hydrogen capture peak are not
included. The Gd-fraction estimation methods are summarized in Table 5.15.
Table 5.15: Gd-fraction estimation methods: neutron capture selection cuts.
H selection Gd selection
method 1 0.5 < Edelayed < 3.5MeV 3.5 < Edelayed < 10MeV
method 2 1.5 < Edelayed < 3MeV 6.5 < Edelayed < 9.5MeV
method 3 Eth < Edelayed < 3.5MeV 3.5 < Edelayed < 10MeV
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Results and systematic uncertainty estimation
The results of the Gd-fraction correction factor cGd were evaluated using Eq. (5.54)
along with the three methods for Gd-fraction estimation given in Table 5.15. Ta-
ble 5.16 summarizes all results, ranging from 0.975 to 0.979, as four different energy
thresholds were applied with method 3. The data to MC discrepancy in the Gd-fraction
with increasing energy threshold, which can be seen by the larger MC correction factors.
Systematic uncertainties in the estimation of cGd could have mainly two origins: either
from discrepancies arising from the use of 252Cf fission neutrons (such as backgrounds
or neutron kinetic energy) or due to the Gd-fraction estimation methods. The MC
simulation model itself does not represent a source of systematic uncertainty. The
simulated Gd-fraction strongly depends on the neutron physics modeling such as the
Gd-concentration, neutron scattering and capture cross sections as well as the gamma
spectrum of the radiative neutron captures. However, any bias in one of these pa-
rameters would be present in the oscillation data as well, and therefore “calibrated
out” by the Gd-fraction correction. The influence of the neutron kinetic energy can
be investigated by means of MC simulation data. In Table 5.17 the Gd-fractions com-
puted with method 1 for simulated IBD neutrons produced within a sphere of radius
R =

x2IBD + y
2
IBD + z
2
IBD located at the Target center are given. The Gd-fraction
of the simulated 252Cf neutrons for a deployment at the Target center amounts to
fCf–MCGd = 0.8749± 0.0004 and is in excellent agreement with the IBD MC results. Pos-
sible discrepancies could still exist and might not be observed due to lack of statistics.
Nevertheless, we can conclude that they are certainly smaller than 0.1%. Although no
systematic bias can be found from comparison of the simulated values for fGd, it does
not guarantee that no discrepancy will be observed in the data either. Therefore, the
measurement of cGd using IBD neutrons is an essential crosscheck and will be discussed
later in this section.
In order to check the robustness of the Gd-fraction correction with respect to the
lower energy threshold, the Gd-fraction estimation is performed using method 3. The
application of this method also tests for a change in the correction in case the events for
visible energies smaller than the hydrogen peak in the data spectrum are not caused by
neutron captures on hydrogen. Moreover, the influence of the accidental background
subtraction is studied by variation of the prompt energy cut of the 252Cf fission gammas.
Lowering the prompt cut to 0.5MeV yields c0.5MeVGd = 0.9749 ± 0.0010 for method 1 ,
which is in accordance with the result based on the default 4MeV cut.
The definition of the methods to estimate fGd can have an effect on the MC cor-
rection value. Since the exact same method is applied to the data sample as well as
the MC simulation events, the only source of systematic uncertainty would be related
to discrepancies in the spectral shape of the radiative neutron capture gammas. This
consideration is mostly covered by the comparison of the results from application of
the three different methods. Additionally the energy window for neutron captures on
gadolinium is altered from 3.5MeV to 3MeV in method 1, which slightly changes the
Gd-fraction correction to 0.9744± 0.0011, but changes the total MC correction includ-
ing the semi-inclusive by only 0.01%.
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Table 5.16: Gd-fraction correction factor cGd using three methods for Gd-fraction estimation.
Uncertainties are statistical.
analysis method Eth [MeV] cGd
method 1 – 0.9750 ± 0.0011
method 2 – 0.9781 ± 0.0011
method 3 0.4MeV 0.9750 ± 0.0011
method 3 0.7MeV 0.9753 ± 0.0011
method 3 1.0MeV 0.9762 ± 0.0011
method 3 1.5MeV 0.9790 ± 0.0011
Table 5.17: Gd-fraction fGd evaluated with method 1 for IBD neutrons simulated within a
sphere of radius R located at the Target center. Uncertainties are statistical.
R [mm] 400 500 600
fGd 0.87493 ± 0.00099 0.87500 ± 0.00071 0.87497 ± 0.00054
As by default the full energy range from 0.5 to 10MeV is used to not reject parts of
the signal, the standard method for the estimation of fGd is represented by method 1 ,
also providing the central value of the Gd-fraction correction.
As suggested by the results discussed above is the main source of systematic uncer-
tainty caused by the application of different Gd-fraction estimation methods, while
the largest discrepancy is found between method 1 and method 3. This discrepancy is
taken as systematic uncertainty. Together with the statistical uncertainty we get for
the Gd-fraction correction
∆cGd = 0.0042 (0.0011 (stat)± 0.0041 (syst)) . (5.55)
The statistical uncertainty is limited by the amount of 252Cf data taken in the second
calibration campaign, whereas the systematic uncertainty is dominated by the estima-
tion method and possible backgrounds.
Furthermore another estimate of cGd exists, extracted by means of the improved MC
simulation code TRIPOLI-4. In a study performed by A. Collin [74] the Gd-fractions in
both the DC-III default MC and the TRIPOLI-4 simulation code was evaluated for IBD
neutrons. With the DC-III code a Gd-fraction of 0.8800 ± 0.0012 was found, whereas
for the Gd-fraction from the TRIPOLI-4 simulation a lower value of 0.8565±0.0013 was
estimated. Assuming the TRIPOLI-4 code to reproduce the neutron physics more real-
istic, a capture fraction related correction factor for the DC-III MC can be computed
to be
∆cT4Gd = 0.9733± 0.0020 . (5.56)
In contrast to the analysis methods presented with respect to the 252Cf data analysis,
these results are gained from true MC information, telling on which nucleus the neutron
was actually caught. This approach is therefore expected to yield slightly different
results for the Gd-fractions as well as the correction factor, as it does not take into
account possible discrepancies in the neutron capture gamma spectra. Despite this
limitation in comparison of the TRIPOLI-4 and the 252Cf results, this observation is a
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strong hint for the DC-III MC neutron scattering and capture cross-section modeling
as source of the data to MC discrepancy in the Gd-capture fraction.
Comparison to the first calibration campaign data
As stability crosscheck cGd is evaluated using data from the first calibration campaign,
which had been conducted one year earlier than the second campaign. The result of
0.9784 ± 0.0017 computed with method 1 is consistent with the second campaign’s
value within the statistical uncertainty. For the total MC correction related to neutron
detection, including the volume-wide semi-inclusive correction, a value of 0.9768±0.0019
is measured in the first campaign. This result agrees with the second campaign within
0.0015± 0.0023.
Third calibration campaign data
One year after second calibration deployment of the 252Cf source along the Target sym-
metry axis, a third stability calibration was conducted, which is not part of the official
DC-III dataset. This campaign used a newly produced 252Cf source with the Double
Chooz code Cf-252-12, as the activity of the previously used source9 had further de-
creased over the past year due to the 252Cf life-time of 3.8 years.
The results discussed in this paragraph should be considered as preliminary numbers
and are supposed to serve as rough crosscheck, rather than a precise measurement. At
the time of the analysis the energy time stability correction was not yet extended up to
the runs of the third campaign, furthermore no corresponding MC simulation runs had
been produced yet. Therefore MC runs of the 2nd campaign generated at the matching
positions were used to compute a MC correction factor estimate via
cGd =
(fGd)
Data,3rd
(fGd)MC,2nd
(5.57)
As the trigger rate was higher in this time period caused by an increased occurrence of
light noise events (cf. Section 3.3), the trigger threshold was raised during calibration
to Etrigger > 1MeV. Therefore the Gd-fraction estimation method with an increased
analysis threshold Eth > 1.5MeV was used to retrieve the inputs to Eq. (5.57). Roughly
half an hour of detector data was collected with the source placed at the Target cen-
ter, hence additional runs located at about ±320mm and ±640mm were included in
the analysis to enhance the statistics (see Table 5.18). Runs simulated at the same
positions were chosen and their live times (i.e. number of events) adjusted in order to
guarantee that each deployment position contributes with the same statistical weight in
data and MC simulation. The same adjustment was made for the result of the second
campaign using runs within |z|<652mm, given in Table 5.19 in bold.
Table 5.19 summarizes the MC correction values of the third calibration deployment as
well as the results of the first and second campaign computed with the same analysis
threshold at the Target center or within |z|<652mm (bold numbers).
The comparison between the third and second campaign results, measured either at the
Target center with higher statistics or for the same run configuration within |z|<652mm,
9The Double Chooz source code of the other two campaigns is Cf-252-4.
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Table 5.18: Deployment positions and corresponding runs of the third 252Cf calibration cam-
paign [100]. The MC simulation runs used for data to MC comparison were produced at the
same positions.
z position [mm] Data, 3rd campaign MC, 2nd campaign
652 67081 45048
332 67080 45076
12 67071, 67086 43705, 45042
-308 67072 45077
-628 67074 45047
Table 5.19: Gd-fraction related MC correction cGd for a lower analysis threshold of
Eth > 1.5MeV. The MC corrections are computed using the runs within the z-region given
in the first column. The last column contains the discrepancy to the second calibration cam-
paign result at the Target center (z = 0). The numbers in bold were retrieved analyzing the
same z-region.
z positions [mm] campaign MC correction discr. to 2nd campaign (z=0) [%]
-628 to 652 3rd 0.9797 ± 0.0014 0.07
0 2nd 0.9790 ± 0.0011 –
-628 to 652 2nd 0.9810 ± 0.0016 0.20
0 1st 0.9825 ± 0.0017 0.36
yields good agreement, for the first case within (0.07±0.18)% and for the latter within
(0.13 ± 0.22)%. The results for the Gd-fraction MC correction of all three campaigns
agree within less than 0.4%, while the observed discrepancies are covered by the sta-
tistical uncertainties.
Further background reduction crosschecks
Additional background studies have been performed with the goal to better understand
the data to MC discrepancy in the delayed energy spectrum for energies smaller than
the hydrogen capture peak.
For energies Edelayed < 1.9MeV the correlation time spectrum of
252Cf fissions in data
with more than one delayed event (m > 1) were plotted (Fig. 5.20). In case these
low energy events are related to the Compton tail of neutron captures on hydrogen,
we would expect to observe an exponential distribution of the correlation times with a
decay constant of τ ≈ 30 µs. A component with these properties can be detected, how-
ever, correlated events following distributions with shorter decay constants are found
as well. From a fit
N(t) =
3
i=1
Ni · et/τi (5.58)
with three time constants, sufficiently parametrizing the time spectrum, the capture
or decay constants τ1 = (30.6 ± 2.8) µs, τ2 = (5.2 ± 1.2) µs and τ3 = (625 ± 85) ns were
extracted (see Fig. 5.20). While the energy depositions of events related to τ1 are most
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Figure 5.20: Correlation time spectrum for energies Edelayed < 1.9MeV of the twelve
252Cf
second calibration campaign deployment runs at the Target center |z| < 600mm.
probably caused by neutron captures on hydrogen, the events occurring with shorter
mean correlation time might be due to correlated background. As the events following
short τ are present in the spectra for neutron multiplicities m > 1, these correlated
events occur along with a number of neutrons. Therefore radioactive/secondary decays
of the 252Cf fission fragments would come into consideration.
Since we would like to study the impact of the low energy events on the Gd-fraction
correction, different approaches have been pursued. As the short τ correlated events
can be removed by requiring a minimum ∆tmin, the Gd-fraction correction cGd is stud-
ied as a function of the minimum correlation time ∆tmin. In Fig. 5.21a the results of
cGd are given for different analysis thresholds Eth applied with method 3. The graph
shows that with increasing minimum correlation time, the value of cGd drops. This
behavior can be understood by taking into account the correlation time distributions10
of H- and Gd-captures in data and MC simulation as given in Fig. 5.21b. The de-
crease in cGd can be explained by the difference in shape in the H-capture correlation
time. The simulated distribution possesses a faster component in the first 30 µs com-
pared to data. Therefore a larger fraction in H-capture events is removed from the
MC spectrum by an increasing ∆tmin, which in turn further enlarges the data to MC
discrepancy in the Gd-fraction and thus leads to a reduction in cGd. Once the cut of
∆tmin=30 µs is passed, the MC correction should remain constant, as the correlation
times in Fig. 5.21b show a good agreement for larger ∆t. For Eth=0.5MeV the values
of cGd are affected by correlated background events, both with short and long correla-
tion times. For Eth = 1.5MeV or 1.7MeV the background contributions are strongly
reduced.
We can see that the contribution of correlated background can be weakened or even
removed by application of an energy cut. The correlated events with small τ can be
removed by a correlation time threshold ∆tmin, but due to a difference in the ∆t related
selection efficiency of the H-capture events, the values of cGd are biased.
10The correlation time of neutron captures on hydrogen are selected by requiring the energy to
satisfy 2 < Edelayed < 2.8MeV whereas the Gd-capture events are selected via 7 < Edelayed < 9.5MeV.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.21: Evolution of the Gd-fraction correction cGd with respect to the prompt-delayed
correlation time. a) cGd as a function of the minimum correlation time ∆tmin for method
3 with different analysis thresholds: Eth = 0.5MeV corresponding to the standard method 1
(red), Eth=1.5MeV (blue), Eth=1.7MeV (black). b) Correlation times of neutron captures
in 252Cf data and MC: H-captures (black points) and Gd-captures (green open circles) in data
(black points), H-captures (blue filled histogram) and Gd-captures (red filled histogram) in MC
simulation.
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Figure 5.22: Merged data and MC
simulation delayed energy spectra of the
six 252Cf second calibration campaign
deployment runs at the Target center
(x,y,z)= (0,0,12)mm. The accidental
background was subtracted and the neutron
multiplicity is m > 1. Additionally, events
with Edelayed < 1.7MeV and correlation
times ∆t<20 µs are removed.
In Fig. 5.22 the delayed energy spectra of the 252Cf deployment at the Target cen-
ter is shown, along with an additional cut: events with energies smaller than 1.7MeV
and simultaneously correlation times ∆t<20 µs were removed. The data and MC spec-
tra show an improved agreement for low energies, the MC correction factor with this
additional cut is cGd = (0.9795± 0.0011 (stat)).
As a last crosscheck, the Gd-fraction correction can be analyzed by estimation of the
amount of correlated events with short τ in the region of 0.5 < Edelayed < 3MeV
with a ∆t fit. Removing these events from the MC correction computation yields
cGd = 0.9792± 0.0011. For 2 < Edelayed < 3MeV no short τ component is observed in
the ∆t spectra.
The background reduced data samples obtained in these studies – either with a mod-
ified 252Cf event selection or varied analysis thresholds as shown in Fig. 5.21a – yield
results consistent within less than 1.5σ uncertainty with the Gd-III correction factor
of the Gd-fraction, which was estimated to be cGd = (0.9750± 0.0042 (stat + syst)).
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Crosscheck using IBD events
The IBD neutron kinetic energy is with ∼ 15 keV significantly lower than the kinetic
energy of 252Cf fission neutrons. Hence the analysis of the Gd-fraction correction using
IBD neutron samples constitutes an important crosscheck. In a study performed by
J. I. Crespo Anado´n [89], the correction factor was computed to be cIBDGd = 0.9794 ±
0.0059 (0.0040 (stat.) ± 0.0044 (syst.)). As the IBD data sample contained correlated
background events from Bi-Po decays, the analysis had to use an energy threshold of
Edelayed<1.6MeV. This result should therefore be compared to the
252Cf value using
method 3, providing very good agreement.
5.5 Gd-fraction crosscheck: cosmic spallation neutron
analysis
Cosmic ray muons and physics events caused by these muons are in general background
sources in the search of the reactor antineutrino signal. Hence, events passing the muon
energy threshold in either the IV or ID as well as any subsequent trigger within 1ms
after the muon are removed from the set of valid triggers. Muons passing through
the detector and surrounding rock can produce neutrons and other hadrons as well as
cosmogenic isotopes. The process of neutron production is often referred to as cosmic
muon spallation, the different channels of neutron production are however complex and
often include secondary neutron production processes involving other muon-induced
particles [206].
Usually removed by the 1ms muon veto, spallation neutrons do not only constitute
background, but can also be used as calibration source e.g. for the extraction of cor-
rection maps [6, 12], which are used to provide spatial uniformity of the visible energy.
In the following spallation neutrons will be used with the intension to independently
crosscheck the Gd-fraction correction result obtained from 252Cf source analysis.
5.5.1 Spallation neutron data
Since muon-induced neutrons are produced over the full detector volume, they appear
to be a suitable source to study the cut related neutron detection efficiency in the
full Target volume. Owing to baseline fluctuations after a high energy event such as
a muon, the spallation event selection can however only start 50 µs after the muon
event [181]. As we assume the neutron production to be a fast process, the information
about neutron moderation is not accessible, making it impossible to study the efficiency
of the correlation time cut. Another complication is the lack of knowledge of the actual
position of neutron origin due to the absence of a nearby prompt. Therefore the neu-
tron displacement and the related cut efficiency cannot be investigated. Despite these
limitations of the spallation data, we can use the energy information of the neutron
captures, e.g. to study the Gd-fraction and its correction factor. Just as the IBD neu-
tron sample, spallation neutron events are present throughout the DC-III data sample,
making it possible to obtain an average MC correction factor cGd representing the full
data taking period.
In principle no dedicated MC simulation of spallation neutrons was available. Here
the minimum after-muon time of 50 µs is of advantage: muon-induced neutrons in the
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Figure 5.23: Delayed visible energy spectra and muon to delayed correlation time spectra of
the after muon events. The histograms show the spectra for two different sample sizes gained
from differently sized fiducial volumes. The red bullets show the spectra of the larger sample
selected with ρdelayed < 1m. The black open boxes represent the data sample from the cut
ρdelayed < 0.5m.
DC detector are expected to have high kinetic energies of ∼ 20MeV on average [39],
however after 50 µs most of them should have lost the largest fraction of their energy.
Therefore the spallation neutrons will be treated as thermal neutrons (Ekin ≈ 0.025 eV)
and their Gd-fraction can hence be compared to the one obtained from IBD neutron
MC code.
Spallation neutrons occur with higher event multiplicities m > 1, which enables to
suppress background via multiplicity cut. Accidental background is measured and sub-
tracted using the off-time window technique (as done for 252Cf data in Section 4.3.1).
Correlated backgrounds owing to decaying cosmogenic isotopes will be present in the
neutron sample, as the off-time method can subtract such contributions only partially.
Data selection
In a first step all events after a muon satisfying Eµ > 50MeV in the ID were selected
while the muon to delayed correlation time had to fulfill ∆tµ-d = [50; 5000] µs. The
standard DC-III LN and FV cuts were applied, but no 9Li cut was used in the se-
lection. The muon was isolated in time, no other muon11 was allowed ± 5ms around
the > 50MeV muon. An additional short event veto (100µs) on any trigger was ap-
plied before the prompt muon. The off-time window method (the number of multiple
windows was six, the time offset between the windows 7ms) was used to measure and
subtract accidental background. The same isolation, veto and selection criteria as for
the on-time window were applied to the off-time measurements. Details on the data
labels used to select the spallation neutrons and the sample of simulated IBD events
can be found in Appendix A.1.
11A muon is identified as such in case the visible energy in the ID is larger than 20MeV or if the
energy deposition in the IV exceeds 30 kDUQ.
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(a) Top view. (b) Side view.
Figure 5.24: True neutron capture locations of simulated IBD neutron events with recon-
structed vertices inside a cylindrical fiducial volume with −0.5 < zreco < 0.2m and ρreco < 1m.
The outer and inner black dashed lines mark the Gamma Catcher and Target acrylics, respec-
tively. The gray dashed line represents the fiducial volume limits.
Additional cuts had to be applied to make a Gd-fraction analysis possible. For the
spallation neutron sample only events belonging to a group of at least two neutron can-
didates (i.e. m > 1) were used. In order to guarantee, that the neutron origin is located
in the Target center, events inside a fiducial volume would be selected by means of their
prompt event position. In the case of spallation neutrons, the event selection can only
be performed by cutting on the delayed event vertices i.e. the neutron capture posi-
tions, as the prompt event is given by the muon and the location of neutron production
is not known. The boundaries of the cylindrical fiducial volume are determined such
that the vertices need to fulfill −0.5 < zdelayed < 0.2m in z-direction, while the radius
ρmax is kept variable. The bottom half of the detector is selected as it is expected to
be the region in the Target with the lowest background contributions, since stopping
muons enter the detector through the chimney and are concentrated at the Target top
(see Section 3.3.4).
In Fig. 5.23 (a) and (b) the spectra of the delayed visible energy and the muon to delayed
correlation time are given for two different volume selections, respectively. The larger
data sample has the additional cut of ρdelayed < 1m, while the smaller sample features
the cut ρdelayed < 0.5m. From Fig. 5.23 (a) we can conclude that the larger volume
sample contains an increased fraction of hydrogen capture events. Fig. 5.23 (b) shows
that this excess of events consists mainly of hydrogen captures actually occurring in the
Gamma Catcher volume, as seen by the increased portion of events following the neu-
tron capture time constant τGC ≈ 200 µs. A possible explanation for this observation
is given in the following paragraph.
Vertex cuts and Gd-fraction
Since neutron captures on hydrogen nuclei yield a single 2.2MeV gamma, the recon-
structed vertex position and the true neutron capture location are not necessarily in
agreement. The reconstructed position can be biased by the distance the gamma trav-
els before it deposits the main fraction of its energy. This effect might also be present
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Figure 5.25: Actual neutron capture locations of simulated IBD neutron events with recon-
structed vertices inside a cylindrical fiducial volume with −0.5 < zreco < 0.2m and ρreco < 1m,
while no cut is applied to the correlation time between prompt and delayed event.
for the Gd-capture events, though it is expected to be less pronounced as the radiative
neutron capture on Gd produces multiple gammas. Due to geometrical reasons a larger
portion of hydrogen capture events actually occurring outside the fiducial volume will
be included in the selection compared to the amount of captures occurring inside but
being reconstructed outside the volume (see Fig. 5.24). These misplaced events will
be present in the MC simulation as well, but data to MC discrepancies in the vertex
reconstruction can be misinterpreted as mismatch in the Gd-fractions. Spatial inho-
mogeneities in the spallation neutron selection can enhance these discrepancies.
A study performed with simulated IBD neutrons showed that almost 10% of the neu-
tron capture events with a reconstructed vertex satisfying −0.5 < zreco < 0.2m and
ρreco < 1m were actually caught in the Gamma Catcher (cf. Fig. 5.25), while no cut was
applied to the prompt-to-delayed correlation time. For a minimum correlation time of
50 µs the fraction of Gamma Catcher events will increase to roughly 30%, since a large
proportion of Target events is not detected due to the constraint on the coincidence
time.
By restricting the vertex and maximum correlation time cuts, it is possible to reduce
the amount of gamma catcher neutrons in a Target sample. With a tightened vertex
cut ρreco < 0.5m and a correlation time of ∆t < 150 µs, the contribution of neutron
captures outside the Target to the sample is lowered to 5.4%.
5.5.2 Gd-fraction correction results
For Gd-fraction analysis of the spallation neutron sample, correlation time and distance
cuts were applied: the muon-delayed correlation time had to be in the range of 50 µs
to ∆tmax and the delayed reconstructed vertex had to satisfy 0.2 < zreco < −0.5m and
ρreco < ρmax. The same vertex and ∆t cuts as for the spallation neutron data were
applied to the simulated IBD neutron sample.
Two different methods were used for the Gd-fraction estimation. The full energy
range from 0.5 to 10MeV was taken into account with method 1 (see Eq. (5.4)), while
method 3 with an 1.5MeV energy threshold (see Eq. (5.54) and Table. 5.15) reduces
the influence of irregularities in the low energy region. An excess of low energy events
can either be remaining correlated background or caused by baseline fluctuations after
a muon. Correlated background contributions at higher energies are expected to be
small, but cannot be excluded.
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Figure 5.26: Delayed energy spectra and muon to delayed correlation time spectra of an
after muon event selection (black bullets) and simulated IBD neutrons (red histogram). Both
data and MC samples were selected with a cut on the delayed reconstructed vertex of 0.2 <
z < −0.5m and ρ < 0.5m. The delayed energy spectra were normalized in the region of 7 to
10MeV, the time spectra were normalized from 50 to 150µs.
In Fig. 5.26 the spallation neutron spectra are shown along with the spectra retrieved
from the MC simulation of IBD neutrons. The hydrogen peak of the spallation data
contains more events than the simulation spectrum. Hence, the data to MC discrep-
ancy in the Gd-fraction is also observed with the muon-induced neutron sample. The
Gd-fraction MC correction is in this context defined as the ratio of the Gd-fraction
measured with spallation neutrons and the Gd-fraction from IBD simulation:
cGd =
(fGd)
spall-n
(fGd)IBD-MC
(5.59)
The evolution of the Gd-fraction correction with respect to changing radii ρmax are
given in Fig. 5.27 for fixed maximum correlation times ∆tmax. We can see that ei-
ther the hydrogen event “contamination” from Gamma Catcher events or other event
distribution inhomogeneities reduce the correction factor for larger vertex cuts. The
influence of these events seems to decrease for the values of method 3 in case the vertex
cut is tightened.
Fig. 5.28 shows the Gd-fraction correction as a function of ∆tmax whereas the fiducial
volume radius ρmax is kept fixed. For a fixed volume limit ρmax, the MC correction
values are stable with respect to changing ∆tmax.
The values computed from method 1 are in general found to be lower than the results
we obtain with method 3. For tighter vertex cuts ρmax < 0.5m the discrepancy between
the two methods increases. The source of this offset is unknown, but could be caused
by background. In Fig. 5.27 and 5.28 corresponding 252Cf source result is given for
each of the two methods, while a correlation time cut of 50 < ∆t < 150 µs was applied.
With a maximum vertex cut of ρmax ≤ 0.5m the cGd results appear to be in good
agreement, however, they require a careful interpretation. The results presented in
Fig. 5.27 and 5.28 are only representative of a Gd-fraction correction in case the same
proportion of hydrogen event “contamination” from the Gamma Catcher is present in
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(a) Gd-fraction correction for ∆tmax = 150 µs. (b) Gd-fraction correction for ∆tmax = 200 µs.
Figure 5.27: Gd-fraction correction as a function of the fiducial volume limit ρmax for fixed
maximum correlation times ∆tmax computed with method 1 (blue points) and method 3 (red
empty points). The blue dashed line (red solid line) corresponds to the 252Cf result for method 1
(method 3 ) analyzed with a correlation time cut of 50 < ∆t < 150 µs.
(a) Gd-fraction correction for ρmax = 500mm. (b) Gd-fraction correction for ρmax = 400mm.
Figure 5.28: Gd-fraction correction as a function of the maximum correlation times ∆tmax
for a fixed fiducial volume limit ρmax. The blue dashed line (red solid line) corresponds to the
252Cf result for method 1 (method 3 ) analyzed with a correlation time cut of 50 < ∆t < 150 µs.
both the spallation data and MC sample. Furthermore, the Gd-capture and H-capture
events should be uniformly distributed in the analyzed sub-volume of data and MC,
to avoid biases due to discrepancies in the spatial event distributions. In Fig. 5.29 we
can see that for ρmax ≤ 0.5m the spatial event distributions are approximatively flat,
which would support the assumption that the Gd-fractions are reliably measured. The
hydrogen event distributions, however, also contain the misreconstructed GC events.
Concerning the contribution of hydrogen events from the GC, a scaling factor could
be applied to the MC correction result, in case the fraction of these hydrogen events
sH = (NGC/NT) (with the GC events NGC and the actual Target events NT) is known.
Since only the denominator of the Gd-fractions fGd are affected by the hydrogen con-
tamination, the actual MC correction value would be given by
ccorrGd =
(fGd)
spall-n
(fGd)IBD-MC
× 1 + sH,spall
1 + sH,MC
. (5.60)
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Figure 5.29: Reconstructed positions of spallation neutrons and simulated IBD neutron cap-
tures with reconstructed vertices inside a cylindrical fiducial volume with −0.5 < zreco < 0.2m
and ρreco < 0.5m. The plots shows the reconstructed locations as a function of ρ
2
reco for the max-
imum correlation times ∆tmax = 150µs. a) for spallation neutrons (black circles) and IBD MC
(red solid line) neutron captures on gadolinium (4 < Evis < 10MeV), b) for spallation (black
points) and IBD MC (blue dashed line) neutron captures on hydrogen (1.5 < Evis < 3MeV).
The fraction of H-captures can be estimated from a fit of two exponential distributions
to the correlation time spectra as e.g. shown in Fig 5.26b. Independently from the
reconstructed vertex, the capture times will reveal in which scintillator liquid the neu-
tron energy loss, and probably also the neutron capture, has occurred. If we neglect
the influence of any border effects with intermediate capture times close to the acrylic
walls, the fit function will be described by
f(∆t) = A · e−∆t/τT +B · e−∆t/τGC + C , (5.61)
with the Target and GC capture time constants τT and τGC and the three parame-
ters A, B and C. As a result a fraction of sH,MC = (0.127 ± 0.001) is found in the
IBD MC and sH,spall = (0.110 ± 0.017) with spallation neutrons, for the samples with
ρmax = 0.5m and ∆tmax = 1000 µs. The uncertainties were obtained from variation of
the fit ranges. Hence, the MC correction factor with inclusion of the scaling factor via
Eq. (5.60) yields ccorrGd = (0.9460± 0.0190), in agreement with the corresponding 252Cf
result of cGd = (0.9667± 0.0024 (stat)) for ∆t > 50 µs.
Concluding this section we have seen that it can be a difficult task to perform a
reliable measurement of the Gd-fraction and its correction factor in case the neutron
origin is unknown. Careful interpretation of results retrieved from samples selected
with vertex cuts on the neutron capture location is necessary, as we try to detect ∼ 3%
discrepancies in the amount of H-captures. This necessitates to make sure that a dis-
crepancy in data and MC is not induced by reconstruction biases or the event selection.
As we can see from the results obtained in this section, good agreement to the 252Cf val-
ues is achieved, however, further studies are required to improve the spallation neutron
selection in terms of statistics and to investigate the spatial event distributions proving
the unbiasedness of the Gd-fraction measurements. One consequence of the spallation
neutron study has therefore been the inclusion of a vertex cut on the IBD prompt event
in the crosscheck analysis of the Gd-fraction correction using an antineutrino sample
(see for results Section 5.4).
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5.6 Combination of the efficiency correction results
Two neutron detection related MC normalization corrections were computed for the
Gd-III oscillation analysis. One factor is related to the neutron capture fraction on Gd
(cGd), the second factor depends on the delayed event selection criteria (cv). Different
neutron samples haven been used to calculate the latter, which is given by the ratio of
the volume-wide estimates of the semi-inclusive efficiency obtained from data and MC
simulation. From the two datasets of 252Cf fission neutrons and neutrons created in
the IBD reaction we yield for the volume-wide correction cv
 cIBDv = 0.9996 ± 0.0021 (stat+sys) (study by J. I. Crespo Anado´n [89]), and
 cCf-252v = 1.0003 ± 0.0032 (stat+sys) (Section 5.3.3).
Since these values were obtained from independent analyses, utilizing different data
samples and hence also different volume-integrating techniques, the results themselves
are considered as independent. The uncertainties of both numbers are dominated by
statistical and method dependent contributions of different origin and are therefore
uncorrelated.
Both, the 252Cf and the IBD result measure a MC normalization correction consistent
with unity, i.e. accurate agreement between the data and MC semi-inclusive efficiencies.
As a consequence, no correction factor is applied in the Gd-II analysis in terms of
delayed event selection criteria. The 252Cf and IBD neutron results can be combined
by calculation of their error weight mean to ccombv = 0.9998 ± 0.0018. In order to cover
the correction values in the 68%C.L. interval of the combined result ccombv , the Gd-III
MC normalization correction of the cut dependent neutron detection efficiency is set
to12:
cGd-IIIcut = c
Gd-III
v = 1.0000± 0.0019 (stat + syst) .
Together with the Gd-fracton correction factor of
cGd = 0.9750± 0.0011 (stat) + 0.0041 (syst) ,
and the remaining detection efficiency contributions summarized in Table 5.1, a total
correction factor of
cMC = 0.9150± 0.0058 (stat + syst) ,
is found. This correction factor and its relative uncertainty of
σdet = 0.63%,
are given as input to the θ13 oscillation fit, as pointed out in Eq. (5.1) and Eq. (5.2).
12Both the ccombv and the c
Gd-III
cut uncertainties are considered to be normal distributed.
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5.7 Conclusion and outlook
In this chapter the neutron detection efficiency, the MC normalization correction and
the estimation of related systematic uncertainties were discussed.
Three influences, all considered as independent, contribute to the neutron detection un-
certainty: the fraction of neutrons captured on Gd nuclei, the delayed neutron candidate
selection cuts and border effects at the Target walls caused by neutron migration. This
chapter focused on the first two aspects, the latter is separately addressed in Chapter 7.
In order to handle data to MC discrepancies, MC normalization corrections were in-
troduced. The intrinsic Gd-capture efficiency, the Gd-fraction, is uniform and stable
throughout the fiducial volume and is measured with high precision at the Target center
to avoid the inclusion of border effects induced by Compton scattering related energy
loss. The cut dependent efficiency, on the contrary, depends on the IBD position, which
required the computation of a volume-averaged value. Hence an analysis strategy was
developed rendering possible to estimate the Target-wide efficiency with 0.22% uncer-
tainty by the use of 252Cf z-axis calibration data solely. In particular the Gd-captures
in the energy range from 3.5 to 10MeV can be analyzed using the 252Cf source se-
lection presented in Chapter 4 with low background contamination, enabling accurate
efficiency measurements.
A discrepancy of ∼ 2.2% was found in the Gd-fractions of 252Cf data and MC code.
From comparison of an IBD neutron sample to DC-III MC code (Section 5.4 and [89])
a similar discrepancy in the Gd-fraction is observed. A third crosscheck confirmed the
252Cf and IBD neutron results: instead of real data a MC sample of neutrons from
IBD, produced with simulation code featuring an improved neutron modeling called
TRIPOLI4, is used to compute the Gd-fraction and compare it to the predicted fraction
in DC-III MC code [74]. Similar results were obtained in all three independent cases,
consistent within uncertainties.
The MC correction of the Gd-fraction obtained with 252Cf data is in agreement with
the result gained using spallation neutrons. However, the interpretation of the these
values was shown to be difficult, due to the low resolution of the vertex reconstruction
when selecting the neutrons in combination with a minimum time difference of 50 µs to
the last muon required by a spallation neutron analysis.
From data taken with a 252Cf calibration source deployed at the Target center a
Gd-fraction of (85.30 ± 0.09 (stat))% was measured, while it was estimated to be
(87.49 ± 0.05 (stat))% with corresponding simulation code. The MC normalization
correction related to the Gd-fraction discrepancy was hence computed to be 0.9750 ±
0.0011 (stat)± 0.0041 (syst).
In past Gd-channel analyses13 were data to MC discrepancies covered by the systematic
uncertainties without MC normalization correction [98]. The accuracy of the Gd-III
MC correction was anticipated to improve compared to previous Gd-channel analyses
as the factor ccut, correcting systematic discrepancies in the cut dependent efficiencies,
was added to the analysis. Owing to modified Gd-III selection criteria, the correction
ccut of the Gd-III efficiency approach was measured to be consistent with unity, which
13The method presented in this chapter would yield for the Gd-II selection criteria a cut dependent
correction of cGd-IIcut = 0.9882 ± 0.0015 (stat) [126].
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demonstrates an excellent agreement between the data and MC cut efficiencies. Careful
studies of the robustness of the MC correction ccut have been carried out with respect
to e.g. the position dependency of the deployment locations, spatial inhomogeneity,
the 252Cf event selection and backgrounds, time stability, the efficiency definitions and
the computation method itself due to the limitation of the calibration positions avail-
able for volume-integration. As a result the systematic uncertainty of ccut was shown
to be dominated by the uncertainty on the computation method. Furthermore, the
volume-wide correction and the correction calculated at the Target center were found
to agree remarkably well. Nevertheless, discrepancies of a few per mil to locally com-
puted correction factors were observed. This triggered an additional study which could
prove that the application of a global correction, neglecting local variations in the MC
corrections, has negligible impact on the IBD prompt spectral shape.
Besides the 252Cf source also IBD reaction products [89] and hence neutrons of differ-
ent origin were used to compute ccut. As both results showed a remarkable agreement
in the exclusive corrections of the ∆T and ∆R efficiencies, an energy dependent bias
of the 252Cf data is not observed. Furthermore, no correlation is found between the
MC correction of each individual selection cut. This conclusion could be drawn as
the nested exclusive and the isolated exclusive efficiency definitions yield the same cor-
rection results. Also, no significant discrepancies are found between the volume-wide
corrections based on either the exclusive and the semi-inclusive efficiency definition.
Thus the correction result does not depend on whether the volume-integration is per-
formed on each cut efficiency exclusively or on the combined semi-inclusive efficiency.
The semi-inclusive approach, however, allows to compute the method dependent sys-
tematics at once.
With a near and far detector running, the focus will switch from the comparison of the
efficiencies in data and MC to the comparison of efficiency measurements performed in
both detectors. The Target liquids of the ND and FD originate from the same batch
and both detectors are almost identical concerning the inner volumes’ geometry. As the
ID materials are alike, neutron and gamma propagation and energy loss are anticipated
to be the same in both detectors. Both, near and far, datasets will be calibrated in the
energy scale for uniformity and stability. The vertex reconstruction in the two detec-
tors is expected to behave analogous, as much as their optical properties and timing
of the scintillators are similar. Hence a cut dependent efficiency correction might no
longer be necessary, most probable independent of the choice of the selection ranges.
Besides the identicalness of the two detectors will calibration campaigns be conducted
with the exact same source in both the near and far detector. Thus, uncertainties due
to possible background contaminations will be strongly reduced. Calibration of the two
detectors close in time will ensure the source to be in the same condition.
As a consequence, the systematic uncertainties of the neutron detection efficiencies of
a ND+FD oscillation analysis will be limited by the detector-to-detector uncorrelated
precision the efficiencies can be measured with. Hence, the method dependent system-
atic uncertainty will dominate the MC correction uncertainty. Concerning the 252Cf
volume-wide method, the calibration campaigns should be tailored in their deployment
schedule to minimize the volume-integration uncertainty. Long calibration runs at the
Target center are favored to keep the Gd-fraction statistical uncertainty low. The sys-
tematic uncertainty of the Gd-fraction is expected to be low, in case the same neutron
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source is used. As of current knowledge from the amount and location of the points
tested in MC studies, a cut dependent uncertainty down to 0.32% can be reached using
252Cf alone. Further studies could optimize this value, e.g. by adding more calibration
points, especially within less than 20 cm distance to the Target acrylic walls.
Altogether yield the uncertainties on the semi-inclusive efficiency, the Gd-fraction, the
spill-in/out effect, the proton number and further contributions listed in Table 5.1 a
total detection systematic uncertainty of 0.6% in the Gd-III analysis based on one
detector. This result is almost a factor two lower compared to the detection efficiency
uncertainty of the last Gd-channel analysis, Gd-II.
In the upcoming ND+FD phase the deficit in neutrino rate and its spectral shape
deformation will be gained from a relative measurement of the two detectors. Any sys-
tematic uncertainty which is correlated between the ND and FD will therefore cancel
out in the θ13 analysis. As the proton number uncertainty as well as most of the spill-
in/out uncertainty are anticipated to be fully correlated between the two detectors,
the neutron detection efficiencies will be the dominant source of the detection related
systematic uncertainty. The Gd-III cut dependent MC correction computed with 252Cf
combined with the value obtained from IBD neutrons yields a remarkably low uncer-
tainty of 0.2% at present. The upper argumentation indicates that this uncertainty
could be representative for an upcoming ND+FD Gd-channel analysis, and could even
be reduced due to improved calibration techniques. The proposed goal of 0.25% on
the cut dependent uncertainty [39] is thus likely to be achieved by the current strategy
of the efficiency analysis. In case that the neutron detection uncertainty will amount
to 0.2%, in combination with a 0.1% uncorrelated uncertainty on the reactor flux and
background uncertainties as in Gd-III scaled from FD to ND, a precision of 0.015 on
sin2 2θ13 could be reached after 3 years by a ND+FD measurement (cf. Fig. 3.19).
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Neutron detection efficiency in
the H-channel analysis
Based on preliminary selection cuts of an updated H-channel analysis a method was
developed using 252Cf fission neutrons to estimate the neutron detection correction in-
tegrated over the fiducial volume created by the ν-target (Target) and Gamma Catcher
liquid scintillators. In Section 6.1 an introduction to efficiency analysis of neutron cap-
tures on H is given. Prior to the 252Cf data analysis the efficiency behavior in the
enlarged fiducial volume is studied by means of MC simulation code in Section 6.2.
In Section 6.3 the methods used by the 252Cf analysis strategy are presented and first
results given in Section 6.4. The optimization of the H-channel selection cuts with
respect to the neutron detection uncertainty is discussed in Section 6.5.
6.1 Efficiency analysis of neutron captures on H
The analysis of the H-III detection efficiency follows the same principle as the methods
described for the Gd-III detection efficiency in Chapter 5. As for the H-channel oscil-
lation analysis the fiducial volume is expanded from the Target to the Gamma Catcher
and beyond1, the analysis techniques to estimate the volume-wide selection correction
ccut,v have to be extended accordingly. In this chapter two integration strategies are
described to estimate the H-III MC normalization correction related to the detection
efficiency using 252Cf calibration data. Both methods are set up so that the more
complex geometry of the Gamma Catcher volume is taken into account.
6.1.1 Efficiency definitions
For a preliminary set of selection cuts given in Table 6.1, the efficiency definitions can
be constructed, following Eq. (5.3) in Section 5.2.2. The prompt event energy had
to satisfy 0.5 < Ep < 30MeV. Just as for the Gd-III analysis the neutron capture
efficiency can be separated in a detector inherent efficiency and a cut related efficiency.
Both efficiencies depend on the liquid scintillator composition, whereas only the latter
can be adjusted by the choice of the neutron selection criteria.
1IBD reactions in the Buffer liquid and the Gamma Catcher acrylics can contribute to the detected
signal, e.g. in case the prompt gammas, the neutron or the neutron capture gammas cross the Buffer
boundary and create a coincidence signal in the scintillator liquids.
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Table 6.1: Preliminary delayed event selection criteria of the H-III analysis. ∆T corresponds
to the correlation time and ∆R to the correlation distance between the prompt and delayed
event of the coincidence signal. Ed represents the delayed visible energy.
Cut variable Selection range
Delayed energy 1.8 < Ed < 2.6MeV
Corr. time 0.5 < ∆T < 600 µs
Corr. distance ∆R < 60 cm
The intrinsic efficiency of the H-channel analysis is given by the H-fraction, which is
directly linked to the Gd-fraction fGd (described in Section 5.2.2):
fH =
N(0.5 < Edelayed < 3.5MeV)
N(0.5 < Edelayed < 10MeV)
= 1− fGd , (6.1)
The H-fraction fH specifies which fraction of neutron captures occur on hydrogen nuclei.
Selecting subsamples of the delayed neutron captures according to their visible energy
Edelayed, the size of fH can be estimated as suggested by Eq. (6.1). As the capture
fraction is affected by the nuclear abundances of the relevant capturing isotopes as well
as the related cross sections, the H-fractions in the Target and the Gamma Catcher
liquid will differ greatly.
The cut dependent efficiency can be computed as described in Section 5.2.2 in exclusive
and inclusive ways, either computing the efficiency related to each selection cut one by
one or combined in a single efficiency definition. Utilizing the nested exclusive efficiency
definitions the cut efficiency of the delayed visible energy Ed can be expressed by
εEd =
N(1.8 < Edelayed < 2.6MeV ∩ 0.25 < ∆T < 1000 µs)
N(0.5 < Edelayed < 3.5MeV ∩ 0.25 < ∆T < 1000 µs) . (6.2)
The cut efficiency on the correlation distance ∆R between the prompt and delayed
events writes
ε∆R =
N(1.8 < Edelayed < 2.6MeV ∩ ∆R < 0.6m ∩ 0.25 < ∆T < 1000 µs)
N(1.8 < Edelayed < 2.6MeV ∩ 0.25 < ∆T < 1000 µs) ; (6.3)
consequently the selection efficiency of the correlation time cut ∆T is given by
ε∆T =
N(1.8 < Edelayed < 2.6MeV ∩ ∆R < 0.6m ∩ 0.5 < ∆T < 600 µs)
N(1.8 < Edelayed < 2.6MeV ∩ ∆R < 0.6m ∩ 0.25 < ∆T < 1000 µs) . (6.4)
The semi-inclusive efficiency, incorporating the contribution of all selection cuts at the
same time is computed via
εsemi =
N(1.8 < Edelayed < 2.6MeV ∩ ∆R < 0.6m ∩ 0.5 < ∆T < 600 µs)
N(0.5 < Edelayed < 3.5MeV ∩ 0.25 < ∆T < 1000 µs) , (6.5)
while the inclusive efficiency is given by
εsemi =
N(1.8 < Edelayed < 2.6MeV ∩ ∆R < 0.6m ∩ 0.5 < ∆T < 600 µs)
N(0.5 < Edelayed < 10MeV ∩ 0.25 < ∆T < 1000 µs) . (6.6)
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6.1.2 Efficiency correction analysis with 252Cf source data
With the 252Cf calibration data estimates of the detection efficiency, corrections for the
inner two volumes, the Target and the Gamma Catcher (GC), can be derived. Con-
sequently the Target and GC volume-wide efficiencies are corrected separately. The
detection efficiency is considered as a quantity connected to the IBD position, hence
the volume-wide efficiencies are gained from weighting the calibration data with respect
to the source location.
In contrast to the Gd-channel efficiency analysis2, neutrons which change the volume are
included in the samples of the H-channel efficiency studies. Deployment data recorded
with the z-axis system (cf. Section 2.1.4) corresponds to test points of the detection
efficiency in the Target. Besides the efficiency of neutrons originating and captured in
Target, a detection efficiency measurement will also include the efficiency of spill-out
events (see Chapter 7) into the GC or Target acrylics. Likewise, the Guide-Tube (see
Section 2.1.4) 252Cf data samples the efficiency in the GC volume. With the Guide-
Tube data, the efficiency of neutrons created and captured in the GC as well as the
spill-out efficiency into Target and Buffer are measured at the same time. Inaccessible
to the 252Cf calibration data is the efficiency of neutrons created in the Buffer liquid
as well as in the acrylic vessels and support structures, which will roughly make up
1-2% of all events. Such border effects need to be studied using MC simulation code
and will be incorporated in the final systematic uncertainty on the spill-in/out effect if
necessary.
As the 22.5m3 GC liquid mainly contains organic molecules composed of hydrogen and
carbon at a ratio of 2:1, roughly 99% of all neutron captures will occur on hydrogen
nuclei in the GC scintillator. The Gd-loading of the 10.3m3 Target scintillator reduces
the relative amount of neutron captures on H to roughly 14% for neutron captures
inside the Target. As both the GC and Target liquid have a similar proton density
and neglecting border effects, we would expect that about 6% of the neutrino signal in
the H-channel analysis will arise from IBD reactions in the Target. The main contri-
bution is with ∼ 94% of the signal ascribed to the GC. Hence the detection efficiency
corrections in the H-capture analysis will be dominated by the efficiency characteristics
of the GC volume, building the main focus of the following analyses. As we will later
see, the geometry of the GC volume is more challenging compared to the cylindrical
Target vessel. In order to obtain an overview of the efficiency behavior in the GC,
simulation studies were conducted, similar to the ones present in Section 5.3.1 of the
Gd-III analysis.
Calibration data is available in the upper half of the GC volume at various positions
along the deployment tube as shown in Fig. 4.8a. In Fig. 6.1 the prompt and delayed
visible energy spectra, as well as the correlation time and distance spectra are shown
for data and simulation of all merged Guide-Tube calibration runs.
2In the Gd-channel analysis it is possible to explicitly study the efficiency of Target events. A cut
on the delayed energy isolates the neutrons which are caught on Gd from the H-captures, excluding at
the same time neutrons which leave the Target volume and are caught outside.
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(a) Delayed visible energy. Spectra normalized
to the same integral in the region from 1.8 to
2.6MeV.
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Figure 6.1: 252Cf spectra of all 38 Guide-Tube deployment runs of the second calibration
campaign for deployment data (black points) and MC simulation (red line). The selections
of Fig. 6.1a, 6.1c and 6.1d were obtained for a prompt energy cut Ep > 4MeV, whereas for
Fig. 6.1b the cut has been Ep > 0.5MeV. The discrepancy in the prompt visible energy is
caused by an imperfect gamma spectrum modeling in the MC, but is expected to have no
significant influence on the efficiency analyses.
6.2 Volume-wide neutron detection efficiency strategy
In this section we will first discuss the neutron detection efficiency on hydrogen observed
in both the Target and GC volumes. To gain knowledge on the efficiency behavior
throughout the fiducial volume, a high statistics MC simulation sample is analyzed.
Along with the 252Cf deployment positions and values, an analysis strategy is developed
to estimate the volume-wide MC correction of the H-channel detection efficiency.
The 252Cf data obtained from calibration with the z-axis and Guide-Tube systems (see
Section 2.1.4) will be used to estimate separate MC correction factors for the Target
and the GC volumes.
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6.2.1 Monte Carlo efficiency studies
Using the same simulated IBD sample as the studies in Chapter 5, the Target and GC
efficiency behavior with respect to the preliminary selection cuts presented in Table 6.1
is investigated. Similar to the Gd-channel efficiency studies, the evolution of the detec-
tion efficiency is evaluated in z and ρ-direction to meet the cylindrical geometry of the
DC detector. Sub-volumes are selected and the local efficiencies computed, in addition
the IBD events had to fulfill the following criteria
 the prompt energy Ep has to satisfy 0.5 > Ep > 20MeV
 the IBD reaction has to occur inside the sub-volume
 the neutron capture position can occur in any volume
The efficiencies εz and ερ are then computed as shown in Fig. 6.2. Since the presence of
the chimney on top of the Target affects the results for ρ = 0 in the GC, the efficiency
is studied inside a hollow cylinder above and below the Target volume, avoiding the
chimney region. The efficiencies computed in each sub-volume cell are then treated as
local efficiencies at the center of mass positions zCM and ρCM of each sub-volume. For
the efficiency εTz inside the Target, we analyze slices with height zup− zlow of a cylinder
which is aligned with the detector symmetry axis and has a radius of 300mm.
εTz (zCM) = ε(ρIBD < 300mm ∩ zlow < |zIBD| < zup) . (6.7)
The GC efficiencies εGCz are studied inside a hollow cylinder with 550mm inner and
650mm outer radius:
εGCz (zCM) = ε(550mm < ρIBD < 650mm ∩ zlow < |zIBD| < zup) . (6.8)
The center of mass position in z-direction is given by zCM =
1
2 · (zup − zlow). As the
Target height and diameter differ only slightly and the GC thickness at the top and the
side of the GC vessel are almost similar, normalized distances relative to the Target wall
dˆ are computed taking the top and bottom slopes of the acrylic vessels into account.
These distances represent the shortest perpendicular distance to the acrylic surfaces3
and are calculated such, that
 dˆ = −1 corresponds to the Target center,
 dˆ = 0 represents the Target wall,
 dˆ = 1 corresponds to the Gamma Catcher wall.
Note that the distance variable inside the Target is of opposite sign than for the Gd-
channel studies in Section 5.3.1. The efficiency ερ is given by
ερ(ρCM) = εz(rinner < ρIBD < router ∩ |zIBD| < 150mm) , (6.9)
where rinner refers to the inner radius and router to the outer radius of the sub-volume
selection. The center of mass in ρ-direction is given by ρ2CM =
1
2 · (r2inner + r2outer). In
3Outside the Target the shortest perpendicular distance to the Target acrylic wall or corner is
computed.
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(a) Division into hollow cylinders to investigate
the efficiency evolution ε(ρ).
target chimney
target
volume
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volume
side viewtop view
(b) Division into volume segments to study
ε(z). The sub-samples inside the Target are sub-
volumes (light blue) of a cylinder along the z-
axis, the sub-volumes inside the GC are con-
tained in a hollow cylinder (light pink) on top
and below the Target. Left: Top view. Right:
Side view.
Figure 6.2: Sketch of the sub-sample selection to study the efficiencies εz and ερ in Target
and Gamma Catcher.
Fig. 6.3 the inclusive efficiency as defined in Eq. (6.6) is shown. Qualitatively, the z
and ρ-behaviors are in good agreement, the efficiency is about ∼ 10% in the Target
and remains stable over a wide volume range when approaching the acrylic wall. Due
to spill-out of neutrons, the efficiency sharply rises close to the Target wall. Inside the
GC the detection efficiency reaches its maximum value of almost 75% at about 10 cm
from the Target wall and slowly drops to ∼ 60% at the GC boundary. The efficiency
in ρ-direction tends to be 2-3% larger than in the z-direction at the top and bottom
of the GC volume. On one hand, it is possible that detection efficiency observed in
z-direction is lower due to the off-axis location of the sub-samples of Eq. (6.8) inside
a hollow cylinder. Furthermore could this condition be enhanced by the tightness of
particular selection cuts or the detection mechanisms themselves.
In order to investigate this observation further, the efficiency variation of the hydrogen
capture fraction and of each cut dependent efficiency is shown in Fig. 6.4 and 6.5.
The H-fraction and the efficiency of the correlation time cut are both expected to
possess a position dependency which is dominated by the neutron movement. Both
efficiencies appear to be constant in Target and GC and the Target and GC efficiencies
are connected by a rather steep slope at the Target wall. Owing to the presence of Gd
in the Target scintillator the ∆T efficiency in the Target is close to 100%, whereas the
H-fraction is about 12%. Moreover, a good agreement is found between the εz and ερ.
In contrast to this, the delayed energy and the correlation distance efficiency show
a less constant behavior, especially in the GC volume. Discrepancies are visible in
the efficiencies in z and ρ-directions, which could be explained by the fact that both
efficiencies are rather influenced by the gamma detection process than by the neutron
physics. As a single 2.2MeV gamma is produced upon H-capture, the related efficiencies
might be affected by the gamma energy depositions to happen within several few 10 cm
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Figure 6.3: Inclusive efficiency in the Target and GC volume. The efficiency behavior in
ρ-direction (red), and for the z-direction at the Target top (blue) and bottom (black) are given
separately.
of travel distance in liquid scintillators, causing energy loss in the acrylics, gamma
spill-out4 as well as a stronger bias of the vertex reconstruction compared to a multiple-
gamma event. Discrepancies between GC top and bottom could be introduced by the
influence of the acrylic feet at the bottom of the Target vessel on the light detection and
vertex reconstruction. Nevertheless, the detection efficiency shapes shown in Fig. 6.5 are
dependent on the selection cuts. Wider open selection criteria would modify and could
even flatten the efficiency evolution with respect to the spatial position. The delayed
energy efficiency decreases as the Target and GC acrylic walls are approached. This
behavior is most likely the result of non-scintillating energy loss in the acrylic structures.
At the GC walls, the gamma can escape into the insensitive Buffer volume. The gain in
energy containment of the delayed neutron detection at the GC inner border, however,
can be explained by the increase in neutron spill-out to the GC volume. In the two
bottom graphs of Fig. 6.5 the efficiency of the correlation distance cut is shown. It is
observed to monotonically increase from the Target center to the GC outer boundary,
where it begins to drop off. As the linear distance between neutron production location
and neutron detection is known to be similar in MC simulation for Target and GC
(see Section 7.5.1), this rising trend might be caused by the enhanced efficiency of light
detection in the GC in combination with a reconstructional bias towards the Target
center [187].
6.2.2 Target volume-wide efficiency
The volume-wide efficiency in the Target will be estimated following the technique
described in Section 5.3.2. Calibration data taken with the z-axis system is used to infer
the efficiency reduction shape along the z-direction. The z-shape is used to estimate the
full Target efficiency with 252Cf fission neutrons of both calibration data and simulation
code (cf. Fig. 5.11). From these results a Target related MC correction factor of the
4The gamma might leave the sensitive detector volume before depositing its full energy.
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(a) H-fraction. (b) Zoom: H-fraction in the GC region.
(c) ∆T efficiency. (d) Zoom: ∆T efficiency in the GC region.
Figure 6.4: Neutron physics dominated efficiencies.
(a) Delayed energy efficiency. (b) Zoom: Delayed energy efficiency in the GC.
(c) ∆R efficiency. (d) Zoom: ∆R efficiency in the GC region.
Figure 6.5: Gamma physics and vertex reconstruction influenced efficiencies.
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detection efficiency in the H-channel analysis can be computed and at a later stage
combined with the correction factor of the GC volume.
6.2.3 Efficiency analysis in the Gamma Catcher volume
The development of a method to estimate the volume-wide MC normalization correc-
tions of the detection efficiency strongly depends on the data set available for analysis.
In the case of calibration data, the deployment positions are of particular relevance.
Just as for the Gd-III efficiency analysis, the deployment runs of the second calibra-
tion campaign are used to compute the central value of the H-III correction of the MC
detection efficiency. The calibration positions of the second campaign are shown in
Fig. 6.6a. Two black encircled data points have been excluded in the analysis, as they
do not fit in the two chosen parametrizations presented in the following.
In order to obtain a clearer arrangement of the data points, the Guide-Tube sample is
divided corresponding to three subregions in the GC volume (Fig. 6.6b):
 a top (bottom) region right above (below) the Target vessel;
 a side region next to the Target vessel for ρ > rTarget (with rTarget = 1150 cm),
limited in z-direction by the Target dimensions;
 the GC edge, which has no boundary adjacent to the Target volume expect for
the Target corner.
For these three subgroups the 252Cf semi-inclusive efficiency is plotted as a function of
the deployed distance to Target center R (R =

x2 + y2 + z2 for the source deployment
coordinates (x, y, z)) in Fig. 6.7a and the shortest deployed distance perpendicular to
the Target wall or corner d in Fig. 6.7b. Runs which agree either in R or d were merged
on the event basis before efficiency analysis, the MC statistics at these points was ad-
justed according to the variations in runlength of the data. We can see that for both
parametrizations efficiency patters within each subgroup can be found. Whereas the
runs at the edge and side of the GC plotted with respect to R exhibit at intermediate R
an abrupt change in the efficiency and appear more scattered for large R, the efficiencies
follow as a function of d a smooth trend. Differences are observed for the calibration
runs taken at the GC top compared to data points in the other sub-volumes. Fur-
thermore, the top points show a steady trend for the R-parametrization, which could
be a consequence of a rather spherical spatial dependence of the gamma influenced
efficiencies. How smooth an efficiency trend is described by a certain parametrization
is hence determined by how well the parametrization reflects the geometrical efficiency
dependence at the particular calibration positions. The difference in spatial depen-
dency of the neutron dominated and gamma influence efficiencies is visualized when
the exclusive efficiencies are plotted as a function of d and R as in Appendix D.3.
Overall a good agreement in the efficiency trend is observed for data and MC simulation.
Based on these two parametrizations methods to compute the volume-wide efficien-
cies and correction factors can be derived. Both methods weight the calibration results
with respect to the chosen volume representation relative to R or d and will be presented
in the next section.
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(a) Guide-Tube 252Cf calibration positions of
the second campaign in the (z, ρ) plane. The
black marked data points were excluded.
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into top (red), edge (blue) and side (green) re-
gion.
Figure 6.6: Guide-Tube calibration data in the Gamma Catcher volume and subdivision of
the Gamma Catcher data into top (red), edge (blue) and side (green) data.
(a) Semi-inclusive efficiency of 252Cf data and
MC as a function of R.
(b) Semi-inclusive efficiency of 252Cf data and
MC as a function of d.
Figure 6.7: Guide-Tube 252Cf calibration data and simulation, seperated in top (red), edge
(blue) and side (green) region data points.
6.3 H-channel volume-wide efficiency correction
In this section the methods applied for a computation of the cut efficiency dependent
volume-wide MC correction in the GC volume will be presented. Furthermore, the
systematic uncertainties associated with the volume-wide integration approaches are
discussed. The combination with the Target results and the H-fraction corrections will
be addressed at the end of this section.
The GC results are calculated using 252Cf calibration runs of the second campaign,
taken with the Guide-Tube system (see Fig. 6.6a). Two data points (marked in Fig. 6.6a
by black circles) were removed, as they are not representative for a volume-wide weight-
ing using a parametrization in the variable d (cf. Section 6.3.2). One removed data point
is located close to the Target chimney, the other one at the Target top corner5.
5The computation of the variable d does not take into account the presence of the Target chimney
and the data point close to the Target corner will yield a low value for d, but is mainly surrounded by
GC liquid, which is different for most of the other values with low d.
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Since the Guide-Tube deployment samples the GC volume locally at particular po-
sitions, data points representing a larger sub-volume of the GC should be weighted
accordingly. A volume-wide estimate of the cut dependent efficiency is obtained from
weighted integration of the interpolated local calibration results, taking into account
the geometrical dimensions of the GC volume. Therefore weighting functions are used
in the integration, which are computed according to the spatial parametrization utilized
to obtain the interpolated efficiency curves. The two volume-wide efficiency approaches
presented in this section are parametrized with respect to
 the deployed distance to Target center R =

x2 + y2 + z2 (for the calibration
coordinates (x, y, z)),
 the shortest deployed distance perpendicular to Target wall or corner d.
As discrepancies in the efficiencies of the top and side sub-volume of the GC have
been observed with 252Cf data (Fig. 6.7), the Guide-Tube dataset is divided in two
subsamples and the volume-wide estimates computed for comparison. The GC is split
into the “GC top/bottom” and the “GC side” volume (see also Fig. 6.8a), dividing the
total GC volume in two nearly equally sized sub-volumes. Separation of the dataset
in calibration positions at the top and side of the GC yields two subsets which cover
respectively almost the full parameter range in d and R. In addition, a separation of
the dataset provides smoother interpolation curves for each subset.
With the methods presented in the next subsections, volume-wide estimates of the
GC efficiency is computed for data (εGCdata) and MC (ε
GC
MC). The volume-wide MC
normalization correction is then similar to Eq. (5.35) given by the ratio:
cGCv =
εGCdata
εGCMC
. (6.10)
6.3.1 R-weighted volume-wide efficiency correction
The R-weighted estimation of the volume-wide efficiency correction was inspired by
the method used to compute the MC correction in the H-II analysis [198]. There,
the weighted integration was performed on the local MC correction factors of the first
calibration campaign’s dataset. In contrast to this, global efficiency estimates will be
calculated first in the analysis presented here. In a second step, MC correction factors
related to the cut dependent neutron detection can be computed. The analysis can be
done using either the full set of calibration runs or subsamples, divided in deployment
positions at the GC top or side. From the comparison of the MC corrections obtained
using different data subsets and from comparison to values obtained with another spa-
tial parametrization (see Section 6.3.2), a method dependent systematic uncertainty
can be evaluated (discussed in Section 6.3.3).
The weighting functions w(R) (Fig. 6.8b) are determined by counting the number of
simulated IBD reactions enclosed by spherical shells, either in the full GC volume,
the GC top part or the GC side (Fig. 6.8a). Taking into account the minimum and
maximum value of R reached by the calibration locations, 91.6% of the GC volume
is technically covered by the interpolation of the 252Cf deployment positions (Fig. 6.8c).
The volume-wide correction factors can then be calculated in two different ways. The
first one utilizes top/side separated datasets εtopx (R) and εsidex (R) (with x = data, MC)
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Figure 6.8: R-weighted volume-wide efficiency method. a) Gamma-catcher sub-volumes.
b) Weighting functions w(R). c) R-weighting volume coverage. d) Top/side separated 252Cf
deployment points with respect to the calibration position Rcalib: The semi-inclusive efficiency
is plotted for data and MC runs taken at the GC side and top. The MC values were corrected
using cv from Eq. (6.13).
(Fig. 6.8d) and weighting functions wtop(R) and wside(R) to compute the two MC
normalization corrections
ctopv =

εtopdata(R) · wtop(R) dR
εtopMC(R) · wtop(R) dR
, (6.11)
and
csidev =

εsidedata(R) · wside(R) dR
εsideMC(R) · wside(R) dR
. (6.12)
The two MC correction factors are then combined to one volume-wide correction
cGCv = stop · ctopv + sside · csidev , (6.13)
using the sub-volume weights stop + sside = 1.
The second integration strategy uses all data points in the full GC volume by one
integration:
cGCv =

εdata(R) · w(R) dR
εMC(R) · w(R) dR , (6.14)
where w(R) = wtop(R) + wside(R), as represented by the blue function in Fig. 6.8b.
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6.3.2 d-weighted volume-wide efficiency correction
The second method to estimate the volume-wide efficiency and MC normalization cor-
rection uses a spatial parametrization with respect to the shortest distance d from the
deployment position perpendicular to the Target wall or corner. The weighting func-
tions w(d) are determined by counting the number of IBD reactions in MC simulation
for which d ∈ [d, d+∆d]. Similar to the R-weighted integration (Section 6.3.1 were the
w(d) computed for either the full GC volume, the GC top and the GC side sub-volumes
(see Fig. 6.9a and 6.9b). In total 85% of the GC volume is technically covered by the
252Cf deployment sample, ranging from the lowest value of d to the maximum d reached
by the calibration positions (Fig. 6.9c).
The volume-wide correction factors can then be calculated by using all or only subsam-
ples of the data. The first strategy, splitting into top and side data points εtopx (d) and
εsidex (d) (with x = data, MC) (Fig. 6.9d) and weighting functions wtop(d) and wside(d),
to compute two separate MC normalization corrections
ctopv =

εtopdata(d) · wtop(d) dd
εtopMC(d) · wtop(d) dd
, (6.15)
and
csidev =

εsidedata(d) · wside(d) dd
εsideMC(d) · wside(d) dd
. (6.16)
The top and side MC correction factors are then combined to one volume-wide correc-
tion
cGCv = stop · ctopv + sside · csidev , (6.17)
with sub-volume weights stop + sside = 1.
Another integration strategy uses the full 252Cf calibration dataset in a single full
volume integration via
cGCv =

εdata(d) · w(d) dd
εMC(d) · w(d) dd , (6.18)
with w(d) = wtop(d) + wside(d). Likewise we can only use the top data and weight the
efficiency values with respect to the full volume weighting function w(d):
cGCv =

εtopdata(d) · w(d) dd
εtopMC(d) · w(d) dd
. (6.19)
Or use the side data solely weighted by the volume weighting function w(d):
cGCv =

εsidedata(d) · w(d) dd
εsideMC(d) · w(d) dd
. (6.20)
The first integration presented in Eq. (6.17) will be used as default d-weighted volume-
wide method. The systematic uncertainty estimation will be discussed in the next
paragraph, followed by a subsection dealing with the combination of the Target and
GC results.
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Figure 6.9: d-weighted volume-wide efficiency method. a) Gamma-catcher sub-volumes.
b) Weighting functions w(d). c) d-weighting volume coverage. d) Top/side separated 252Cf
deployment points with respect to the calibration position dcalib: The semi-inclusive efficiency
is plotted for data and MC runs taken at the GC side and top. The MC values were corrected
using cv from Eq. (6.17).
6.3.3 Systematic uncertainty estimation
The volume theoretically covered by the d-weighted method is 6.6% lower than for
the R-weighted method. However, the parametrization with respect to d is geometri-
cally stronger motivated. Especially the data points at the GC side and edge exhibit a
smooth trend in the semi-inclusive efficiency. Hence, the d-weighted integration method
of Eq. (6.17) is used to compute the central value of the MC normalization correction.
As we will later see, wider open cuts will lead to a smoothening of the efficiency inter-
polation at the GC top, evaluated with respect to the variable d.
In order to cover the correction factors obtained by any of the other calculation strate-
gies in Eq. (6.13), (6.14), (6.18), (6.19) and (6.20), the largest discrepancy between the
central value and the other results will be assigned as 68% C.L. systematic uncertainty.
Other contributions to the systematic uncertainty are
 cut dependent: variation of the selection cuts might not only change the efficien-
cies but also impact the MC corrections.
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 background dependent: using different prompt energy cuts changes the amount of
backgrounds in the 252Cf data. The low energy correlated background discussed
at the end of Section 5.4 is subject to the H-III 252Cf data. Since the H-fraction
is about 14% in the Target, the Target results might be stronger affected by this
background, which amounts to about 0.4% of the total 252Cf neutron sample.
In contrast to the Target is the background contribution, because of the high H-
fraction, on the few per mil level in the GC. As the Target results constitute only
∼ 6% of the total MC correction, possible biases of the Target values will affect
the combined result only slightly. In total a maximum uncertainty of 0.55% on
the overall preliminary MC corrections is estimated. In the final analysis these
backgrounds can be removed by more sophisticated efficiency definitions (e.g. use
of the exclusive efficiency definition and inclusion of a ∆t cut in the delayed energy
efficiency, along with a test of non-correlation of the exclusive efficiencies).
 stability dependent: the first calibration campaign results can be used to cross-
check the stability of the H-III MC correction.
 neutron data dependent: the volume-wide correction factor has to be compared
to the result obtained with an IBD neutron sample.
The method dependent uncertainty of the Target efficiency amounts to 0.94% and was
estimated as done for 5) in Section 5.3.3.
6.3.4 Detector-wide H-capture efficiency: combination of Target and
Gamma Catcher correction
The total efficiency in the H-channel analysis is in principle represented by the product
of the cut dependent efficiency and the H-fraction (similar to Eq. (5.13) in the Gd-
channel analysis). Furthermore, the global MC normalization correction of the neutron
detection efficiency would be given by the product of a cut dependent and a H-fraction
related MC correction factor (as for Gd-III in Eq. (5.15)). Since the fiducial volume of
the H-channel analysis includes the Target and the GC, the global MC correction has
to incorporate the correction factor results of both sub-volumes. In the case of the cut
dependent efficiency correction, the combination of cTv and c
GC
v is computed by
cv = c
T
v · 0.062 + cGCv · 0.938 . (6.21)
The Target and GC weights in Eq. (6.21) were computed using MC simulation and rep-
resents the fraction of events with IBD in the particular sub-volume and the neutron
being captured on a hydrogen nucleus in any volume.
Since a global MC correction can introduce a systematic bias of the prompt energy spec-
tral shape (see also Section 5.3.3), a dedicated study was performed by A. Collin [76],
using MC data along with the preliminary normalization corrections presented in this
thesis. The study showed that with a global factor correcting both H-fraction and cut
dependent efficiency discrepancies, in the low energy bins around ∼ 1MeV deviations
of up to 1% could be observed between the locally and globally corrected prompt spec-
tra. In the higher energy bins differences of about −0.5% were detected. This effect
could be reduced to a ±0.05% discrepancy, in case the Target and the GC spectra were
separately corrected with their corresponding H-fraction correction factor. The Target
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Figure 6.10: GuideTube 252Cf deployment positions of the first (black circles) and second (red
bullets) calibration campaign in the (z, ρ) plane, used for MC correction computation in the
Gamma Catcher volume. The runs used to calculate the H-fraction correction are highlighted
for the first campaign in purple and for the second campaign in green.
spectrum is given by the event with IBD reaction and neutron capture inside the Target
volume, whereas the GC spectrum is represented by any other prompt-delayed event
configuration.
As a result, separate MC correction factors of the H-fraction will be applied to the
MC predicted Target and GC spectra. The cut dependent MC correction will, how-
ever, be applied globally, as computed via Eq. (6.21).
6.4 Monte Carlo normalization correction results
This section will deal with the result of the MC normalization correction, removing
global discrepancies in the neutron detection efficiencies observed with 252Cf calibra-
tion data and simulation code. The results of the cut dependent correction term is
based on preliminary H-channel selection criteria, as presented in Table 6.1. Further-
more, the semi-inclusive efficiency of Eq. (6.5) is used as default efficiency definition.
The statistical uncertainty is propagated to the final result according to the technique
discussed in Section 5.3.2.
In Fig. 6.10 the GuideTube 252Cf deployment positions used to compute the GC cut
dependent and H-fraction MC correction factors are given. The corresponding run
numbers and lengths are listed in Appendix B. The calibration runs used to compute
the Target MC correction are the same as in the Gd-III efficiency analysis (Fig. 5.5 in
Section 5.3).
6.4.1 H-fraction Monte Carlo normalization
As suggested in Section 6.3.4, the Target and Gamma Catcher IBD prompt event
normalizations are separately corrected for discrepancies in the H-fraction. The Target
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Figure 6.11: Data and MC semi-inclusive efficiency from 252Cf calibration as a function of
the theoretical deployed z-coordinate zcalib. The black bullets show the efficiency results of the
252Cf data runs, the red open boxes the values from 252Cf MC simulation. All uncertainties are
statistical, a position dependent uncertainty is not included.
value can be derived from the Gd-fraction results of Section 5.4 according to
cTH =
(1− fDataGd )|(x,y,z)=(0,0,0)
(1− fMCGd )|(x,y,z)=(0,0,0)
, (6.22)
The Gd-fraction results translate into a Target correction of cTH = (1.1750±0.0078 (stat)).
In contrast to this, the GC correction evaluated from the 252Cf deployments at the GC
edge
cGCH =
(fDataH )|edge
(fMCH )|edge
= 1.0020± 0.0007 (stat) , (6.23)
is in agreement with unity. In accordance with the DC-III Gd-fraction analysis (see Sec-
tion 5.4), the H-fraction correction systematic uncertainty was evaluated by variation
of the computational method. A second H-fraction definition excludes the events below
1.5MeV to include method and background dependent effects. The total H-fraction
related systematic uncertainty was estimated from the discrepancy between the results
obtained from different methods and amounts to 0.19%.
The results of the first campaign were found to be cTH,1st = (1.1497± 0.0120 (stat)) and
cGCH,1st = (1.0023± 0.0005 (stat)), in agreement with the second campaign’s values.
6.4.2 Target volume-wide efficiency correction
A value of cTv = (0.9806± 0.0083 (stat)) is found for the volume-wide efficiency correc-
tion in the Target. The semi-inclusive efficiencies estimated at the different calibration
positions are shown in Fig. 6.11 for data and the cTv -corrected MC simulation. Accord-
ingly to the Target geometry, data points at the Target borders are stronger weighted by
the volume-wide efficiency method. Hence a better data to MC agreement is obtained
after correction for calibration positions close to the Target wall.
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6.4.3 Gamma-catcher volume-wide and combined efficiency correc-
tion
For the cut related term of the GC volume-wide correction computed with the d-
weighted method (described in Eq. (6.17)) a value of cGCv = (0.9939±0.0019 (stat)) was
found. A discrepancy of 0.47% to the R-integration without top/bottom separation (as
in Eq. (6.14)) and a discrepancy of −0.48% is discovered in comparison to the result
computed using solely data points at the GC top weighted with the d-method (as in
Eq. (6.19)). Hence, a method dependent systematic uncertainty of 0.5% is assigned.
The semi-inclusive efficiencies found with the 252Cf data runs as well as the corrected
MC efficiencies are given for the R- and d-parametrization in Fig. 6.8d and Fig. 6.9d.
The Target and GC correction can be combined to cv = (0.9930±0.0018 (stat)). To find
a discrepancy of less than 0.05% to the result using the exclusive efficiencies suggests an
independence of the detection efficiency corrections with respect to volume integration.
From variation of the energy cut on the 252Cf prompt event, an additional systematic
uncertainty on the combined result of 0.15% is estimated.
Using calibration data of the first 252Cf campaign, the MC correction is estimated to
c1stv = (0.9926± 0.0020 (stat)), in agreement with the second calibration campaign.
6.5 H-channel neutron selection optimization
The volume-integration methods to estimate cv described above, can furthermore be
used to optimize the neutron selection cuts with respect to the detection systematics.
Dedicated studies can help to identify the selection criteria which minimize the efficiency
systematics. For each of the delayed event cuts three different cut configurations were
tested. In each step only one of the cut values was varied, whereas for all other cuts
the default value was kept. The semi-inclusive efficiency is then given by
εsemi =
N(Emin < Edelayed < 2.6MeV ∩ ∆R < ∆Rmax ∩ 0.5 µs < ∆T < ∆Tmax)
N(0.5 < Edelayed < 3.5MeV ∩ 0.25 < ∆T < 1000 µs) ,
(6.24)
with the different cut values
 ∆Tmax = [300, 450, 600] µs,
 ∆Rmax = [0.6, 0.8, 1.0]m,
 Emin = [1.6, 1.7, 1.8]MeV.
The numbers highlighted in bold are the default cut values. The combined correction
factors cv for the three sets of cuts are summarized in Table 6.2a-6.2c, in Appendix D.4
the values are given for Target and GC separately. As the GC corrections are weighted
by almost a factor 16 relative to the Target values, the combined cv are dominated by the
GC results, deviating by 0.1% at most. The method dependent systematic uncertainty
is for the GC result given by the largest discrepancy between the correction values of
the default and any of the alternative integration methods. An estimate for the cut
dependent systematic uncertainty is given by the discrepancy between the correction
results of two neighboring selection cut values, assuming cv to change monotonically in
case one cut is changed individually.
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Table 6.2: MC correction factor results for changing selection cuts. The combined correction
factor cv is given along with the statistical as well as the method and cut dependent systematic
uncertainties. The last column contains the discrepancy to the MC correction computed with
the exclusive efficiency definitions. Cut values preferred by the 252Cf study are highlighted in
bold.
(a) MC correction factor results for varying ∆T cuts.
∆tmax cv ∆cv,stat method dep.
∆cv,sys
cut dependent
discrepancy
discrepancy
to exclusive
300 µs 0.9912 0.0024 0.0066 0.0020 0.0004
450 µs 0.9932 0.0020 0.0053 0.0020 0.0005
600µs 0.9930 0.0019 0.0045 0.0002 0.0005
(b) MC correction factor results for varying ∆R cuts.
∆Rmax cv ∆cv,stat method dep.
∆cv,sys
cut dependent
discrepancy
discrepancy
to exclusive
60 cm 0.9930 0.0018 0.0045 0.0032 0.0005
80 cm 0.9899 0.0015 0.0045 0.0032 0.0004
100 cm 0.9885 0.0014 0.0046 0.0013 0.0004
(c) MC correction factor results for varying delayed energy cuts.
Emin cv ∆cv,stat method dep.
∆cv,sys
cut dependent
discrepancy
discrepancy
to exclusive
1.6MeV 0.9950 0.0017 0.0038 0.0006 0.0004
1.7MeV 0.9944 0.0018 0.0046 0.0014 0.0005
1.8MeV 0.9930 0.0019 0.0045 0.0014 0.0005
In case the cut limit ∆Tmax is raised from 300 µs to 600 µs, the central value of cv
is slightly increased, whereas the method dependent systematic uncertainty decreases
from 0.67% to 0.45% and the cut dependent discrepancy becomes negligible (see Ta-
ble 6.2a). In contrary, loosening the upper cut value ∆Rmax diminishes the data and MC
agreement in the efficiency, inducing a significant change in cv. The method dependent
systematic uncertainty, however, remains stable and the cut dependent discrepancy re-
duces by a factor two, thus slightly favoring the wide ∆R cut of 1m (see Table 6.2b).
A change in the delayed energy cut from 1.8MeV to 1.6MeV only slightly improves
the data and MC efficiency agreement. The wider cut range starting from 1.6MeV is
preferred, as the method dependent systematic uncertainty slightly decreases and the
cut dependent discrepancy lowered by more than a factor two (Table 6.2c). In addition
is the statistical uncertainty on cv reduced for loosened cuts due to an increase of the
detection efficiency values.
Loosening all cuts and thus widening the selection ranges for each delayed detection
cut yields a MC correction of cv = (0.9906± 0.0013 (stat)± 0.0040 (syst)), in which the
method dependent uncertainty is quoted as systematic uncertainty. With tight selec-
tion cuts the MC correction changes to cv = (0.9912 ± 0.0024 (stat) ± 0.0066 (syst)),
again taking only the method dependent systematic uncertainty into account. Hence a
relaxation of all selection criteria compared to the tightest set of cuts would lead to a
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Figure 6.12: Top/side separated 252Cf deployment points with respect to the calibration
position dcalib and Rcalib: The semi-inclusive efficiency for the loosened cut values (Edelayed >
1.6MeV, ∆R < 100 cm, ∆T < 100 µs) is plotted for data and MC runs taken at the GC side
and top. a) Semi-inclusive efficiency as a function of dcalib, the MC values were corrected using
cv from Eq. (6.17). b) Semi-inclusive efficiency as a function of Rcalib, the MC values were
corrected using cv from Eq. (6.13).
factor 1.7 reduction in the total6 uncertainty on cv, keeping the correction central value
nearly unchanged. From the results in Table 6.2c we can see that a loose delayed energy
and ∆T cut yields a comparably low total uncertainty (0.38%) as the case with all cut
loosened. The results suggest, however, that the cut dependent uncertainty might be
lower for the latter case.
In Fig. 6.12 the semi-inclusive efficiency with loose cuts is plotted for the 252Cf data
points and MC simulation. Owing to the wider selection windows, the efficiency curves
smoothen compared to Fig. 6.8d and 6.9d. Especially relaxation of the ∆R cut has an
effect on the position dependence of the detection efficiency.
6.6 Conclusion
In this chapter studies performed to investigate the H-channel neutron detection effi-
ciency and to estimate the corresponding MC correction were presented. Using 252Cf
calibration data the mean value of the cut efficiency dependent MC correction cv is
computed separately for Target and GC and combined afterwards. While the Target
correction is estimated using the technique discussed in Chapter 5, two different volume
integration strategies were presented to compute the GC volume-wide correction factor.
These strategies depend on the spatial parametrization applied to weight the 252Cf data
points, with a default shortest distance to Target wall “d-weighting” and a distance to
Target center “R-weighting” method. In contrast to the cut efficiency correction cv, the
H-fraction corrections are independently applied to the Target and GC prompt spectra,
in order to avoid spectral distortions which would be induced by a global correction.
The Target H-fraction correction amounts to cTH = (1.1748 ± 0.0078 (stat)), whereas
6Here, “total uncertainty” refers to the combination of statistical and method dependent systematic
uncertainty.
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the GC correction is cGCH = (1.0020 ± 0.0007 (stat)). For the combined statistical and
systematic uncertainty a value of 0.19% was estimated.
The efficiency values at the GC top and side volume show discrepancies of 2-3%,
especially when plotted with respect to the distance to the Target wall d. These dis-
crepancies are possibly related to the spatial dependence of the delayed energy and ∆R
efficiencies, which is influenced by the detection process of the H-capture single gamma
and the vertex reconstruction. As a consequence the MC correction in the GC volume
cGCv is the combination of the separately estimated correction factors using Guide-Tube
top and side calibration runs.
The H-channel neutron selection criteria were varied in order to find the preferred set of
cuts minimizing the detection efficiency systematics. The 252Cf analysis favors loosened
selection cuts of Edelayed > 1.6MeV, ∆R < 100 cm and ∆T < 100 µs. With these cuts
a MC correction of cv = (0.9906± 0.0013 (stat)± 0.0040 (syst)) is computed, where the
systematic uncertainty is given by the integration method dependent uncertainty.
Assuming a 0.2% cut dependent uncertainty, the total uncertainty including method
(0.4%), background (0.55%) and statistical (0.13%) contributions and the H-fraction
contribution (0.19%) would amount to 0.75%. Hence, we can expect to obtain a total
neutron detection uncertainty of less than 1% in the upcoming H-channel oscillation
analysis, not taking spill-in border effects and the proton number uncertainty into
account. In case of further studies, e.g. reducing background uncertainties, and in
combination with results from an efficiency analysis with an IBD neutron sample, the
uncertainty could be further reduced.
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Chapter 7
Spill-in/out systematic
uncertainty
In this chapter the spill-in/out systematic uncertainty estimation for the Gd-I and Gd-
II analyses will be described. A general introduction to the spill-in/out phenomenology
in the context of a Gd-channel neutrino detection will be given in the first section.
The second section will specify the variables used to describe the effect in a Monte
Carlo analysis. Details on the different neutron scattering models used to produce the
MC samples involved in the studies on spill-in/out systematic effects are given in Sec-
tion 7.3. The fourth section deals with the uncertainty determination for Gd-I, while
Section 7.5 explains how the uncertainty estimation was developed further for the Gd-II
analysis. In Section 7.6 the Gd-III result will be briefly discussed.
The spill-in/out effect cannot be measured with detector data. But since the full DC
geometry is implemented in the Double Chooz simulation framework DCGLG4sim, its
size and robustness with respect to changing detector parameters can be evaluated by
Monte Carlo studies. Hence, all plots and numbers shown in this chapter were obtained
from Monte Carlo simulation code, if not stated differently.
7.1 Spill-in/out definition
The coincidence signal of an antineutrino undergoing inverse beta decay (IBD) in the
DC detector consists of a prompt positron energy deposition and a delayed neutron
capture event (cf. Section 1.3.2). The three basic cuts to select neutrino events in
both Gd-based analyses of the first and second publication are cuts on the prompt
and delayed energy respectively, while a third cut ensures that both energy depositions
occur within a certain time window (see Section 3.3.1).
Only events with neutron captures on gadolinium (Gd) contribute to the signal in the
neutrino selection of the standard Gd-channel analysis. As the ν-target vessel is the
only volume filled with Gd-doped scintillator, it technically forms the fiducial volume.
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Figure 7.1: Illustration of the spill-in/out border effect.
However, due to neutron migration1 the borders of the fiducial volume are softened and
the expected number of detected neutrino events changed. There are two contributions
to the effect summarized as “spill-in/out”:
Spill-in: If a neutrino interaction occurs inside the Gamma Catcher volume, most of
the events will not pass the neutrino selection cuts, as almost all neutrons are
captured on hydrogen. But for IBD close to the ν-target wall or inside the ν-
target acrylics it is also possible that the neutron travels into the ν-target volume,
where it can be captured on a gadolinium nucleus. This special class of events is
referred to as “spill-in” events, as IBD events outside the ν-target leak into the
neutrino sample by having the required event signature2.
Spill-out: Contrary to the spill-in, an IBD inside the ν-target where the neutron
leaves the Gd-doped scintillator volume and hence the detection channel on Gd,
is called “spill-out” event. Such an event is missed by the neutrino selection cuts
even though the neutrino interaction happened in the fiducial volume.
Both effects counteract but due to several reasons they do not eliminate each other.
First of all, the presence of Gd in the ν-target scintillator shortens the travel distance
of neutrons compared to the travel distance in an undoped liquid, such as the Gamma
Catcher scintillator. Another reason follows from a geometrical argument: The Gamma
Catcher volume surrounds the ν-target and thus the volume of a hollow cylinder in the
Gamma Catcher is larger (and can contain more IBD and possible spill-in events) than
the volume of a hollow cylinder of same thickness inside the ν-target. Consequently
the amount of spill-in neutrons is larger than the number of spill-out neutrons resulting
in a net spill-in event excess. The probability of IBD resulting in spill-in or spill-out
events are shown in Fig. 7.2a and 7.2b as function of the prompt event position. As
described above, they occur close to the ν-target wall.
1The mean track length – which corresponds to the total distance traveled by the neutron – ob-
served in MC simulations of IBD neutrons is 10−30 cm depending on the neutron scattering model and
scintillator composition.
2More precisely we would refer to the type of events introduced here as “neutron spill-in”, in
contrast to the “gamma spill-in” where a neutron is caught on a nucleus outside the ν-target but
emitting gammas in the energy window relevant for delayed event selection. In the case of the Gd-I
and Gd-II analyses the class of the gamma spill-in events can be neglected and is not discussed further.
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(a) Spill-in probability. (b) Spill-out probability.
Figure 7.2: Spill-in/out probability as a function of the IBD position. The black dashed line
marks the ν-target acrylic wall.
The spill-in/out effect can also be understood as a leakage of neutron detection ef-
ficiency into the Gamma Catcher, which is shown in Fig. 7.3 as a function of the
distance d between the IBD position and the nearest ν-target acrylic wall.
Impact on the analysis of θ13
In the oscillation analysis the predicted antineutrino rate and spectrum are calculated
using the DC detector response modeled within MC (Section 3.1), which does also in-
clude the spill-in/out effect. Therefore there should be, at least in general, no need
to adapt the normalization of the neutrino prediction to account for the presence of
spill-in/out events in the data. What enters the θ13 fit is the systematic uncertainty on
the spill-in/out effect (for description see Section 7.2) in form of an effective uncertainty
contribution on the neutron detection efficiency (cf. Section 5.2). As it is not possible
to perform a reliable measurement of the global spill-in/out effect, the systematic un-
certainty determination is based on MC simulation studies, aiming to estimate to which
extend the MC normalization could be affected by inaccuracies in the net spill-in/out
effect due to imperfections in the MC modeling.
In the CHOOZ experiment the spill-in/out MC analysis led to a ∼ 1% uncertainty on
the total number of antineutrino events [39]. In the three Gd-based Double Chooz
analyses this systematic uncertainty was reduced by more than a factor two and will
become even smaller as soon as the measurement period with two detectors will com-
mence. In the two detector scenario the remaining systematics will be the relative
uncertainty between the near and far detector net spill-in/out effects, which will be
most likely dominated by discrepancies in the detector geometry and material compo-
sition, in particular the Gamma Catcher scintillator constituents. Deviations in these
quantities are however expected to be small.
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Figure 7.3: Neutron detection efficiency leakage due to spill-in/out as a function of the
distance ∆d between the IBD position and the nearest ν-target acrylic wall. The proportion
of neutrons detectable in and outside the ν-target due to neutron migration is given for both
cases, with (red dashed line) and without (blue solid line) taking into account the Gd-fraction
(Section 5.2.2). Note, that the graphs do not include the detection efficiency introduced by
selection cuts.
7.2 Spill-in/out Monte Carlo analysis
The Double Chooz Geant4-based simulation framework DCGLG4sim [130] supports the
full DC geometry and chemical compositions of the detector components. This enables
to observe and study the spill-in/out effect’s magnitude and characteristics using MC
simulation code.
7.2.1 True spill-in/out fractions
For an elementary spill-in/out analysis the position of the IBD and the neutron cap-
ture can be retrieved from the MC simulation. The true number of spill-in and spill-out
events – i.e. without any selection cuts on the neutrino coincidence time, correlation
distance or energy – can be determined in a straight-forward way:
1) spill-in selection criteria:
 IBD occurred outside the ν-target
 neutron capture in the ν-target liquid
2) spill-out selection criteria:
 IBD occurred inside ν-target
 neutron capture outside the ν-target liquid
The ν-target acrylics inner border limits the ν-target region, e. g. the acrylics itself
is part of the region outside the ν-target volume. We define N0ν to be the number of
“true” IBD events, i. e. the number of neutrino events if there were no spill-in/out effect
and all IBD inside the ν-target could be detected as being such. The size of the spill-in
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effect can now be described by the spill-in fraction fSI, which is the number of spill-in
events NSI divided by N
0
ν :
fSI =
NSI
N0ν
. (7.1)
All forthcoming variables will be normalized with respect to N0ν as this provides the
possibility to compare results gained using different MC models. We derive N0ν from
the number of regular ν-target events NT (number of IBD events inside the ν-target
followed by a neutron capture inside the ν-target) plus the amount of lost events due
to spill-out:
N0ν = NT +NSO . (7.2)
Likewise, for the spill-out fraction we write
fSO =
NSO
N0ν
. (7.3)
As discussed before, the spill-in/out effect leads to an increase of the total number of
true measurable neutrino events Nfidν inside the ν-target, forming the fiducial volume.
The net spill-in ratio φSI is thus given by
φSI =
(NSI −NSO)
N0ν
= fSI − fSO , (7.4)
and hence
Nfidν = N
0
ν · (1 + φSI) . (7.5)
7.2.2 Detected spill-in/out fractions
The Gd-I and Gd-II neutrino cuts relevant for the spill-in/out MC analysis are on the
visible energy and correlation time (∆tp−d ≡ tdelayed − tprompt) of the two coincident
signals:
 0.7MeV < Eprompt < 12.2MeV
 6MeV < Edelayed < 12MeV
 2µs < ∆tp−d < 100µs
From Fig. 7.4 we can see that the coincidence time is larger for spill-in/out events than
for regular ν-target events. This means the size of the net spill-in ratio will depend on
the selection cuts performed in the neutrino analysis. In order to obtain the spill-in
excess of neutrino events after cuts it appears sufficient to apply the selection criteria
on the quantities given in Eq. (7.1) – (7.5). However, this does not work in the case
of spill-out events, as these originate from neutrons leaving the ν-target and therefore
miss the delayed energy cut. To estimate the number of true neutrino events after
selection
N0,detν = N
det
T +N
det
SO , (7.6)
the number of lost events due to spill-out has to be multiplied by the detection efficiency
of regular ν-target events εT. The factor εT is calculated from the fraction of ν-target
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Figure 7.4: Coincidence time ∆te+,n of simulated IBD events with neutron capture on Gd
using NeutronTh code (further information on NeutronTh is given in Section 7.3). The Coinci-
dence time with neutron capture on Gd is shown for: all IBD events (black), IBD event in the
ν-target scintillator (red) and spill-in events (blue).
events gathered with and without cuts, and for the effectively lost amount of spill-out
events we yield
NdetSO = NSO · εT = NSO ·
NdetT
NT
. (7.7)
Since the spill-out fraction is defined as
fdetSO =
NdetSO
N0,detν
=
NSO · εT
NdetT +NSO · εT
=
NSO
NT +NSO
= fSO , (7.8)
both the true and the detected spill-out fraction are of same size. The net spill-in ratio
and the number of measured neutrino events Nmν are now given by
φdetSI =
(NdetSI −NdetSO )
N0,detν
= fdetSI − fSO , (7.9)
and
Nmν = N
0,det
ν · (1 + φdetSI ) . (7.10)
7.3 Neutron scattering and Monte Carlo models
Neutrons are slowed down in an organic liquid scintillator (LS) mainly by elastic scatter-
ing with hydrogen atoms, which is the dominant interaction for neutron energies in the
range of 100MeV down to 10 keV [191]. Below these energies the elastic cross section
is constant over a wide range (at about 20.3 b) and the neutron capture processes gain
in importance, as the neutron capture cross-sections increase with decreasing neutron
kinetic energy (Fig. 7.5). In particular for captures on a Gd isotope the cross-sections
sharply rise for En < 0.1 eV. Since the proton and neutron masses are of similar size
and at energies at which the hydrogen nucleus can be considered as free proton at rest,
the hydrogen-rich liquid scintillator is an effective moderator, and the neutron loses on
average half of its energy in a neutron-proton collision [146]. As a result the neutron
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(a) Cross section of Gd (155Gd in red and 157Gd
in gray), hydrogen (blue) and 12C (green).
(b) Cross section of Gd (155Gd in green and
157Gd in red) and the scaled capture cross sec-
tion of hydrogen (gray).
Figure 7.5: Neutron capture cross sections (from [167]).
loses energy in subsequent collisions until it is in thermal equilibrium with the detector
liquid, which corresponds to a kinetic energy of ∼ 0.025 eV. The slowing down of the
neutron is hence often called thermalization, while neutron scattering at thermal ener-
gies is referred to as diffusion.
The combination of the capture cross section of a scintillator component together with
its abundance or rather its density defines the neutron capture probability. The number
of hydrogen nuclei compared to gadolinium in a unit volume of ν-target scintillator [60]
is for H/155Gd ≈ H/157Gd ≈ 105 and H/12C ≈ 2, the capture cross sections are given in
Fig. 7.5. Neutrons created in the IBD reactions will reach only after several scatterings
the energy range at which the neutron capture on Gd nuclei become relevant at the
given abundance in the LS. In other words: the neutron requires to be slowed down
before Gd-captures will occur with sufficiently large probability to outperform the rate
of H-captures. Since H has a low capture cross section (0.33 b at thermal neutron en-
ergies) compared to its elastic scattering cross section, the majority of the neutrons
will reach thermal energies and are captured on Gd. The neutron capture time spectra
are characterized by a rising part and an exponentially decreasing part (see Fig. 7.6),
which can be described by a simplified time correlation model given in Ref. [132]. It
assigns for each of the two processes a characteristic time3, the “thermalization time”
τth and the “capture time” τcap. The distribution of the coincidence time ∆te+,n be-
tween positron annihilation and neutron capture is then given by a convolution of two
exponential processes with the two introduced characteristic times as time constants:
P (t) =
1
τth
· e−t/τth ⊗ 1
τcap
· e−t/τcap
=
1
τcap − τth · e
−t/τcap · (1− e−T ·t) ,
with T =
τcap − τth
τcap · τth . (7.11)
3The characteristic times of course depend on the scintillator composition.
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Figure 7.6: Coincidence time ∆te+,n of simulated antineutrino events using G4-NHPE and
NeutronTh code (description in the text below).
The rising part in the time spectrum until it reaches its maximum is dominated by τth,
whereas the declining part follows an exponential decay with time constant τcap. The
thermalization is in general a fast process (few µs), while the capture time is ∼ 30 µs.
Owing to the large relative abundance of hydrogen atoms compared to Gd nuclei, the
capture cross-section of H is larger in the keV range than for Gd. Thus IBD neutrons
do not need to be significantly slowed down to observe a neutron capture on H, and
no rising part is seen for the DC capture time spectra (cf. Fig 5.21b in Section 5.4).
From the capture cross sections and the relative abundances of the nuclei present in
the ν-target scintillator we can see that the largest fraction of captures will occur on H
and Gd nuclei with a mean capture time of 31 µs. In the GC liquid more than 99% of
the captures are on H, due to the lower cross-section at thermal energies the capture
time is with about 200 µs lower compared to the ν-target.
However, the scatter processes are in fact more complicated when the neutron upon
slowing down reaches energies comparable to the binding energy of a hydrogen atom
in the scintillator molecules of a few eV. Below this energy the neutron has no longer
enough energy to free the hydrogen nucleus in a collision or transfer energy to the
molecular vibration. In this case the neutron will scatter with a target that rather has
the mass of the whole molecule instead of a single proton. As a consequence it becomes
harder for the neutron to lose energy. On the other hand, the scattering cross-section
rises compared to the one of free protons, as the reduced mass of the neutron and target
particle system increases. For further details the reader is referred to Ref. [191].
The different MC simulations used to estimate the spill-in/out systematic uncertainty
involve different modelings of neutron scattering. The modelings taken into account by
this study based on three simulation codes are discussed in the following.
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Geant4 NeutronHPElastic
The Gd-I Monte Carlo framework DCGLG4sim used a standard Geant4 package called
“NeutronHPElastic”4 to describe neutron elastic scattering in the region of 0 < En <
20MeV (En = neutron kinetic energy) [132]. It models the neutron energy loss by
assuming the scintillator nuclei to be an ideal gas. Thus, neutron scattering on H
is at any neutron energy relevant for DC simulations treated as collision with a free
proton. In the following we will refer to the NeutronHPElastic Geant4 simulations as
“G4-NHPE”.
NeutronTh patch for Geant4
The “NeutronTh” patch, developed by A. Etenko, provides an improved radiative cap-
ture model for neutron energies En < 300 eV and takes into account hydrogen molecular
bonds in neutron elastic scattering for En < 4 eV [104, 105]. The patch is an extension
of the DCGLG4sim code, replacing NeutronHPElastic for En < 4 eV. It was adopted for
the DC-II and successive simulations.
Neutron scattering cross section on hydrogen is for NeutronTh based on an analyt-
ical model effectively describing neutron scattering at low energies [118]. NeutronTh
alters the scattering of neutrons with any hydrogen nucleus as if the hydrogen atom was
bound in Dodecane (C12H26) [106]. The ν-target liquid scintillator consists to 80% of
dodecane molecules. The molecular structures of the liquid oil molecules in the Gamma
Catcher are similar to dodecane, however, the exact proportion of a certain molecular
structure and its isomers in the admixture are not exactly known. Nevertheless, dode-
cane and dodecane-like molecules make up the largest fraction in the DC scintillators
and do thus dominate the neutron elastic scattering physics.
Introduction of an effective mass which changes with neutron energy lowers the energy
loss per collision. It applies corrections to the scattering modeling of a free proton
taking into account inelastic energy exchange to internal degrees of freedom of the
hydrogen-containing molecule, corresponding to vibrational or rotational motions. As
a result, the scattering cross section is enhanced at low neutron energies. Also, the an-
gular distribution of the scattered neutrons is changed. Whereas the scattering angle
is on average peaked forward for collisions with free protons, it is almost isotropic for
low neutron energy scatterings in NeutronTh (Fig. 7.7a). Hence, the slowing down of
neutrons and their diffusion process is modified. This can have an effect on the neutron
thermalization and capture time constants, the distance traveled by a neutron relative
to its origin and the capture fraction on Gd.
A study performed by A. Hourlier had shown that the data to MC agreement of the
capture time on short timescales, the thermalization part of the spectrum, is enhanced
for neutron captures on Gd when NeutronTh is applied [132, 131]. On the contrary,
the capture time constant remained unchanged. The studies arrived at this conclusion
using 252Cf neutron capture events on Gd.
The gamma emission spectra of radiative neutron captures on Gd nuclei tend to be
energy dependent. Furthermore, resonances are present between 1 and 300 eV in the
4NeutronHPElastic stands for “Neutron High Precision Elastic”.
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(a) Angular distribution of scattered thermal
neutrons.
(b) Gamma emission spectra of radiative neu-
tron captures on gadolinium.
Figure 7.7: Comparison of G4-NHPE and NeutronTh (from [104]).
neutron capture cross sections of the Gd isotopes. These correspond to different nuclear
excitation states, which should yield differences in the gamma radiation. NeutronTh
accounts for this effectively by replacing the gamma emission probabilities for neutron
captures below 300 eV with a spectrum retrieved from experimental data [105, 78] (see
also Fig. 7.7b).
TRIPOLI4
The simulation code TRIPOLI4 [201] was developed at Saclay, France, in order to de-
scribe neutron processes in the context of reactor physics. It is suited to describe
neutron physics at low energies and models neutron propagation in a medium based
on experimental data. TRIPOLI4 is not embedded in the DC simulation framework
DCGLG4sim and therefore ran independently. The code features different modelings
of neutron scattering with hydrogen atoms, either treating them in a free proton gas
hypothesis or a molecular bond model mode. The first of the two approaches is thought
to be comparable to the G4-NHPE neutron physics.
In the course of the Gd-III analysis, MC-MC comparisons were carried out between
TRIPOLI4 and the Gd-III MC framework which includes NeutronTh. The two simula-
tion codes were used to evaluate the ∆T cut efficiencies and the Gd-fractions with IBD
neutrons. The discrepancies in the studied observables were of similar amplitude and
had the same sign as the differences between these quantities in 252Cf fission neutron
data and the corresponding source simulation (see Section 5.3.3 and Section 5.4). This
similarity in deviation from the DC simulation code suggests that TRIPOLI4 proves to
model low energy neutron physics more accurately than NeutronTh.
7.4 Gd-I systematic uncertainty
The Gd-I Monte Carlo was based on the G4-NHPE simulation package, which was
known to model the elastic scattering of low energy neutrons (En of a few eV and
less) inaccurately. A study of T. Mueller [162] had shown that the application of a
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Table 7.1: True spill-in and spill-out fractions (evaluated without selection cuts) gained using
different neutron physics simulation models (from [162]).
G4-NHPE TRIPOLI4
free gas
TRIPOLI4
bond model
spill-in fSI 8.06% 8.34% 6.54%
spill-out fSO 2.62% 2.30% 2.34%
more realistic neutron scattering model led to differing results. He investigated the
spill-in/out effect using the neutron simulation package TRIPOLI4 in a free proton gas
hypothesis and a molecular bond model mode. For the latter, hydrogen atoms were
treated as bound in −CH2 groups. In comparison to other C-H bonds, such as benzene
rings (C6H12), consistent results were found. The values of T. Mueller’s study using
neutrons with a fixed energy of 20 keV and a simplified DC detector geometry are given
in Table 7.1. The work on the spill-in/out fractions for the Gd-I analysis was prepared
by C. Langbrandtner [122]. Together we determined the systematic uncertainty of the
spill-in/out effect as described in the next subsection, using a bond model correction
factor derived from T. Mueller’s work.
7.4.1 Analysis strategy in Gd-I
From the results in Table 7.1 it is possible to see that both the TRIPOLI4 free proton gas
hypothesis and the G4-NHPE code overestimate the net spill-in ratio. Hence, the spill-in
ratio is overestimated by the Double Chooz Gd-I MC model, yielding an overestimated
neutrino flux in the MC simulation. As it is known that the Gd-I MC neutron physics
model is not complete, corrections of the spill-in/out fractions are introduced. Based
on the corrected spill fractions, a global MC normalization correction is computed in a
second step. The spill-in/out correction factors were determined by comparison of the
TRIPOLI4 free gas and the TRIPOLI4 bond model results of Ref. [162].
Bond model correction
The spill-in and spill-out fractions were corrected separately. The bond model corrected
spill-out fraction is given by
fdetSO,CH2 = f
det
SO · αSO , (7.12)
while the corrected spill-in fraction is dependent on two correction factors:
fdetSI,CH2 = f
det
SI · αSI · β∆t . (7.13)
In both Eq. (7.12) and (7.13) we find a factor αx, which is the bond correction factor
for spill-out and spill-in respectively. The second correction factor β∆t in Eq. (7.13) is
a time cut correction. In his document T. Mueller states that a time cut of 0 < ∆t <
100µs will be passed by 66.2% of the spill-in events using TRIPOLI4’s bond model code
compared to 61.4% in the TRIPOLI4 free gas hypothesis. The contribution of the cut
at the lower end ∆t > 2µs was assumed to be negligible. Figure 7.8 shows the detected
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Figure 7.8: Spill-in fraction within time interval [0; t]µs for the bond model and the free gas
mode using TRIPOLI4 (taken from [161], modified).
Table 7.2: Spill-in and spill-out results. The last column shows the Gd-I results, which are
the bond model corrected values of the detected spill fractions obtained with G4-NHPE.
G4-NHPE
true values
G4-NHPE
detected values
Gd-I
detected values
NT 174779 132126 -
NSI 16006 5987 -
NSO 4168 3151 -
fSI 8.94% 4.43% 3.74%
fSO 2.33% 2.33% 2.37%
φSI 6.62% 2.10% 1.37%
spill-in fraction as a function of the time interval [0; t]µs for the two different TRIPOLI4
modes. The correction factors applied to the Gd-I values of the spill fractions are:
αSO = (2.34/2.30) = 1.017 ,
αSI = (6.54/8.34) = 0.784 ,
β∆t = (0.662/0.614) = 1.078 .
For the bond model corrected net spill-in ratio we now yield
φdetSI,CH2 = f
det
SO,CH2 − fdetSI,CH2 = 1.37% . (7.14)
The corrected net spill-in ratio reduces from 2.10% to 1.37%; the results of the different
analysis steps – real fractions without cuts, detected fractions with cuts and bond model
corrected values – are summarized in Table 7.2.
Monte Carlo live time correction factor
The correction factor of the MC simulation event rate can either be done by reducing
the number of events or by an increase of the MC live time. For the Gd-I MC live time
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correction factor related to the spill-in/out effect we find using Eq. (7.10)
cSI =
Nmν,CH2
Nmν
=
1 + φdetSI,CH2
1 + φdetSI
=
1 + 0.0137
1 + 0.0210
= 1.0072 . (7.15)
7.4.2 Systematic uncertainty estimation
As the model dependency of the spill-in ratio was expected to be by far the largest
uncertainty in the spill-in determination, it was concluded to derive the systematic
uncertainty from the size of the bond model correction. Therefore the difference be-
tween the spill-in ratio gained from G4-NHPE simulation (2.10%) and the bond model
corrected value (1.37%) were used for uncertainty estimation. There was no complete
MC simulation including the correct neutron physics as well as the accurate DC detec-
tor properties available, which led to the decision to not totally exclude the G4-NHPE
result. Consequently, the difference of 0.73% between the two results was taken to be
a 2σ systematic uncertainty.
The MC live time correction cSI and the combined statistical and systematic uncertainty
on the spill-in ratio are inputs to the oscillation analysis:
cSI = 1.0072 , (7.16)
φdetSI,CH2 = (1.37± 0.06 (stat)± 0.37 (syst))%
= (1.37± 0.38)% . (7.17)
7.5 Gd-II systematic uncertainty
After the Gd-I analysis, enhancements in the low energy neutron physics MC modeling
had been introduced by the implementation of the NeutronTh package in the Double
Chooz MC framework. A study had shown that the data to MC agreement in the neu-
tron capture time at short time scales was improved by the NeutronTh code [132, 131].
Hence it was concluded that the neutron thermalization process simulated with the
NeutronTh code was enhanced due to the refined neutron elastic scattering modeling.
As NeutronTh apparently modeled neutron physics more realistically than the former
used G4-NHPE package, the bond model correction on the spill-in ratio was abandoned.
From the Gd-II analysis onwards, no MC live time correction related to the spill-in/out
effect was applied in the oscillation analysis.
The main focus of the spill-in/out work for the Gd-II analysis was to gain a more
detailed knowledge about the robustness of the spill-in/out fractions provided by the
simulation code for different MC configurations. Therefore the systematic uncertainty
estimation was done by variation of parameters which impact the spill-in/out fractions.
In the next section the influence of the NeutronTh package on neutron physics and
thus on the spill-in ratio will be discussed. The subsequent section will describe the
analysis strategy and MC samples used. Finally the Gd-II spill-in ratio will be given
along with its uncertainties. In the last subsection the method applied to yield a sym-
metric systematic uncertainty is explained.
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7.5.1 Influence of NeutronTh on the neutron migration
The study with TRIPOLI4 showed that in a MC simulation with molecular bonds im-
plemented, the thermalization time of the neutron would become larger and the linear
distance between the prompt and delayed event shorter [161]. From the results given
in Table 7.1 we can conclude that the scattering model has a strong influence on the
spill-in/out fractions.
The average results of parameters characterizing the neutron migration of NeutronTh
and G4-NHPE are given in Table D.6 of Appendix D.5.
Testing the properties of NeutronTh shows that below En = 4 eV we observe a larger
number of neutron interactions. These occur since the elastic scattering cross section
of neutrons on hydrogen atoms rises as the influence of hydrogen molecular bonds come
into effect. Moreover, the energy loss per proton collision decreases since the neutron
– due to an increase in the effective mass of the target – does rather interact with the
whole molecule than a single hydrogen atom, which is reflected in the enlarged capture
times (see Fig. 7.6). The thermalization time for neutron captures on gadolinium τth,Gd
becomes larger than in G4-NHPE and as a consequence the total capture time in the
ν-target volume does increase. The effect on the Gd-fraction, however, is small and
changes it from 88.2% to 88.0% by only −0.2%. The capture time in the Gamma
Catcher scintillator does change slightly if we use NeutronTh instead of the G4-NHPE
code.
Furthermore, the enhanced scattering cross section and restrained energy loss result
not only in a larger number of neutron interactions but also a decreasing average mean
free path between the collisions. As a consequence, together with the flat distribution
in scattering angles, the linear distance between IBD event and neutron capture lo-
cation ∆R decreases. Figure 7.9 shows the ∆R distributions obtained with G4-NHPE
and NeutronTh for the ν-target and the Gamma Catcher volume. If we compare both
plots 7.9a and 7.9b, we see that the relative decrease of ∆R from 8.8 cm to 6 cm on
average due to the improved MC model NeutronTh is with about −40% considerably
larger for the Gamma Catcher liquid. An explanation could be the long neutron capture
time in the Gamma Catcher in combination with the increased number of collisions, the
smaller neutron mean free path and the change in angular distribution of the scattered
neutrons. This aspect will finally have an influence on the spill-in/out fractions. As the
distance ∆R in the ν-target does not change to a large extent, the effect on the number
of spill-out events is expected to be small. The decrease in the mean linear distance
is larger in the Gamma Catcher, which should lead to a reduced number of spill-in
events. This effect can also be demonstrated by plotting the “skin-depth” ∆d, which is
the distance of a spill-in or spill-out IBD event to the nearest ν-target acrylics wall or
ν-target edge. In Fig. 7.10a and 7.10b this quantity is shown for spill-in and spill-out
events, respectively. The average spill-out skin-depth reduces only slightly from 2.3 cm
to 2 cm by applying the more realistic thermalization model. In contrast to this, the
mean spill-in skin-depth shrinks by factor 1.6 from 4.2 cm to 2.6 cm as NeutronTh is
utilized.
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Figure 7.9: Neutron capture distance ∆R (linear distance between IBD position and neutron
capture).
(a) ∆d for spill-in events. (b) ∆d for spill-out events.
Figure 7.10: Distance ∆d to nearest ν-target acrylics wall of the position of IBD events,
which either produce a spill-in neutron (a), or a spill-out neutron (b).
7.5.2 Analysis strategy
While in the Gd-I analysis the spill-in/out uncertainty was considered to be dominated
by the influence of the neutron physics model, the Gd-II analysis incorporated an en-
hanced low energy modeling. The analysis approach was hence extended to further
investigate the robustness of the spill effect with respect to other parameters influenc-
ing the simulation of the neutron migration. Parameters mainly affecting spill-in/out
fraction estimation in the MC are
1. the neutron scattering model,
2. the neutron capture cross sections,
3. the chemical composition of the scintillator liquids,
To test the stability and reliability of the spill-in ratio value of the Gd-II Monte Carlo,
these parameters had to be modified within their known tolerance. Consequently dif-
ferent MC simulation samples were produced and the influence of changing these on
the spill-in/out effect analyzed.
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To investigate the impact of the neutron thermalization model on the spill-in results,
the following two MC modelings were used: G4-NHPE and the Double Chooz custom
code NeutronTh. The spill-in ratio gained using G4-NHPE was bond model corrected
(as done for Gd-I, see Section 7.4.1) before comparing it to the NeutronTh result.
The capture cross sections were effectively changed by altering the Gd concentration of
the ν-target scintillator and the H concentration in the Gamma Catcher liquid. Owing
to the high precision of the weight measurement used to determine the amount of Gd
dissolved in the ν-target liquid, the uncertainty on the Gd concentration is small [59].
Nevertheless, a discrepancy is found in the neutron capture fraction on Gd evaluated
with calibration data and the predicted value from MC simulation (see Section 5.4).
Furthermore, it was unknown whether the scattering cross section or a deviation in the
capture cross section leads to the Gd-fraction discrepancies. Hence, three additional
Gd concentrations used for the spill studies were constructed to meet in the ideal case
the lower Gd-fraction seen in data5 compared to MC. Only values below the default Gd
concentration were hence considered. Additional MC simulation samples with 0.121,
0.110 and 0.100 wt. % gadolinium were generated, whereas the default Gd concentra-
tion amounts to 0.123 wt.%.
Furthermore, the hydrogen concentration in the Gamma Catcher was varied with re-
spect to the default value of 14.6 wt.% to be 14.4 and 14.8 wt.% in two additional
samples. These values were estimated based on the 0.2 wt.% uncertainty on the hy-
drogen concentration [59]. The influence of the acrylic ν-target vessel geometry and
thickness is expected to be a small effect and was therefore not studied further.
Monte Carlo samples
In Table A.1 of Appendix A the MC simulation samples used and the particular MC
configurations are listed. Each additional sample was produced differing in only one
parameter compared to the standard configuration. All of the data samples contain
1.8× 106 to 2× 106 neutrinos in ν-target plus Gamma Catcher. The hydrogen con-
centration in the Gamma Catcher scintillator was altered by changing the hydrogen
fraction of the medicinal white oil Ondina909, which constitutes the largest part of the
liquid. The hydrogen and carbon abundances are altered in the MC code by changing
the relative nuclear abundances nx (x = H,C) and was for each sample with changed
H content adjusted to match
nH + nC = 1.
7.5.3 Results and systematic uncertainty estimation
For each of the configurations given in Table A.1 of Appendix A a MC sample was pro-
duced and analyzed. The results of the two samples with varied hydrogen concentration
in the Gamma Catcher liquid and the standard Gd-II sample were compatible within
less than 1.9σ of the negligibly small statistical uncertainty. Hence the contribution
of the hydrogen concentration uncertainty to the spill-in systematic uncertainty was
considered to be negligible.
5The Gd-fraction in the Gd-II data of the first calibration campaign is with (86.5 ± 0.5)% about
1.5% lower than the fraction observed using MC simulation [98].
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Table 7.3: Gd-fractions for the four different Gd concentrations. The default Gd concentration
is highlighted in bold.
Gd concentration Gd-fraction (%)
0.123 wt.% 988mg/l 87.98± 0.05
0.121 wt.% 972mg/l 87.75± 0.05
0.110 wt.% 884mg/l 87.00± 0.05
0.100 wt.% 804mg/l 86.13± 0.05
Table 7.4: Detected spill-in and spill-out fractions for the Gd-II analysis. The NeutronTh
results highlighted in bold correspond to the Gd-II default MC results, the sample with a
Gd-concentration of 804mg/l was produced with NeutronTh applied.
G4-NHPE G4-NHPE
bond model corr.
NeutronTh NeutronTh
804mg/l Gd
NdetT 465355 - 463392 378039
NdetSI 23617 - 17432 13889
NdetSO 11223 - 11043 9710
fdetSI (4.96± 0.04)% (4.19± 0.03)% (3.67± 0.03)% (3.58± 0.04)%
fdetSO (2.35± 0.03)% (2.40± 0.03)% (2.33± 0.03)% (2.50± 0.03)%
φdetSI (2.60± 0.04)% (1.79± 0.04)% (1.35± 0.04)% (1.08± 0.04)%
In Table 7.3 the Gd-fractions obtained for the four different Gd concentrations are
shown. Here, the Gd-fractions were computed using truth information about the cap-
ture nucleus provided by the MC simulation. The Gd capture fraction is then given
by the fraction of neutron captures on Gd out of IBD reactions in the ν-target vol-
ume followed by a neutron capture inside the ν-target. We can see that the value of
86.5% gained with 252Cf calibration data lies between the two lower Gd concentrations
of 884mg/l and 804mg/l. As the uncertainty on the Gd-fraction measurement from
data is 0.5% in the Gd-II analysis [98], the MC simulation sample with the lowest Gd
loading was used for the spill-in/out systematics determination.
Reducing the Gd concentration to 804mg/l leads to a decrease in the spill-in ratio.
Since the neutron capture time constant is enlarged if the Gd abundance is lowered, a
larger amount of neutrons originating from IBDs in the ν-target can escape the ν-target
volume, thus increasing the spill-out fraction. Likewise, potential spill-in neutrons have
an increased probability to leave the ν-target again before being captured in it as well
as a reduced selection efficiency inside the ν-target, the change in the spill-in fraction
is however not significant.
The decrease of the spill-in ratio can be seen in the case of the MC sample with 804mg/l
Gd in Table 7.4 relative to the results using G4-NHPE as well as NeutronTh. As pre-
dicted in Section 7.5.1, the spill-in fraction reduces compared to the hydrogen free gas
modeling of G4-NHPE if NeutronTh is applied; the spill-out fraction on the other hand
does not change significantly.
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The NeutronTh spill-in value of 1.35% represents the central value of the spill-in ratio
observed in the Gd-II simulation. The discrepancy between the default Gd and the low
(804mg/l) Gd spill-in ratio was used as asymmetric uncertainty component induced by
discrepancies in the Gd concentration or effective neutron capture cross section. The
discrepancy of 0.27% is taken as asymmetric uncertainty towards lower spill-in ratios
in accordance with the Gd-fraction measurement, which yields a lower value than ob-
served with MC simulation. Since we cannot ensure that the spill-in ratio lower limit
is given by the NeutronTh result, the uncertainty component introduced by the MC
neutron scattering model was considered to be symmetric. The uncertainty component
itself was estimated from the deviation between the NeutronTh value and the arithmetic
mean of the NeutronTh and the G4-NHPE bond model corrected value to be 0.224%.
The combination of all systematic uncertainty components leads to a total asymmetric
uncertainty of
φdetSI = (1.347
+0.224
−0.350 (syst)± 0.035 (stat))% , (7.18)
where the two negative uncertainties were combined in quadrature.
Uncertainty symmetrization
As the Gd-II θ13 fit required symmetric uncertainties it was necessary to symmetrize
the spill-in ratio systematic uncertainty. To describe both the positive and negative
uncertainty contributions of the spill-in ratio, we start with Gaussian distributions of
the form
fi(x) =
1
σi
√
2π
· e−
1
2

x−φ
σi
2
with i = 1, 2 , (7.19)
where φ denotes the spill-in ratio and σ1,2 the negative and positive uncertainties given
in Eq. (7.18) respectively. From these, an asymmetric continuous and normalized Gaus-
sian probability density function is built:
ρ(x) = A·

Θ(x− φ) f1(x)
+
σ2
σ1
Θ(x+ φ) f2(x)

, (7.20)
with the normalization factor
A =
2σ1
(σ1 + σ2)
,
and the Heaviside step function
Θ(x) =

1 if x ≥ 0 ,
0 if x < 0 .
It is constructed in such a way, that the integral from σ1 to σ2 yields 68.27% of the
total area. To obtain a symmetric uncertainty the 68.27%C. L. needs to be shifted so
that σ1 = σ2. In order to do this, the probability density function in Eq. (7.20) is first
integrated and in a second step the point of intersection xˆ of the integral and 0.6827 is
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Figure 7.11: Asymmetric Gaussian distribution used for uncertainty symmetrization. In blue
the Gd-II systematic uncertainty is shown, the blue shaded area represents the 68.3% C. L. .
calculated (see Fig. 7.11):
0.6827 =
σ1
σ1 + σ2
·

erf

xˆ− φ
σ1
√
2

+
σ2
σ1
erf

xˆ− φ
σ2
√
2

. (7.21)
The symmetrized uncertainty is then σ2ndPub = xˆ − φ. For the spill-in/out result of
Gd-II we finally obtain
φdetSI = (1.347± 0.295 (syst)± 0.035 (stat))%
= (1.35± 0.30)% . (7.22)
7.6 Gd-III systematic uncertainty
The systematic uncertainty estimation of the Gd-III spill-in/out effect was performed
by A. Collin [77]. He accomplished to implement the full DC detector structure in a
TRIPOLI4-based framework, rendering possible to perform direct MC-MC comparison
to the Gd-III simulation code. The modeling of hydrogen bonds in TRIPOLI4 was
realized in form of CH2 groups. A response map was used to transfer the spatial
dependence of the energy cut efficiency on the Gd capture peak from Gd-III simulation
to TRIPOLI4. The Gd-III net spill-in ratio evaluated with the standard NeutronTh
code was computed to be 2.08%, whereas a higher value of 2.36% was obtained using
the TRIPOLI4 code. The systematic uncertainty on the spill-in ratio computed from
the difference of the two results was found to be 0.27% [12]. Owing to the modified
neutrino selection cuts (see Table 3.2 in Section 3.3.1) the spill-in ratio had changed
compared to the Gd-I and Gd-II analyses.
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7.7 Attempt to measure the spill-in effect
In Ref. [149] the possibility to measure the spill-in effect is discussed and was studied
using simulation code. A technique to distinguish spill-in events from regular IBD
reactions in the ν-target liquid has to be able to identify in which scintillator liquid the
positron events deposited the main fraction of their energy. One promising approach
was therefore to focus on the pulseshapes of the prompt positron events. The pulseshape
of the photon emission process in a liquid scintillator can be described as the sum of
exponential de-excitations with time constants τi and weight factors qi:
p(t) =

i
qi
τi
e−t/τi . (7.23)
The parameters determining the pulseshape depend on the mass and charge of the
ionizing particle, as well as on the scintillator components. Due to different scintillator
composition the time constants τi are shorter in the ν-target compared to the Gamma
Catcher. Hence, light emission in the ν-target is faster than in the Gamma Catcher.
Based on these concepts it might be possible to distinguish energy depositions occur-
ring in the ν-target and the Gamma Catcher liquid.
The scintillation pulseshapes used in the studies presented in the following were ex-
tracted from the hit times of the PMTs. Each hit time was corrected for the time of
flight of the scintillation photons using the reconstructed event position and the PMT
location. A histogram was filled with the start times of the first occurring pulse of each
PMT.
The variable used to characterize the pulseshape is the Late Light Ratio (LLR) [149]:
the ratio of the fraction of scintillation light in the tail of the pulseshape and the total
pulseshape is computed. Hence, a large LLR corresponds to a slow scintillation pulse.
Since the LLR technique was thought to be applied on positrons produced in the IBD
reaction, 60Co source data was analyzed to optimize the LLR definition. As discussed
in Section 2.1.4 provides the 60Co source data an energy deposition of ∼ 2.5MeV, which
is comparable to the peak of the prompt visible energy at ∼ 3MeV.
Averaged scintillation pulseshapes were formed using the deployment data taken at the
ν-target center and in the Gamma Catcher volume. As desired, the ν-target scintilla-
tion light emission was observed to occur faster than the one in the Gamma Catcher.
However, reflections accumulating at ∼30 ns after the first PMT hit time in the ν-
target pulseshape worsened the discrimination power [123]. The observed reflections
were found to be consistent with the Buffer dimensions. As a consequence, the LLR
method was optimized to yield the best ν-target to GC difference in the LLR variable.
The largest discrimination power should hence be obtained when only the interval of
largest discrepancy in the pulseshapes is taken into account. Various LLR definitions
were tested on scintillation pulseshapes of 60Co events and the best performance was
found in case the time interval t = [10, 26] ns after the start time of the scintillation
pulse was used to compute the LLR variable. In Fig. 7.12a the LLR variable for the
60Co source deployment at the ν-target center and in the Gamma Catcher volume are
given, showing two separate LLR populations. The energy depositions in the ν-target
indeed exhibit a lower LLR value and with respect to the peak positions the discrimi-
nation power is satisfying. The peak-to-valley ratio, however, is not as large as for the
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(a) LLR distributions of 60Co events. (b) Selection efficiency for ν-target events and
the rejection efficiency for Gamma Catcher
events with a LLR smaller than the LLR cut.
Figure 7.12: LLR results for 60Co data at the ν-target center and in the Gamma Catcher
volume.
simulation results reported by Ref. [149]. The discrimination power on the event basis
will not be sufficiently large enough to measure the spill-in effect with a fit of the LLR
distribution of IBD candidates with two Gaussian distributions. Fig. 7.12b shows the
selection efficiency for ν-target events and the rejection efficiency for Gamma Catcher
events having LLR values smaller than a particular LLR cut.
7.8 Conclusion
In this chapter the spill-in/out systematic uncertainty estimations for the Gd-I and
Gd-II analyses were described, induced by border effects at the ν-target acrylic wall
due to neutron migration. Neutrons from IBD reactions outside the ν-target scintillator
can enter the ν-target volume, whereas neutrons produced in IBD reactions inside the
ν-target can leave the Gd-doped liquid. Each effect enhances or reduces the amount
of detected neutrino events - they counterbalance but do not cancel. A net excess of
events migrating into the ν-target is observed, which is sensitive to a variation in the
parameters changing the slowing down of a neutron.
As the Gd-I MC could not model the low energy neutron physics with sufficient accu-
racy, the spill-in ratio was overestimated. Therefore a MC live time correction factor
of 1.0072 was introduced. The systematic uncertainty was estimated based on the size
of the bond model correction. Dominated by the systematic uncertainty, the total un-
certainty including both the statistical and systematic contributions was 0.38%.
For the Gd-II analysis the neutron physics package NeutronTh was implemented in
the DC Monte Carlo. Since NeutronTh describes the neutron thermalisation process
better than the former used free proton approach, a MC live time correction was no
longer considered as necessary. The systematic uncertainty was estimated by variation
of parameters on which the spill-in ratio is expected to depend on. Several MC samples
were produced and analyzed. The contributions to the uncertainty came from variation
of the Gd concentration in the ν-target scintillator and application of different neutron
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MC models. For the combined uncertainty for Gd-II 0.30% was obtained.
In comparison to the preceding CHOOZ experiment, where the spill-in/out effect con-
tributed a ∼ 1% uncertainty on the antineutrino rate, the systematic uncertainty in
Gd-II is reduced by a factor three. Since the effect cannot be measured with detector
data, MC simulation studies were performed to estimate the impact of different MC
configurations on the net spill-in ratio. In the two detector analysis the uncertainty
will mainly depend on deviations in the detector geometry and material compositions
between the near and far detector. Possible discrepancies in these parameters are ex-
pected to be small and since most of the other factors affecting the spill-in ratio are
correlated between the two detectors, the spill-in/out systematic uncertainty should be
further reduced.
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As the current Double Chooz analyses are accomplished with data from a single de-
tector measurement, the neutrino oscillation parameter θ13 is obtained from a relative
comparison to a Monte Carlo (MC) prediction of the reactor neutrino rate and spectral
shape. One focus of the analysis is therefore on calibration of the detector data and
MC simulation as well as studies of the data to MC consistency and the evaluation of
corresponding systematic uncertainties.
This thesis discussed the systematic uncertainties associated with the neutrino signal
detection in the Double Chooz experiment. In particular systematic influences related
to the neutron detection have been studied, which constitute the dominant compo-
nent of the total signal detection uncertainty. Distinguishing between three different
contributions to the neutron detection uncertainty, each of them has been addressed:
the neutron capture fraction on the isotopes of a particular element, the efficiency in-
troduced by the choice of the neutron selection cuts and an effect related to neutron
migration altering the fiducial volume size.
The latter is also known as spill-in/out effect and occurs in the standard neutrino
analysis at the boundary of the innermost detector vessel. Neutrons created by inverse
beta decays (IBD) outside the fiducial volume cross the vessel border and are detected
via radiative captures on gadolinium (Gd). Likewise, events can escape the detection
if the neutron leaves the Gd-doped scintillator. Both opposed neutron event fluxes do
not cancel, as the spill-in exceeds the spill-out effect. The absolute uncertainty on the
net effect directly propagates as relative uncertainty to the neutrino normalization of
the θ13 analysis. Since the net effect cannot be measured, the systematic uncertainty
estimation is not straightforward. Consequently the net spill-in currents evaluated for
different MC configurations were taken into consideration, estimating the impact of
parameter modifications and neutron scattering modelings on this quantity. In the
Gd-I analysis the computed neutrino flux expectation included an incomplete low en-
ergy neutron model. To account for this, the net spill-in current was corrected based
on results obtained from simulation code designed to model neutron processes at low
energies. The impact on the total neutrino rate was evaluated and a correction factor
along with a systematic uncertainty were assigned. The enhanced neutron modeling
in the Gd-II MC code made a similar correction unnecessary and yields a net spill-in
current of 1.4%. By changing parameters which impact the spill-in current within their
tolerances, the systematic uncertainty was estimated to be 0.3%. Main contributions
to this result came from modification of the neutron scattering physics at low energies
and the Gd concentration in the scintillator liquid. In addition, the presented studies
could improve the knowledge on the low-energy neutron processes in the DC Monte
Carlo framework.
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A correction factor adjusts the MC normalization to systematic discrepancies in the
signal detection efficiencies between detector data and MC prediction. This correc-
tion factor in combination with a systematic uncertainty is given as input to the θ13
fit. Contributions from neutron related detection efficiencies were studied using 252Cf
source data coupled with dedicated simulation code. Emission of prompt gamma rays
accompanying the release of multiple neutrons allowed to tag the occurrence of a 252Cf
fission event and select fission neutrons by searching for a prompt-delayed coincidence
pattern. As a consequence, it was possible to measure timing, peak energy containment
and spatial displacement of the neutron capture events with high statistics. Separat-
ing into accidental and correlated background contributions selected along with fission
events, intense background studies ensured that background reduction techniques min-
imized systematic effects on the measurements, while at the same time not biasing the
results by the background-reduced selection. Consistency checks with calibration data
recorded in source deployment campaigns at intervals of almost a year allowed to prove
the stability of the liquid scintillators with respect to the neutron capture fractions.
The capture fractions represent a neutron detection efficiency inherent to the particular
detector liquid and are to the first order predetermined by its chemical composition
and constant throughout the respective volume. A ∼ 2% discrepancy was discovered in
the capture fraction on Gd nuclei comparing the value gained with calibration data to
the fraction predicted by simulation code. Comparison with the results from a neutron
sample from IBD reactions [89] confirmed the observation and excluded a dependency
on neutron kinetic energy. Furthermore, the same inconsistency in the capture frac-
tion was encountered in a MC-MC comparison of the Double Chooz simulation with a
MC code known to incorporate a more realistic neutron physics modeling [74]. A MC
normalization correction related to the discrepancy in the neutron capture fraction on
Gd was retrieved from 252Cf data and simulation. The associated evaluation of the
systematic uncertainty of 0.4% was based on the variation of the applied capture frac-
tion definitions used to compute the correction and accounted for possible remaining
background contributions.
Usually rejected as background in the neutrino analysis, neutrons originating from cos-
mic muon spallation were selected to crosscheck the 252Cf result. The result obtained
from spallation neutrons was found to be consistent with the 252Cf value within un-
certainties. However, due to limitations of the vertex reconstruction and the ignorance
of the position of neutron creation, the interpretation of the results was shown to be
difficult. Nevertheless it had proven the necessity of knowledge on the neutron emission
location in an efficiency study.
Neutrino interactions in a liquid scintillator detector produce a distinct twofold co-
incidence signal: a prompt energy deposition by a positron and the delayed radiative
neutron capture. The selection criteria of the neutron events include cuts on the visible
energy, the coincidence time and the correlation distance. Each cut introduces a signal
detection efficiency depending on the IBD position. Different definitions were proposed
to estimate the efficiency, taking into account different subsets of the accessible param-
eter space. The exclusive definition evaluates the neutron detection efficiency for each
selection cut individually, whereas the semi-inclusive efficiency definition incorporates
every neutron detection efficiency except for the capture fraction.
In order to account for the spatial dependence of the detection efficiency and the in-
creasing number of IBD reactions in the radial direction of the volumes, a global MC
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correction has to be computed from volume-integrated efficiency estimates. In the
standard analysis, the ν-target forms the fiducial volume. Since it is calibrated along
the central symmetry axis, a volume-integration method was proposed, extrapolating
the efficiencies measured with the limited set of calibration points to the full volume.
Validation of the method was rendered with simulation data, which demonstrated that
the Target-wide semi-inclusive efficiency can be reproduced with 0.23% accuracy.
The Target-wide efficiencies and global MC corrections were evaluated for the exclusive
and semi-inclusive efficiency definition giving consistent results and thus proving the ab-
sence of correlations between the cut efficiencies which might impact the MC correction
computation. The global cut dependent correction was computed to be consistent with
unity, which implies excellent agreement between data and simulation in the selection
cut efficiency. A series of robustness tests was conducted to estimate the systematic
uncertainty, including tests of the computational methods, time stability, fission event
selection, position inaccuracy of the calibration and spatial inhomogeneity. The effect
of a global MC correction on the prompt spectral shape of IBD events was studied
and found to be negligible. Dominated by the uncertainty on the volume-integration
method, the systematic uncertainty of the cut dependent global MC correction was
estimated to be 0.32% in an analysis with 252Cf calibration data. In combination with
the result obtained using neutrons created by IBD reactions [89] a global MC correction
of 1.000± 0.002 (stat + syst) was estimated.
The work prepared on the global efficiency MC correction of an alternative θ13 analysis
based on neutron captures on hydrogen (H) nuclei was presented. In these studies the
volume-integration technique had to be extended to the Gamma Catcher volume, which
features a more complex geometry than the ν-target. Spatial parametrization of the
calibration measurements with respect to the distance to the acrylic wall of the ν-target
or the distance to the detector center enabled to compute volume-averaged efficiency
corrections. From the comparison of results obtained with the different integration
methods and subdivided datasets, the systematic uncertainty of the volume-integration
could be estimated. A set of proposed cuts was tested to find the combination of se-
lection criteria which yields the lowest systematic uncertainty on the efficiency related
MC correction. The results retrieved using 252Cf source neutrons tend to prefer loos-
ened selection cuts in any variable. Furthermore, the capture fraction of neutrons on
hydrogen in calibration data was observed to be in agreement with the simulated value.
In the Gd-III analysis the total systematic uncertainty of the signal detection effi-
ciency amounts to 0.6%, representing a reduction by almost a factor two compared
to previous analyses. Currently dominated by the reactor flux uncertainty the DC
experiment will soon enter the two detector phase. From then on, the detection ef-
ficiency uncertainty and in particular the neutron detection systematics will become
one of the main contributions to the total systematic uncertainty on θ13. Systematic
uncertainties which are correlated between both detectors will cancel out. Therefore
uncertainty contributions from spill-in/out effect or the neutron capture fraction will
be strongly reduced. As demonstrated by the Gd-III cut dependent detection system-
atics, an uncertainty of 0.2% can be achieved. Along with this result a sensitivity of
σ(sin2 2θ13) = 0.015 could be reached after three years of data taking [12]. With regard
to the systematic uncertainty studies, which have been aided by the work put forward
in this thesis, it was shown that this field of the data analysis is well-prepared for a
near and far detector phase.
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Appendix A
Data labels and production tags
A.1 252Cf analysis: detection efficiency uncertainty
Monte Carlo detection efficiency studies
The two IBD event labels used for MC simulation studies MC DC3rdPub ANTINU v3
and MC DC3rdPub ANTINU v4 were produced with the CommonTrunk version CTv5
and energy scale ESv5. The IBD reactions were created in the full DC detector based
on proton density maps.
The data labels MC DC3rdPub ANTINU v3 and MC DC3rdPub ANTINU v4 are used
in this analysis, produced with the common trunk version CTv5 and featuring the
energy scale kESv5.
Target-wide detection efficiency
The 252Cf selection was performed on runs with the label EUppCf252Production v4r7p0
in the case of real detector data, while the MC simulation can be found under the
label MC DC3rdPub ZAXIS CF252 v6. Both data sets were produced with the common
trunk version CTv5, along with the official DC-III energy scale kESv5.
Gamma catcher-wide detection efficiency
The data used for analysis were for the first campaign all runs of Appendix B and the
label EUppCf252Production v4r7p0. For the MC simulation the label was
MC DC3rdPub GUIDE TUBE CF252 v6 for the Guide-Tube runs and
MC DC3rdPub ZAXIS CF252 v6 for the z-axis. All data sets were produced with the
common trunk version CTv5, along with the official DC-III energy scale kESv5. The
MC runs were cut in length, such that the relative run lengths of different positions
agreed with the relative run lengths of the data runs.
Spallation neutron analysis
The spallation neutron selection was made using the physics runs of the official DC-III
run list TAGGED DC3rdPub CTv5 ALL v1. As MC input the IBD neutron simulations
with labels MC DC3rdPub ANTINU v3 + v4 were used.
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A.2 Spill-in/out analysis
Spill-in/out in the Gd-I analysis
The MC simulation labels utilized were produced with the CommonTrunk version CTv2
and energy scale ESv1:
CommonMCDC1stPub AntiNuReduceGd RLv3 10days
CommonMCDC1stPub AntiNuReduceGd RLv3 10days v2
CommonMCDC1stPubIter3 AntiNuReduceGd RLv3 10days
CommonMCDC1stPubIter3 AntiNuReduceGd RLv3 10days v2
Spill-in/out in the Gd-II analysis
The MC samples produced for the spill-in/out studies of the Gd-II analysis are summa-
rized in Table A.1. All of the samples were produced with the CommonTrunk version
CTv3 and energy scale ESv2.
The standard antineutrino MC sample used was MC Gd-II ANTINU v1.
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Appendix B
252Cf deployment runs
The run lists of the first calibration campaign was retrieved from Ref. [96], the run list
from the second campaign from Ref. [97].
B.0.1 First calibration campaign 252Cf deployments
z-axis deployment
Table B.1: Run information for 252Cf source deployed at z-axis. The Double Chooz source
code is Cf-252-4.
run number x [mm] y [mm] z [mm] run length [s]
23981 0 0 0 3600
23986 0 0 -1250 3600
24405 0 0 1257 900
24406 0 0 967 900
24407 0 0 640 900
24408 0 0 0 900
24409 0 0 -654 900
24410 0 0 -981 900
24411 0 0 -1250 900
25067 0 0 1257 900
25068 0 0 1120 860
25069 0 0 800 900
25070 0 0 480 900
25075 0 0 160 900
25076 0 0 -160 900
25077 0 0 -480 900
25078 0 0 -800 900
25079 0 0 -1120 900
25080 0 0 -1217 900
25081 0 0 -1272 900
25082 0 0 -1250 900
25083 0 0 0 2760
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Guide-Tube deployment
Table B.2: Run information for 252Cf source deployed in the Guide-Tube. The Double Chooz
source code is Cf-252-4.
run number x [mm] y [mm] z [mm] run length [s]
22775 12.6 282.8 1330.4 180
22776 12.6 282.8 1330.4 1200
22777 12.6 282.8 1330.4 1200
22778 12.6 551.6 1325 1200
22779 12.6 551.6 1325 1200
22780 12.6 1002.6 1315.8 1200
22781 12.6 1002.6 1315.8 1200
22811 12.6 1188 994.5 1200
22812 12.6 1188 994.5 1200
22813 12.6 1188 548.1 1200
22814 12.6 1188 548.1 1200
22815 12.6 1188 147.2 1200
22816 12.6 1188 147.2 1200
22817 12.6 1215.8 27.8 1200
22818 12.6 1215.8 27.8 1200
22819 12.6 1287.2 0 1200
22820 12.6 1287.2 0 1200
22821 12.6 1433.8 0 1200
22822 12.6 1433.8 0 1200
22823 12.6 1654 1307.1 1200
22824 12.6 1654 1307.1 1200
22825 12.6 1654 1307.1 1200
22826 12.6 1654 1307.1 1200
22827 12.6 1654 1307.1 1200
22828 12.6 1654 1307.1 1200
22829 12.6 1654 1307.1 1200
22830 12.6 1654 1307.1 1200
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B.0.2 Second calibration campaign 252Cf deployments
z-axis deployment
Table B.3: Run information for 252Cf source deployed at z-axis. The Double Chooz source
code is Cf-252-4.
run number x [mm] y [mm] z [mm] run length [s] run start time
43705 0 0 0 3600 2012-05-15 16:38:07
43706 0 0 -1250 1200 2012-05-15 17:47:45
44236 0 0 0 3600 2012-05-22 16:46:34
44656 0 0 0 3600 2012-05-28 11:10:07
44657 0 0 -1250 3600 2012-05-28 12:38:11
44658 0 0 -960 1200 2012-05-28 13:46:48
45042 0 0 0 3600 2012-06-06 12:56:50
45044 0 0 -1250 3600 2012-06-06 15:05:08
45047 0 0 -640 1200 2012-06-06 16:28:36
45048 0 0 640 1200 2012-06-06 16:54:32
45049 0 0 1250 1200 2012-06-06 17:18:20
45050 0 0 1250 1200 2012-06-06 17:39:21
45051 0 0 1250 1200 2012-06-06 18:00:24
45075 0 0 960 1200 2012-06-07 10:41:27
45076 0 0 320 1200 2012-06-07 11:06:30
45077 0 0 -320 1200 2012-06-07 11:30:02
45078 0 0 -960 1200 2012-06-07 11:53:30
45079 0 0 -1120 1200 2012-06-07 12:16:01
45080 0 0 -800 1200 2012-06-07 12:39:16
45081 0 0 -480 1200 2012-06-07 13:02:25
45082 0 0 -160 1200 2012-06-07 13:25:29
45083 0 0 160 1200 2012-06-07 13:48:00
45084 0 0 480 1200 2012-06-07 14:11:25
45085 0 0 800 1200 2012-06-07 14:34:17
45086 0 0 1120 1200 2012-06-07 14:57:09
45087 0 0 1150 900 2012-06-07 15:19:21
45089 0 0 1180 900 2012-06-07 15:39:39
45090 0 0 1220 900 2012-06-07 15:57:04
45091 0 0 1280 900 2012-06-07 16:14:10
45092 0 0 -1150 900 2012-06-07 16:38:16
45093 0 0 -1180 900 2012-06-07 16:55:33
45094 0 0 -1220 900 2012-06-07 17:12:49
45095 0 0 -1272 1200 2012-06-07 17:31:54
45700 0 0 0 1800 2012-06-15 17:28:07
45701 0 0 0 1800 2012-06-15 17:59:00
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Guide-Tube deployment
Table B.4: Run information for 252Cf source deployed in the Guide-Tube. The Double Chooz
source code is Cf-252-4.
run number x [mm] y [mm] z [mm] run length [s] run start time
46030 0 145 1532 1200 2012-06-18 16:11:19
46031 0 282 1330 1500 2012-06-18 16:35:27
46032 0 551 1325 1800 2012-06-18 17:03:12
46033 0 551 1325 1800 2012-06-18 17:35:53
46034 0 776 1320 1200 2012-06-18 18:08:46
46035 0 1002 1316 1500 2012-06-18 18:31:08
46036 0 1146 1298 1200 2012-06-18 18:57:33
46065 0 1188 1112 1200 2012-06-19 08:45:24
46066 0 1188 1007 1800 2012-06-19 09:09:26
46067 0 1188 1007 1800 2012-06-19 09:41:06
46068 0 1188 854 1200 2012-06-19 10:16:14
46069 0 1188 703 1800 2012-06-19 10:40:17
46070 0 1188 703 1800 2012-06-19 11:11:49
46071 0 1188 554 1500 2012-06-19 11:45:26
46072 0 1188 421 1800 2012-06-19 12:13:17
46073 0 1188 421 1800 2012-06-19 12:44:42
46074 0 1188 286 1500 2012-06-19 13:17:58
46075 0 1188 154 1800 2012-06-19 13:46:21
46077 0 1188 154 1800 2012-06-19 14:24:56
46078 0 1188 92 1200 2012-06-19 14:56:33
46079 0 1211 32 1800 2012-06-19 15:19:13
46080 0 1211 32 1800 2012-06-19 15:50:48
46081 0 1246 8 1200 2012-06-19 16:23:00
46082 0 1282 0 1800 2012-06-19 16:46:12
46083 0 1282 0 1800 2012-06-19 17:17:18
46084 0 1429 0 1800 2012-06-19 17:49:01
46085 0 1429 0 1800 2012-06-19 18:23:26
46108 0 1554 0 1200 2012-06-20 09:28:24
46109 0 1654 150 1500 2012-06-20 09:50:01
46110 0 1654 439 1200 2012-06-20 10:16:34
46111 0 1654 724 1500 2012-06-20 10:39:51
46112 0 1654 1016 1200 2012-06-20 11:06:42
46113 0 1654 1302 1500 2012-06-20 11:29:16
46114 0 1654 1422 1200 2012-06-20 11:57:36
46115 0 1537 1516 1200 2012-06-20 12:19:57
46116 0 1439 1518 1500 2012-06-20 12:42:35
46117 0 1189 1521 1500 2012-06-20 13:09:51
46118 0 778 1527 1200 2012-06-20 13:37:28
46119 0 555 1530 1500 2012-06-20 13:59:58
46120 0 353 1533 1200 2012-06-20 14:26:51
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Appendix C
252Cf fission spectra for different
multiplicities
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(b) Data prompt visible energy, m=3.
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(c) Data delayed visible energy, m=2.
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(d) Data delayed visible energy, m=3.
Figure C.1: Merged data spectra for multiplicities m = 2, 3 of the 6 252Cf 2nd calibra-
tion campaign deployment runs at the target center (x,y,z)=(0,0,12)mm. Prompt energy cut
Eprompt > 0.5MeV and a maximal selected prompt-delayed correlation time of 1ms. The blue
points show the on-time delayed events, the black points the off-time (accidental background)
delayed events. The red data points are the accidental background subtracted spectra.
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(b) Data prompt-delayed correlation time, m=3.
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Figure C.2: Merged data spectra for multiplicities m = 2, 3 of the 6 252Cf 2nd calibra-
tion campaign deployment runs at the target center (x,y,z)=(0,0,12)mm. Prompt energy cut
Eprompt > 0.5MeV and a maximal selected prompt-delayed correlation time of 1ms. The blue
points show the on-time delayed events, the black points the off-time (accidental background)
delayed events. The red data points are the accidental background subtracted spectra.
The drop-off at short correlation times ∆t and the rise at higher ∆t is caused by the
prompt event identification veto (see section 4.1.2) and the limited measurement range
of the measurement window1, respectively.
1Also fissions with higher multiplicities l > n can contribute, in case l−n events possess a too large
correlation time. They occur outside the measurement window and are therefore not measured.
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Appendix D
Detection efficiency results
D.1 Antineutrino MC efficiency reduction shapes
(a) (b) Zoom of figure (a).
Figure D.1: Efficiency reduction shapes f1(zˆ) and f2(ρˆ) of the inclusive efficiency. The top
and bottom z data was combined in one shape. The red open circles connected by the dashed
red lines represent the ρ-shape f2(ρˆ). The black bullets show the z-shape f1(zˆ).
(a) (b) Zoom of figure (a).
Figure D.2: Efficiency reduction shapes f1(zˆ) and f2(ρˆ) of the ∆T efficiency. The top and
bottom z data was combined in one shape. The red open circles connected by the dashed red
lines represent the ρ-shape f2(ρˆ). The black bullets show the z-shape f1(zˆ).
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(a) (b) Zoom of figure (a).
Figure D.3: Efficiency reduction shapes f1(zˆ) and f2(ρˆ) of the Edelayed efficiency. The top
and bottom z data was combined in one shape. The red open circles connected by the dashed
red lines represent the ρ-shape f2(ρˆ). The black bullets show the z-shape f1(zˆ).
(a) (b) Zoom of figure (a).
Figure D.4: Efficiency reduction shapes f1(zˆ) and f2(ρˆ) of the ∆R efficiency. The top and
bottom z data was combined in one shape. The red open circles connected by the dashed red
lines represent the ρ-shape f2(ρˆ). The black bullets show the z-shape f1(zˆ).
D.2 Gd-III detection efficiency results and MC correc-
tions from 252Cf data
The results shown were calculated by means of the definitions given in section 5.3.2.
Table D.1: Table of the 252Cf 2nd calibration campaign detection efficiencies at target center
and the corresponding MC correction c0 at the target center. Uncertainties are statistical only.
efficiency εData0 ε
MC
0 c0
inclusive 0.84562 ± 0.00088 0.86690 ± 0.00044 0.9755 ± 0.0012
semi-inclusive 0.99115 ± 0.00030 0.99081 ± 0.00017 1.00034 ± 0.00035
exclusive 0.99111 ± 0.00030 0.99080 ± 0.00017 1.00031 ± 0.00034
Edelayed 0.99880 ± 0.00010 0.99815 ± 0.00006 1.00065 ± 0.00011
∆R 0.99710 ± 0.00014 0.99576 ± 0.00009 1.00134 ± 0.00017
∆T 0.99519 ± 0.00025 0.99687 ± 0.00013 0.99831 ± 0.00028
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D.2. GD-III DETECTION EFFICIENCY RESULTS AND MC CORRECTIONS
FROM 252CF DATA
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D.3 H-III exclusive detection efficiencies
(a) H-fraction as function of dcalib. (b) H-fraction as function of Rcalib.
(c) ∆T efficiency as function of dcalib. (d) ∆T efficiency as function of Rcalib.
Figure D.5: Top/side separated 252Cf deployment points with respect to the calibration
position dcalib and Rcalib: The exclusive efficiencies are plotted for data and MC runs taken
at the GC side and top. In case the MC values are corrected, the correction is computed via
Eq. (6.13) and Eq. (6.17).
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D.3. H-III EXCLUSIVE DETECTION EFFICIENCIES
(a) Delayed energy efficiency wrt. dcalib. (b) Delayed energy efficiency wrt. Rcalib.
(c) ∆R efficiency as function of dcalib. (d) ∆R efficiency as function of Rcalib.
Figure D.6: Top/side separated 252Cf deployment points with respect to the calibration
position dcalib and Rcalib: The exclusive efficiencies are plotted for data and MC runs taken
at the GC side and top. In case the MC values are corrected, the correction is computed via
Eq. (6.13) and Eq. (6.17).
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D.4 Preliminary H-III detection MC corrections from 252Cf
data
Table D.3: MC correction factor results for changing ∆t cuts. The target and GC corrections
and corresponding uncertainties are listed separately.
∆tmax cv ∆cv,stat method dep.
∆cv,sys
cut dependent
discrepancy
300 µs 0.9912 0.0024 0.0066 0.0020
450 µs 0.9932 0.0020 0.0053 0.0020
600 µs 0.9930 0.0019 0.0045 0.0002
target cTv
300 µs 0.9830 0.0083 0.0094 0.0018
450 µs 0.9813 0.0083 0.0094 0.0018
600 µs 0.9806 0.0083 0.0094 0.0007
gamma catcher cGCv
300 µs 0.9917 0.0025 0.0070 0.0023
450 µs 0.9940 0.0021 0.0056 0.0023
600 µs 0.9939 0.0019 0.0048 0.0001
Table D.4: MC correction factor results for changing ∆R cuts. The target and GC corrections
and corresponding uncertainties are listed separately.
∆Rmax cv ∆cv,stat method dep.
∆cv,sys
cut dependent
discrepancy
60 cm 0.9930 0.0018 0.0045 0.0032
80 cm 0.9899 0.0015 0.0045 0.0032
100 cm 0.9885 0.0014 0.0046 0.0013
target cv
60 cm 0.9806 0.0083 0.0094 0.0062
80 cm 0.9744 0.0063 0.0094 0.0062
100 cm 0.9748 0.0054 0.0094 0.0004
gamma catcher cv
60 cm 0.9939 0.0019 0.0048 0.0030
80 cm 0.9909 0.0016 0.0048 0.0030
100 cm 0.9894 0.0014 0.0049 0.0015
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DATA
Table D.5: MC correction factor results for changing delayed energy cuts. The target and
GC corrections and corresponding uncertainties are listed separately.
Emin cv ∆cv,stat method dep.
∆cv,sys
cut dependent
discrepancy
1.6MeV 0.9950 0.0017 0.0040 0.0006
1.7MeV 0.9944 0.0018 0.0046 0.0014
1.8MeV 0.9930 0.0019 0.0045 0.0014
target cv
1.6MeV 0.9924 0.0081 0.0094 0.0076
1.7MeV 0.9848 0.0082 0.0094 0.0076
1.8MeV 0.9806 0.0083 0.0094 0.0042
gamma catcher cv
1.6MeV 0.9952 0.0018 0.0040 0.0001
1.7MeV 0.9951 0.0018 0.0048 0.0012
1.8MeV 0.9939 0.0019 0.0048 0.0012
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D.5 MC studies with NeutronTh and G4-NHPE
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